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Preface 

Magnetic polarity stratigraphy, the stratigraphic record of polarity reversals 
in rocks and sediments, is now thoroughly integrated into biostratigraphy 
and chemostratigraphy. For Late Mesozoic to Quaternary times, the geo- 
magnetic polarity record is central to the construction of geologic time 
scales, linking biostratigraphies, isotope stratigraphies, and absolute ages. 

The application of magnetic stratigraphy in geologic investigations is 
now commonplace; however, the use of magnetic stratigraphy as a correla- 
tion tool in sediments and lava flows has developed only in the past 35 
years. As recently as the mid-1960s, magnetic polarity stratigraphy dealt 
with only the last 3 My of Earth history; today, a fairly well-resolved 
magnetic polarity sequence has been documented back to 300 My before 
present. An increasing number of scientists in allied fields now use and 
apply magnetic stratigraphy. This book is aimed at this expanding prac- 
titioner base, providing information about the principles of magnetostratig- 
raphy and the present state of our knowledge concerning correlations 
among the various (biostratigraphic, chemostratigraphic, magnetostrati- 
graphic, and numerical) facets of geologic time. 

Magnetic Stratigraphy documents the historical development of magne- 
tostratigraphy (Chapter I), the principal characteristics of the Earth's mag- 
netic field (Chapter 2), the magnetization process and the magnetic proper- 
ties of sediments (Chapter 3), and practical laboratory techniques (Chapter 
4). Chapter 5 describes the essential elements that should be incorporated 
into any magnetostratigraphic investigation. 

The middle of the book is devoted to a survey of the status of magnetic 
stratigraphy in Jurassic through Quaternary marine (Chapters 6-8, 10, 
and 11) and terrestrial (Chapter 9) sedimentary rocks and describes the 
integration of the biostratigraphic and chemostratigraphic record with the 
geomagnetic polarity time scale (GPTS). Recent developments in extending 
the magnetic polarity record to pre-Jurassic sediments and the emergence 
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of a magnetic polarity record for the Triassic, Permian, and Carboniferous 
periods are chronicled in Chapter 12. 

The record of secular variation of the geomagnetic field has been 
important in attempting correlations in sediments that span the last 10,000 
years (Chapter 13). Magnetic stratigraphy is expanding further through the 
use of nondirectional magnetic properties of sediments, such as magnetic 
susceptibility and a host of other magnetic parameters sensitive to magnetic 
mineral concentration and grain size (Chapter 14). It is now becoming 
apparent that geomagnetic intensity variations, as recorded in sediments, 
may well be the next important magnetostratigraphic tool, promising to 
provide high-resolution global correlation within polarity chrons. 

The authors thank the following people, who made important sugges- 
tions for improving the manuscript: B. Clement, D. Hodell, K. ~ u a n i  E. 
Irving, D. V. Kent, E. Lindsay, B. MacFadden, M. McElhinny, S. K. Run- 
corn, and J. S. Stoner. Parts of this book were written while one of us 
(J.E.T.C.) was on sabbatical in Kyoto (Japan) and Gif-sur-Yvette (France). 
M. Torii, C. Laj, and C. Kissel made these sabbaticals possible. Finally, we 
express special appreciation to Marjorie Opdyke, who patiently and skill- 
fully produced the original figures for this book with loving attention to 
detail. 

The authors of Magnetic Stratigraphy received their doctoral training 
from the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where Professor S. K. Run- 
corn inspired their life-long interest in paleomagnetism. We are saddened 
by his murder in December of 1995 and dedicate this volume to Dr. Runcorn 
as an expression of our gratitude to him as our friend and mentor. 

Neil D. Opdyke 
James E. T. Channel1 

Table Key 

Throughout this book, compilations of important magnetostratigraphic 
studies are presented as blacktwhite (normal/reverse) interpretive polarity 
columns. These are accompanied by tables that include the following infor- 
mation for each study. 

Rock unit 

Age range 
Region 

h 

NSE 
NSI 

NSA 
M 
D 

A designation of the rock unit, usually as a formation 
name, locality, or core/hole/site number 

Age range of the stratigraphic section(s) 
Country or region of study 
Site latitude (positive :north, negative :south) 
Site longitude (positive :east, negative :west) 
Number of sections 
Number of sites or site interval (m). P (includes pass- 

through magnetometer measurements) 
Number of samples per site 
Section thickness (m) 
Associated absolute age control: K (K-Ar), A ( 4 0 ~ r /  

3gAr), F (fission track), R (RbISr), S (strontium isoto- 
pic ratios), 0 (FI80), As (astrochronology) 

Rock magnetic measurements/observations: K (suscepti- 
bility), J (Js/T), I (IRM), V (VRM), A (ARM), H 
(hysteresis measurements), TdI (thermal demagnetiza- 
tion of IRM), T (electron microscopy), 0 (optical mi- 
croscopy), X (X-ray) 

Demagnetization procedure: A (alternating field), T (ther- 
mal), C (acidlchemical) 

How was the magnetization direction determined? B 
(blanket demagnetization), Z (Zijderveld/orthogonal 
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projections), V (vector analysis), P ("principal compo- 
nent" or 3D least squares analysis) 

A Data presentation: F (Fisher statistics presented), D (dec- 
lination plotted), I (inclination plotted), V (VGP lati- 
tudes plotted) 

NMZ Number of magnetozones (polarity zones) 
NCh Number of chrons 
%R Percentage of reverse polarity 
RT Reversal test: R +  [positive in the A, B, C rating of 

McFadden and McElhinny (1990) or according to 
McElhinny, (1964)], R- (negative) 

F.C.T. F (fold test), C (conglomerate test), Co (baked contact 
test); indicated as positive or negative 

Q Reliability index (see Chapter 5.7) 

It should be noted that the quality of the data is sometimes not reflected 
in the reliability index. For example, some marine sediments are such good 
magnetic recorders that it is possible to get excellent quality magnetostrati- 
graphic data with only basic techniques such as blanket demagnetization 
with alternating fields, as can be seen in some whole core data from the 
Ocean Drilling Program. 

Introduction and History 

1.1 Introduction 

Paleomagnetism has had profound effects on the development of Earth 
sciences in the last 25 years. In the early days, paleomagnetic studies of 
the different continental blocks contributed to the rejuvenation of the 
continental drift hypothesis and to the formation of the theory of plate tec- 
tonics. 

Paleomagnetism has led to a new type of stratigraphy based on the 
aperiodic reversal of polarity of the geomagnetic field, which is now known 
as magnetic polarity stratigraphy. Magnetic polarity stratigraphy is the order- 
ing of sedimentary or igneous rock strata into intervals characterized by 
the direction of magnetization of the rocks, being either in the direction 
of the present Earth's field (normal polarity) or 180" from the present field 
(reverse polarity). This new stratigraphy greatly influenced the subject of 
plate tectonics by providing the chronology for interpretation of oceanic 
magnetic anomalies (Vine and Matthews, 1963). In the last 25 years, the 
geomagnetic polarity time scale (GPTS) has become central to the calibra- 
tion of geologic time. The bridge between biozonations and absolute ages 
and the interpolation between absolute ages are best accomplished, particu- 
larly for Cenozoic and Late Mesozoic time, through the GPTS. In most 
Late Jurassic-Quaternary time scales, magnetic anomaly profiles from 
ocean basins with more or less constant spreading rates provide the template 
for the GPTS. Magnetic polarity stratigraphy on land or in deep sea cores 
provides the link between the GPTS and biozonationslbioevents and hence 
geologic stage boundaries. Radiometric absolute ages are correlated either 
directly to the GPTS in magnetostratigraphic section or indirectly through 
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biozonations, and absolute ages are then interpolated using the GPTS 
(oceanic magnetic anomaly) template. In view of the paramount importance 
of the calibration of geologic time to understanding the rates of geologic 
processes, the contribution of magnetic polarity stratigraphy to the Earth 
sciences becomes self-evident. 

The dipole nature of the main geomagnetic field means that polarity 
reversals are globally synchronous, with the process of reversal taking 
1O3-lo4 yr. Magnetic polarity stratigraphy can therefore provide global 
stratigraphic time lines with this level of time resolution. Three other tech- 
niques in magnetic stratigraphy, not involving the record of geomagnetic 
polarity reversals, have become increasingly important. Rock magnetic stra- 
tigraphy refers to the use of nondirectional magnetic properties (such as 
magnetic susceptibility and laboratory-induced remanence intensities) as a 
means of stratigraphic correlation. Paleointensity magnetic stratigraphy, the 
use of the record of geomagnetic paleointensity, and secular variation mag- 
netic stratigraphy, the use of secular directional changes of the geomagnetic 
field, have been used as a means of stratigraphic correlation in Quater- 
nary sediments. 

Individual texts exist for paleomagnetism in general, such as those of 
Irving (1964), McElhinny (1973), Tarling (1983), Butler (1992), and Van 
der Voo (1993); however, none is available for the rapidly growing discipline 
of magnetic stratigraphy. 

C 

1.2 Early Developments 

Directions of natural remanent magnetization (NRM) reverse with respect 
to the present ambient magnetic field of the Earth were known to early 
pioneers in paleomagnetic research. Brunhes (1906) reported directions of 
magnetization in Pliocene lavas from France that yielded north-seeking 
magnetization directions directed to the south and up, rather than to the 
north and down. He attributed this behavior to a local anomaly of the 
geomagnetic field. Brunhes demonstrated that the baked contacts of igneous 
rocks are magnetized with the same polarity as the igneous rock. This was 
the first use of what is now referred to as the baked contact test, which 
can be used to determine the relative age of magnetizations in the vicinity 
of an igneous contact. When lava flows are extruded, or dikes are intruded 
into a host rock, the temperature of the rock or sediment into which the 
magma is intruded is raised above the blocking temperature of the magnetic 
minerals. The magnetization is, therefore, reset in the direction of the field 
prevailing at the time of baking. Brunhes carried out this test for both 
normally and reversely magnetized igneous contacts. 

This work was followed by that of Matuyama (1929) on volcanic rocks 
from Japan and north China. This study included many examples of lavas 
that yielded directions that were reverse with respect to the present geomag- 
netic field (Fig. 1.1). Matuyama correctly attributed the reverse directions 
of magnetization to areversal of the geomagnetic field. Matuyama separated 
his samples into two groups: Group I, which were all Pleistocene in age, 
gave NRM directions which grouped around the present direction of the 
geomagnetic field. The group I1 directions were antipodal to those of group 
1 and to the present directions of the geomagnetic field, and most of these 
bvas were older than Pleistocene in age. This was the first hint that the 
polarity of the geomagnetic field might be age dependent. These early 
studies were followed by those of Chevallier (1925), Mercanton (1926), 
and Koenigsberger (1938). 

The modern era of studies of reversals of the geomagnetic field began 
with those of Hospers (1951,1953-1954) in Iceland and Roche (1950,1951, 
1956) in the Massif Central of France, which elaborated on the early work 
of Brunhes. In both of these studies, the relative age and position of the 
rocks were fixed stratigraphically. As in Matuyama's studies, the results 
indicated that rocks and sediments designated as Upper Pleistocene and 
Quaternary in age possessed normal directions of magnetization, whereas 

-z Y MANCHURIA 

ygum 1.1 Directions of natural rernanent magnetization in basalts from China and Japan 
(after Matuyarna, 1929). 
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reverse directions of magnetization appeared in rocks of early Pleistocene 
or Pliocene age. Einarsson and Sigurgeirsson (1955) utilized a magnetic 
compass to detect reversals in Icelandic lavas and began to map the distribu- 
tion of magnetic polarity zones in the rock sequences. They found about 
equal thicknesses of normal and reverse polarity strata, which implied that 
the magnetic field had little polarity bias in the Late Cenozoic. A study by 
Opdyke and Runcorn (1956) on lava flows from the San Francisco Peaks 
of northern Arizona showed that all young lavas studied were normally 
magnetized, whereas the stratigraphically older series of flows contained 
reversely magnetized lavas. Based on these studies, it was assumed that 
the last reversal of the field took place close to the Plio-Pleistocene bound- 
ary. Rutten and Wensink (1960) and Wensink (1964) built on Hosper's 
studies in Iceland and demonstrated that the youngest lavas were normally 
magnetized and that older underlying lavas were reverse, and these in turn 
were underlain by a normal sequence. They subdivided the Plio-Pleistocene 
lavas into three magnetozones N1-RI-N2. They correlated N2 to the Astien 
and R1 to the Villafranchian and deduced that the earliest glaciations in 
Iceland were of Pliocene age. 

Magnetometers capable of measuring the magnetization of igneous 
rocks had been available since before World War 11. Johnson et al. (1948) 
developed a rock generator magnetometer which could measure natural 
remanence in sedimentary rocks. Blackett (1956) developed astatic magne- 
tometers whjch were a further improvement in sensitivity. Paleomagnetic 
study of sedimentary rocks began with the classic study of Creer et al. 
(1954) which documented 16 zones of alternating polarity in a 3000-m 
section of the Torridonian sandstone (Scotland). These rocks passed the 
fold test, indicating a prefolding magnetization, implying that reversals were 
a long-term feature of the geomagnetic field. These authors also reported 
reversals from rocks of Devonian and Triassic age. 

Simultaneous with the developments outlined above, which seemed to 
favor reversal of the dipole geomagnetic field as an explanation for the 
observations, a discovery was made in Japan which cast doubt on the field 
reversal hypothesis. Nagata (1952), Nagata et al. (1957), and Uyeda (1958) 
demonstrated that samples from the Haruna dacite, a hyperthermic dacite 
pumice from the flanks of an extinct volcano in the Kwa district of Japan, 
was self-reversing. The striking magnetic property of this rock is that, when 
heated to a temperature above 210°C and cooled in a weak magnetic field, 
the acquired thermal remanent magnetization (TRM) is in opposition to 
the applied field. Since self-reversal in rocks could be demonstrated, it 
became important to ascertain whether all reverse directions could be 
explained in this way, or whether both the self-reversal phenomenon and 
reversal of the main dipole field were taking place. 

ce for Field Reversal 5 .  

.3 Evidence for Field Reversal 

me baked contact test first employed by Brunhes played an important role 
is settling the self-reversayfield reversal controversy. If field reversal is the 
norm, one would expect baked contacts to be magnetized in the same 
polarity as the baking igneous rock. If self-reversal is the norm, one would 
expect the baked contacts to have different polarity from the igneous rock 
in a significant proportion of the cases, since it is unlikely that both igneous 
and country rock would have the same magnetic mineralogy. Wilson (1962) 
conducted a survey of such studies and found that in 97% of the contacts 
studied, the polarity of the baked contact was the same as that of the 
igneous body. These observations supported the hypothesis of geomagnetic 
field reversal. 

By the late 1950s, several lines of evidence supported the hypothesis 
that the geomagnetic field reverse polarity. (1) All rocks of Late Pleistocene 
and recent age, both igneous and sedimentary, that had been studied pos- 
sessed normal polarity magnetizations. (2) Reverse polarity magnetiza- 
tions were observed in rocks of Lower Pleistocene or older age and in sedi- 
mentary and igneous rocks involving different magnetization processes. 
(3) Transitional (intermediate) directions were observed in Iceland in both 
reverse-to-normal and normal-to-reverse transitions, as well as in the Tor- 
ridonian of Scotland. (4) Self-reversal had been observed in the laboratory 
in only one rock type (Haruna dacite) although many attempts had been 
made to replicate the experiment in other rock types. (5) As described 
above, in 97% of the contact tests, the baked contact and the baking rock 
possessed the same polarity. By the late 1950% many paleomagnetists be- 
lieved in geomagnetic field reversal although geophysicists in general were 
still skeptical. 

In the early 1960s, the stage was set for the convincing demonstration 
of geomagnetic field reversal. A series of interdisciplinary studies were 
carried out in which KlAr dating and the measurement of magnetization 
polarity were carried out on the same lavas (Cox et al., 1963; McDougall 
and Tarling, 1963b). These studies established that rocks of the same age 
had the same polarity and led to the establishment of the first radiometri- 
tally dated polarity time scale. As information accumulated throughout the 
1 9 6 0 ~ ~  the magnetic polarity sequence was progressively modified (Fig. 
1.2), particularly with the discovery of short magnetic polarity intervals 
(Gromm6 and Hay, 1963). The long intervals of constant polarity of the 
geomagnetic field were designated by Doell and Dalrymple (1966) as mag- 
netic epochs and named after the pioneers in the study of the geomagnetism 
(Brunhes, Matuyama, Gauss, and Gilbert); the shorter intervals (events) 
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Figure 1.2 Evolution of the geomagnetic polarity time scale of the last 2.6 My (after Wat- 
kins, 1972). 

were named after the locality of discovery such as Jaramillo Greek in New 
Mexico and Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania. It should be noted that the time 
scales were produced from lavas that were scattered over several continents 
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and oceanic islands and were not in stratigraphic superposition, representing 
a major departure from standard stratigraphic procedures. The anomalous 
situation arose in which, unlike classical stratigraphy, no type sections for 
the magnetic epochs (polarity chrons) are available, yet type localities for 
magnetic events (polarity subchrons) are known. 

The developments which led to the first dated polarity time scale were 
soon followed by studies of magnetic stratigraphy in sediments and investi- 
gations of oceanic magnetic anomalies. Khramov (1958) in the Soviet Union 
reported reverse and normal magnetizations in Plio-Pleistocene nonmarine 
sedimentary sequences from the Caucasus. These studies were followed by 
the discovery of reversals in marine sediments (Harrison and Funnel, 1964; 
Linkova, 1965). Opdyke et al. (1966) observed the samesequence of polarity 

Vema core 21 -1 48 GPTS 1966 Eltanin track 19 

Figure 1.3 Comparison of oceanic magnetic anomalies from s h ~ p  track Eltanin 19 (Pitman 
and Heirtzler, 1966) with magnetic polarity stratigraphy in core V21-148 (Opdyke, 1968) and 
the magnetic polanty time scale of Doell and Dalrymple (1966). 
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reversals in marine sediments that had been compiled by Cox et al. (1963) 
from dispersed volcanic outcrops. The same reversal sequence was then 
observed in oceanic magnetic anomalies by Vine and Wilson (1965) and 
Pitman and Heirtzler (1966). The fact that the same reversal sequence 
appeared to have been recorded by three different recording media (Fig. 
1.3) closed the argument in favor of field reversal and relegated self-reversal 
to a subsidiary process. The resolution of this argument in favor of field 

I reversal tipped the scales in favor of the hotly debated hypothesis of plate 
tectonics and sea floor spreading. 

2.1 Introduction 

The Earth's Magnetic Field 

The magnetic field of the Earth has fascinated human beings for well over 
2 millennia. The Chinese invented the magnetic compass in the second 
century B.C. (Needham, 1962) and knowledge of the magnetic compass 
reached Western Europe over a thousand years later in the twelfth century 
A.D. The first truly scientific paper on geomagnetism was written in 1262 
by Petrus Peregrinus and entitled "Epistola de Magnete" (Smith, 1970). 
In a series of experiments on lodestone (magnetite) spheres. Peregrinus 
defined the concept of polarity and defined the dipolar nature of a magnet 
stating that like poles repel and unlike poles attract; however, the treatise 
was not published until 1558. The work by Peregrinus undoubtedly influ- 
enced the later work of William Gilbert, who published the book "De 
Magnete" in 1600. Gilbert studied the variation of the angle of inclination 
(or magnetic dip) over lodestone cut into the shape of a sphere, perhaps 
one of the greatest model experiments ever made in Earth science. His 
conclusion was that "the Earth itself is a great magnet." From the 14th 
century to the present, compasses were widely used as a navigation aid on 
both land and sea and were carried by explorers throughout the world. 
The angular distance between the polar star, which does not move in the 
heavens, and the direction of the north-seeking end of the compass needle 
was often faithfully recorded. This magnetic deviation from true north is 
called the magnetic declination (D). In midlatitudes, from 40°N to 40's. 
the declination of the present geomagnetic field can vary up to 40' from 
true north. In polar regions, near the magnetic poles, declination anomalies 
of up to 180" are observed (Fig. 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 Declination for the International Geomagnetic Reference F~eld (IGRF) 1990 (after 
Baldwln and Langel. 1993). 

If a magnetized needle is suspended on a fiber and allowed to swing 
freely, the north-seeking end of the needle will not only point north, it 
will also pgint down in the northern hemisphere and up in the southern 
hemisphere. This property of the earth's field, its inclination, was discwered 
by George Hartmann in 1544 (Smith, 1968). If a dip needle which measures 
the angle of magnetic inclination is carried from high northern latitudes to 
high southern latitudes, it will be seen that the inclination of the field 
varies systematically from vertical down at the north magnetic pole, to the 
horizontal at some point at low latitude (magnetic equator), and vertical 
once more (but with the north-seeking end of the needle pointing vertically 
upward) at the south magnetic pole (Fig. 2.2). It should be noted that the 
north and south magnetic poles are not 180" apart and that the magnetic 

I 80°W 

2.2 Inclination for the International Geomagnettc Reference F~eld (IGRF) 1990 (after 
in and Langel, 1993) 

declination (D ) is an angle from north measured eastward ranging 
to 360'. The inclination (I)  is the angle made by the magnetic 

or with the horizontal. By convention, it is positive if the north-seeking 
or points below the horizontal or  negative if it points above. The 
ontal component (H) (Fig. 2.3) has two components, one to the north 

and one to the east Y. The following equations relate the various quan- 

H = F cos I Z = F sin I Tan I = ZlH (2.1) 

X = H c o s D  Y = H s i n D  T a n D = Y / X  (2.2) 

F2 = H2 + Z2 = X2 + Y2 + Z2, (2.3) 
equator is not equidistant from the two magnetic poles. e dipole nature of the geomagnetic field, originally suggested by 

If the geomagnetic field is analogous to that of the magnetized spheres , was first put to a mathematical analysis by Gauss (1838), who 
studied by William Gilbert, the intensity of the field, as well as the inclination measurements of declination, inclination, and intensity from 84 widely 
and declination, would vary systematically over the Earth. After Gauss ced locations to derive the first 24 coefficients in the spherical harmonic 
invented the deflection magnetometer, this was found to be the case, the Pansion of the geomagnetic field. The results of this analysis indicated 
magnetic field strength at the magnetic poles being almost twice that at at, within the uncertainties of the data, the geomagnetic field had no 
the magnetic equator. rces external to the Earth and that it had a dominant dipole component. 

The field at any point on the Earth's surface is a vector (F) which ce 1835, when Gauss first determined the intensity of the dipole moment, 
possesses a component in the horizontal plane called the horizontal compo- e calculations have been repeated many times, and this value has been 
nent (H) which makes an angle (D) with the geographical meridian (Fig. aeasing steadily over the last century and a half. During this century, 
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$ Downwards 

+ North (Geographical) 

Figure 2.3 The direction and intensity of the total field vector (F) resolved into decllnat~on 
from geographical north (D) and incl~nat~on from horizontal (I). Equations (2.1), (2.2), and 
(2.3) relate the various quantities. . 
the decay rate has increased, and during the last 30 years has reached a 
rate of 5.8%/century (see Barton, 1989). If the trend were to continue, the 
main dipole field would disappear by the year 4000 A.D., a possible but 
unlikely event. 

Modern spherical harmonic analyses confirm Gauss' findings and lead 
to the conclusion that: (1) the geomagnetic field is almost entirely of internal 
origin, (2) -90% of the field observed on the surface can be explained by 
a dipole inclined to the Earth" axis of rotation by 11.5" (Fig. 2.4), (3) the 
magnitude of the dipole moment is 7.8 X Am2, (4) the axis of the 
centered dipole (geomagnetic pole) emerges in the northern hemisphere 
between Greenland and Ellesmere Island at 79.0°N, 70.9"W. The great 
circle midway between the geomagnetic poles is called the geomagnetic 
equator (Fig. 2.4). 

Magnetic observations of the elements of the geomagnetic field were 
begun as early as the 16th century in London and the 17th century in 
Paris. It  was realized early on that the declination and inclination of the 
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Figure 2.4 Graphical presentation of the magnetic, geomagnctic. and geograph~c poles and 
equators (after McElhlnny, 1973). 

geomagnetic field change with time (Fig. 2.5). This relatively rapid change 
of the magnetic field with time is called secular variation. The declination 
of the field at London has been changing at a rate of about 14" per century 
from O" in 1650 to 24"W in 1800 and is now 5"W. The change in the magnetic 
elements is not constant over the Earth's surface and, for example, changes 
less rapidly over the Pacific Ocean than in, say, South America. Global 
secular variation is often displayed as "isoporic" charts, which are contour 
maps of equal annual change of a particular element of the field, such as 
the vertical component. From isoporic charts constructed from observations 
dating back about 200 years, isoporic centers have drifted westward at 
rates of up to about 0.28"tyr over this time interval. This observation is a 
manifestation of the westward drift of dipole, quadrupole, and octupole 
components of the field. Drift rates of these components can be calculated 
directly from the spherical harmonic coefficients and their changes with 
time, Changes in the rate of westward drift and the growth and decay of 
isoporic features occur on a decadal time scale. The westward drift is 
generally attributed to differential angular velocity of Earth's lithosphere 
and outer core, where the nondipole components of the field are thought 
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I 

I Decllnat~ons (degrees) 

Figure 2.5 Change of decl~nation and inclination at London and Paris from observatory 
records (after Gaiber-Puertas, 1953). 

to originate. It is important to note that although westward drift is dominant, 
not all secular variation features drift westward; some are more or less 
stationary and some are moving slowly eastward. 

The geomagnetic field varies over a wide range of time scales (Table 
2.1). The longer term behaviors (4-7, Table 2.1) are produced in the Earth's 
interior, an$ the short-term behaviors (1-3, Table 2.1) are atmospheric 
or ionospheric in origin. Secular variations of the field, first observed in 
observatory records, can be monitored further back in time using paleomag- 
netic data from marine and lake sediments with high accumulation rates. 
The longer term variations (5-7, Table 2.1) have also been documented 
by paleomagnetic study of rocks and sediments. Since some lavas and 
archaeological artifacts can become permanently magnetized in a matter 

Table 2.1 
Scales of Geomagnetic Variabiliv 

Geomagnetic behavior Duration 

1. Pulsations or short-term fluctuation minutes 
2. Daily magnetlc variations hours 
3. Magnetlc storms hours to days 
4. Secular variations lo2-10' yr 
5. Magnetic excursions 10"1O4 yr 
6. Reversal transition 10-1-lo4 yr 
7. Interval between reversals lo5-lo6 yr 

of hours, it is theoretically possible to detect ancient field behavior on this 
time scale from paleomagnetic data. 

2.2 The Dipole Hypothesis 

The fact that the geomagnetic field can be modeled as a geocentric dipole 
is of fundamental importance in paleomagnetic studies. If we assume that 
the time-averaged dipole is aligned with the axis of rotation of the Earth 
and situated at the center of the Earth (an axial geocentric dipole), the 

and geographic axes will coincide, and the geomagnetic equa- 
tor will coincide with the geographic equator. The geomagnetic inclination 
(I) will vary systematically with latitude (A) according to the formula: 

Tan (I) = 2 Tan (A). 

If M is the moment of the geocentric dipole and the radius of the Earth 
is r, the horizontal (H) and vertical (Z) components at any latitude (A) 
can be  derived from the following geometric relationship (Fig. 2.6), where 
I is the inclination from the horizontal. Using the formulae used by Gauss 
for his deflection magnetometer, 

H = (M cos A) /$ 
Z = (2M sin A) lr' 

Figure 2.6 Field lines at the Earth's surface for the axial geocentric dlpole (after McEl- 
hinny, 1973). 
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Tan I = ZIH = 2 Tan (A), (2.5) 

if D = 0°, colatitude ( 8 )  is given by 

Tan 1 = 2 cos 0 (0 < 8 < 180"). (2.6) 

The relationship makes it possible to determine the paleolatitude of a 
site from mean paleomagnetic directions at any point on the Earth's surface. 
In the discussion given above, the declination (D)  was presumed to be 
zero, although in most paleomagnetic investigations this is not so. The 
paleomagnetic pole represents the position on the Earth's surface where 
the dipole axis (oriented to give a field in agreement with the mean paleo- 
magnetic direction) cuts the surface of the globe. Every paleomagnetic 
investigation, if successful, will yield a declination (D) which represents 
the angle between the paleomagnetic vector and the present geographic 
meridian. The declination defines a great circle that passes through the 
sampling site and the paleomagnetic pole. The mean paleomagnetic inclina- 
tion gives the distance along the great circle (or paleomeridian) to the 
paleomagnetic pole, according to the dipole formula given above (2.5). 

The pole position can be calculated in the present geographical coordi- 
nate system using the following relationship. If Dm, I, are known at a 
sampling site with latitude A and longitude @ then the position of the 
paleomagnetic pole P (A1,@') can be calculated 

sin A '  = sin Acos &I+ cos Asin OcosD, (2.7) 

@' = @ + p (whencos 8 > sin hsin A ' )  , (2.8) 

@' = 4, + (180 - P )  (when cos 8 < sin A sin A ' ) ,  (2.9) 

where sin p = sin 0 sin Dlcos A'. 
By convention, latitudes are positive for the northern hemisphere and 

negative for the southern hemisphere; longitudes are measured eastward 
from the Greenwich meridian and lie between 0 and 360". Other symbols 
are defined in Fig. 2.7. In paleomagnetic research, two types of paleomag- 
netic pole positions are calculated. A virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) is a 
pole calculated from magnetic data which represent a very short period of 
time, such as the observatory record of D and I of the present field, or a 
spot paleomagnetic field reading from a single lava flow. A paleomagnetic 
pole, on the other hand, represents the field averaged over a considerable 
length of time (on the order of 50 ky) such that short-term (secular) varia- 
tions are averaged out. A paleomagnetic pole position is essentially the 
mean vector sum of many virtual geomagnetic pole positions. 

In the middle 195Os, it was known that the mean Plio-Pleistocene 
paleomagnetic poles more or less coincide with the pole of rotation of the 
Earth. A compendium of poles by Tarling (1983) yields an average 
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Figure 2.7 Calculation of a paleomagnetic pole from mean dlrcctions of magnet~zation (Dm, 
Im) at sampling site (S) generates a paleomagnetic pole (P) (after McElhlnny, 1973). 

paleomagnetic pole indistinguishable from the present pole of rotation (Fig. 
2.8). These observations support one of the basic hypotheses in paleomagne- 
tism, the dipole hypothesis, which states that the Earth's dipole field aver- 
ages to an axial geocentric dipole over periods of time longer than the 
averaging time for secular variation (10-50 ky). The dipole hypothesis may 
be tested using widely spaced sampling sites for rocks of the same age, or 
by testing the relationship of inclination to site latitude in marine cores. 
Opdyke and Henry (1969) and Schneider and Kent (1990a) demonstrated 
that Pleistocene paleomagnetic inclinations in widely spaced marine cores 
are consistent with the dipole hypothesis (Fig. 2.9). Merrill et nl. (1979) and 
Schneider and Kent (1988, 1990a) have documented asymmetry between 
normal and reverse intervals over the last few million years, which can be 
accounted for by increasing the quadrupole term for reverse polarity inter- 
vals relative to normal polarity intervals. This asymmetry is difficult to 
explain due to the symmetry of the induction equations (Gubbins, 1994). 
Outer core boundary conditions (in the mantle or inner core) can be invoked 
to break the symmetry of the dynamo equations (see Clement and Stix- 
rude, 1995). 

2.3 Models of Field Reversal 

Although the geomagnetic field may be molded as if the Earth were a 
permanent magnet, it is clear that this is not the case as thermal disordering 
(Curie) temperatures of permanently magnetized materials are exceeded 
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by burial greater than 10-20 km. The recognition of polarity reversals of 
the dipole field also provided a powerful argument against permanent 
magnetization. In 1947, Blackett proposed that planetary dipole fields are an 
intrinsic property of rotating bodies and subsequently designed experiments 
that refuted the claim (Blackett, 1952). Beginning with the work of Elsasser 
(1946) and Bullard (1949), it is now known that the geomagnetic field arises 
from convective and Coriolis motions in the fluid nickel-iron outer core. 
According to dynamo theory, outer core flow can amplify a small instanta- 
neous axial field to observed dipole values, although the details of the 
process remain poorly constrained. No detailed theory predicting the form 
of geomagnetic secular variation or the mechanism of geomagnetic reversals 
is yet available. Gubbins (1994) and Jacobs (1994) have summarized recent 
developments on this topic. 

Uncertainties in the details of the geomagnetic field generation process 
lead to little consensus on the process of geomagnetic polarity reversal. 
The models of Cox (1968,1969), Parker (1969), and Levy (1972) involved 
interaction between the main dipole field and the nondipole field. According 
to Parker (1969) and Levy (1972), changes in distribution of cyclonic eddies, 
which account for the nondipole field, can produce regions of reverse 
torodial field which effect reversal of the poloidal (dipole) field. According 

- 
Figure 2.8 Paleomagnetic poles for igneous rocks younger than 20 Ma (after Tarling, 1983). to COX (1968, 1969). the critical factor is the relative field strength of the 

high-frequency oscillations of the nondipole component relative to the 
lower frequency (cyclic) oscillations of the dipole component. A high- 
amplitude nondipole field coincident with a low in the main dipole field 
could, in this model, produce an instantaneous reverse total field, which is 
then reinforced by the dynamo process. According to Laj et al. (1979), the 
supposed coupling of the nondipole and dipole fields in the Cox model is 
unlikely in view of the different time constants of the two field components, 
and the mechanism (if feasible) would be expected to generate very fre- 
quent reversals. 

HiIlhouse and Cox (1976) supposed that the dipole component of the 
field dies in one direction and grows in the opposite direction during a 
polarity reversal and that the nondipole components do not change over 
times sufficient to span several reversals. The model predicts that sequential 
reversals, of opposite and same sense, recorded at a sampling site should 
yield similar transitional VGP paths. This has not been found to be the 
case and hence this model is no longer favored. 

I I I I I I  The models of Hoffman (1977) and Fuller et al. (1979) are based on 

S -60" -30" 0" 30" 60" N the idea that the reversal process floods through the core from a localized 
zone. These models can be tested as they predict the VGP paths during a 

Latitude polarity transition for either quadrupole or octupole transition field geome- 
Figure 2.9 Inclination versus latitude in Pleistocene marine sediments. Line is expected inclina- tries. The VGP paths are predicted to lie either along the site longitude 
tion derived from the dipole formula (after Schneider and Kent, 1990a). 
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(near-sided) or 180" away (far-sided) dependingon the senseof the reversal, 
the henlisphere of observation, and where in the core the reversal process 
is initiated. These models are generally no longer favored due to the lack 
of evidence for near-sided or far-sided VGP paths. 

Olson (1983) attributed reversal to a change in sign of the helicity (the 
correlation between turbulent vclt>cily and vorticity). triggered by a change 
in the balance between heat loss at the core-mantle boundary and solidih- 
cation at the inner-outer core boundary. In this model, the duration of a 
polarity chron will depend on the strength of the dipole held and the 
process of reversal would he rapid (-7500 yr). more or lcss consistent with 
palcomagnetic observations. 

The solar dipole fluid reverses polarity approximately every 11 years 
(Eddy. 1976) and the observations of the solar reversal process provide clues 
to the reversal process on Earth (see Gubbins. 1994). The high frequency of 
solar licld reversal allows the process to bc observed directly. In addition. 
the flux distrihution a1 the solar surface can he monitored. in contrast to 
the Earth, where the flux distribution at the core-mantle boundary must 
bc approximated hy downward continualion. Relatively low temperature 
sunspots are regions of intmse magnetic field, considcrcd as sites of expul- 
sion of toroidal flux. The locations r~f sunspot pairs move from the solar 
polcs loward Lhe equator, leading up to a rcvcrsal of the solar dipole ficld. 

Bloxham and Gubbins (1985) and Gubbins (1987a,h) interpret flux 
concentrations in maps of the radial component of the geomagnclic field 
as due to eddies at the core-nlantle boundary, which they liken to sunspots. 
Two .'core spots" have been identified beneath South America and south- 
ern Nrica. The process at thc Earth's core-mantle boundary leading to 
the revcrsal o l  the geomagnetic dipole may be similar to the solar reversal 
process. with flux spots beneath South America and southern Africa being 
analogous to sunspots. These corc spots produce local ficlds opposed to 
the Earth's main dipole field. Bloxham and Gubbins (1985) have suggcstcd 
that these areas of high magnetic flux account for thc high rate of secular 
varislion in the Atlantic region. The corc spots are apparently strengthening 
as the main dipole ficld decays. They are apparently moving to the south 
and could possibly lead to a revc~sal o l  the main dipole field. As the core 
spots in thcsc regions become larger, they might he obsenred at the surface 
as large regional deviations of the ficld (magnetic excursions). 

2.4 Polarity Transition Records and VGP Paths 

In the past decade, an mcreas~ng amount of h~gh-qual~ty palcomagnehc 
data have been acqu~rcd from polarity tranwionc in high depos~tion rate 
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sedimentary sequences (c.g., Clemenl, 1991; Tric el a/., 1991a; Laj el ul., 
1991) and in volcanic rocks (c.g., PrCvot et a/., 1985; Hoffman. 1991, 1992). 
The records provide important insights into the configuration nf the ficld 
during a polarity transition; however, the interpretations are controversial. 
Some data indicate that transition fields have a largc dipolar component. 
Forexample, the records of the Cobb Mountain subchron from the western 
Pacific and North Allanlic have similar VCiP (virtual geomagnetic pole) 
paths, implying dipolar transitional fields (Clcmenl. 1992). The VC;P paths 
of somc spatially distributed Matuyama-Brunhes polarity transitions coin- 
cide (Clement, 1991) whereas others do mot (Valet et ul., 1989). Another 
controversy has involved the apparentclusteringof polarity transition VCiPs 
along two longitudinally constrained paths, one at -80"W longitude over 
North and South America and the other at -100"E over eastern Asia and 
Australia (Fig. 2.10). Some studies emphasize the statistical significance of 
the prcfcrrcd VGP paths (e.g., Clement, 1991: Laj er nl., 1991,1992). Valet 
et 01. (1992) have disputed both thc claim that transition fields are dipolar 
and the statistical clustering of transitional VGPs to lrlngitudin~l pnlhs. 
Quidcllcur and Valet (1994) considered that the apparent clustering of 
VGP paths is biased by uncvcn sitc distribution. The highest concentration 
of sampling sites is ins out hen^ Europe, -90" away from the VGP longitudi- 
nal path across the Americas. Egbert (1992) showed that. except in the 
case where the transition field is entirely dipolar. the VGPs are likely to 
cluster -90" in longitude away from the sampling sitc. According to Consla- 
ble (1992), thc preferred VGP path across the Americas isapparent even 
after the sites locatcd -90" away from the path are removed from the 
record, It is important to realize that prcfcrrcd longitudinal VGP paths do 
not ncccssarily mean that the geomagnetic field is dipolar during polarity 
transitions (Gubbins and Coe. IYY3). 

Prevot and Camps (1993) cxamincd a largc population of transitional 
records from volcanic rocks younger than middle Miocene and concluded 
that the transitional VGPs have no statistical bias in their distribution. On 
thc other hand. more selective use of data from volcanic rocks leads to a 
different conclusion. HolLman (1991, 1992) found that transitional VGPs 
from distributed sites of volcanic rocks youngcr than I O  Ma fall into two 
clusters in the southern hemisphere, one over Australia and the other over 
South America (Fig. 2.10). I h c  clusters arc locatcd close to the Asian and 
American longitudinal VGP paths resolved from sedimentary transition 
records. Thcsc dala lead lo the conclusion lhal transilirmal field stales are 
long-lived (i.e.. characteristic of sequential reversals) and have a strong 
dipolar componcnt, which is incIined to the Earth's rotation axis. 

Bloxhaln and Gubbins (1987) have downward continued the ficld sincc 
1700 AD, to the core-mantle boundary, and it appears that magnetic flux 
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ngurr2.10 (a) Cluatercd VGPsco~iceotrared over Southeast Asiaa~rd South AmcricalAntarc- 
rica from polarity lranailion records from lava flr,u,s. (h) klcans of VGPs f r rm lava Bows 
supnimposed on shaded prcferrcd lon~itudinal VGPpaths from sedimentary revcrsal lransi- 
lion rccords [after Hoffman. 1992). 

a t  the core-manllc boundary is also concentrated approximately along the 
east Asian and Amcrican longituditral paths. Gubhins and KcHy (1993) 
have analyzed pa l eoma~c t i c  data for the last 2.5 My from both lavas and 
sediments and suggested that thc magnetic field at thc core's surface has 
remained similar to that of today over this period of time. l'hc persistence 
of the preferred paths lhrough time and thc fact that paths pass through 
regions oI high modern flux activity at the core-mantle boundary suggest 
that these rcgions are pinned in their present position and have been for 
some time. The long tirnc scales involved indicate that the position of these 
rcgions is controlled hy mantle (as opposed to outer cure) processes. Laj 
el al. (1991) and Hoffman (1992) have pointed out that radial Hux centers 

associated with rapid secular change in today's ficld arc closcly associated 
with regions of fast-P-wave propagation in the lower mantle (Dziewonski 
and Woodhouse, 1987). indicating the presence of rclativcly cold mantlc; 
however, this inlerpretation of mantle tomography in terms of temperature 
variations is not universally accepted. 

The preferred IongiLudinal VGP paths lie either side of the Pacific 
Ocean, which is a region characterized by low-amplitude secular variation. 
At prescnt, there are no foci of rapid secular change in the Pacific region 
and none have been known yince mcasurcmcnts o l  the magetic  lidd in 
the region hegan several hundred years ago. Runcorn (1992) suggested 
that this low rate of secular change may be caused by a well-developed 
high conducting Dm shell under the Pacific. According to Runcorn (1992), 
as the dipole begins Lo reverse polarity. the magnclic lield induces currents 
in the Pacific D" shell, causing a torquc that rotates the outer corc rclative 
to the mantle until the reversing dipole lies along the American or East 
Asian longitudinal paths. 

Clemcnt and Stixrude (1995) havc invokcd magnctic susccptibility an- 
isotropy of the inner core to account for several problematic features of the 
paleomagnetic field. The Earth's inner core exhibits anisotropy in seismic 
velocity which can hc cxplaincd in tcrms of the prcferrcd oricntation oI 
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) iron. Room temperature analogs of hcp iron 
have a strong magnetic susceptibility anisotropy, which could produce an 
inner corc ficld inclined to the rotation axis. This may help to explain not 
only the well-known far-sided effect (Wilson, 1912) but also the preferred 
VGP paths during polarity transitions. When the outer core field is weak 
during a polarily reversal, the persisting inncr core licld may bias the total 
field to produce the observed VGP paths and clusters observed in transition 
rccords. During polariq reversal, as the outer core field s o w s  in the oppo- 
site direction, i t  may lake a few thousand years to diffusc through thc inner 
core and reset the inner core field. 

Polarity reversals in the paleomagnetic record appear to be accompa- 
nied by gcomagnctic intcnsity lows (c.g., Opdyke at., 1966). although in 
some sedimentary records, the apparent lows may be an artifact of the 
remancncc acquisition process. Paleointensily studics by Valct and Mcyna- 
diet (1993) imply reducing geomagnetic field intensity during Plio- 
Plcislocene polarity chrons, with intensity recovery immediately post rever- 
sal. The present axial dipolc moment is 7.8 ti 1#%m2. If it is assumcd 
that the calibration of the relative paleointensity to absolute values is cor- 
rect, then thc dipolc momcnt during rcvcrials falls lo about 1 ti lo2' Am2. 
or about a 10% of its present value. Valet and Meynadier (1993) pointed 
out that the low*? in apparcnt paleointensity within the Brunhes Chron 
correspond to the age of documented field excursions (Ch. 14). 
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polarity ficld. Schncider and Kent (1988) reached a similar conclusion based 
on the analysis of deep-sea core inclinalion data. This apparent asymmetry 
for normal and reverse polarity states may bc attributed to an axis of 
magnctic susceptibility anisotropy in thc inner core inclined to the rotation 
axis (Clement and Stiwrude, 1995). 

As the GPTS is refined and our record of polarity reversals hccomes more I complete. estimates of the statistical structure of the polarity sequencc 
become more realistic. From present to 80 Ma, since the Cretaceous long 

1 ,  normal superchron. the polarity sequencc approximates to a gamma process 
where the gamma [unction ( k )  equals -1.72 (Phillips, 1977) or, in an up- 
daled estimate, -1.5 (McFadden, 1989). The Poisson process is thc special 

1, 
case of a gamma proccss where k = 1, corresponding to a random proccss. 

'I The observation that tho gamma function is greater than 1 means that 
either the process has "mcmvry," which reduces the likelihood of areversal 
immediately post reversal, o r  that Ihe record of reversals lor the last SO 
My is incomplete with many short-duralionpolarity chrons missing from the 

! record. 'The oceanic magnetic anomaly rccord is characterized by numerous 
"tiny wigglcs" referred to as cryptochrons in the. time scale (Candc and 
Kent, 1992b). Inclusion of cryptvchrons in the rccord can. depending on 
their duration, reduce the valuc ol k to values very close to I, indicative 
of a Poisson distribution (see Lowric and Kent, 1983). Although the issue 
of tiny wiggles in the oceanic magnetic anomaly records is not scttled. it 
is now popular to intcrpret them as due to palcointensity variations rather 
than short polarity chrons. If this is correct. it implics that polarity reversal 
of the geomagnetic field is not a Poisson process but that the probability 
of a reversa drops to zcro immediately after a revcrsal and then rises to 
a steady value. 

The rate of reversal has varied with time and thc variation in rate is 
quite smooth, with a steady decrcase [rum 165 Ma to 120 Ma and a steady 
increase from 80 Ma to the present. The change in revcrsal rate results in 
a change in the potential resolution o l  magnetic polarity stratigraphy as a 
correlation tool. From 120 Ma to 80 Ma, during the Cretaccous normal 
superchron, thc rcvcwal process was not funclioning. which may imply that 
the geomagnetic field is more stablein the normal polarity state. McFadden 
and Merrill (1984) analyzed the relative stability of normal and rcverse 
polarity states and concluded that there is no evidcnce for a stability hias 
bctween the two polarity states. The existence of a superchron of reverse 
polarily in the Late Carboniferous-Pcrmian of comparable duration to the 

I I Cretaceous normal superchron tends to support the notion that the polarity 1 of superchrons is not dictated by stability bias. There isevidencc, however, 

j 
for a difference in Lhe relalive proportions or zonal harmonics which make 
up the time-averagcd field For the two polarity states. On the basis of data 

I for the last 5 My: Mcmll andMcElhinny (1977) concluded that the reverse 
pcllaf ly lield has a larger quadrupole and octupole contcnt than the normal 

,i 
i l  
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retain a rcmanent magnetization. Many clay minerals and common iron- 
bearing minerals such as siderite, ilmcnitc, biotite, and pyrite are paramag- 

A few minerals, some iron oxides; oxyhydroxides, and sulfides, exhibit 
a third typc of  magnetic behavior called ferro~nagnefirnr (sensu lato). In 

1 
these materials, the paramagnetic cations are closely juxfaposcd in the 
crystallaktice such lhat spinmoments are couplcd either by direct exchange 

4 or bv superexchange through an intermediate anion. Ferromagnetic suscep- 
1 

1 Magnetization Processes and Magnetic 
1 1  Properties of Sediments 

11 

I 3.1 Basic Principle 

I All matter responds to an applied magnetic ficld, due to tbe cIfect of the 
field on electron motions in atoms. although the response is very weak for 
most materiqls. The ions of some transitional metals, notahly Fez-. Fe'-. 
and Mn2', carry an intrinsic spin magnctic moment and are rcferred to as 
puramagnetic ions. Materials which contain these cations exhihit an en- 

I 
hanced response to an external field. 

The weakest response is called diunragndisnz. Diamagnetic materials 
do nor contain paramagnetic ions in appreciable concentratio~~s and when 
placed in a magnetic field ( H I ,  a weak magnetization ( M i )  is induced, by 
the effcct of thc magnetic field on orbiting electrons, which is antiparallel 
to lhe applied field ( H ) .  Thc susceptihility (k) (wherc Mi = kH) is therefore 

I small and negative. No (remanent) magnetization (M,) remains after the 
magnetizing field is removed. Many of the most common minerals (such 
as quartz. halite, kaolinite, and calcitc) are diamagnetic, and rucks which 
are composed largely of these minerals will have negative susceptibility. 

An enhanced response to a magnclic field is referred to as para~nugr~e- 
tism. Paramagnetic materials contain paramagnetic ions. The susceptibili~y 
is large (relative to diamagnetic susceptibility) and positivr: and due to 
the alignment of the intrinsic magnetic moments in the applied field. The 
susceptihility is proportional to thc reciprocal of ahsolutc temperature. 
When the applied ficld is removed, thc weak slignmcnl of spin momcnts 
is randomized by lhermal vibrations and paramagnetic materials do not 

26 
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tihility values vary widely but are high (rcl.dtive to paramagnetic susceptibil- 
ity values) and positive. Unlike diamagnctic and paramagnetic susmptibil- 
ity, ferromagnetic susccplihility is strongly depcndcnl on the strenglh of 
the applied field (H). At low H, the induced magnetization (M,) is propor- 
tional to H, and therefore the initial sz~scrptihility (k) is constant, and the 
magnetization is lost alter removal of the applicd field. However, at higher 
values of H, part of the magnetization is retained by the material after the 
removal of the applied field. This hchavior can be summarized by use of 
a hystere-vis l c ~ o p ,  which is a plot of magnetization ( M )  against applicd field 
(H)  (Fig. 3.1). At lnw H.  M increases proportionally (hence, k is constant 
for low H) and the magnetization proccss is reversible. A t  highcr H, the 
magnetization is not proportional to H, the curve is not reversible, and a - . - 

small proportion of thc magnetization, referred to as the remurzcnr magrceti- 
zatlon (M,), is retained by the material after ficld removal. Eventually. as 

800 -600 -400 200 0 ZOO 400 600 800 
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Figure3.1 Hysteresis loop rrrnn apink pelagiclimestone. illustrating lhs saturationmagnetiza- 
tion (Mr), saturation remunence (Mrs). and cocrcive force (Hc). The loop is conctricrcd (u'asp- 
waislrd) due to prcscou: of low-corrciuily rnagctitc and high-coercivity hemaLilc. 
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H increases further, the suturuti(~n mngfletizalion (M,) is reached. Removal 
of the applied field leaves the sample with a suturation remadent magneriza- 
lion ( M , ) .  II the applied field is now increased in thc opposite sense ( - H ) .  
the total magrictizaliun of the sample will fall to zero at a value of H 
refcrrcd to a s  the coercive,fi?rcr (H,) for that sample. The back field which 
leaves the sample with zero relnanent magnetization is referred to as the 
remanent coercivily or the coerciviry of rema~tcnci! (H, , ) .  The hysteresis 
loop can be completed by taking (be sample to its saturation magnetization 
in the back field and imposing an increasing positive H until the saturatron 
is achieved again. 'The hysteresis properties of ferromagnetic materials are 
destroyed at a characteristic temperature for the mineral relerred to as thc 
Curir or Ngel tempernlure, above which the behavior is paramagnetic. 

l 'he term ferromagnetism (se~lso luto) is used t o  refer to materials 
which show hystcrcsis behavior. There are various types o l  ferromagnetism 
which differ in magnetic properties due to different arrangcmcnls of spin 
moments within the crystal lattice. In the case of ferromagneri~m (fensu 
stricto), the adjacent spin moments are parallel and of unicorm magnitude 
(Fig. 3.1) .  This behavior is rcstrictcdto nalive iron. nickel, andcobalt where 
paramagnetic ions are sufficiently closely juxtaposed for direct exchange 
interactions. Minerals (on Earth) do not exhibit this typc or behavior. In 
ferrimagnetiswr adjacent spin momenis are antiparallel but a net moment 
results due lo their unequal magnitude. In anlirerrt~magnetisni, adjacent 
spins are antiparallcl and of uniform magnitude and hence no net moment 
results. If, h'ou~ever, the antiparallelism of ihc spin moments is impcrfccl 
due to canting, a weak net moment results. Ferrimagnctism-and canted 
antiferromagnetism arc the behaviors exhibited by miuerals which are capa- 

ALIGNMENT OFSPIN MOMENTS 

Fen6magneusm Ferr8nlagnetlsm Canted 
Antlfermmagnetism Anl#ferr~magnet~em 

Nst Moment 1 
Figure 3.2 Arrdngrmcnt ot sp~n momcnts asso~latrd ~ t t h  dlllerml clnsscs of maenenc k- 
ha\ lor 

ble of carrying magnetic remanence, the magnetic mint.ml,~. 'l'hc ferrimag- 
neticminerals generally havehighsusceptibilities, highmagnetization inlcn- 
,ities, and relatively low cnercivities, whereas the converse is true for 
antiferromagnetic minerals. 

3.2 Magnetic Minerals 

a. Magnetite (Fe304) and t h e  
Titanomagnetites (xFe2TiO4.11 - x]Fe304) 

Magnetite is one of the cnd members of the ulvospincl-magnetite solid 
solution scrics (Fig. 3 .3 )  and is the most common magnetic mineral on 
Earth, Magnetite is a cubic mineral wilh inverse spinel structure. The disor- 
dering (Curie) temperaturc varies more or less lincarly with Ti content 
from 1 5 0 ° C  for ulvospinel to 580°C for magnetite (Fig. 3.4~1). Hence. 
ulvospinel isparamagneticat room temperature. Ti(anomaqetitesareferri- 
magnetic at room temperature lor values of .x bclow about 0.8. Complctc 

Y,, 
4 d  

Wust~te Magnetite Hemat~te 
FeO Fez04 Maghemlte 

Fez03 
Figure3.3 Ternary diagram indicating the important iron oxide m a ~ l c t i c  minerals. thc titano- 
magnetite and ritannhcmatite colid strlulion series. ilnd the lililnomilghrmi~s r~xidatir ln trend. 
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Cornposihon. x 

Figure 3.4 Saturation magncrization (I,) and Curie tcmperaturr (T,) as a function of 
(a)  titannmagnctite composition and (b) titanofiemalile compositic,n (affer Nagata. 1961; 
Butler. 1992). 

solid solutlon between ulvosplnel and magnetite occun only above 6DOnC. 
and ex5olution lamellae are common in igneous rocks. The exsnlut~on is 
usually not between ulvospincl and magnetite, but between llmenite and 
magnct~te due to the hlgh-temperature (druteric) oxidation of ulvosplnel 
to ilmen~te, which usually accompanies exsolution (Haggerty, 1976a.b). As 
the ilmenlte lamellae develop, the interven~ng titanomagnetlte compos~tion 

becomes progressively depleted in titanium. Further high-temperature oxi- 
dation results in the replacement of ilmenite and magnetitc by aggregates 
of hemalile. mtile, and pswdobrookitc. High deuteric oxidation states are 
most common in acidic plutonic rocks which cool slowly and have high 
water content. A wide variety of deuteric oxidation states can be observed 

. : , within a single lava How and the controls are not clearly defined. In general. 
unexsolvcd titanomagnetites are most coinmon in basic igneous rocks which 
have coolcd rapidly. such as newly erupted submarine basalts. The exsolu- 
tion process involves a change in grain size, grain shape. and composition 
of the titanomagnetite. The changes will generally involve a decrease in x, 
a decrease in grain size, and an elongation of the grain shape, and will 
therefore Lend to increase the coercivity and blocking tcmpcraturc o[ the 
grain. ThereIorc, the exsolution of magnetite and ilmcnitc by deuteric 
oxidation may serve to increase the stability of the rcmancncc acquired 
during the process. The ilmenite separating the exsolved titanomagnelite 
rods is paramagnetic at room temperature and behaves as a nonmagnetic 
matrix for the ferrimagnetic titanomagnetite grains. Exsolution lirmellae 
are a characteristic of titanomagnetite grains affected by dcutcric oxidation. 
Low-temperature oxidation of titanomagnetites by weathering processes 
andlor oxidizing diagenetic conditions results in maghcmatization without 
exsolution, and subsequent formation of hematite. 

Titanomagnetites are a common constituent of igneous and mctamor- 
phic rocks and are therefore aprominent detrital component in scdimcnts. 
Many sediments also contain low-titanium magnetite grains. which arc 
uncommon in igneous rocks and are generally believed to be hiogcnic. 
Many organisms, including bacteria and inolluscs_ produce magnetite either 
by extracellular precipitation or as an integral part of their mctaholism 
(e.g., Blakemore. 1975; Kirschvink and Lowenstarn, 1979; Blakemorc et ul., 
1985; Frankel, 1987; Lovley et ul., 1987: Lovley, 1990; Bazylinski cl a!., 1988; 
Chang and Kirschvink, 198% Sparks et nL., 1990). Electron microscopy of 
magnetic extracts of lakc sediments (Snuwball, 1994) and a wide range of 
marine sediments (Vali el ul., 1987: McNcill, 1990: Yamazaki er a/.. 1991) 
has shown that magnetite is often found in a restrictcd single domain (SD) . . 
grain size range, similar to the grain size of magnetite produced by living 
bacteria (Fig. 3.5). ' lhc grain size and low-titanium composition of this 
magnetite phase is such that it is an important carrier of itable magnetic 
remanence (see Moskowitz er nl., 1988, 1904). 

b. Hemati te  (m-Fe,03) and 
Titanohematite (xFeTi03.[l - x]Fe,O,) 

Mineral compositions intermediate between ilmcnitc and hematite arc re- 
ferred to as the titanohcmatilcs. Hematites have rhombohedra1 symmetry 
and corundum structurc. As for the titanomagnetites, thedisordering (Neel) 
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Figure 3.5 Cornparison of rile and shapc of milrinc sedimmlilry ma:nctitr and modem 
bacterial magnetite inm clcctron microscilpy (after Vsli r2i a/.. 1987) SP: supcq~arilmilgnrtic: 
SD: single domain; TD: two domain: MD: multidnm;~in~ 

temperature varies with x, from -218°C for ilmenite to 675"Cfor hematite 
(Fig. 3.4b). Compositions corresponding to values of x greater than about 
0.8 are paramagnetic at room temperature. Other compositions are ferri- 
magnetic for values of x in the 0.5-0.8 range and antiferromagnetic for 0 
< x < 0.5. Complete solid solution occurs only above about 1000°C and 
exsolution of the two end members is common except w h a e  x < 0.1 or x 
> 0.9. Titanohematites are associated with some metamorphic and plutonic 
rocks but almost pure hematite is much more abundant in metamorphic, 
sedimentary, and igneous rocks. Hematite is a very important as a rema- 
nence carrier in both clastic and chemical sediments. The hematite may 
occur in sediments as dctrital spccularitc or as an authigcnic pigment which 
grows during diagenesis. Hematites are antiferromagnetic, the weak net 
moment being due to slight canting of the spin moments (Fig. 3.2). The 
saturation magnetization is much lower than that ol' magnetite, and the 
remancnt coercivity is significantly higher. 

c. Maghemite (y-Fe20d and 
Titanornaghemite (xFeTi03.[1 - xJFe20,] 

Maghemite has the spinel structure of magnetite and the chemical composi- 
tion of hematite. Maghemite and titanomaghemite are metastable phases, 
with maghemite and titanomaghemile inverting to hcmatite and magnetite, 
respectively, above 250°C The disordering (Curie) temperature, is there- 
fore, difficult to determine but is believed to be about 640°C. The magnetic 
properties arc similar to those of magnetite, with slightly lower saturation 
magnetization and comparable remanence coercivity. Maghemite is com- 
mon as a low-temperature oxidation product of magnetile in bolh igneous 
and sedimentary rocks. 

d. Goethite (a-FeOOH) 

Goethite is the most common of the iron oxyhydroxides and is antiferromag- 
netic with a disordering (Neel) temperature of about 120°C (Hcdley, 1971). 
Goethite has weak saturation magnetization and very high coescivity (Hed- 
ley, 1971; Rochette and Fillion, 1989). It dehydrates to hemalitc at ahoul 
300°C. Gocthitc is an important product in low-temperature oxidation, 
particularly of iron sulfides, and is a constituent of manganese nodules and 
of the Pacilic redclay facics, where i l  may precipitate directly from seawater. 
Lepidocrosite (y-FeOOH) is less common than goethite, has a Nee1 temper- 
ature of -196°C. and is therefore not an imporlant rernancncc carrier. hut 
it dehydrates to maghemite and may therefore indirectly wntribnte to 
magnetic remanence 
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e. Pyrrhotite (FeS,, where x = 0-0.14) 

Fe7S8. the most magnetic pyrrhotitc, is monoclinic and ferrimagnetic, with 
a Curie temperature oI about 325°C. FeaSla is less important magnetically, 
being ferrimagnetic in a very restricted tempcrature range (-100-200°C). 
The saturation magnetization of Fe,S, is about ten times that of hematite 
and about hall that of magnetite and maghcmite (Clark, 1984). Remanence 
coercivity is generally greater than that of magnetite and maghemite (Dck- 
kers, 1988, 1989). Pyrrhotite occurs in basic igneous rocks (Soffcl. 1977. 
1981) and can grow during sediment diagenesis in certain reducing environ- 
ments (Kligfield and Channell, 1981; Freeman. 1986). The most common 
iron sulhde, pyritc (FeS2). is paramagnetic. 

f. Greigite (Fe& 

Greigite is Ierrimagnetic and carries a stable magnclization in some lake 
sediments (Snowball and Thompson, 1990; Snowball, 1991) and in rapidly 
deposited clastic marine sediments (Tric e ta / , ,  1991a; Roberts and Turner, 
1993; Reynolds et ul.. 15194). Coercivities arc similar to those of magnetite 
and therefore generally somewhat less than for pyrrhotite. As for pyrrhotite. 
the Curie temperature is about 320°C and thermomagnetic curves are 
characterized by an increase in magnetic moment (and susceptibility) as 
the iron sulfide oxidizes to magnetite. 

3.3 Magnetization Processes 

a. Thennal Remanent Magnetization (TRM) 

The remancnt magnetication acquired by a grain during cooling through 
its blocking temperantre is referred to as thermal remanent magnetization. 
The blocking temperature of a grain is lhe temperature above which the 
magnetic ordecing in the ga in  is randomized by thermal energy during 
laboratory heating. The magnetic ordering of the grain will eventually 
become randomized at any temperature: the time that it is likely to take 
is referred to as the relaxation time (T,), which is a function of coercive 
force (H,) .  grain volume ( v ) ,  spontaneous magnetization (J,), and tempera- 
ture (T). 

T, = To exp (vH, JJ2kT) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant and To is the frequency factor (-1W9 s). 
Thc exponential form of this equation means that, for a particular grain, 
the relaxation timc increases logarithmically with decreasing temperature. 
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e temperalurc at which the relaxation lime becomcs large relative t o  
oratory experimental timc is referred to as the blocking temperature. 

or  a rock or scdiment sample, the grain population will have a blocking 
tenzptirature spectrum reflecting the compositional and grain size range of 
the magnetic minerals. For weak magnetic fields, the TRM intensity is 
pproximately proportional Lo the applied field, although lower cooling 
tes will enhance the TRM intensity. It is important to note that natural 
ocking temperature of a grain during igneous cooling will be lower than 
e laboratory-determined blocking temperature. The diIfcrcnces are 
ater at lower igneous cooling rates and become smaller when the block- 
temperature is close to the Curie temperature (Dodson and McClelland- 

b. Chemical Remanent Magnetization (CRM) 

Chemical remanenl magnctizatinn is produced by an increase in grain 
. . volume at temperatures below the blocking temperalurc of the grain. The 

, process is analogous to TRM acquisition hut in the case of CRM the 
relaxalion time Isee Eq. (3.1)l is increased by change in grain volume ( v )  
rather than ambient temperature (T). The logarithmicincrease in relaxation 
time with grain volumc [cads to the concept of blockirtg volume, which is 
the critical grain volume at which the relaxation time heoomcs geologically 
significant. CRM is a very important acquisition process in sediments be- 
cause magnetic minerals com~nonly grow authigenically during diagcncsis. 
Magnetite, hematite, maghemite, goethite, and pyrrhotitc can all grow an- 
thigcnically in certain diagenclic conditions. Alteration during weathering 
can produce a CRM carried by goethite andlor hematite in a wide variety 
of rock types. 

c. Detrital Remanent Magnetization (DRM) 

L. 

can align themselves with the ambientfield during deposition. The alignment 
occurs largely within the upper few centimeters of soft scdiment rather than 
in the water column (Irving and Major, 1964). Magnetite, titanomagnetite. 
hematite, and maghemite arc common carriers of DRM in sedimcnts. The 
lock-in depthui DRM has been estimated hy laboratory experiments (Kent: 
1973: Lovlie, 1974; Tauxe and Kent, 1984), by comparing the position of rc- 
vcrsals withoxygen isotope datain cores withvarying sedimentation rates (de 
Menocal et ul., 1990), and by observation of thedamping of secular variation 
records (Hyodo, 1984: L,und and Keigwin, 1994). The estimates often Lie in 
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the 10-2O cm depth range below the sedimentiwater interface The lock-ln 
depth and w~dth of the lock-ln Lone will depend on the gram slze spectrum. 
sed~mentation rate, and bioturbat~on depth. 

d. Viscous Remanent Magnetization (VRM) 

VRM is an important source of secondary magnetization in rocks and 
sediments. Grains with relatively low relaxation time will tend to hccomc 
remagnetized in the ambient weak field. The intensity of the VRM has 
been found both theoretically and cxperimenlally to he proportional to the 
logarithm of time. and the proportionality constant (rclerred to as the 
viscosity coefficient) increases with temperature (Dunlop. 1983). Grains 
with volumes close to the blocking volume (i.e.; close to thc threshold 
between single domain and superparamagnetic behavior) are likely lo be 
the most imporldnt carriers of VRM, although multidomain grains can also 
carry appreciable VRM. For grains with high coercivity, such as fine-grained 
hematite, the VRM acquired during the Brunhes chron can have high 
coercivity and blocking temperature up to about 350°C. VRM components 
of the NRM will generally be aligned with the present Earth's ficld. 

e. Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) 

This is a high-field magnetization process and therefore docs not generally 
occur in nature except in the case of lighlning strikes. As the properties of 
the IRM are useful for determining the magnetic mineralogy and grain 
size, IRM is produced in the laboratory using a pulse magnclirer, electro- 
magnet. or supcrconducting magnet. The IRM is the remanencc measured 
after removal of thc sample from the magnetizing field. The intensity of 
the IRM will increase as the strength of the magnetizing ficld is increased 
until thesaturationIRM (S1RM)is acquired. Themagnetizingfieldrequired 
to attain the SIRM is a function of the remanent coercivity (H,)  of sam- 
ple grains. 

f. Anhysteretic Remanent Magnetization (ARM) 

ARM is an artificial remanencc produced in the laboratory by placing the 
sample in an alternating high field (lypically 100 mT) with a low d.c. biasing 
ficld (typically 50-100 pT) and allowing the alternating field to ramp down 
smoothly to zero. ARM is very useful because it has similar characteristics 
lo TRM, and the characteristics oI ARM can be used to determine grain 
size and composition of magnetic minerals present in the sample. The 
anhysteretic susceptibility (k,,,) is the ARM divided by the biasing field. 

Magnetic Pmperlies of Msrinc Sedimen 

. Self-Reversal Mechanisms 

If-revenal is a phenomenon where the remanent magnetization of a 
le is antiparallel to ihc direction of the ambient magnetic lield at the 

f remanence acquisition. I 1  is now clear that self-rcversal is rare and 
nomenon is restricted to a icw well-doeumenled cascs, particularly 
ohematilcs. Self-reversal can occur as a result of magnctostatic 

raction between adjacent magnetic phascs vith different blocking tem- 
atures and usually results from negative exchange coupling between a 

ongly magnetic. low Curia point phase and a weaker high Curie point 
ase with moment aligned with the ambient magnetizing field. The phases 
y be distinct mineral compositions or compositional gradients within 
ins. If the lower blocking temperature phase has greater volume and 

spontaneous magnetization than the higher hlocking temperature phase. 
the net remanent magnetization can be antiparallcl to the ambient field. 
The best documented cascs of self-reversal are in a dacile containing tilano- 

' hematile in the 0.45 < x < 0.60 compositional range (Uyeda, 1958) and 
in some oxidircd titanomagnetite composilions (Schult, 197h; Heller and 
Petersen, 1982). Pyroclastics from the 1985 eruption of Ncvado del Ruiz 

: (Columbia) are reversely magnrtized, and the self-reversal process has hccn 
replicated in laboratory-induced acquisition of TRM (Heller er nl., 1986). 

3.4 Magnetic Properties of Marine Sediments 

Themagnetic properties ofmarine scdimcnts depend not only on the nature 
of primary magnetic minerals contributed Crom dctrital or hiogenic sources. 
or by precipilalion from seawater; but also on the diagcnctic conditions 
which determine the alteration of primary magnetic phases as well as 
the authigenic growth of ~econdary magnetic minerals. The important 
remancnce-carrying minerals in marinil sediments arc magnetite /Fer04). 
titanomagnetite, hematitc (a-Fe,O,), maghemite (y-Fe20;), gcothite (a- 
FeOOH). and iron sullidcs such as pyrrhotite (FeS, , )  and greigitc (Fe3Sa). 
Of the magnetic minerals listcd above, magnetite, titanomagnetite. grcigitc, 
andgocthite can bepriwmryremawncc carricrsin marine sediments. Hema- 
tite, pyrrhotite, and greigite occur as authigcnic secondary minerals formed 
during early diagcnesis, and goethite can be a product of low-temperature 
oxidation (weathering), particularly of iron sulfides. 'The magnetic proper- 
ties of sedimenls Irom the four marine environments lor which there is 
most information are revieu,cd below. 

a. Shallow Water Carbonates 

The major~ty of shallow water platform limc<tones are unrehable recorders 
of the gcomagnetlc field. Howcvcr. thcn: arc ccveral notable exceptions 
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where early magnetizations have been recorded in lhis facics. For example, 
Silurian rccLslope limestones from Indiana yield magnetite ~nag~letizations 
which predate compaction-related tilting (McCabe r!r nl.. 1983). Wcll- 
defincd Plio-Plei~toccne magnetostratigrapllies have been acquired from 
shallowwatcr limestones and dolomites recovered by drilling in the Bahama 
Bank (McNeill er nl.. 1988) and from the Mururoa Atoll (Aissaoui et ~ 1 . .  
1990). Single domain magnetite of probable biogcnic origin is thought to 
be the carrier of remancnce in the partially dolomitircd carbonates from 
the Bahamas, and the dolomitizatioi~ process does not appear to remagnc- 
tire the carbonates (McNeill. 1990). A similar cnnclusio~i was drawn froni 
study of Carboniferous limestones in Wyoming (Bcske-Diehl and Shive. 
1978). 

In the Mediterranean area, thc "suuthern Tclhyan" Mesoznicplatform 
limestonrs gc~lerally carry very weak magetizations, which are either too 
weak for precise measurement or are secondary and due to the weathering 
of pyrite to hematite and/or goethitc. "Helvetic" limestones from the Euro- 
pean Mesozoic contincnlal margin carry a receut VRM with no resolvable 
primary magnetization components (Kligficld and Channcll, 1981). Thc 
more marly shallow water Jurassic limestones frnm southern Germally 
carry a low-coercivity magnetization allributed to dctrital magnctite: 
however, the purerlimestone facics (bafflestones) carry a secondary magne- 
tization due to both goethite and hemalite produced by late oxidation of 
pyritc (Heiler, 1978). A magnetite magncti~alion in marly shallow watcr 
Late Cretaceous limestones from the Munster Basin predates lalest Creta- 
ceous folding and therefore appears 10 be primary in origin (Hellcr and 
Channell. 1979). 

In North America, Paleozoic neritic and lagoonal limestone exposed 
in New Jersey and New York such as the Ordovician Trenton limestone 
(McElhinny and Opdykc. 1973: McCabe er ul., 1983), the Siluro-Devonian 
Helderherg Series (Scotese et ul., 1Y82)+ and the overlying Onodaga lime- 
stone (Kent. 1979) carry a synfolding or postfolding remanent magnetiza- 
Lion with a dircclion implying remagnetization duringLate Carbonilerous- 
Early Permian time (Scotese el al., 1982: McCabe ct GI., 1983). These 
limestones conlain spheroidalibolryoidal magnetite which grows after py- 
rite during diagenesis (Suket nl., 1990. 1993), and the parlicular diagenctic 
conditions which bring about this transformation have been associsted with 
the migralion of hydrocarbons during Alleghenian thrusting (McCabe er 
ul., 1983). Comparison of the coercivity of TRM and ARM suggests that 
the magnetite is mainly in the MD size range (McElhiuny and Opdyke. 
1973: Kent, 1979). Curie point determinations and energy-dispersive X-ray 
analysis indicate that the carrier is a low-Ti magnctite (Scotese ct nl.. 1982; 
McCabe et al., 1983). Remagnetized Paleozoic limestones from North 
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America and Britain have characteristically "wasp-waisted" hysteresis 
loops (Fig. 3.6) (Jackson, 1990: McCabe and Channell, 1994). The origin 
of such wasp-waisted loops can be attributed to mixtures of grains with 
contrasting ct>crcivities. In North American remagnctizcd limestones, the 
wasp-waisted characteristic of the loops is observed not only in the bulk 
rock but also in the "nonmagnetic" residut: allcr magnilic extraction of 
the large (> few micron) sized sphcroidal/botryoidal magnetite (Sun and 

:" Jackson, 1994). The large magnetite grains do not. therefore. appear to 
contribute to the characteristic wasp-waislrd loop shape, u'hich could be 
produced by niixing u l  SD magnetite with a volumetrically dominant SP 
magnetite phase (Jackson el a/., 1993: hlcCabe aud Channell. 1994: Channell 
and McCabc, 1994). 

b. Pelagic Limestones and Calcareous/Siliceous Ooze 

Deep-sea (pelagic) limestones, and thc unlithificd analogues (calcareous 
ooze) recovered i'rom accan drilling. are the group of marine sediments 
that have bccn most thoroughly studied from a magnetic viewpoint.. The 
interest in this sediment type stcms From thcir efficiency as recorders of 
the ancient geomagnelic ficld and theiruseful~less as a means of establishing 
the corrrlalion of polarity reversals to microlussil biozonalions. 'l'hcrc arc 
many cxamples of the use of this type nf sediment in magnetostratigraphic 
studies (e.g., Opdykel 1972; Opdyke rt a/.. 19741 Alvarez er nL, 1977: Chan- 
nell et a/. ,  1970; I.owric el a/.. 1982; Tauxe rt  a/., 1983~). 

Many pelagic limesto~les and calca~consiiiliceous oozes have rather 
simple magnetic properties, exhibiting a single magnetization compunenl 
carried by lert-imagncticmagr~etife or titanomagne~ite, typically with hystcr- 
esis ratios lying in the pseudo-single domitin (PSD) grain size range (Fig. 
3.7). These sediments acquire thcir magnetization (DRM) by mechanical 
rotation of magnctitc grains into line with the ambient geomagnetic field 
in the bioturbated upper few centimeters oC soft sediment. As discussed 
above (53.3c), thc depth (bclow the sedimentiwater interlace) and size of 
the "lock-in zone" in which the grains lose lhcir mohility will depend on 
grain size, magnctic mineralogy, scdimcntatiofl rate, and the extent ol' 
bioturhation. Estimates of this depth for pelagic sediments are generally a 
few tens of ccntimcters, which corrcspond to a few times 10";ears. at 
typical pelagic sedimentation rates. Sediments which carry a magnetite 
DRM arc oltcn cxccllcnt recorders of the direction of the geomagnetic 
ficld at a time close to the time of deposition. 

Magnetitein pelagic scdimcnts was thought to be entirely detrital (e.g., 
Lovlic. 1974): however, Curie temperatures of magnetic separates trom 
deep-sea sediments often indicatc the presence of almost pure magnetite 
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rrom New York State (after .McCabe and Channell. 1994). (b) HysLeresis racios for pelagic limestones nl the Mlolica Formation, singlc domain (SD), 

pseudo-single domain. and rnullidomain [MLI) magnctitc fields according lo Day a ul. (1977) 
(data &cr Channrll nnd McCabe, 1994). 
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(Fe,O,). As poilited out by IIcnshaw and Mcrrill(l9XO). this is inconsistenL 
with a lotally dctrital sourcc as detrital source rocks (such as mid-ocean 
ridge basalts and igneous rocks cxposed on land) contain titanomagnetitc, 
rather than purc magnetilc. The relatively reccnt discovery that scveral 
marine organisms. including baclcria and molluscs. precipitate ncarly pure 
magnetite either extraccllularly or as an integal part of their ~~ietaholism 
(Blakemore. 1975: Kirschvink andLowcnstam, 1 979;Moskowitz et a1.. 1988. 
1994) may providc the alrsurcr Lo this dilcmma. Ma-petite crystals of proba- 
bly bacterial origin have been observed in pclagic sedimcnts using trilnsmis- 
sion elcclron microscopy (Peterscn ct a/., 1986: Vali rl irl., 1987: Yamazaki 
er nl., 1991). 'l'hrse typicallpoctahedral o r  parallclcpiped-shaped magnetite 
grains are usually 0.05 to 0.1 pm across and within the single domain grain 
size range, zvhich is optimal for retention or magnetic rcmanence (Fig. 3.5). 
Magnetite of badtcrial origin may fonn at a few centimeters below 
lhe sediment-water interlace at the transition from iron-oxidi~ing to iron- - 
reducing conditions (Karlin r<t nL, 1987). I t  appears thal nearly purc magne- 
tite of biogenic origin is a major carrier of magnetic rcmanence in deep- 
sea sediments. Peterson ' r  d l  (1986). distinguished nvo populations ol 
tnagnclite grains in pelagic scdiment from the South Atlantic: (1) a poorly 
sorted, irrcgular-shapcd titanomagnetite of probable detrital origin and (2) 
a well-sorted. cuhedral SLI low-Ti magnetite of probable bacterial origin. 

Although thc magnetites are the doniinant reniancncr-carrying miner- 
alsinpelagic limestones and calcarct~usoozes, thcreisainplr documentation 
that diaenetic alteration 01' primar!~ magnetic minerals can occur in this 
environment. At typical pelagic sedimentation rates of lhe order oT 10 mi 
My. organic matter tcnds to get oxidized at thc sedimentlwater interrace. 
Honce, redox conditior~s in the soft scdiment approach thosc in seawater, 
and under thesc conditions magnetite may be slowly hut progressively 
oxidized. Tucker and l'auxe 0984) show a progrcssive oxidalion of primary 
magnetite downcore at DSDP Leg 73 sites. Maghemite is thc probable 
product of this oxidation, and the oxidation may occur hy leaching u l  iron 
from the magnetic spinel phases rather than by incorporatiun of extra 
oxygen into thc lallice. Maghcmite has bccn adduced lo occur in pelagic 
limestones cropping ou l  on land (C:hannell el nl., 1982a: l.owrie and Hel- 
Icr, 1982). 

Tho magnetic prupeflies of Telhyan pclagic liniesiones exposcd on 
land and in the Mediterrancan area arc strongly color dependent (Lowric 
and Alvarez, 1975, 1977a: Channell et n l ,  1982a: Lowric and Hellcr, 1982: 
Channell and McCabc, 1994'). Red and pink pclagic limestones contain 
niaghemire and hematite, i n  addition to lhl:  primary magnetite. 'l'he con- 
lrasting coecivities of mtignetite and hematite produce wasp-waisted hyster- 
esis loops (c-g.. Fig. 3.1). While pelagic limestones arc niagnetilc: bearing 

(Fig. 3.7), do not appear to contain maghemite or hematite, hut often 
contain optically visible pyrite. which readily wcathcrs lo goetliite and fine- 
p i n e d  hematite, Thc mineral goethite can also play a more primary role 
in the magnctiralion of pelagic sedimcnts. It is a constituent of manganese 

and can prccipitale directly from seawater and. logelher with iron- 
bearing clay minerals may be a precursor to pigmentary hematite (in thc 
red limestones) and to pyrite (in the white Iimestoncs). Neither maghemati- 
=ation of primary magnetitc nor authigenic growth of pigmentary hematite 

oic limcstonrs. The rcmanence carried appears to occur in the white pela, 
by pigmentary hematite in tlie red limestones appears. in some cases, to 
be due to growth O r  hematite in lhe uppermost few mctcrs of soft sediment 
(Channel1 rf al. ,  1981a). The dominant control on  limestone color and on 
magneticproperties isprobably organic content, thc burial of organicmatter 
being largely controlled by scdimenlation rate. 

c Pacific "Red Clay" Facies 

Not aU deep-sea sediments are efficient recorders of the gcomag~xetic field 
at the time of deposition. The lackof a prunary magnetizatioi~ may hc due lo 
the magnetic mineraIogy or grain size of the detritus, to adverse diagenetic 
conditions which result in the alteration ol' primary magnetite. ur to the 
growth of authigenic magnclic mineral phases. l'he so-called red clay facics 
occurs over a large part of the midlatitude Pacific (Davies and Gorsline. 
1976). I t  is dcvoid of calcareous and dliccous microfossils and accumulated 
below the CCD at ralcs of about 25 cmiMy. In this facies, the primary 
magnctiration generally degrades at a few meters dcpth helow thesedin~ent- 
water interlace. The boundary hctwcen the primary and stahlc magnetic 
records often occurs in the later part of the Ciauss chron and coincides 
closely with tlie latc Pliocene onset of northcm hemisphere glaciation 
(Opdykc and Foster, 1970: Kcnt and Lowrie. 197.C; Prince c,t at.. 1980). A 
number of different explanations havc hccn offered to account for the 
degradation of the primary magnelkation. Kent and Lnwric (1974) consid- 
ered that oxidation of primary niagnctitc to maghe~nite accounts for the 
observed increasc in VKM downmre. The SP-SD grain size threshold for 
maghemile is greater than that for m a p e t i t ,  and therefore the oxidation 
process might hc cxpccled to increase the VRM contribution to remanence. 
In this scenario. the increased sedimentation rates in the upper part nf the 
corc cliaractcri~ed by stable prin~ary remancncc retard tlie oxidation (due 
to increased burial of organic marter). Johnson el ul .  (1975) alsu atirihutcd 
the instabilily of the magnetization to the diagenetic growth of maghemite 
downcore, but considcrcd thc secondary magnetization to be a CRM rathcr 
than a VRM.  Henshaw and Merrill (1980) have suggested that secondary 
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ferromangancse oxides and oxyhydroxidcs [such as the jacobsile (MnFezO;) 
solid solution series] are important authigenic magnetic phases and can 
carry a CRM which masks the primary DRM. Yamazaki and Katsura (1990) 
used a suspension method to determine the magnetic moment dislribution 
and ferrimagnetic grain size in redeposited red clay. The mean grain diame- 
ter decreases below I m depth in the sediment. and this is consistent with 
changes in the frequency dependence of susceptibility, which indicates an 
increasc in SP grains below this depth. These data imply that the increased 
importance of VKM downcore may he due to reduced grain size of eolian 
detrital magnetite in preglacial time (due to less vigorous atmospheric 
circulation), rather than to downcore maghematization. 

d. Hemipelagic Sediments and Turbiditic- 'LFlysch'' Deposits 

In areas of high sedimentation rate andlor iestricted bottom-water circula- 
tion, the burial of organic matter can result in reducing diagznctic conditions 
and the formation ol' iron sulfides. Paramagnclic pyrite is by far the most 
common iron sulfide in scdimcnts, and it can grow by reduclion of primary 
magnetite. The metastable iron sulfidcs mackinawite /FeS) and greigite 
(Fe3S,) are, unlike pyrite: capable of carrying magnetic remanencc, as 
arc some compositions of the more stable pyrrhotitc (FcS,,,). Pyrrhotite 
coexists with maeet i te  and pyrite in young siliciclastic sedimcnts from the 
Sea df Japan (Kobayashi and Nomura, 1972) and in Mesozoic "helvclic" 
limestones (Kligfield and Channell. 1981). Greigite in siliciclastic marine 
sediments from reducing depositionaltdiagenetic euvironmcnts has been 
recognized in northern Italy (Tric el aL, 1991a). New Zealand (Roberts 
and Turner, 1993): and thc Norlh Slope of Alaska (Reynolds et nL, 1994). 

Karlin and Levi (1985) have documenled the progressive dissolution 
of primary magnctitc, due to reducing diagenetic conditions, in hemipclagic 
silts and clays from the Orcgon coast and in laminated diatc?mdceous oozes 
from the Gulf o l  California. Sedimentation rates were estimated to be 121 
and 135 cmlky, respectively. A decreaseinNRM, SLRM. and ARM intensity 
occurs in the topmost meter as dissolution reduces the population of line- 
grained magnetite. Increases in coercivity and rclatiue stability of ARM 
relative to IRM, from about 1 m depth in the cores to the hasc at 4 m. are 
interpreted in tcrms of a reduction in mean cffcctive magnetite grain size 
as dissolution proceeds. A similar scquence of events has bcen ohserved 
at ODP Site 653, in a high sedimentation rate core from the Tyrrhcnian 
Sea (Channell and Hawthornc. 1990). 

Turbiditic "flysch" deposits can carry a primary magnetization; huw- 
ever, the principal rcmancncc carrier is usually multidomain (MD) titano- 
magnctile, hence the remanent cocrcivity is low and the sedimcnts tend to 
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acquire VRM. In the Late Cretaceous Gurnigel Flysch, thc VRM 
d in the Brunhes Cluon domindtcs the NRM such that the primary 
ization cannot be resolved (Channell et nl., 1979). In turbiditic se- 

ences, it is generally good practice to sample thc linest upper parts of 
ividual flows; however, even in the finer silt llorizons. MD titanomagne- 
dominates the magnelite fraction. Turbiditic deposits are attractive 

magnetostratigraphic study as their high sedirnentalion rates give high 
tential magnetostratigraphic resolulion. The high sedimcntation rates 

may, however. result in a high rate of burial of organic nlattcr, sulfate 
reduction to sulfide. and the alteration of primary detrilal titanomagnctite 
to iron sulfide minerals. 

.. ~ . * , ~ .  , 

3.5 Magnetic Properties of Terrestrial Sediments 
, . 
, . 

. ~ 

, a .  Lake Sediments 

, . In early studies of lake sediments, detrital hematite was considered to be 
the major carrier of rcmancnce on iht. basis of the apparent observation 

.of the Morin transition at -10°C (Creer er ol., 1972). Later studies showed 
%that the reduction in nlagnetization intensity at this temperature was due 
t o  the rcoricntation of grains by growth oricc cryst~ls nnd that the dominant 

carrier is fine-grained single domaitl magnetite (Stober and 'Thompson, 
. 1977; Turner and Thompson, 1979). The grainsize of the magnetite ranges 

from multidomain to superparamagnelic in some Norlh American lake 
sediments (King ct ul., 1982), detrital sources and bacterial activity being 
the controlling factors. Bacterial magnetite has also been documented in 

,'European lakes (e.g.. Snowball, 1994). 
Sediments acquire a dctrital remanent magnetization (DRM) by me- 

chanical rotation of the magnetite grains in response to the ambient geomag- 
ne t ic  field. Although the DRM may be acquired within a fcw days in 
redeposited lake sediment (Barton et nl., 1980). observations of magnetic 
coercivity o l  lakc sediment from closti to ihc scdimentlwater interlace gave 
an estimate of lock-in time for a moderately stable DRM of about 100 
years (Stobcr and Thompson, 1977). Lock-in times of a few hundred years 
may significantly distort the secular variation record particularly if thc lock- 
in proccss occurs over an appreciahle depth range in the sediment. If the 
lock-in or moment fixing function can be estimated (by expcrimenl) fur a 
particultar sediment, the secular variation record can be deconvolved by 
numerical methods (Hyodo. 1984; Lund and Kcigwin, 1994). Comparison 
of the magnetic properties of natural and redeposited lake sediments has 
shown that the grains arc probably not fixed in place by dewatering of the 
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sediment to a critical level, but possihly by gcls that form in the pores of 
the wet sediment and are particularly prevalent in organic-rich sedimcnt 
(Stober and Thompson. '1979). Thc process of sediment drying oftcn dis- 
rupts the fidelity or the record; however, this may he due to alteration of 
remanence-carrying iron sulfides. Greigite is an important carrier olmag- 
nclic rernanencc in lake scdiments (Giovanoli. 1979; Snotvhall and Thomp- 
son, 1988: Sliowhall, 1991). Grcigite has coerciuity similar to that ofmagne- 
tile, however it can he recognized by thermomagnetic analysis and 
Mosshauer spectroscopy. Although greigite is an authigcnic mineral in lakr 
and marine scdiments. it grows during early diagenesis and can carry a 
high fidelity record o l  the genm~glletic ticld (e.g., l'ric er a/., 1991b). 

re 3.8 Hystcrcsir loops from Chincsc iocss and i~lterveniog paleorol (aRrr Hellcr and 
, ~ ,  - 

., Evans, 1995). . , 

b. Loess Deposits ,' 
, 

The first magnetic stratigraphies of Chinese loess deposits resultcd in drastic 
revision of the duration ol' Chinesc loess dcposition, from -1.2 My to 
-2.5 My (Heller and Liu, 1982. 1984). In addition. magnetic susceptil~ility 
records definc lithologic loesslpalchsul cycles which ct~rrelate with glacial- 
interglacial marine dlHO record (Kukla ct a/., 1988: Liu ' t  nl., 1985). At 
lirst, it was thought that. the susccptibility llucfuations were controlled by 
variations in thc concentration of windblown detrital miignetitc. due to 
increased loess deposition during glacials superimposed on a more constant 
hackgroui~d deposition of windblown magnetite (Kuklit et oL,  1988). It is 
now generally accepted that the enhanced susccptibility in the palcusols 
(during integlacials) is a result OL authigcnic "ma.getic enhancement" as 
a result of elevated rain~illllternpcrature. The magnetic enhancement is 
generally attrihutcd to bacterial production of line-grained SP and SD 
magnetite during pcdogenesis (Zhuu el ul., 1990: IIcller ef al., 199 1: Mahcr 
and Thompson, 1991,1992: Banerjce ef a/.. 1993; Evans and Hellcr, 1994). 
although some authors ctmsider maghcmite to bc i~nportnnt (Eyrc and 
Shaw, 1994). T ~ E  loess sedimcnt has higher coercivitics than intervening 
paleosols (Fig. 3.8) duc lo the greater contribution of liernalite in thc loess 
( H d e r  and Liu. 1984: Mahcr and Thompson. 1992). 

c. Continental Red Beds 

Continental nonmarine clastic "red hcds" often have stable magnetization 
carried by two distinct phases of hematite, one detrital and one authigenic 
(Cullinson, 1965.1974: Purucker ct al., 1980; Tauxe et A/., 19X0). The magne- 
tization of coarser grained (often drab-colored) sandstone units is oftcn 
dominated by "spccular" hematite, of prcsumed detrital origin, whereas 
finer grained units (oftcn more reddened) rend to have CRMs dominated 

by fine-grained authigenic "pigmentary" hematite. Continental red beds 
have been important in mapetostratigraphiestudies of the Paleozoic (Di- 
Venere and Opdyke, 1990, 1991a.b), Mesozoic (e.g., Helsley and Stciner, 

. , 

1974), and Cenozoic (Tauxc and Opdykc, 1982); however, the age of the 
hematite (and its magnetization) has been the subject or considerable de- 
bate (Purucker et al,, 1980; Walker er al,, 1981; E. E. Larson er al., 1982; 
Steiner, 1983; Lovlie cr aL, 1984). Redeposition experiments Of naturally 
disintegrated hematite-bearing sediments indicate that the hematite grains 
can carry a detrital remanence (DRM) closely aligned to the ambient 
field ( T a u e  and Kent, 1984; Lovlie and Torsvik, 1984). Characteristic 
magnetization components in rip up clasts from Triassic and Carbonifcrous 
red beds are randomly directcd, indicating an carly origin for the magnetiza- 
tion (Molina-Garza el al., 1991; Magnus and Opdykc, 1991). Probably the 
hos t  convincing evidence for the penecontemporaneous acquisition of red- 
bed remanence is the cxtensive studies of the red beds of the Siwaliksystem 

I of Pakistan by Johnson eta/ .  (1982. 1985). Opdyke et al. (1982). Tauxe and 
Opdyke (1982). and many others. The Siwalik sediments contain bright 
red hematite-hearing units which range in age from Middle Miocenc 
(15 Ma) to Late Pliocene (2.5 Ma). The hemalite magnetizations predate 
Pliocene-Pleistocene folding. and the Miocene sedimcnts contain no evi- 
dence of detrital magnetite. Tauxe et al. (1980) carried out a conglomerate 
test and demonstrated an early magnetization in red siltstone clasts formed 
in an overbank environment and subsequently incorporated in the gray 
sandstone of a river channel. Upon thermal demagnetization, the sedimen- 
tary clasts were randomly, but stably magnetized, showing that the CRM 
directions were acquired early in the history of the sediment. Further evi- 
dence that the characteristic magnetization of these beds was acquired 
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early in their history is the fact that the magnetic stratigraphy from these 
sediments can he correlatcdto the GPTS derived from the occanic magnetic 
anomaly record. Independent fission track dates on tuffs in Lhe sedinlentary 
sequence conlirm the correlation. Tauxe etal. (1 980) suggcst that thc CRM 
of thcsc sediment5 was acquired within 20 ky or less or deposition. This will 
not always he the case in reddencd sediments. where authigenic pigmentary 
hematite can significantly postdate deposition. 

Laboratory Techniques 

4.1 Introduction 

Sampling in indurated rocks is usually conducted using a hand-held drill. 
A sample 5 to 10 cm in length is cored and left standing in thc hole. 
The sample is then urientcd using a slotted tuhe which fits over the core. 
Orientation devices usually have aplare on which a sun ormagnetic compass 
is mounted and aligned with the slotted tube. The compass is lcveled and 
the azimuth and dip ol the samplc are recorded. A mark is made on the 
sample along the slot, and the downward direction is marked on the samplc. 
In  volcanic areas, it is usually necessary to take sun compass readings, as 
local magnetic anomalies may distort the Earth's magnetic field. Most 
modern orientation devices are equipped for sun compass readings. The 
direction of a sundial shadow is recorded. along with the precise time of 
observation. The direction and dip of the bedding at the site are recorded 
to enable the bedding plane to he returned to the horizontal. Oriented 
hand-sized samples are olien takcn from outcrop and in this case the dip 
and strike of a flat surface are marked and recorded. The samples are then 
returned to the laboratory, where they arc fashioned into a standard size. 
either cores with diameter 2.5 cm and length 2.3 cm or, alternatively, cubes 
of 8-15 cm3. 

The direction and intensity of the natural remnant magnetization 
(NRM) are measured using a magnelometer. Most laboratories in North 
America, Europe, and Japan are equipped with cryogenic magnelomelcrs 
in which the pick-up coils and SQUID sensors opcrate at liquid helium 
temperature (Goree and Fuller. 1976: Weeks et a]., 1993). Other types of 
magnetometers such as the rock generator type (Johnson ct al., 1948) or 
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fluxgate spinner magnetometers (Foster, 1966) are still used in some labora- 
tories (see Collinson, 1983). The Intensity of the sample magnetic field is 
measured in three orthogonal directions. This allows the edlculation of the 
total moment of the sample as well as the declination and incllnatron o i  
the magnetization relat~ve to the orlentation llnc on thc core or cube. 
The magnetization direction of the sample is then rotated Into eeoeraohir 

w " r - -  
coordinate5 and rotatcd again, about thc: strike of the bedding, to account 
for bedding tilt. 

The NRM of rock and sediment samples is often thc resultant of 
more than onc magnetization component. Individual components may be 
acquired at different stages in the history of the sample. Components ac- 
quired during deposition of the sediment or cooling of the igneous body 
are refcrred to as "primary." Those associated with later geological events 
such as sediment diagenesis, deformation. uplift. and weathering are re- 
ferred to as "secondary." The objective of this chapter is t o  providc a 
practical guide to methods of determining (1) the componcnt content of a 
magnetization and (2) magnetic minerals which carry the magnetization 
components. For detailed discussions of mineral magnetic propertics and of 
instrumentation, see Collinson (1983). O'Reilly (1984). and Dunlop (1990). 

Iilformation concerning modes of occurrence of magnetic minerals in 
marine sediments has increascd considerably in the last few years (Ch. 3) 
such that an insight into the magnetic mineralogy is an important step in 
determining the relative age of resolved magnetization components. In mag- 
netostratigraphic studies, il is necessary to establish which, i f  any, of the re- 
solved magnclization componcnts are primary and can be associated with 
the depositional or cooling ageof the sedimentary origneous rucks. Estimat- 
ing the age of magnetization components is a critical stcp in palcomagnetic 
and magnetostratigraphic studies. Determination of the mineralogy of mag- 
netic carriers dues not generally provide unequivocal evidence for (but is 
often a guide to) the relative age o l  magnclization components. Ficld tests 
(the tilt test and conglomerate test) ( 3  5.3) are additional important means 
of constraining the age of magnetization components. Note that the normal 
andrcverse directionsrecorded by aparticular component do not necessarily 
indicate that the component is primary: on the other hand. thc absence of 
antiparallel reverse directionsmay be an indication that the resolved eompo- 
nents are secondary, or influenced by sccundary components. 

4.2 Resolving Magnetization Components 

a. Alternating Field Demagnetization 

The strength of the external magnetizing field whlch is required to reduce 
the remancnt magnetlzanon ol a population of grains to zero ir referrcd 

b. 

4.2 Resolvmg Magnetlzallon Components 5 1 

to as the remanent coercivity, or the coercivity of remanence (9 3.1). The 
mmanence direction of individual grainswill be altered by different external 
field strengths depending on the "coercivity" of the individual grain, which 
is controlled by composition and grain size. A natural sample will have 
a "coercivity spectrum" reflecting the range of magnetic grain sizes and 

present in the. sample. This dependence of coercivity on com- 
+tion and grain size is utilized in alternating field demagnetization to 
resolve the magnetization components carried by different grain popula- 
tions. If the NRM of the sample is a composite of individual magnetization 
components which have distinct coercivity spectra, the alternating field 
method will be suitable for resolving the individual components. The normal 

,~ procedure is to progressively demagnetize the sample by a stepwise increase 
in peak alternating field-the peak field is smoothly ramped down to 

. zero-in field-bee space in order to avoid acquisition of ARM (Fig. 4.1), 
. and the remainingremanence measured after each step. In a natural sample, 

grain remanences with coercivity lower than the peak altemating field will 
be reoriented as the peak field is ramped down, and their contributions to 

' the remaining remanence wiU be randomized (Fig. 4.1). The net effect is 
' 

to "demagnetize" those grains. As the peak demagnetizing field is progres- 
' 

sively raised, a larger proportion of the total magnetic grain population 
becomes demagnetized and ceases to contribute to the remanence of the 
sample. 

There are two principal types of alternating field demagnetizers in 
current use. For both types, a Mu metal shielded solenoid generates an 
alternating field, with a frequency of a few hundred hertz, which is smoothly 
ramped down ro zero from a designated peak alternating field. The sample 
is either placed in this field in three steps, such that the alternating field 
acts along the three orthogonal axes of the sample, or rotated in a specially 
designed tumbler about three (or in some cases two) orthogonal axes 
simultaneously, within the solenoid. The rotation of the sample within the 
coil system has the advantage of reducing the tendency for ARM acquisi- 
tion; however, the observation that spurious remanent magnetization can 
be acquired along the axis about which the sample is rotated (Wilson and 
Lomax, 1972) has led to wide use of demagnetizers in which the sample is 
not rotated and is demagnetized in three individual steps along the orthogo- 
nal axes of the sample. The availability of highly efficient Mu metal shields 
has tended to negate the advantage of rotational methods in reducing 
the problem of ARM acquisition. For a full description of the design of 
alternating field demagnetizers, see Collinson (1983). 

b. Thermal Demagnetization 

The time required for magnetic remanence of a gram to decay In zero 
external field (the relaxation time) is a functlon of ambient temperature, 
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Peak alternating field 
Caerclvfty of gram A 

Figun4.1 Decay af alternating field strength during AF dcmagnetkalion. As the experiment 
isconducted in  Mu metal shields in the abencc of the Earth's ticld, the net magnetic rnomcnt 
of a large population of grains with cocrcivitics less than lhc pcak field is zcro (after Vao 
der V w .  1993). 
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Blocking temperature 1%) 

HEMATITE 

grain size, and composition (Fig. 4.2). The blocking temperature (or un- 
blocking temperalure) is the temperature at which the relaxation time of 
the grain falls within the timc range of laboratory experiments (-101 
lo4 s). As the function is exponenlial, the exact length o l  time of ihe 
experiment does not, within reason, critically affect the observcd blocking 
temperature. Two populations of magnetic grains with dilferent origin, and 
therefore different composition andlor grain sizc, might bc expected to 
have distinct blocking temperature spectra. This principle is utilized in 
thcrmal demagnetization to separate magnetization components carried by 
different magnclic grain populations. Normal practice is to heal the sample 
in progressive temperature increments (until the magnetization falls below 
the magnetometer noise level), allowing the sample to cool in field-free 

Blocking temperature (DCI 

Figun4.2 Blockin~ublocking contnurs jrlining time-lrmperaturc points for populations of 
SD magnetite and hematite (after Pullaiah el ul., 1975) illustraling thal high trmprralures in 
the laboratory timc scab (say 1 houi) can unblock a thermo\~iscous magnetizalinn acquired 
at lower trrnperaturcs on gcologic timc scales (sag 10 My). 

space after each heating increment. The remancncc of all grams with block- 
ing lemperatures less than the maxlmum temperature will become random- 
ized as the samplc cool5 m field-free space. The magnelizat~on measured 
after each heat~ngstep can be used to determine the direct~ons of magnett7a- 
tton componcnts with distinct blocktng temperature 5pectra 
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As for alternating field demagnetizers, the advent of highly efficient 
Mumetal magnetic shlcld~nghasgreatly improved and simplied the shield- 
ing of thermal demagnetization equ~pment. Most thermal demagnetizers 
are built inside a long (-2 m) Mu metal sh~eld and a cylindrical furnace 
capablc of holding the samples lies adjacent to a cylindrical blown-air 
cooling chamber. The sample boat is pushed from the furnace into the 
cooling chamber inside the Mu metal sheldlng, and samples can be cooled 
whlle another set of samples IS being heated. The furnace must be noninduc- 
tively wound and the ambient field in the coolmg chamber should not 
exceed a few nT, or a partla1 TRM may be  acquired by the samples. 

c Chemical Demagnetization 

Leaching with hydrochloric acid can provide a means of selective destruc- 
tion of magnetic grains. The method is applicable t o  siliceous rocks, particu- 
larly red sandstones, which contain a secondary magnetization due to authi- 
genic growth of fine-grained, pigmentary hematite. The dissolution rate of 
coarse-grained hematite (specularite) of detrital origin is lower than that 
of the finer-grained, pigmentary hematite of diagenetic origin, due to the 
higher ratio of surface arca to grain volume for finer grains. Leaching in 
3N to 10N hydrochloric acid, and remanence measurement at certain time 
intervals during the leaching, provides a means of resolving components 
with distinct "leaching spectra." Slots are cut in the sample to maximize 
the sur fad  area of the sample in contact with the acid. 

d. Orthogonal Projections 

The most widely used method for analyzing changes in magnetization direc- 
tion and intensity during demagnetization (using any of the above methods) 
is the orthogonal projection (Wilson, 19hl), also referred to as the Zijder- 
velddiagram (Zijderveld, 1967). This is asimple but extremely useful means 
of displaying the change in magnitudc and direction of the magnetization 
vector during demagnetization. The end points of the magnetization vector 
are plotted both on the horizontal plane, where the axcs are N, S ,  E, and 
W, and on the vertical plane where the axcs are U p  and Down (Fig. 4.3). 
Straight-line segments on these plots indicate that the magnetization vector 
being removed in this interval has constant direction. This direction can 
be computed and defined as a component of the magnetization. It is impor- 
tant to note that straight-line segments on orthogonal projections may not 
always represent single components. They may also represent the compos- 
ites of two or  more components with identical demagnetization (coercivity, 
blocking. or leaching) spectra. Invariably, in a particular projection, there 
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I Figure 4.3 Equal atca and orthognnill projection of demagnetization data for (a) nonoverlap- 
ping, (b) partially overlapping, and (c) overlapping coerdvity or blocking ternpcrarurc spccrra 
(after Dunlop, 1979). 

may be several straight-line segments indicating the presence of multiple 
componcnts. Curvature of the llnes at the junctlon between two straight- 
line segments lndlcates overlap in demagneti7atlon spectra (Fig. 4.3). The 
magneli~ation components cannot be resolved if the overlap in demdgnetl- 
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wtion spectra is too great. If the blocking temperature spectra overlap, 
this does not necessarily mean that the coercivity spectra will overlap, and 
the choicc of demagnetization technique will be critical to whether the 
component content of the magnetization can be resolved. 

The points on the orthogonal projection which define. straight-line scg- 
ments are commonly picked by eye. Thc componcnt direction associated 
with a particular straight-line segment can then be computed by a "lcast- 
squares fitting" technique (e.g., Kirschvink, 1980). This method gives a 
maximum angular deviation (MAD) value which provides an estimate of 
the goodness of fit to the straight line to the points on the projection. 
MAD values greater than -15" usually indicate that the component h 
poorly defined. 

e. Hoffman-Day Method 

In the special case in which three magnclization components with ovcrlap- 
ping demagnctization spectra are present, the Hoffman-Day method (Hoff- 
man and Day, 1978) may help to rcsolve the component directions. The 
mcthod involves plotting subtracted vectors on an equal area stereographic 
projection, at each stage in the progressive demagnetization process (Fig. 
4.4). In a demagnetization interval characterized by two overlapping dcmag- 
netization spectra, the subtracted vectors will plot on a great circle between 
the two component directions. If three overlapping demagnetization spectra 
arc present (Fig. 4.4). the intersection of the two great circles can givc an 
estimate of the direction associated with the component (B) with intermedi- 
ate blocking tempcrature, even though this component direction is not 
directly resolved by the demagnetization process. Orthogonal projection 
in this case would not resolve the intermediate component. 

f. Remagnetization Circles 

If two magnetization components with partially overlapping demagnetiza- 
tion spectra are present in the samplc, the resullant vector will tracc a great 
circle in stereographic projection as the overlapping interval is demagne- 
tized. If one o l  the two components has dispersed directions, the great 
circles from individual samples will converge to give the direction of the 
undispersed component (Fig. 4.5). The method is applicable in the special 
case where one of the components is dispersed. If both components have 
uniform directions, thcre will be no appreciable convergence of the great 
circles, and the method cannot be  used on its own. The dispersion of one 
of the components can occur in a number of situations. For example, thc 

Figure 4.4 Uiffcrcncc%,cctor paths cclrrespc>nding to (a) nonorerlapping. (b) partially overlap- 
ping, and (c) ovcrlappinp corrrivity or blocking temperature spectra [aitcr Hoffman and 

, Day, 1978). 

primary component in conglomerate clasts will be dispersed relative to the 
secondary component, which postdatcs conglomerate deposition. In this 
case the secondary componcnt could he resolved by remagnetization circlc 
analysis. The mcthod can also be applied in circumstances in which one of 
the two components postdates and the other predates the folding. In theory, 
both components can be resolved by applying thc mcthod both before and 
after tilt correction. Remagnetization circlc analysis is most often used in 
conjunction with individual component directions resolvedfrom orthogonal 
projections. If curvature of lines on orthogonal projections precludes 
the resolution of individual components for some but not all samples 
from a site, remagnetization circle analysis of these diiection trcnds can 
augment and improve the estimate of the site mean direction dcrivcd from 
the orthogonal projections, using the procedure o l  McFadden and McEI- 
hinny (1988). 
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Fqure 4.5 Remagnrli~atian circles obtained hy AF demagnetization of a two-component 
magnetization in which ilna component is dispersed. Dashcd scgments are grrat circle extrapo- 
lations of thc data (after Halls. 1976). 

The techniques outlined above are designed to isolate individual compo- 
nents of magnetization. An individual component is often combined with 
others from the same horizon or from a particular sampling site. Thesc 
vectors are rcpresented as unit vcctors and often displayed as points on an 
cqual area (stereographic) projection, representing points on a sphcre. 
Fisher (1953) developed a method for analyzing the distribution of points 
on a sphere. Hc predicted that thcse points would be distributed with the 
probability density P given by 

where $IS  the angle between the dircct~on of magnetization of a sample 
and the direction (rl. = 0) at which the density of the observations is a 
maxunum. If thc density of the points is axially symmetncal about the true 
mean direction. with the points being distributed through 360°, then the 
probability of finding a point between @and B + SO is: 

P, 80 = ( d 2  s i n h ( ~ ) ) e " ~ ~ ~ '  sin 0 68. (4.2) 

The parameter K determines the distribution of the points and is called the 
"precision parameter." If K = 0 then the points are distributed evenly over 
the sphere and the directions are random. It the values of K are large, the 
points are clustered tightly about the true mean direction. 

If a group of points representing directions of magnetization are distrib- 
uted on a suhere, the best estimateof the mean direction of magnetization 
(the cente; of these points) can be found by the vector addGion of all 
directions. The direction of magnetization of a rock is given in terms of 
the declination D mcasurcd over 3606 clockwise from true north and the 
inclination I measured positive (negative) downward (upward) from the 
horizontal. The unit vector representing this direction can be determined 

' by its three direction cosines: 

north component 1 = cos D COF I 

east component m = sin D cos I 

down (up) component n = sin I. 

The resultant direction of Nsuch direct~on? may be determined by summlng 
the direction cosines and is given by: 

Y = IIR C m, 
,=I 
h 

Z = 1IR z n,. 
, = I  

The vector sum will have a length R which is equal to or lc$s than the 
number of observation and is gwen by: 

The declination and inclination of the vector mean direction R are given by: 
N h. 

Tan DR = z m , / z  n, 
1=l , = I  

i\' 

Sin IR = llR n,. 
, = I  

The best estimate k of the precision parameter K for k > 3 is: 



k = (N - 1)I(N - R). (4.7) / 
The angle from the true mean within which 95% of the directions will lie 
is given approximately by: 

hs = 1401(fi) degrees (4.8) 

This value represents the angle from the mean beyond which only 1120 o l  
the directions will lie. 

Fisher (1953) has shown that the true mean direction of a group of (N) 
observations will lie within a circular cone about the resultant vector R with 
a semiangle u for a certain probability lcvcl(1 - P) when k > 3. Pis  usually 
takcn as 0.05 and if a i s  small, the circle of 95% confidence is given by: 

ass = 1 4 0 / ( 2 m ) .  (4.9) 

Thevalue of uys is oftcn uscd to determine whether twosetsof directions 
differ from oncanother. Ittheay5values oftwo mean directionsof magnetiza- 
tion do not overlap themean directions of magnetization areusually believed 
tobe significantly different at thc 95% confidence level. A more rigorous test 
of whether two populations are different was proposcd by Watson (1956a). 

Fisher statistics are almost universally used in paleomagnetic analysis; 
however, the Fisher distribution is not ideally suited to paleomagnctic data 
for two reasons. Firstly, paleumagnetic directions are not always symrnetri- 
cally distributed about the mean direction: elliptical distributed data sets are 
commonly observed. Secondly. paleomagnetic directions are often bimodal 
comprising both normal and reverse polarity directions. 

The Bingham distribution (Bingham, 1974; Onstott, 1980) is bettcr 
suited to paleomagnctic data as noncircular (elliptical) and bimodal data 
sets are allowed. In this treatment, the "orientation matrix" (computed as 
the normalized matrix of sums of squares and products) is similar to thc 
moment of inertia matrix with unit mass assigned to each data point on 
the sphere. The largest (principal) eigenvector provides a very satisfactory 
estimate of the mean direction for thc population: however, the estimation 
of confidence limits about the mean is more problematic, resulting in the 
low popularity of this method in paleomagnetic analyscs. 

Tauxe ct al. (1991) advocated the use of "bootstrap" methods to calcu- 
late the confidence limits of paleomagnctic mean direction. The advantage 
of the method is that less stringent assumptions are made concerning the 
nature of the distribution (the probability density function). The disadvan- 
tage is thal it is not suitable for data sets smaller than "a few dozen." The 
method is therefore inapplicable in cases where less than -30 magnetization 
components are resolved (samples collected) at a paleomagnetic sampling 
site. The bootstrap m e l h d  involves random sampling of the data set (popu- 
lation: n) to produce a large number (-nZ) of pseudo-data sets each with 
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the same population (n) as the original data set. Obviously. some data 
points may occur more than once in a given pseudo-data set. The parameter 
of interest, such as the mean direction, is calculated for each pseudo-data 
set, and the variability is used to calculate the confidence limits. For each 
pseudo-data sct, the normal and reverse modes are separated about thc 
normal to the principal cigcnvcctar. The mean direction for each mode in 
the pseudo-data set is estimated as the sum of unit vectors, as in the Fisher 
procedure [Eq. (4.3)]. The mean of the bootstrapped means, the principal 
eigenvector of the orientation matrix derived from the bootstrap means, 
and the mcan of the original data set should be  very nearly the same. The 
confidence circle (ays) associated with themcan is thcn estimated from the 
bootstrap means assuming that they have a Kent (1982) distribution, which 
is the elliptical analogue of the Fisher distribution. 

4.4 Practical Guide to the Identification of Magnetic Minerals 

Because magnetic mineral phases tend to have characteristic modes of 
occurrence, the identification of magnetic temanence carriers is a useful 
clue to the age of magnetization components. The following is designed to 
provide a guide to the identification of common rcmanence-carrying mag- 
netic minerals. The focus is on convenient methods which are useful in 
sediments wherc the magnetic mineral grains are well dispersed and in low 
concentration. Most of the methods utilizc instmmcnts which are commonly 
available in paleomagnetic laboratories. In weakly magnetized sediments, 
the characteristics of artificially imposed remanences (such as ARM and 
IRM) arc very useful for determining the magnetic mineralogy of the 
sample. However, in order to determine the carriers of NRM components, 
the characteristics of the NRM itsellmust bc determined as fully as possible. 

a. NRM Analysis 

As deycnhed above, progresswe demagnet~cdtion is the standard procedure 
for determining the component content of the NRM. Thermal and alternal- 
ing field demagnetization characteristics ind~cate the blocking temperature 
and coerciv~ty spectra, respectively, of the NRM componentq. Blocking 
temperature is a function of compos~t~on and grain s i x  of the magnctic 
carrier, For SD grains of constant composition, the blocking temperature 
will be proportional to grain s i ~ e  [Eq. (3.1)]. Due to the large gram slze of 
hematite at the SDIMD threshold (-2 mm), thc SD range for hematite 
covers most of the remanence-carrymg gram sizes encountered in aedi- 
ments. Thcrcforc, in the case of hematite, blocking temperature is a useful 
guide to grain sue. For titanomagnctites (xFeiTiOd.(1-x)Fe,04) the block- 



ing temperature is a function of composition and grain size. AS x decreased 
Curie point increases almost Linearly (Fig. 3.4), and as blocking temperature 
cannot exceed the Curie point, the available blocking temperature range 
will increase as x decreases. For SD grains of uniform shape and composi- 
tion, the blocking temperature will be a function of grain shape as well as 
grain volume. In the MD range, the rapid decrease in coercivity with increas- 
ing grain size might be expected to give rise to an accompanying decrease 
in blocking temperature. The blocking temperature range in itself is not 
generally diagnostic of magnetic mineralogy, other than the fact that the 
maximum blocking temperature cannot exceed the Curie or Nkel point of 
the mineral composition. In the case of minerals with relatively low Curie 
or Nee1 points, such as geothite (-12O0C), the blocking temperature range 
is rather diagnostic because it is so restricted. Mineralogical changes as a 
result of heating during thermal demagnetization can obscure the blocking 
temperature spectrum. For example, maghemite alters to hematite at about 
3WC, iron sulfides will oxidize in air to  form magnetite at about 300°C 
and hematite tends to convert to magnetite at temperatures above 600°C. 
These phase changcs, if identified as such, can be useful as a means of 
identification of magnetic minerals. 

The coercivities of remanence of hematite and geothite are typically 
about two and three orders of magnitude greater, respectively, than that 
of SD magnetite. Coercivity of remanence in naturally occurring hematite 
and titanomagnetite is largely a function of grain volume in the case of 
hematitewand grain shape and volume in the case of titanomagnetites. For 
magnetites, coercive force (H,) increases with x and with decreasing grain 
size in a wide MD grain size range (0.1-1000 pm) where H, is proportional 
to d-'', with crushed grains kdving higher coercivity than hydrothermally 
grown or naturally occurring crystals (Heider et al., 1987) (Fig. 4.6). Below 
about 0.05 pm, the coercivities will decrease sharply close to the SP-SD 
grain size threshold (see Maher, 1988). 

Although demagnetization of remanence carriers from AF or thermal 
demagnetization data is rarcly unequivocal, combinations of these data 
from the same samples can be fairly diagnostic. For example, in Fig, 4.7, 
three components, A, B, and C, are apparenl in the orthogonal projection 
of thermal demagnetization data. The blocking temperature spectra of 
components B and C overlap. In the A F  demagnetization diagram for a 
specimen from the same sample, only components A and Care  apparently 
resolved. Component B has low blocking temperature (2UO-300°C) and 
high coercivity (>SO mT). In view of the discussion above, fine-grained 
hematite is a possible carrier for this component. This is consistent with 
the red pigment of the limestone sample and suggests that this component is 
a secondary component of diagenetic origin. Component C has a maximum 
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gura 4.6 Coercive force as a function of grain diamctcr for magnetite (after Heider er aL, 
1987). The apparent higher coereivities of crushcd grains arc attributed to their stressed sratr 
and adhcring liner fragmenis. 
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Figure 4.7 Orthogonal projection nf a threr-component magnetization (from a pink pelagic 
limestone) illustrating conuastinp response in thermal (tcmpcraturcs in ' C )  and alternating 
6eld (peak ficlds in mT) demagnetization (after Channrll et ol.. 1982a). 
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blocking tempmature of over 600°C and is therefore carried, at I<& in 
part, by relatively coarse-grained hematite. The coerciviry spectrum of 
component C suggests that a low-coercivity mineral (magnetite) contributes 
to this component. Component A has low blocking temperature and low 
coercivity, and the in situ direction is close to that of the present field; 
therefore the component is a recent (probably viscous) overprint. It is 
important to note that the more primary magnetization component is not 
necessarily the final component revealed by the demagnetization procedure. 
In the example mentioned above, the secondary component C has the 
highest coercivity of the components present in the sample. 

b. J, /T Curves 

The change in saturation magnetization with temperature is an important 
indicator of magnetic mineralogy, becausc it is independent of p a i n  size and 
shapc. The tempcrature at which the saturation magnetization disappears is 
the Curie or  Niel tempcrature, which is the temperature at which thermal 
energy precludes spin moment alignment. This temperature is characteristic 
of the magnctic mineralogy. Most Curie balance systems are nor sufficiently 
sensitive to determine Curie or  Necl points from weakly magnetized sedi- 
ments without extraction and concentration of magnetic mincrals. Magnetic 
extraction procedures are inevitahly grain size and compositionally selec- 
tive, and therccore the JJTcurves may not bereprcsentative of themagnetic 
mineral content of the sample. Significant improvements in Curie balance 
sensitivity have, however. been achieved by sinusoidally cycling the applied 
field and making continuous: drift corrections through Fourier analysis of 
the output signal (Mullender eta/. ,  1993). Horizontal balance systems are 
generally preferrcd to vertical systems, as they reduce weight loss problems 
arising from dehydration of clay minerals. For tilanomagnetites and titano- 
hematites, Curie and Niel temperatures indicate the composition ( x )  (Fig. 
3.4). and in fidvorable circumstances Curie temperatures corresponding to 
several magnetic phases can be observed (Fig. 4.8). Alteration of magnetic 
minerals during heating may obscure the Curie or Nee1 point of the originaI 
mineral and produces irreversible curves. This irreversihility can be useful 
for detecting the presence of maghemite, which converts to hcmatite at 
about 300°C (Fig. 4.8), and for determining the presence of iron sulfides, 
which alter to magnetite when heated in air. Ideally, irreversible curves 
should be rerun in vacuo or in an inert gas atmosphere. 

c. IRM Acquisition and Thermal Demagnetization of 3-Axis IRM 

The shapc of the curve of acquidtion of IRM wlth increasing magnet~zing 
field is a measure of the coercivity spectrum of magnetic mlnenls present 
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in the sample (Dunlop, 1972). Thc common magnctic phases present in 
sediments. SD magnetite, MD magnetite, fine SD hematite? coarse SD 
hematitc, and gocthite have rather characteristic and distinct coercivity 
spectra and IRM acquisition curves (Fig. 4.9). The intensity of thc SlKM 
and the magnetizing field at which the SIRM is acquiredvary withmineial- 

-ogy and grain size. Thermal dcmagnclization o l  a composite 3-axis IRM 
(Lowrie. 1990) is verv useful for determining magnetic mineralogy. An > ~ ~~~~ 

IRM is applied sequentially along three orthogonal axes of the sample 
using decreasing magnetizing fields. typically 1 'I', 0.4 T, and 0.12 T'. Thcrmal 
demagnetization of the three orthogonal "soft," "medium," and "hard" 
IRMs can sive insights into thc magnctic mineralogy (Fig. 4.10). 

d. Hysteresis Loops 

The advcnt nf thc altcrnating gradient forcemagnetometer (p,MAG) allows 
hysteresis loops to be generated for small (-50 mg) samples, even for 
weakly magnetized sedimcnts. Saturation magnetization (M, ) ;  saturation 
remanence (M,,), and coercive force (H,) can hc detemincd rrom the loops, 
and back field experiments on the pMAG can yield values of remanent 
coercivity ( IT, , )  (Fig. 4.11).For samples conlainingmagnetite only, hpsterc- 



bility to AF demagnetization of thermal remanent magnetization (TRM) 
sis Parameters determined in this fashion can be plotted on a hysteresis In SD magnetite increases with decreasing magnetizing field, whereas thc 
ratio plot to estimate the domain state of the magnetite population (Day converse is true for MD grains. This observation is not strictly a domain 
ef al., 1977) (Fig. 4.12). state delimiter: however, it is a uscful grain size parameter (Dunlop, 1986). 

In the modified version of this test (H. P. Johnson et 01. 1975), it is assumed 
e. AF Demagnetization of IRM and ARM that the stability of strong field TRM will be similar to that of SIRM and 

. ,  . 
' that the stahilitv of low-field TRM will he similar to that of ARM. The .... ~ , - -  - -  - - ~ - ~  

Amodification of the Lowrie-Fuller (1971) test introduced by H. P. Johnson odified test compares lhe stability of AF demagnetization of SIRM and 
eta!. (1975). provides a useful means of determining the relative importance RM, is very simple to apply, and avoids the need to heat thc sample, 
of SD and MD grains in magnetite-bearing rocks and sediments. The origi- which may produce mineralogical change. According to the H. P, Johnson 
nal Lowric-Fuller test is based on the observation and theory that the et al. (1975) test. if the ARM is more stable to AF demagnetization than 
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(after Slrmrr rt a/.. 1YY5a). 

SIRM. the magnetite is considered to be predominantly in the SD grain 
size range (Fig. 4.13). Cisowski (1981) has shown that strongly interacting 
SD grains respond to the test, but that noninteracfing or weakly interacting 
SD grains d o  not give the predicted response. Cisowski (1981) proposed a 
test for the degree of interaction based on the point of intersectiod (on the 
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containing PSD and hlD magnetite (after Stoncr er a / ,  IYY5a). 

malizedmoment axis) of the IRM acquisition and IRM demagnetization 

Ik, 
P. Low-Temperature Treatment of IRM 

ansitionsin the magneticproperticsofmagnctite,pyrrhntite, and hcmatite 
ur at low temperatures and they provide a potential means of magnetic 

neral identification. Magnetite exhibits a crystallographic phase transition 
m cubic to monoclinic at 110-120 K. Associated with this transition. the 

tropy constant goes through zero as the easy axis of magnetization 
gesfrom ['IM)] to [I 1 I ]  (Nagataetul,, 1964). Thc so-callcdVcrwcy transi- 

n in magnetite can be recorded by a decrease in intensity of an IRM im- 
at low tempcraturc as it is allowed to warm through the transition 
rature or alternatively as an IRM imposed at room temperature is 

owed to cool through this temperalure (Fig. 4.14). Thc transition has 
n clearly observed in the NRM iron ore samples (Fuller and Kobayashi, 
7) and the SIRM of Eurilpean Mesozoic limcstoncs (e.g., Hcller, 1978; 
uritsch andTurner, 1975; ChanneU and McCahe, 1994) and deep-sea sedi- 
ts (e.g., Sloner et ul,, 1996. Fig. 4.14). The transition should be manifest 
relatively sharp change in magnetization intensity and should not he 
used with thesteady decrease in low-temperature IRM intensity due to 
ocking of superparamagnetic grains. It was considered that the Venvcy 
sition vas  restricted to MD grains (Fuller and Kobayashi, 1967); how- 
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Figure 4.13 ' l l c  point of intersection of LRM acquisition and IRM ltcmagnetizntion fbr a 
sample of white pelagic limcsfonc is close to 0.5. consistent with noninteraclint. SD magnetitc. 
~ c c b r d i n ~  Lo ~isnwhki (1981). nonintcracting or weakly interacting SD pbs do nit give 
the predicted response to the Jcrhnson et ol (1975) tcsr hased on the relative AF slability ol 
ARM and IRM. 

ever, it is now clear that the transition occur7 in near-stoichiometricmagnetite 
crystals for all skes above 37 nm, below which the transition is maskcd by 
superparamagnetic unblocking (Ozdemir et al., 1993). Small deviations from 
stoichiometry in magnetite, including oxidation to maghcmite, have the ef- 
fect of suppressing the Verwey transition (Ozdemir et al., 1993). 

The Morin transition in hematite at - 10°C duc to a change in crystallo- 
graphic orientation of the. spin axis, is more elusive. I t  has been observed 
in iron ore samples (Fuller and Kobayashi, 1967) but not, as far as we 
know, in sediments. Apparent observation in lake sediments (Creer et al., 
1972) has been reinterpreted as duc to disruption of grain orientation as 
a result of ice formation in unconsolidatedsediment (Stober and Thompson, 
1979). The pyrrhotite transition at 34 K has been recognized in igneous 
and metamorphic rocks (e.g., Dekkers eta!., 1989). 

g. Continuous Thermal Demagnetization of IRM 

Continuous measurement of remanence during heating has several advan- 
tages over stepwisc thcrmal demagnetization. There is less likelihood of 
mineralogical changes, and no PTRM or VRM will be acquired by the 
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Figure 4.14 Veswey transitions iil magnetitz-bearing Upper Plcirlr~ccne sodirncnts from the 
Labrador Sea. Coarser grained detrital layers with higher proporlion ol MD magnetite show 
larger remanencc drop than PSDdorninatcd background sadiments. IRM acquired in 
5MI mT field at 10 K (anrr Stoner rr a/., 1995a). 

samples. Cryogenic magnetometers havc no1 been used on a routine basis 
r continuous thermal demagnetization due to problems of constructiun 
a heating system that docs not interfere with the SQUID sensors. The 

most commonly used magnetometer for continuous lhemal demagnetiza- 
tion is a modificationof the Digico magnetometer (e.g.. Heiniger andHcller, 
1976). The loss of sensitivity of thc larger fluxgate ring, which provides 
room for the furnace, relative to the room temperature ring (-factor oi 
10) is such that, for most sediments, the demagnetization experiments must 
be carried out on the stronger IRM rather than on thc NRM. Continuous 
demagnetization of superimposed IRM components can be usefuI for deter- 
mining the maximum blocking temperatures of two IRM components. 

Initial susceptibility is often routinely measured after each measurement 
step during thermal demagnetization in order to monitor changes in mag- 
netic mineralogy during heating. Thc maghemite-to-hematite transition at 
about 300°C produces a decrease in susceptibility which is a useful means 
of identifying the presence of this mincral. The susceptibility of maghemite 
is 2 to 3 ordersof magnitude greater than that of hematite. This susceptibility 
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decrcase will bc masked if iron sulfides or titanohematite are present, idue ultrasonically in a 4% solution of sodium hexametaphosphate to 

because hcating in air oxidizes the iron sulfidcv and titanohcmatitcs to lsperse the clays. (vi) Extract the magnetic fraction using a high-gradient 

magnetite, which has high susceptibility, comparable to that of maghemite. magnetic separation technique (Schulze and Dixon. 1979). or alternatively, 

The formation of magnetite during the thermal demagnetization procedure pass the solution (several times, if necessary! slowly past a small rare 
can result in the development of spurious magnetizations. Note that the - 
most common iron sulfide, pyrite, is paramagnetic and cannot therefore ?% 

,;?@, . 
carry remanence. ' ah 

, *. ,#~ 
*. 

An additional method for monitoring the change in mineralogy during 
heating involves the change of remanence coercivity (H,). The remanence 
coercivity of maghemite (and magnetite) is 1 to 2 orders of magnitudc less 
than that of hematite, The maghemite-to-hematite transition a t  about 300°C 
will be accompanied by a change in remanence coercivity. The measure- 
ments of H,, can be carried out after each hcating step with an alternating 
force gradient magnetomcter (@MAG) but the measurement procedure is 
considerably slower with more standard paleamagnetic equipment. For 
example, after each hcating step, the sample is given 1 T IRM, and a back 
field IRM (antiparallel to the 1 T IRM) is then imposed in steps of 0.1 T. 
The back field corresponding to zero IRM corresponds to the rcmanence 
coercivity (H,,). The increase in remanence coercivity in the 300-40O0C 
temperatwe range has been cited as evidence for the presence of maghemitc 
in red peIagic limestones (Channel1 et al., LY82a). 

j. Separation Techniques 

Magnetic mineral separation techniques are invariably selective, and not 
fully representative of the grain size and composition of magnetic minerals 
present in the sample; however, magnetic separation may be necessary for 
SEMITEM. X-ray, Mossbaucr, or chcmical analyses. The importance of 
fine SD grains as remanence carriers emphasizes the necessity of making 
the separation tcchnique as sensitive as possible to the fine grains. As grain 
shape has become an important criterion for distinguishing detrital and 
biogenic magnetite, separation procedures to prepare representative ex- 
tracts for  SEM and TEM obscrvation havc become more important. A 
recommendcd procedurc which has been successful for extracting magnetite 
(including the SD fraction) is as follows: (i) Crush the sample (ifnecessary) 
in a jaw crusher with ceramic jaws. (ii) Use a mortar and pestle to produce 
a powder. (iii) Dissolve carbonate with I N  acetic acid buffered with sodium 
acetate to a p H  of 5, changing the reagent eve? day until reaction ceases 
(sevcral weeks). (iv) Rinse the residue with distilled water. (v) Agitatc the 



Fundamentals of Magnetic Stratigraphy 

5.1 Principles and Definitions 

The purposc of magnetic stratigraphy is to mganize rock strata into identi- 
fiablc units based on stratigraphic intervals with similar magnetic character- 
istics. Shorl-period behavior of the magnetic field (secular variation) can 
be useful for correlation, particularly in Holocene lacustrine sediments and 
arcl~aeomagnetic studies (Ch. 13). At the other end of the geologic time 
scale, palEomagnetic pole positions have been used as a means of correlating 
Precambrian rocks (Irving and Park, 1972). Relative geomagnetic paleoin- 
tensities as well as a wide range of nondirectional magnetic properties can 
be used for correlation (Ch. 14). The magnetic characteristic most often 
used, however, is the polarity of magnetic remanence. The polarity is said 
to be "normal'" (north-seeking magnetization givcs a northcrn hemisphere 
pole, as today) or '"revcrse" (north-seeking magnetization gives a southern 
hemisphere pole). When correlated to the geomagnetic polarity time scale 
(GPTS), the polarity record observed in stratigraphic sequcnces allows 
them to be placed in a chronostratigraphic framework. 

The most imporlant geomagnetic property for stratigraphic purposes 
is aperiodic polarity reversal of the gcomagnetic dipole ficld. The direction 
of magnetization of a rock is by definition its north-seeking magnetization, 
and as explained above, the magnetization can usually bc designated either 
normal or reverse polarity. A problem may arise in Early Paleozoic or  
older rocks, or in displaced terrains, when it is unclear in which hcrnisphere 
the rocks acquired their magnclization. An ambiguity may be introduced 
as to the true polarity of the rock. In this case, an apparent polar wander 
path (APWP) musl be established for the individual tectonic unit being 
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vestigated. For instance, the North American APWP crosses the equator 
Lower Paleozoic time, introducing some ambiguities as to which is the 

orth polc and which is the south pole, particularly in regions where there 
as been largescale local tectonic rotation. In practice, the polarity can be 
etermincd by following the motion of the pole sequentially back in time 

from the present. 
The terminology of magnetic polarity stratigraphy has been codiiied by 

e IUGS subcommissionon the Magnetic Polarity Timescalc (Anonymous, 
979). This body introduced the following uscful definitions. 

1. Magnetic stratigraphy or magnctostratigraphy-the element ofstra- 
als with the magnetic characteristics of rock units. 

tigraphic classification-the organization of rock strata 
on variations in magnetic.character. 

3. Magnetostratigraphic units (magnetozoncs)-bodies of rock strata 
magnctic characteristics which allow them to be differenti- 

ted from adjacent strata. 
tigraphic polarity classification-the organization of 

units bascd o n  changes in the orientation of remanent 
strata, related to changcs in the polarity of the Earth's 

5. Magnetostratigraphic polarity reversal horizons are surfaces or vcry 
thin transition intervals in the succession of rock sirata, marked by changes 
in magnetic polarity. In practice, the term magnetostratigraphic polarity 
reversal horizon may be allowed tostand for a finite transition interval. Less 

only, the polarity change takes place through a substantial interval of 
, and the term magnetostratigraphic polarity transition zone should 

tostratigraphic polarity reversal horizons and magnetostrati- 
aphic polarity transition zones may be referred to simply as polarity 
versa1 horizons and polarity transition zones, respectively,if in the con t~x t  

the reference is to changes in magnetic polarity. Polarity 
ersal horizons or polarity transition zones provide the boundaries for 
arity stratigraphic units. 
6. Magnetostratigraphic polarity units (or zones) are bodies of rock 

strata, in original sequence, characterized by their magnetic polarity, which 
allows them to be differentiated from adjacent strata. 

.!*, $*. 

;: 5.2 Polarity Zone and Polarify Chron Nomenclature .%. . .". , * ~, 

The basic magnetostratigraphic unit is the magnetostratigraphic polarity 
zone (i accordance with the nomenclature recommended in the Interna- 
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MAGNETIC 
tional Straligraphic Guide, pp. 8-14, see Anonymous, 1979). A magneto- POLARITY ZONES 

stratigraphic polarity zone may be referred to simply as a magnetozone, if 
in the context it is clear [hat the reference is to magnetic pvlarity. Polarity 
zoncs are bounded above and below by polarity reversal horizons or polarity 
transition zones (sce definition 5, above). Polarity zones may be of differ- 
ent rank. 

Magnetostratigraphic polarity zones may (1) consist of strata with a 
single polarity throughout or (2) be composed of an intricate alternation 
of normal and reverse units or (3) be domiw~ntly either normal or reverse 
magnetozones, but with minor subdivisions of the opposite polarity. Thus 
a zone of dominantly normal polarity may include lower rank units of 
reverse polarity. 

The words normal and reverse, where it is possible to indicate the 
polarity unambiguously. may be included as a part of thc term name as an 
aid lo clarifying its significance. Howcver, as mcntioned above, in pre- 
middle Paleozoic rock sequcnces. it is somctimcs difficult to determine 
what is normal and what is reverse. Also, in rare circumstances, excur- 
sions of the paleofield may provide polarity units that cannot be tlassi- 
fied as normal or rcversc. but may be designated as intcrmediate in direc- 
tion. 

The end ol a successful magnctostratigraphic survey is the idcntifica- 
tion of a series of normally and reversely magnclized polarity zones of 197 
varyingJength arranged in stratigraphic ordcr, At this stage, it is useful 
to give each magnetozone (polarity zone) a numberllettcr and geographic 
designation, such as, from base of the section: San Pcdro N1, R1, N2, 
R2, etc., or Gubbio A-, B+, C-, D+, erc. At Gubbio (Alvarez et aL, 
1977; Napoleone et ab, 1983). polarity zones were designated in ascending 
alphabetical order, normal zones distinguished by "+" and reverse zones 
by "-". The thinner polarity zones are given lower hierarchy and are 
designated as subzones. At Gubbio, subzones within D+ are labeled reverse 

Dl+,  D2-, D3+. The labeling of polarity zones (magnetozones) in 
individual sections (Fig. 5.1) is useful as it is agnostic and separates the 
observations from the correlation to the geomagnetic polarity time scale. 
It is a mistake to confuse polarity zone labels with oceanic rnagnctic 
anomaly numbcrs; for example, a polarity zone should not be referred 
to as "anomaly 34." Oceanic magnetic anomalies and polarity zones are Figurn 5.1 Magnetic stratigraphy of the u p p a  Cretaceous Scaglis Rossa F m  at Gubbio 
distinct phenomena, and they should not be confused. They may, however, The VGP latitude 6 presented for each sample. Thc polarity z o n e  are lahc'cd 

have a common cause and be time correlative. alphilhetically (after Alvarcz er al., 19771. 
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x = (X, - x c o ~ l x c y  - XCU) 

and. X,  = stratigraphic position of event 
X,? = location of younger chron boundary 
X,,, = location of older chron boundary, 

that 3An.lr(0.253, for example, is alocation within the subchron. 25% 
the base of the subchron. 

labeled polarity chrons according to the correlative M-sequence oceanic 
magnetic anomaly. In contrast to Cenozoic marine magnetic anomalies, 
most but not all of thc Mesozoic (M-sequence) oceanic magnetic anomalies 
correlate to reverse polarity chrons. Intervening nortnal polarity chrom are 
given the number of the next (oldcr) reverse chron with "n" appended. 
As for the Cenozoic, we recommend use of thc prefix "C" when the label 
refers to a polarity chron (time interval) rather than an oceanic magnetic 

The most complete record of the reversal pattern of the geomagnetic 
field since 160 Ma is pwserved in the crust o l  the ocean and detected 
by seabornelairborne magnetometer surveys. 'These magnetic anomalies 
are interpreted to be  due to reversals of the geomagnetic field recorded 
in the rocks of the ocean floor. The sea floor in a major ocean is quasi- 
stratigraphic in that it gets younger toward tbe spreading axis: however, 
it is not in superposition in thc usual sense. The reversal record as 
preserved in the sca floor has become the template (a sort of type 
section) fur geomagnetic reversal history o l  the last 160 My and is the 
basis for the geomagnetic polarity time scale (GPTS). The designation 
of typc sections. in the classical stratigraphic sense, for the geomagnetic 
reversal pattern since 160 Ma is unnecessary. On the other hand, type 
sections for magnctobiochronology. the correlation of the biologic rccord 

i to  thc magnetic polarity sequence, might be desirable. For examplc, a 
potential type sctlion for the Paleogenc might be the Contessa section 
in Italy (Lowrie ct a/., 1982). 

Figure 5.3 Magnctic polarity time scale and polarily chron nomenclature frrr Iatc Miocene 
The type section concept for polarity history is the only way in which 

tu ~ ~ c c n t  (after Caodr and Kent. 1YYZa). the polarity record can be buill up for time intervals not recorded by 
present-day sea floor. For periods prior to 160 Ma. for which no oceanic 

i magnetic anomalies are availablc. the establishment of polarity sequences 
(3An) and a preceeding rcvcrse interval (3.4~). The upper normalircverse must bc carried out using classical stratigraphic principles involving type 
interval is designated as 3An.l. The rcverseinterval would then be 3 A n . l ~ .  seclions. An example of a viable magnetostratigraphic typc section is that. ! In this way a complete designation of the timc scale can be achieved. The recording the Kiaman Superchron (Interval) in Ausrralia, whcrc the super- 

1 
location of a geological occurrence in time within such a system may be prc- chron is thought to he tied directly to the mck record (Irving and Parry, 
cisely placed using the chron label with suffix "x", where I 
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5.3 Field Tests for Timing of Rernanence Acquisition 

lindouhtedly, one of thc most important techn~cal chanengcs in any paleo- 
magnetlc research is to determ~nc the age of magnetization components 
It 1s of utmost importance to determine wh~ch. if any, of the magnetizat~on 
components was acquired near the time of deposition of the sediments or 
coohng of the igneous rock. 

In mannc sediments, experiments have shown that the detrital rema- 
nencc (DRM) is acquired at some position below thc sediment-water 
interface, where the water content falls to a level at wh~ch the magnetic 
grams can no longer rotate (Irving and Major, 1964; Kent, 1973; Verosub, 
1977). For pelagic sediments. a reasonable cstimate of the depth at wh~ch 
the DRM becomes locked is 10-20 cm below the sediment-water intcrface 
(3.3~). The age of the sediment magnetization w l l  not, therefore, coincidc 
with the age of sediment deposition but will lag behind by intervals dictated 
by the lock-in depth. 

In marine sediments retrieved from the bottom of the ocean, the stabil- 
ity of the record can be e9tablished by laboratory demagnetization experi- 
ments, by the Internal coherence of the reversal pattern, and by a revenal 
test. A rcversal tcst is based on the fact that normal and reverse intervals 
of the core should yield mean directions 180" apart (Fig. 5.4). This is an 
important test since any magnetnation component acquired later will tend 
to affefect the reverse and normal directions differently. It is usual to test 
whether the circles of confidence at the 95% level overlap lor the reversc 
and normal mean duechons. The results of this test depend on sample size 
and dispersion of thc data, and if one of the sets of duect~ons has a large 

Mean of reverse sitesflipped through 180" 
x Mean of normal sltes 
+ Dlpole fleld at sampllng slte 

Figure 5.4 \ lem dtrc~llons of ~n<~rx!lall! 2nd rcscrrcl) rn.sgnrl~/cJ sllc\ fmm Curllr Ranch. Ssn 
P ~ d r j  \ 11.0. (41i731)a) ullh xc'rlhpp!nz circle, ut 45 ' I  :amhdr'ncz Rcvcr,r' lacan dirc.11a~i _s 
Pupped through 180" (after Johnron et 0 1 ,  1975). 
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then no significant difference will be found. McFadden and McElhinny 
(1990) have proposed a simple version of the reversal test in which the 
mean directions of the reversed and normal data sets and ass are utilized. 
~t is assumed that both sets have a common precision. In the case where 
both sets of data have N greater than5, the following equation can he used 

calculate the critical angle y, with p = 0.05, whcre N = N, + Nz and 
and Rz are the vector sums for the two polarities. 

cos y, = 1 - (N - R I  - Rd(Ri + R*) [(:)A - 
(5.1) RIRZ 

the anglc y, between the two mean directions is greater than the angle 
then the hypothesis of a common mean direction may be rejected at the 
percent confidence limit and thc reversal test fails. The "positive" revcr- 

sts are classified on the basis of y,, as A iT y, 5 So, as I3 if 5" < y, s 
10", as  C if 10" 5 y, 5 20". 

Very few data are classified as A since the requirements are so stringent. 
The data presented in Fig. 5.4 are classified as 6, since the anglc y, is 
greater than 10' and less than 20". If y, exceeds 20" the revcrsal test is 
considered to be negative. 

Sedimentary rocks often becomc involved in tectonic processes and are. 
then exposed through erosion at the Earth's suiface. This makes possible 

er tests for stability such as the bedding tilt tcst suggested by Graham 
49). Graham pointed out that if thc direction 6f remanent magnetization 

asstahle from the timeof rockformation, the direction of rcmanence deter- 
mined from tilted rock strata would be dispersed but would coincide after 
correction for hcdding tilt (Fig. 5.5). It is now well known that directions of 
magnetization can be acquired before, during, and after the rocks have been 
deformed. It is therefore necessary to dctcrmine the stage in the tilting pro- 
cess at which a particular magnetization component reaches maximum con- 
centration.Thisis usually doneby incrementally untiltingthebeds andcalcu- 
lating the Fisher (1953) concentration parameter (k) at each step. The stage 

s process at which thc Fisher "precision" or concentration parameter 
) is  maximized is usually taken to represent the attitude of the hcds at the 

ime that the magnetization component was acquircd. In Fig. 5.5. it can be 
seen that the highest values of k for component A occur when the beds arein 

eirpresent position (0% untilling). Therefore, component A was acquired 
ter folding of the rocks. The B component of magnetization reaches its 
eatest concentration when the beds are unfolded by -50%; thiscomponent 

therefore acquired during the deformation process and is a synfoldiig 
netization. Component C reaches its highest concentration after 100% 
ding. The C component was therefore acquired before Iolding of the 

beds and is the only component which can be used for magnetostratigraphic 



Figure 5.5 Schcmatic p~esscntation ~ ~ l f o l d  and amglomeratr test. n r e c  magnetization mmpo- 
ncats are prercnt in thew aedimenls. Thc A component is pmstfolding and u,ar acquircd with 
thc scdiments in thcir present position. Component B is synlt?lding and war acquired when 
rhe rocks nerr riltcd by 50% of their prtscnt attiludc. Component C ir prcfolding and the 
directiuns group hrsr after resturing the huds to horizunral. The magneti~ation directioor in 
syndeposiliond rip-up clasts show randomly directed C cornponenuof magnrtiration, in~licat- 
ihg that the C component was acquired v e v  carly in the history of the sediment. I; is thc 
Fishor (1953) concentration paramrtcr. 

purposes. The improvement in grouping may be tested statistically (Mc- 
Elhinny, 1964). In this test, the precision of the mean direction before tilt 
correction ( k , )  is compared to the precision after tilt correction (kz).  The 
ratio kz/k, can be compared with difference ratio tablcs with equal degrees 
of freedom (2N - 1). This test has been widely applied hy palcomagnctists 
for many years and is still inuse. 

McFadden and Jones (1981) pointed out that the McElhinny (1964) 
tilt test was invalid because the two estimates of k are related through 
the bedding attitude. The McElhinny (1964) fold test is often said to be 
conscrvative; however, it is clear that in some cases it can be misleading, 
particularly when the magnetization bcing tested was acquired during fold- 
ing (e.g., Kent and Opdykc. 1985). McFadden (1990) pruposed a fold test 
based on correlations between the distribution of magnctization directions 
and bedding attitudes. 

Recently hvo new tilt tests have been proposcd that have considerable 
merit Watson andEnkin (1993) argued that the problem could be solved by 
parameter estimation. This method legitimizes the use of Fisher's precision 
parameter ( k ) .  Their method involves parametric resampling of the original 

5.4 Firld Sampling for  Magnelic Polarity stratigraphy 

ta have a Fisherian distribution. A bootstrap method is employed to 

'n these clasts have magnetic properties similar lo those of thc parent 
sediment and possess a stable component which is randomly directed. then 
the investigator has demonstrated lhnt the component in question was 
acquired early in the history of the rock (Fig. 5.7). The randomness of the 
clast magnetization directions can be tested using the Watson (1956b) test 

. for randomness. 
: Another important test of early acquisition of magnetization (Graham. 

1949) is the "slump" test. Syndcposition slumps are often present in rock 
xquenccs; however, application of this test is uncommon. Tf magnetization 
was acquired during deposition, remanence directions from slumps should 
be different from the unslumped parent rock. Alvarez and Lowrie (1984) 
have demonstrated lhal Upper Cretaceous pelagic limestones in Italy con- 
tain large slun~ps that yield directions which deviate widely from those in 
the unslumped parent ruck, indicating that these sediments were magne- 
tized early in their history. 

5.4 Field Sampling for Magnetic Polarity Stratigraphy 

; The geomagnetic lield reverses in an aperiodic lashion, with intervals or 
constant polarity having durations ranging from 20 ky to 50 My. An ideal 
sampling scheme would be one that is designed to monitor the geomagnetic 

- 1  li ,& field every -5000 years. This is often impractical or impossible due to the 

g 
r i. 
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1983. Weeks et ul. (1993) describe a modified 2G-755R magnetometer in 
r 

which the SQUID sensing coils are arranged for high resolution measure- 
ment of magnetization from continuous "u-channels" trackcd through the 
sensing region. The width of the response function of the pick-up coils is 
about 3.5 cm. Deconvolution ofthesignalinthe timedomain (Constable and 
Parker. 1991) can give comparable resolution to that achieved by back-to- 
back discrete sampling. Thc u-channel (see Tauxe et al., 1983h; Nagy and 
Valet, 1993), typically 1.5 m in length with a cross sectional area of about 4 
cm'. allows continuous sampling of the core with less sediment distortion 
than for discrcte back-to-back sampling. 

Thc rate of sedimcnt accumulation is generally variablc through time. 
Sadler (1981) emphasized this variability and termed thc process inherently 
"unsteady," characterized by large changes in rates of accumulation over 
short time periods. In some environments, measured rates of sediment 
accumulation during floods may be -10' cmlhour. whereas accumulation 
rates integrated over 10"ears would give much lower values, implying 
Iargc changes in rates of sedimentation, abundant hiatuses. and unconformi- 
tics. The ideal condition lor a continuous record of geomagnetic polarity 
would be a continuous rain of sedimentary particles accumulating uninter- 
rupted through time. Such ideal conditions are rare, but in certain cases 
apparently continuous sediment accumulation has been recorded for marine 
sediments over significanl periods of time (5-10 My) and for lacustrinc 
sediments over intervals of -lo4 years. Variable rates of sedimentation 
caused by tectonics, or changes in climate or paleoceanographic circulalion, 
are well known. When conditions are favorable, complete and continuous 
reversal sequences have been recorded in marine cores (Opdyke et a!., 
1966; Fostcr and Opdyke, 1970: Tauxe eta)., 1983~) and in outcrop (Lowrie 
and Alvarez, 1977b; Channel1 and Erba, 1992). Some marine sediments 
prcserve such excellent records of the geomagnetic field that even short- 
period beha\'ior of the field, such as the process oC tield reversal, can be 
studied (Opdyke et al., 1973; Clement and Kent. 1984). Lacustrine sediments 
can also be excellenl recorders of the geomagnetic field and they have 
often been used tostudy secular variation and magnetic excursions (Ch. 13). 

Unlike deep-sea sedimcnts, terrestrial sediments are rarely, if ever. 
homogeneous with respccl to lithology or  sedimentation rates. Terrestrial 
sections are usually selected for sampling for particular reasons. such as the 
presence of important vertebratc launas, radiometrically dated horizons, or 
climatically indicative lcvcls in loess, tills, or pollen-rich deposits. In the 
Siwaliks of Pakistan and India. the sedimentary rocks comprise mudstones, 
sandstones, and gravels deposited in the subsiding foreland basin in the 
front of the rising Himalayan mountain chain (Opdyke eful., 1979: Johnson 
el al., 1982,1985; Tauxe, 1980). The sediments were deposited by mcander- 
ing river systems across the floodplain and consist of fining upward se- 
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quences of river channel sands and overbank silts and muds on which soils 
developed. Such a sequence must contain many disconformities. An analysis 
of the variability of  sedimentation in this facies indicates that time gaps 
of thousands of years are present (Friend er al., 1989: McRae, 1990a.b). 
Nevertheless, Johnson et al. (1985) have shown that over periods of the 
order of 10Sto lo6 years the magneticpolarity record is amazingly complete. 
Sampling in the Siwaliks foredeep sediments was confined to the fine- 
grained mudstoncs and siltstones, with sandstone intervals not samplcd. 
The sites were. therefore, distributed at random intcrvals determined by 
Lithology and outcrop availability, with stratigraphic spacing of sites of 5 
to 10 m. Studies on sedimcnts in Argentina deposited by unchanneliized 
flows on sandflats and distal alluvial fans in an intermountain basin indicate 
that the record is fairly complete on time scalcs grcater than l(P years, 
although in this case the stratigraphic spacing of sites was -25 m (Beer, 
1990). Most investigations of intermontane fluvial systems have shown them 
to be Caithful recorders of the geomagnetic field lor features with duration 
greater than -105years, although obviously with lower rates of sedimenta- 
tion shorter sampling intervals are required. Several studies in Pakistan 
and Argentina have dealt with the variability and reproducibility of polarity 
zones along strike (Behrensmeyer and Tauxc, 1982; Johnson et al., 1988; 
Beer, 1990). Johnson et al. (1988) have shown that individual polarily zones 
(Fig. 5.8) may vary along strike by up to a factor oC two in this type of 
sedimentary environment. 

It is a great advantage in magnetostratigraphic studies if sections of 
appreciable thickness (102-103 m) are available for sampling. Thick sections 
increase thc probability that more than one polarity zone is present in the 
section and increases the chances that the reversal pattern can be correlated 
to the GPTS. The following technique for sampling unindurated sediments 
was developed by Johnson et al. (1975) for study of Plio-Pleistocene non- 
marine sediments of the San Pcdro Valley of Arizona. During the initial 
field work a suitable sampling interval is chosen. Sitcs are preferentially 
sclccted in finer grained sediments (silt size or finer) at stratigraphic spacing 
of 2-20 m. Sections are often sited in arroyos where crosion has exposed 
frcsh unweathered material well away from local peaks or promontories 
which might he the sites of lightning strikes. A1 individual sites, it is often 
ncccssary to excavate a pit to obtain unwcathered material, using a pick- 
mattock, spade, or some other suitable implemenl. Aftcr unweathered 
material is exposed, a horizontal or vertical face isfashioned on a tist-sized 
sample, using a hand rasp. The strike and dip of the surface arc measured 
and marked with tine pen or  pencil. Three or more independently oriented 
samples are generally chosen at each site, so that the polarity can be 
determined unambiguously and rudimentary site statistics can be deter- 
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Figure 5.8 Variation rrf the thickness of polarity zones along 15 km or strike lu Miuccne 
mvlasse sediments in Pakistan. An individual polarity zone mil? vary in thickness by a lactar 
of 2. 'Time scdc is from Msnkinen and Ualqmple (19791 (after Johnson el d.. 1988). 

mined. After the sample is returned to the laboratory it is fashioned into 
a cuhc (approximately 2.5 cm on a side) using a hand saw or grinding 
wheel. Although thc technique described above is laborious, once the cubes 
have hecn fashioned they are easy to handle and measure. Unindurated 
sediments are often sampled by pressing the samples into plastic boxes or 
cylindexs in the field. The technique is rapid and is convenient for sample 
transportation and handling. If thermal demagnetization is necessary, the 
samples must be dried and/or induratcd. removed from the plastic contain- 
ers. and wrapped in aluminum foil for heating and measurement. 

Lava flows or  indurated sediments in outcrop can be drilled using a 
portable gasoline-powcred drill. Pelagic limestones in land section, such as 
those at Gubbio (Italy). are usually sampled by drilling individual oriented 
cores (2.5 cm diameter, 5-10 ~m in length) spaced at 20-50 cm stratigraphic 
intervals. In lava sequences, three or more cores are usually taken from 
each lava flow. The most intensive study of this type has been performed 
by Watkins and Walker (1977) on the Icelandic lavas. 

5.6 Cornelatton of Polanty Zones to the G P ~ S  91 
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5.5 Presentation of Magnetostratigraphic Data 

Magnetostratigraphic data can be presented as plots of declination and 
inclination of the primary magnetization components as a function of strati- 
graphic position in the section. Magnetization directions from individual 
stratigraphic horizons are often represented as virtual geomagnetic poles 
(VGPs) computed using the dipole formula (Ch. 2). VGPs from individual 
sampleshurizons arc compared with the overall paleomagnctic pole com- 
puted from the mean magnetization direction for the entire section. Varia- 
tion in VGP in the section is then expressed as a VGP latitude which 
represents the latitude of individual VGP in the coordinates of the overall 
palcomagnetic pole. VGP latitudes close to +90° represent normal polarity, 
and VGP latitudes close to -90" represent reverse polarity (Fig. 5.1). VGP 
latitudes are plotted as a function of stratigraphic position of the samples1 
horizons. Thc polarity interpretation is usually prcscnted as black (normal) 
and white (reverse) bar diagrams. 

5.6 Correlation of Polarity Zones to the GPTS 

The invesligator is ohen confronted with a seriesoi normal and reverse 
polarity zones, the pattern of which may correlate with more than one 
segment of the GPTS. Usually. it is initially assumed that the sedimenta- 
lion rate, or rate or extrusion of the lavas, is more or less conslanl. 
and trial correlations are made on the basis of the fit of the observed 
polarity pattern to the GPTS. In practice, correlations to the GPTS are 
aided by radiometric ages or biostratigraphic events in the seclion, which 
have bccn correlatcd to the GPTS clscwhcrc. For cxample, in the 
Haritalyangar section in India (Fig. 5.9): the correIation of polarity zones 
to the GPTS is aided by magnetostratigraphic data from Pakistan where 
some of the same Miocene vertebrate fossils are correlated to radiomelric 
agcs (on volcanic ashes) and hcncc to the GP'I'S. Thc fossil assemblage 
at Haritalyangar is equivalent to that in Pakistan which is correlated to 
the chron 3A to chron 4A interval, and on this basis the reversal 
scqucncc can bc unequivocally correlated to thc GPTS on the basis of 
pattern fit (Fig. 5.9). The resulting regression is significant at the 99% 
confidence Level. allowing sediments in India to be securely correlated 
to thc GPTS and lo similar scdimen~s in Pakistan. It also indicates that 
the rate of sedimentation is reasonably constant. 

The Haritalyangar section is ideal in that it is long and continuously 
cxposcd. Short sections which contain few polarity zones are much morc 
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Figure 5.9 Magnctostratigraphy of the Haritalyangar scction in India and correlaliun to the 
GWS of Mankinen and D a l v p l r -  11979). The high linear regebaion value ( r  = O.YY8) 
indicates that the ctlrrrlarion to the GPTS is feasihle and that the scdimcntation ralc was 
more or ICES constant (alter G. D. Johnson cc "1, 1983). 

difficult to correlate. In some cases, prominent subchrons may be missing 
because of hiatuses. Spurious apparent poIarity subchrons can be an artifact 
of a hard sewndary magnetizationnot (completely) removed by the demag- 
netization techniques. 

Cross-correlation techniques can be used to test the correlation of 
polarity zones to the GPTS (e.g., Lowrie and Alvarez, 1984; Langcreis er 
aL, 1984). The polarity zone pattern in stratigraphicsection can be compared 
to the GPTS and the correlation wefficient computed for each successive 
match. Thc minimum value of the correlation coefficient which is significant 
at the 95% confidence level can be used to screen possiblc correlations. 
The optimal correlation can then be chosen based on stratigraphic age 
constrainls. It is important to notc that this technique is most useful in 
sections which record multiple polarity chrons, and where sedimentation 
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, rates are fairly constant such that the polarity zone pattern reflects the 
polarity chron pattern in the G n S .  

5.7 Quality Criteria for Magnetostratigraphic Data 

Van der Voo (1WO) has recently suggested a reliability index for paleomag- 
netic studics. The indexis based on seven reliability critcria, and is designed 
for paleomagnetic studies that contribute to construction of apparent polar 
wander paths. Wc propose a reliability index for magnetostratigraphic stud- 
ies bascd on ten criteria. Some of the criteria are the same as Lhose proposed 
by Van der Voo (1990): however, somc arc unique to magnetostratigraphy. 
The criteria and their justification are outlined below: 

1. Straligrdphlc agc known to the level of the stage, and assoc~ated 
paleontology presented adequately The placemenl ol loss11 occurrences 
and ranges w~th  Tespect to the magnetic polarity determmat~ons iq often 
critical to interpretation. 

2. Sampling localities placed in a measured stratigraphic section. Unless 
thc section is accurately measured, correlation of the polarity zone record 
to the GPTS will bc compromised. 

3. Complete thermal or alternating field dema$netization performed 
and analysis of magnetization components carried out using orthogonal 
projections (Wilson. 1961: Zijderveld, 1967). All modern studics employ 
demagneti/ation, and vector analysis allows the identification of magnetiza- 
tion components present in thc samples. Blanket demagnetization at an 
individual temperature or alternating field valuc is no longer considered ad- 
equate. 

4. Directions determined from line-fitting least squares analysis 
(Kirschvink, 19x0). This type of analysis has been widely applied in re- 
cent years. 

5. Numerical data published completely. Black-and-white bar diagrams 
are not adequate. Data are best presented as VGP latitudelstratigraphic 
distance plots andlor as dcclinationlstratigraphic distance and inclination1 
stratigraphic distance plots. The statistical parameters (e. g., Fisher, 1953) 
should bc fully documcnted. 

6. Magnetic mineralogy determined. It is often useful to know the 
magnetic mineralogy,, which may constrain the timing of rrmanence acqui- 
sition. 

7. Field tests for the age of thc magnetization are presented (tilt tests? 
conglomcratc tcsts). If possible, these should always bc attcmptcd since 
they constrain the timing of remanence acquisition. 
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, 
8. Reversals arc antipodal. The Geld should *verse through 180". If 

this revcrsal test fails. the investigalor probably has not fully removed the 
secondary magnetization components. 

9. Radiometric ages are available in the stiatigraphic sections. Radio- 
metric dates, especially "Ar/-'9Ar or U-Fb ages from volcanic ashes or 
hentonites, are very useful for correlating polarity zones lo the GPTS. 

10. Multiple sections. Magnetic stratiflaphy is more convincing if mul- 
tiplc sections yield similar or overlapping polarity zone patterns. 

Quite clearly, few studies will be able to meet all these criteria since, 
for example. radiometric dating is oflen dot possible, and field tests are 
impossihlc in flat-lying beds or  deep-sea cures. However, ratings of a t  least 
5 (out of 10) should be achieved by modern magnetostratigraphic studies. 

The Pliocene-Pleistocene 
Polarity Record 

6.1 Early Development of the Plio-Pleistocene GPTS 

The Plio-Pleistocene gcomagnelic polarity time scale (OPTS) developed 
From the early studies of Cox el 01. (1963~) nnd McDougall and Tarling 
(1963a) which coupled K-Ar age deternlinations and magnetic remanence 
data in volcanic rocks from olil'ornia and the Hawaiian Islands. By lhe 
end of the 1960s. most of the Plio-Plcistoct!ne polarity chrons had been 
idcntilied in radiometrically dated volcanic rocks (Fig. 1.2). As  more K- 
Ar age determinations became available the chronogram technique lor 
optimizing the age of polarity chron boundaries was introduced (Cox and 
Dalrymplc, 1967). The chronogram is a plot of standard deviation or error 
function of available agcs close to a polarity chron boundary against trial 
agcs for the boundary (see Harlandet dl., 1990, pp. 106-109). Theminimum 
error function corresponds to the best estimate of the agc of thc polarity 
chron boundary. 

Subchrons within the Plio-Pleistocene werc initially idcnlified by their 
associated radiometric ages. It is important to note that the early studies 
of Plio-Pleistocene geomagnetic polarity coupled K-Ar and magnetic data 
from widely spaced locations and, apart from the work in Iceland (e.g., 
Watkins et al., 1977). were not carricd crul in continuous slratigraphic sec- 
tions. Plio-Pleistocene polarity subchro~~s  were initially documented in 
thc following publications! Jaramillo (Doell and Dalrymple, 1966), Cobb 
Mountain (Mankinen eet al., 1978). Olduvai (Gromme and Hay. 1963): 
Kaena and Reunion (McDougall and Chamalaun, 1966), Mammoth (Cox 
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rt al., 1963), Cochiti (Dalrymple rt al., 1967). and Nunivak (Hoace ec al., 
1968). The two oldest suhchrons in the Gilben were initially identified by 
Hays and Opdyke (1967) from marine cores and by Pilman and Heirtzler 
(1966) from marine magnetic anomalies, Eventually they were identified 
from lava sequences in Iceland and llamed the Sidufjall and 'Thvera sub- 
chrons (Watkins et a(., 1977). 

6.2 Subchrons within the Matuyarna Chron 

Subsequent to the recognition of thc existence of a normally magn~tizcd 
lava at 1.8 Ma by Grommg and Hay (1 963)from Oldu\lai Gorgc. McDougall 
and Wensink (1966) reported a series of polarity zoncs (from base: R-N- 
R-N) in a sequence of lavas iron1 Iceland wilh agcs of 1.60 2 .05 Ma. Yuc 
to the significant age difference between these normal polarily zoncs and 
that observed at Olduvai. Lhe normal inten,alsfmm Iceland were considered 
to be distinct I'rom the Olduvai subchron and were callcd the Gilsa sub- 
chrons. Magnetic stvatigraphy in deep-sea cores and oceanic magnetic 
anomaly profilcss, however, appeared to indicate a single normal polarity 
suhchron in the lowcr middle part of the hlatuyama Chron, closely coinci- 
dent wilh the Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary. The question arose, lhere- 
h e ,  as to whelherthis interval of normal polarity should be called the Gilsa 
or Olduvai suhchron. This icd to a great deal of confusion and conlroversy 
(Watkins e i  nl., 1975) which was finally resolved in favor of thc name 
Olduvai. Recently. however. a short-lived normal subchron above the Oldu- 
vai has been documented hy Clement and Kent (1987) and was rillled by 
them ihe Gilsa subchcon (Fig. 6.1). 

Two short intervals uf normal polarity below the Olduvai were idcnti- 
ficd in sea floor spreading anomalies and called anomalies "s'* and "y" by 
Heirtzler rr ul. (1968). The youngcst of these normal intervals probably 
coincides with a normally magnclized lava dated by McDuugall and Chama- 
laun (1966) at 2 Ma and named the Reunion Evcnl by Grommb and Hay 
(1071). This subchron has a duration ol'approximately 5820 ky (Clement and 
Kent, 1987; Khan et al., 1988). Figure 6., Campari.;on ,,f ,he ma8,,e:ic stratigraphiEs or corcs VZX-170 and flole 609B iron1 

rhc North ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ i ~ .  ~h~ corer cover the timc intervals hul they have iredimentation 
Mankiien el uul (1978) detected a shorl interval uf normal polarity 

rates dillrrinL! hy am of ,nagnitudc (sfycr Shncklcton and Opdyke. 1477: Clemcllt rind 
 receding the jar am ill^^ which t h ~ y  called the Cohb Mountain subchmn. v2.-., 10Q7) .- RL,,L, .,,.,,. 
This suhchron has been observed in high scdimentalion sale cores lrom 
the Caribbean Sea (Ken1 and Spariosu, 1983) and the North Atlantic (Fig. 
6.1; Clement and Kent, 1987). Anolher geomagnetic excursion has been 
reported between the Jaramillo subchron and the Krud~esiMatuyama 
boundary hy Maenaka (1987) and Mankinen and Crromm6 (198582) and it 
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is thought to have occurred between 0.84 and 0.85 Ma (Champion el a/,, 
1988). A subchron of comparable age was observed in a loess sequence 
from China by Heller and Liu (1984). In thc time scale presented here. 
(Fig. 6.2). only those subchrons recorded in oceanic magnctic anomaly 
records and in magnctostratigraphic section are included. 

6.3 Magnetic Stratigraphy in Plio-Pleistocene Sediments 

The intensive magnctostratigaphic study of marine sediments of Plio- 
Pleistocene age began in the early 19ms utilizing the piston core collections 
at Lamont Doherty Geological Observatory (LDGO) and cores from thc 
Eltanin collection stored at Florida State University (Opdyke et a l ,  196h; 
Ninbovitch er a l ,  1966; Opdyke and Fnster. 1970; Hays c.1 ul.. 1969; Opdyke 
and Cilass, 1969; Hunkins et a[., 1971; Goodell and Watkins. 1968). 'The 
maximum age of the sediments in these studies was limited by the penetra- 
tion of piston coring devices. The longest conventional piston core in the 
LDGO collection is about 26 m and, therefore, a stratigraphic record to 
the basal Pliocene was extremely rare. Cores rc&rding most of the Plio- 
Pleisto~xne magnetic polarity record included E13-17 (Hays and Opdyke. 
1967). RC 12-66 (Fostcr and Opdyke, 1970) (Fig. 6.2), and V28-179 (Fig. 
6.1) (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1977). In early studies, the durations of the 
Plio-Plcistoccnc suhchrons were estimated through the magnetic stratigra- 
phy of deep-sea cores by extrapolation of sedimentation ralcs from rcvcrsal 
transilions or by interpolation assuming constant sedimentation rates and 

I adopting K-Ar ages for polarity chron boundaries (Fig. 6.3). Estimates 
I were compared with those obtained from high-resolution nccanic magnetic 

anomaly profiles assuming constant sea floor spreading rates. 
The last decade has witnessed a dramatic improvement in the quantily 

and quality of the Plio-Pleistocene magnetostratigraphic records due, ill 

large part. lo the advent in the early 1980s of the hydraulic piston corer 
(HPC) and, subsequently, the advanced piston corer (APC). The HPC, 

' , first used during Leg 68 of the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP), allowed 
recovery o l  several hundred meters or sediment by piston coring, increasing 
the penetration of piston coring by more than an order of tnagnitude. The 
HPC was a considerable improvement over the standard rotary drilling 
techniques, which ortcn rcsulted in poor core recovery and drilling-rclatcd 
deformation. Notable among the Plio-Pleistocene magnetostratigraphies 
recovered by HPCIAPC are Lhose Crom DSDP Leg 68 in the Carribhean 
(Kent and Spariosu, 1983), DSDP Leg 73 in the South Atlantic (Tauxe et 
al., 1983e, 19Wi;Poore et al.. 1984). and DSDP Leg 94 in the North Atlantic 
(Weaver and Clcmcnt, 1986). Apart from theirvalue for biomagnetosh-ati- 
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~n dcvp-5ra plrlun  ores (after Opdvke, 1972) 

graphic correlations. the Plio-Plcistoccnc magnetic stratigraphies from 
DSDP Lcg 94 were important for two additional reasons. First, as mcn- 
tioned above, they resulted in the documenvation of two short-duration 
normal polarity subchruns within the Matuyama chron (Gilsa and Cobb 
Mountain subchrons) which had not previously been adequately recurded 
in sediments (Fig. 6.1) (Clement and Kent, 1987). Second, the correlation of 
oxygen isotope records to Leg 94 Plio-Pleistoccnc magnetic stratigaphies 
resulted in a fwsL attcmpt to astronomically tune this part of the GPTS 
(Ruddiman ez al., 1986. 1989; Raymo et al., 1989). 

The vast majority of Pliu-Pleistocene marine magnetostratigraphic 
records are Crorn pelagic deep-sea sediments. PIio-Pleistocene shallow ma- 
tcr platfofm carbonates recovered from boreholes in the Bahamas (McNeill 
el al., 1988) and Mururoa Atoll (Aissaoui etal., 1990) have yielded excellent 
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magnclic stratigraphies despite pervasive dolomitization. These magneto- 
stratigraphics provide a powerful chronosbatigraphic tool in an environ- 
ment where hiostratigraphic control is inherently poor. It is important to 
balance these importam magnetostratigraphic studies in Plio-Pleistoccne 
shallow viatcr limestone3 with the many unsuccessful (and usually unpub- 
lished) magnctostratigraphic sludies in ancient shallow water limestones 
which are generally thwarted hy remagnetizatiun or very weak rema- 
ncnce intensities. 

The Plio-Pleistocene stages in most geological time scales are derived 
from stralotype sections located in Italy (scc Riu eta!., 1991). Correlation 
of these stralutype sections to marine sequences outside the Mcditcrranean 
is cornplicatcd hy provinciality o f  Mediterranean flora and fauna and by 
changes in lithofacics in the strarotypc scctions. Magnetic stratigraphics in 
the stratotype region provide the potential means of global currelation. 
The focus of Early Pliocene Mediterranean magnetostratigraphies has heen 
the Truhi Limestones, a fine-grained pelagic limestone recording the post- 
Mcssinian flooding of thc Mediterranean and cropping out in Sicily and 
Calabria (southern Italy). Magnetoslratigraphic rccords of the Miocene- 
Pliocene houndary and thc Gilbert Chron in Calahria (Zijderveld el ul.. 
1986: Channclt ctnl., 1988) were expanded by the dcvelopment of a compos- 
ile reference section in Sicily (Rosscllo composite) from the Miocene- 
Pliocenc boundary to the base o l  the Matuyama Chron (Fig. 6.4) (Langcrcis 
and Hilgen,l991). The Truhi Limcslones are overlain by a more marly 
facies (Monte Narbonc F'ormation), the lransition occurring in the middle 
part of the Gauw Chron. Upward extension of magnetic straligraphies into 
thc Late Pliocene and Early Pleistocene has becn documented in Calabria 
(Zijdcrveld et al., 1991) and Sicily (Zachariasse et ul.. 1989. 1990). The 
Plio-Pleistocene houndary stratutype at Vrica (Calabria) originally studied 
magnetostratigraphically by Tauxe er nl. (198%) has becn restudied hy 
Zijde~veld er al. (1991). and the stagc boundary placed close to. hut just 
above, the top of the Olduvai subchron. 'fhe land section magnetostrati- 
graphic d ~ t a  in southern Italy arc far better quality than those uhtained 
from rotary cores during ODP Leg 107 in the Tyrrhcnian Sea (Channel1 
el ul., 1990b), although biostratigraphic control is better in thc Tyrrhe~iian 
cores duc to enhanced nannofossil prcscrvation (Rio er al., 1990). The 
hiomagnetostraligraphic correlations which have resulted from land section 
studies in Ltaiy and ODP Leg 107 cores (Fig. 6.5) facilitate export of Plio- 
Pleistocene stages from the Mediterranean and are an imporpant basis for 
global Plio-Pleistocene correlarions. 

Although the Early Pliocene (Zanclcan) type section is withiul thc 
Sicilian Trubi Limestones, other Pliocene stratotype sections ('l'abianian 
and Piaccnzian) are in the tcrrigeneous "argille azzurre" (hIue clay) facics 

Pigure6A Cornposlte lnagnetlc strattgraphl from Capo Ro%rllrr regton. In S ~ c l l )  (arlrr Lang 
erca and H~lgcn 1 Y Y l )  



Figure 6.5 Correlation of the Mcdirerranean and rxtra-Mcdircrrancan tt.opical biozonatinns 
to the GPTS. The variation of "STI"ST after Hodell w a/. (1991). 

he Northern Apennincs (scc Kio el al., 1991). This is a more problematic 
es for magnctic stratigraphy due to the ubiquitous prcsence of iron 

su tides, although Pliocene magnetic stratigraphics are available from a fcw 
sections in this rcgion (Maryeral.. 1993; Channeller dl. ,  1994).Thc available 
magnetic stratigraphics indicate that sedimentation in the Northern Apen- 
nine foredeep in thc vicinity of the stratotypc scctions wasvery discontinu- 
ous and that the region is therefore not suitable for stratotype designations. 

The Miocene-Pliocene. boundary stratotype is a lithologic boundary 
the stratigraphic scqucnce a t  Capo Rosello (Sicily) (Fig. 6.4). Benson 

and Hodell (1994) argue that it would be hotter to redefitle the Miocene1 
Pliocene boundary and correlate it to the base of the Gilberl Chron in 
Morocco, because of the inadcquate biostratigraphic definition of the 
boundary in Sicily. l'hc Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary at the stratotype 
section (Vrica, Italy) is defined by the lirst occurrence of migrant tam such 
as Arnica irlrutdicn which cannot bc easily correlated to the open occan. 
These species first appear in the Vrica section just above the Olduvai 
subchron (Tauxc el al., 1983a: Zijderveld ur al, 1991). A definition of the 

,' Pliocenc-Pleistocene boundary a1 Lhc top of the Olduvai suhchron should 
perhaps be reconsidered. i 

Berggren r!t 01. (1980) gave 37 biostratigraphic datums for the Plio- 
Pleistocene of the world ocean and many more have subsequently been 
added (Fig, 6.6). The apparent correlation or biocvcnts to the GPTS can 
vary from sitc to site due to disconformities, fossil preservation, and the 
operalional method used lo dcfine the bioevent and thc species itself. 
Many of these datums have been correiated directly to the time scale. 
Emiliani (1955) produced the first long records of the change in 8 'x0 in 
the occans through time in braminiferal tests relative to a standard (a 
belemnite from the PEE Dee Formation in South Carolina). The ocean 
water was shown to oscillate between limcs when the ocean had SIxO ratios 
similar to those today (inlerglacial conditions) to times when the oceans 
were enriched in "0 (glacial conditions). Emiliani numbered these changes 
beginning at the present interglacial (stage 1) and the last glacial (stage 2). 
In this scheme, the inlcrglacials are indicated by odd numbers and lhe 
glacial stages hy cven numbers. Shacklcton and Opdyke (1973) extended 
this nomenclature to below the BrunhesMatuyma boundary and corre- 
lated this boundary to isotopic stage 19. Thc 6'" record was extended lo 
the entire Pleistocene by Shacklcton and Opdyke (1976) and to the base 
of the Matuyama by Ruddiman eta/. (1986), who extended the numbering 
system to isotopic stage 102 at the GaussIMatuyama boundary. The isotopic 
variations since -1 Ma were shown to have a dominant periodicity o l  
-100 ky (Hays erul., 1976). For the limc from the Late Jaramillo Lo the base 
ofthc Matuyama: thevariations in 6'" have beenshow to have a dominant 
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1 riodicity or -42 ky (Ruddiman d ul., 1986). The isotopic sequence has 
en extended by Shackleton etal. (1995b) to the base of the Gilbert Chron 
Site 846 lrom the eastcrn Pacific. The sequential numhcring system was 

scontinued belnw the GaussiMatuyama boundary and a letter prefix was 

i l  used to label isotopic stazes in the Gauss and Gilbert Chrons (Fig. 6.7). 

1 6.4 Astrochronologic Calibration of the Plio-Pleistocene GmS 

Hays ef al. (1976) were the first to demonstrate the presence of orhital 
cycles of ccccntricily, obliquity, and prcccssion in palcoclimate proxies in 
deep-sea sediments. These authurs adjusted their initial time scale to bring 
the peak variance of the obliquity cycles to the same frequency calculated 

! 
I for obliquity by astronomers, and were thus the first to  usc cyclostratigraphy 

as a means of tuning time scales. During the 1980s, astrochronology was 
largely restricted to thc Brunhes Chron and was utilized successfully to 
constrain the age of the oxygcn isotope record with a precision of a few 

! thousand ycars (e.g., Martinson eruL. 1987). The turning point lor astrochro- 

I nology/cyclostratigraphy came with DSDPIODP hydraulic piston core re- 
covery at multiple holes for single sites with adequale sedimentation ratcs, 

I oxygen isoiopic records, and magnctic stratigraphies. The hydrkulic piston 
corer allowed good undisturbed sediment core recovery, and the drilling 
of multiple holes allowed complete recovery of composite sections. Ruddi- 

I an ~t ul. (1989) and Raymo et ul. (1989) compiled oxygen isotope data 
r the Pleistoccnc and Upper Plioccnc at DSDP Leg 94 Site 607 (North 

I tlantic). Orbital tuning using the strong obliquity signal for the Matuyama 
Chron did not reveal any signilicant discrepancy with the slandard (Manki- 
nen and Dalrymple, 1979) K-Ar polarity chron ages, apart from a signili- 
cantly shorter duration for the Olduvai subchron. 

'i manauiorni i-rn For over ten years, the Mankinen and Dalrymplc (1979) compilation 
of K-Ar ages of Plio-Pleistocene polarity chrons was generally accepted in 

t ~ ~ d ~ ~ i n . , ; ~  L ~ C  spite of astrochronology indicatinga significantly older age fortheBrunhes1 
Matuyama boundary (Johnson, 1982). The realization that the Manki- 
nen and Dalrymple (1979) polarity chron ages may be in error came with 
the study of ODP Site 677 in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Shackleton et 
al., 1990). At this site, the oxygen isolopic record from benthicforaminifcra 

Figurn 6.6 'me currelation to the Plio-~leistr~cc~~e CPTS of fim and last appcnrancrs of 
sclccted huna and Rora. FAD = first appearance datum, LAD = last appcarancr 

is dominated by the obliquity signal and thc planktic record by precession. 
Because the effect of precession is modulated by the eccentricily cycle, 
the precession-dominated planktic record provided a better meansof corre- 
lation to the astronomical dala than the obliquity record. The Site 677 
oxygen isotope data could therefore be matched to the astronomical dala 
with more confidence than the poorly modulated obliquity signal at Site 
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Figure 6.7 Isotopic stratigraphy of thc Plio-Plcirtocenr and Lalo Miacme at Sites 677 and 
841 (allrr Shackleton ef aL, 1900. 1995h). 

607. Indeed at Site 607. Ruddiman rt a/ .  (1989) apparently miscounted the 
number o l  obliquity cycles in tlle lower Brunhes and early Pleistocene 
partly because they accepted the K-Ar age for the BrunhesiMatuya~na 
boundary. The Site 677 astrochronology (Shackleton et ul., 1990) yielded 
an age [or the BrunhcsiMatuyama boundary (0.78 Ma) a1 odds with the 
K-Ar age (0.73 Ma). 

The older astrochronological age fur the BrunhcsiMatuyama boundary 
from Site 677 coincided with the observation of discrepancies between 
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conventional K-Arages and Pliocene aslrochrrrnology derived lromcarbon- 
ate cyclostratigraphy in thc southern Italian Trubi Marls (Hilgen ahd Lang- 
ereis, 1989). Spectral analyisof CaC03 content in these Pliocene carbonates 
yielded periodicities of 15.5, 18.5, 35.0, and 335 ky, indicating a consistent 
discrepancy with the astronomical solutionsof 19.23.41, and 413 ky. Hilgen 
and Langereis (1989) computed the age of the Gilbert and Gauss reversals 
using an age of 3.40 Ma for the GaussiMatuyama boundary and tuning the 
CaCOl cycles lo the astronomical solulion. 

The Latc Pliocene and Early Plcistoccnc of southern 1t.aly is character- 
ized by sapropels, dark organic-rich laminated layers. Hilgm (1991a) 
showed that for Late Pleistocene sapropels from the eastern Mcditcrranean 
(core RC 9.181). individual saprupels correlate to minimum peak values 
of the precession index and small- and large-scalc sapropel clusters correlate 
to eccentricity maxima related to the 100 ky and 400 ky ecccntricity cycles. 
Hilgen (1Y91a) applied this obsen7ation to the sapropel-bearing Latc Plio- 
cene-Early Pleistocene sccticms in southern Italy which had magneto- 
stratigraphic age control. The sapropel occurrences and sapropel clusters 
could be matchcd to the astronomical solution leading to a new time scalc 
for the 1.8-3.2 Ma interval. Hilgcn (1991a) il'lctrated how the time scales 
of Berggen ef a/. (1985b) atld Raymo et al. (1989) lead to a mismatch of  
the sdpropel occurrences with the astronomical solution. 

Below the main interval of sapropcl occurrcncc. Hilgcn (I991b) used 
the CaCO, cycles in the same southern Italian sections to generate an 
astrochronology for the Pliocene. Hilgen (IYYlb) used the relationship 
between the sapropel occurrences and CaC03 content in the Upper Plio- 
cene, to infer that the gray marl beds denoting the small-scale CaCO, 
minima correspond lo minima in the precession index and that the larger 
scale CaCO, minima correspond to maximum amplitudc variations o l  the 
precession index related to the eccentricity modulation. The recognition 
of both a precession and an eccenlricily signal in the C X O 3  record allowed 
the observations to be tuned to the astronomical solution with considerably 
more confidence than would have been the case in the absence of the 
eccentricity modulation. This important papcr rcsultcd in astrochronologi- 
cal ages for Gauss and Gilbert reversals (Table 6.2). 

Ncogcnc asfrochronlllogy has been exlcndcd inlo the Late Miocene 
using cores collected during ODP Leg 138 (Shackleton rt a/., 1992, 1995a). 
Multiple cores at each site allowed composite sections lo be compiled at 
each site using magneticsusceptibility and GRAPE (Gamma Ray Atlcnua- 
tiou Porosity E\~aluaror) data (Hagelberg et a/., 1992). The GRAPE records 
reflect the ratio of  calcitc to biogenic opal. and thc GRAPE records from 
the composite sections were matched with the orbital insolation solution 
of Berger and Loutre (1991). 'This matching has led to astrochronological 
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age estmates for geomagnetic reversals in the 3-6.2 Ma (top Kaena to 
c3A.112) interval. Conhtent estimates were der~ved from several holes/ 
sites. The estimates are within a few tens of thousands of years of the 
estimates given by Higen (1991a,b) from southern Italian scchons and 
differ from those glven by Candc and Kent (1992a) by up to several hundred 
thowand years. Fiaally. these authors (Shackleton et oi., 199Sa) generated 
a sea lioor anomaly tlmc scale beyond C3A.2n by utilizing theu age lor 
the top of C3A.ln (5.875 Ma), the radiometrrc age of Baksi (1993) for the 
top of C5n.ln (9.639 Ma), and the sea floor d~stances given by Cande and 
Kent (1992a). How far back ~n timc the astrochronolog~cal tcchnlque can 
be carried will resr on the availablhty of a suitable proxy climatic records 
in the oceans or croppmg out n land (see Hilgon el ai.. 1995). 

6.5 40Ar$PAr Age Calibration of the Plio-Pleistocene GPTS 

The advent of high-precidon ' % / ' 9 ~  age dating techniques and the impli- 
cation from cyclostratigraphy that the conventional K-Ar ages for the Plio- 
Pleistocene (e.g., Mankinen and Daltymplr, 1979) were too yonng have 
resulted In a large number of "AriT9Ar studies aimed at testing the astro- 
chronological agcs of Plio-Pleistocene polar~ty chrons. The convenk~onal 
K-Arage for the BrunhesNatuyama boundary (0.73 Ma) has been modified 
to 0.78 Ma by a number of independent "'Ari3'Ar studieq (Lrrett and 
Obradovich, 1991; Baks~ eraL, 1992; Spell and McDougall, 1992; Tauxc et 
a!., 1992; Hall and Farrell. 1993). T h ~ s  age is eonslstent with the cyclostrati- 
graphlc estmates glvlng strong support to the new chronology (recent * h i  
39Arage~ summari~ed by Baks~, 1994, seeTable 6.2). Thc astrochronological 
ages derlved by Shackleton eta!.  (1990) and Hilgen (1991a,b) have now 
been auppurted by "Arp9Ar agcs for the Jaramillo (Glass er al., 1991: Spcll 
and McDougall, 1992: Tauxe eta!. ,  1992). Cobb Mountain (Turnn et a/., 
1994), Reunion (Baksi ef al., 1993b3, Olduva~ (Walter et at ,  1991; Baksi, 
1994). Kaena and Mammoth (Renne et ol., 1993; Walter, 1994; Walter and 
Aronson, 1493), and Gilbert (McDougall et al., 1992; Baks~ er or., 1993a) 
(Fig. 6.8). The wAri3qAr agcs ol Pl~o-Pleistocene polanty chrons (reviewed 
by Baks~. 1994) have m generalconfirmcd the astrochronolo~cal detemtna- 
tions, thereby ratifying the astrmhrunology (Tahlc 6.2) The ages for Plio- 
Plei5tocene reversals based on oceanic magnetic anomalies glven by Cande 
and Kent (1992a) arenot consistent with the "h~r/'~Arorastrochronological 
estimates, part~cularly for the Gilbert Chron (Tahlc 6.2). D. S. Wilson 
(1993) analyzed the magnetic anomalies at various spread~ng centers and 
concluded that the anomaly spacing is, in fact, consistent with the astrochro- 
nological esrimales. Cande and Kent (1992a) adopted the spacing oi Pl~a- 
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Figure6.8 CompaWs<m ufgeomagnelicpolarity rewnal  ages b a r d  onorbirvltuning(S11asklc- 
Ion el a / .  IYYU: Hilgen 1001a.h) with reversal aces b a d  on K!Ar and "'A~~"AT lilldspar ~ g e ~ s  
from Ihe Turkana Baxin (Spcll and .McDougail. 1992: McUou~ali  er oi.. 19%). 

Pleistocene anomalics given by Klitgord er 01. (1975); which appears to be 
the source of the error. In Cande and Kent (19951, the astrochronological 
estimates.fot the age of the Plio-Pleistocene reversals were adopted (Table 
6.2). The consistency of the astronchronological. 4"Ari-'YAr. and sea floor age 
cstinlates for Plio-Pleistoceneanomalies has ratified the astrochronological 
techniques. The resolution of astrochronological estimates for the age of  
reversal boundaries in the Plio-Pleistocene has reached one prccessio~i 
cycle (-20 ky), only a faclor of two greater than the time taken for field 
reversal to occur. Rennk et al. (1994) have taken the next step and used 
the astrochronological estimates to calibrate the 4nAri'9Ar dating standard 
(Fish Canyon sanidine, Mmhb-I)> thereby reducing the uncertainty to 0.6% 
for "'Ari3'Ar ages calibrated against this standard. 

Late Cretaceous-Cenozoic GPTS 

' ' 1  7.1 Oceanic Magnetic Anomaly Record 
i .  -. 

Vine and Matthews (1963) proposed that lineatcd magnetic anomalies 
: observed at sea using towed magnetometers resulted from thc permanent 

magnetization of the oceanic crust. They suggested that this magnetic signa- 
ture was a result of normal and reverse polarity gcomagneticfields and the 
sea floor spreading proccss outlined by Hess (1962). This hypothesis was 
essentially cunfirmed by Vine and Wilson (1965). Pitman and Heirtzler 
(1966). and Vine (1966). These papers demonstralcd that: (1) the. magnetic 
anomaly pattern was generally symmetric on both sidcs of a spreading 
ridge, and (2) the anomaly pattern emanating from the ridge reproduces 
in detail the mvenal sequence obtained by the radiometric dating of lava 
flows on  land. 

As a result, Vine (1966) and Pitman and Heirtzler (1966) extended the 
magnetic reversal pattern to 10 Ma and dated it by assuming conslanl 
spreading rate and an age for the base of the Gauss Chrou. It rapidly 
became apparent that correlatable magnetic anomalies generated by sea 
floor spreading extend for thousands of km away from the ridge crests of 
the North Pacilic, South Pacific, and South Atlantic oceans (Fig. 7.1). This 
led to the realization that it might h e  possible to extend the geomagnclic 
polarity time scale (GPTS), as derived from these anomalies, back in time 
to the late Cretaceous with reasonable accuracy if the sprcading rates 
rcmainod constant. Heirtzler el  a/. (1  968) compared anomaly patterns from 
all oceans. Taking inlu consideration what was known about the age of the 
sea floor at that time, they took a courageous step by deciding that the 
South Atlantic Ocean had spread at an almost constant raLe since the Late 



Figure 7.1 Oceanl~ rnagnetlc atlomdiv profiles from South Atlant~c (V-20). North Paclhc (V- 
16), and South Pacific (S1-6. EL-19s) vllh svnthetzc model orohle~ T7mr ~ r a l r  ,-,,m.t--.nad . ~- ~~ .- ---.- -.,..<.."*,bu 
assunling crlnstant sealluur spreading rates and an age 01 3.35 Ma for the h ~ s c  of the Gauss 
Chron (afior Heirtrier el uL, 1968). 
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Cretaceous. They then simulated the polarity pattern necessary to give the 
obscwed pattern of magnctic anomalies, assumed an age of 3.35 Ma for 
the base of the Gauss, and assigned ages by extrapolation assuming a 
constant spreading rate. With this bold and imaginative step, Heirtzler et 
nl, (1968) produced a dated polarity pattern for the entire Cenozoic and 
part of the Cretaceous and deduced an age of M) Ma for the KIT houndary. 
This geomagnetic polarily time scale (GPTS) became a vital tool for deci- 
phering the age and tectonic history of the ocean basins. 

In their original treatment of magnetic anomalies, Heirtzler et nl, (1968) 
assigned numbers to certain prominent magnctic anomalies, from anomaly 
1 (Brunhes Chron) at the ridge crest to anomaly 32 (Late Cretaceous) (Fig. 
7.1). The labeling of magnetic anomalies was found to be very useful as 
an aid to correlation. As more detailed surveys bccamc available, however, 
it became clear that a finer division of the anomaly pattern was desirahlc. 
A study by Blakely (1974) of closely spaced magnetic anomalies in the 
Neogene Pacificled to the adoption of a numherilellcr schcmc for magnetic 
anomalies in thc Miocene. a change made necessary by the high reversal 
rate during that time. , ~ -  

Since the publication of Hcirtzlcr et u l  (1968). most published geomag- 
netic polarity time scales (e.g., LaBrecque et a!., 1977; Berggren et al., 
1985a,b: Harland er nl., 1990) utilized the hasic Heirt~ler et ul. (1968) anom- 
aly sequence interpretation (Fig. 7.2), albeit with some important modifica- 
tions for anomalics 4A to 6 (Blakely, 1974), anomalies 1 to 3A (Klitgord 
era/.. 1975). and anomalies 30 to 34 (Cande and Kristoffersen, 1977). The 
most recent and extensive revision of the geomagnetic polarity time scale 
for the Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic has been made by Cande and Kent 
(1992a. 1995). 

In most recently derived Late Cretaceous-Cenozoic geologic time 
scales, absolute ages are correlated to the GPTS, which is then utilized to 
interpolate between absolute age estimates. The template for the GPTS is 
derived from oceanic magnetic anomalies using the constant spreading rate 
assumption. The absolute agcs of geologic stage boundaries can then be 
estimated if the stage houndaries are correlated to the GPTS. In this way, 
the GPTS is central to the construction of geologic time scales and provides 
the means to corrclatc among the diverse measures ol gcologic time. such 
as biostratigraphy, isotope stratigraphy, and absolute ages. In some time 
scales, the link betwccn geologic stages and absolute agcs has been at- 
tempted without use of the GPTS as a means of intcrpolation (e.g., Odin 
er a/., 1982): however, it is now generally accepted that the GPTS should 
he the central thread of Late Cretaceous-Cenozoic time scales. 

Cande and Kent (IYYZa), aftcr surveying oceanic magnetic anomalies 
from the world's oceans, concluded, as had Heirtzler et ul. (1968), that the 
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South Atlantic magnetic anomalics were the most appropriate as the basis 
for a ncw GPTS. The South Atlantic has a well studicd set of magneric 
anomalies (Candc et uL, 1988) to anomaly 34. The South Atlantic also has 
both tbanks of the ridge crest preserved and has no1 suffcred from major 
plate reorganizalion. It does, however. have a rather slow rate of spreading. 
The procedure of Cande and Kcnt (1992a) was to use a set oI nine fi'nite 
rotation poles and delerrninc the distance to nine eonjugale magnetic anom- 
alies. These were positioned on a flow line al approximately 3D'S latitude. 
The chosen anomalies (4A.5C. 7,13,20,24.31), 33. and 34) were positioned 
a t  intervals of 150 to 300 krn along the flow line. These segments werc 
designated category '1 intervals. The details of the nnomaly pallcrn belwccn 
these calcgory 1 intervals were filled in by choosing undisturbed segments of 
anomaly sequences from individualprolilcs elsewhere in the South Atlantic. 
'These sequences werc thcn continued downward 1.5 to 1 km, deskewed. 
and thc crossover points on the profiles were lhcn used to indicate the 
position of the reversal boundaries on the sea floor record (Fig. 7.3). Five 
to nine individual rccordn were stacked after adjustment to the previously 
determined tie points (category 1 intervals) (e.g., Fig. 7.4). Thc positions 
and widths of the anomalics wcrc thcn determined by averaging. This 
process yicldcd an average error of about 795 In order to uhlain Lhe fincr 
dctail of the anomaly sequence, known [ram fast spreading ridges in the 
Pacific and Indian occans, individual studies of anomaly sequences from 
these occans were inserted between the tie points. For instance, thc studies 
of Klitgordetul. (1975) and Blakely (1974) (Fig. 7.51 wereused to determine 
the fine-scale reversal scquence between the ridge crest and anomaly 6. 

Very low amplitude, but correlatahle, magnelic anomalics have been 
callcd "tiny wiggles" (Cande and 1.aBrccque. 1974: Blakely, 1974) which 
can be modeled as short polarity chrons or as intensity fluctuations of the 
geomagnelic field. Some have already been idcntilicd as short polarity 
chrons, such as the Reunion subchron (Gromm6 and Hay, 1971) and the 
Cnbh Mountain subchron (Mankinen el al., 197& Mankinen and Grnmmk. 
1982: Clement and Kent, 1987). whichhavc durations of about 20 ky. Cande 
and Kcnt (1992b) have suggested that many of the correlatable tiny wiggles 

Figure 7.2 Evolution rlf Lale Cretaceous-Ccnozoic gcnrnil@elic polarity t ime scales lrom 
Hicrtzlcr rr n i  (1969 (HDHPLOK) to Cando and Kcnl (1995) (CKYS) (aftcr Mcad. 1996). 
Key: HDHPL6X: IIei~trler  Cral (IY6X).Th176: Tarling and Mitchell (19761, LKC77: I.aRrrcqur 
PI u/. (1977). MD79: Mankincn and Ddrymple (1979), NLC80: Ncsq el n l  (1981). LARI: 
Lowrie and Alvaicz (iY81), GTSRZ: Harland er 01. (1982). BKFVXS: Brrgqrzn d ul (198Za.b). 
HHVBX: Haq et al (1987). GTSSY: Harland cr n l  (1Y90). CK92: Cands and Kcnt (1992a). 
CKYS: Candr and Ken1 (1995). 
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Figure 7.3 Prncedurc for constmciinb hlock models from occsmic magnetic anomaly profiles. 
Original prafile is projcned perpendicular to the strike of the lineations. bandpamcd. down- 
ward cunlinued, dcskcwcd, and reversill boundaries determined from zero nonings  (affer 
Candc and Kent. IY)>a). 
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Figure 7.4 South Atlantic Stack for anomaly 1 to anomaly 4. Dihtanccs in the stack (category 
2 distances) are delrrrnincd hy averaging the widths of the suhinlen'als on  the individual 
pmfilcs (aftur Cande and Kmt. 1992a). 
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: figure 7.5 Rluck models for anomaly I to anomaly 3A from iasl-spreading ccntcrs intcgratcd 
within thc B ~ u l h  Atlantic (caregory 2) distance intervals (a11zr r andc  and Kcnt. IYY2a). 

are relatcd to geomagnetic intensity vanations and have coined ihe term 
"cryptochron" for these short duration intervals. 

7.2 Numerical Age Control 

The Deep Sea Drilling Project, which began in 1968, provided a wealth of 
biostraligraphic data for sediments directly overlying magnctic anomalies, 
providing a minimum pale~ntological agc for many anomalies. Improved 
correlations oI magnctic anomalies to the geologic time scale have subsc- 
qucntly been achieved by correlationv ul magnctic anomalies to polarity 
zones in magnetostraligraphic sections with good biostratigraphic control. 
It is generally not possible to obtain radiometric ages on the sca floor lavas 
lhemselvcs, since they have suffered extensive alteration and argon does 
not completely outgas ai deep ocean floor pressures. Absolute ages are 
generally correlated to magnetic anomaly records by a Lwo-stcp process: 
correlation of magnetic anomalies to magnctostratigraphic sections and 
correlation of absolute ages lo magnetostratigraphic sections. 

The Cande and Kent (1992a) time scale (Table 7,1) utilized the follow- 
ing nine absolute age tie points for the last 83 Ma. (1) GaussIMatuyama 
boundary at 2.60 Ma from astrochronology (Shacklcton ct al., 1990). 
(2) C5Bn at 14.8 Ma through the correlation of foraminifera1 zonal 
boundary N9INlO to the GPTS (Miller et al., 1985. Berggrcn er a/., 1985b) 
and the age estimates for this l'oraminiferal boundary from Japan at 
14.5 2 0.4 Ma (Tsuchi ei al., 1981) and from Martinique a t  15.0 -C 0.3 Ma 
(Andreieff et al., 1976). (3) Oligocene-Miocene boundary correlated to 
the middle part of C6Cn (Berggren et al., 1985b), chronogram agcs for 
this slagc boundary (23.8 Ma) from Harland ct 01. (1990). (4) Eocene- 
Oligocene boundary correlated to chron C13r (.14) in the Apennincs 
(Nocchi ef a!., 1986). with absolute age estimatc (33.7 1 0.4 Ma) from 
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Table 7.1 
Normal Polarity intermis (Ma] 

PcllariQ'chron Cande and Kcnt (19%) Cande ~~~t (1945) (1Q95j 

CI" U . O O W ~ ~ R O  u . u ~ o - ~ . ~ x u  
Clr.ln 

0.000 -0.780 
0.984-1.049 0.990- 1.070 

C2n 
n.ow 1.070 

1.757-19R1 1,770-1.950 1.770-1.950 
C2rln 2.197-2.229 2.140-2.1 50 2.140-2.150 
C2An.ln 2.600-3.054 2.581-3040 2,580-3.040 
C 2 h 2 n  3.127 3.221 3,110-3.220 3.110-3.220 
CZAtl.3n 3.325-3.553 3.330-3.580 3.330-.4.580 
C3n.111 40334,134 4.180-4.290 4.180-4.200 
C3n.2" 4.265-4.432 4.480-4.620 4.480-46?(l 
C3n.3n 4.61 14.694 1.800-4.890 4.800-4.800 
C3n4n 4.812-5.046 4.980-5.230 

4.980-5.230 
C1An.ln 5.705-5.946 5.894-6.137 5.829 6.051 
C3An.2" 6.078-6.376 6.269-6567 6.173-6.450 
C3Bn (r744-6.901 6.915-7.U91 

6.795-6.943 
C3Brln bY46-6.981 7.135-7.170 6.986-7.019 
C3Br2n 7.153-7187 7.341-7.375 

7.183-7.216 
C4n.l" 7.535-7.376 7.432-7.562 7.271-7.308 
C4n.2n 7.404~~7.892 7.650-8.072 7.483-7902 
C4r.ln 8.047-8.079 8.225 8.257 8.055-8.088 
ClAn 8529-8.861 8.6994025 8.543-8.887 
C4Arln 9.0h9-0.146 9.230-Y.308 9.106-9.191 
C4Ar.Zn 9.428-9.491 9.580-Q.642 9.490-9.560 
C5n.l" , Y.592-9.735 9.740-9.880 9.670-9.827 
CSn.2" 9.777-1 0.834 9.920-10949 9,874-1 1.089 
C5rln 10.940-10.989 11.U52-11.099 11.214-1 1.273 
Cir2n 11.378-1 1.434 11.476-11.511 11.738-1 1.806 
C5An.ln 11.852-12.000 11.935-12.078 12.314-12.495 
CSAn.2n 12.108-12.333 12.184-12.401 l2.kZ812.901 
C5Ar.h 12.618-12649 12.678-12.708 13.256-13.294 
C5Ar.2n '12.718-12.764 12.775-1?.&19 13.37-13436 
C5AAn 12.941-13.UW 12.991-13.139 
CSABn 

13.654-13.843 
13.263-13.476 13.302-13.510 14.U50-14.312 

CSACn 13.67414.059 13.703-14.(i'76 14.555-15.021 
CSADn 14.164-14.608 14.178-14.612 15.147-15.677 
C5Rn.ln 14RD0-14.894 14.800-14.888 
C5Bn2n 

15.901-M.007 
15.038-15.162 15.034-15155 16.178-16,320 

C5Cn.ln 16.035-16.318 16.014-16.203 17.289-17.592 
CSCn.2n 1 h..i52 -16.511 16:327-16.488 17.628-17B00 
C5Cn.3~ 16.583-16.755 16.556-16.726 17.872-18.051 
C5Dn 17.310-17.650 17.277-17.615 
C5En 

18.617-18.955 
18.317-18.817 18.281-18.781 19.603-20.074 

C611 10.083-20.162 19.048-20.131 20.321-21.295 
C6Anln 20.546-20.752 20.518-211.725 21.633-21.814 
ChAn.2n 21 021-21.343 20.996-21.320 
ChAAn 

22.047-22.324 
21.787-21.877 21.768-21.859 22.703-22780 

C6AAr.l" 22.166-22.263 22.151-22.248 23.025-23.107 
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Table 7.1 continued 

pdaiity chrun Cande and Kent (1992a) C:andr and Kent (1995) Wci (1995) 

C6AAr.2n 22.471-22.505 22.459-22.493 23.284-23.312 
C6Bn:ld 22.599-22.760 22.588-22.750 23.392-23.527 
ChBn.2n 22.81623.076 22.804-23.069 23.572-23.794 

C6Cn.ln 23.357-23.537 23.353-23.535 24,031-24.183 

C6Cn.2~ 23.678-23.800 a.677-23.800 2d.302-24.405 

C6Cn.3" 23.997-24.115 23.999-241 18 24.573-24.673 

C7n.ln 24.722-24.772 24.730-24.781 25,191-25.235 
Cm.2n 24826-25.171 24.835-25.383 25.281-25.579 
C7An 25.482-25.633 25.496-25.618 25,850-25.982 
C8n.ln 25.807-25.914 25.823-25.951 26,136-26.247 
C8n.2~ 25.974-26.533 25.992-26.554 26.284-26.784 
c9n 27.W4-27.946 27.027-27.972 27.214-28.100 
C1On.l n 28.255-28.4X4 28.283-28.512 28.400-28.625 

ClOn.2" 28.550-28.71 6 28.578-28.745 28.690-28.854 
Clln.ln 29.373-29.633 29.401-29.662 29.514-29.779 
Clln.2n 29.737-30.071 29,765-30.098 29.886-311.228 
C12n 30.452-30.915 -- 30.479-30.939 29.576-31.103 
Cl3n 33.050-33.543 33.058-33.545 33.313-33.812 
Cl5n 34.669-34.959 34,655-34.9411 34.922-35.200 
Cl6.ln 35.368-35.554 35.343-35.526 35.586-35.760 
C16n.2" 35.716-36.383 3568536,341 35.9W-36.518 
Cl7n.l" 36.665-,37534 36.618-37.473 36.771-37.543 
Cnn.2n 37.M7-37.915 37.60637.848 37.Mfl-37.877 
C17n.3~ 37.988-38.183 37.92W38.113 37.941-38.112 

C18n.ln 38.500-39.639 38.426-34.552 38.389-39.382 
C18n.2n 39,718-40.221 39.631-40.130 39.451-39.892 
Cl9n 41.353-41.617 41,25741.521 40.8'18-41 135 
C2Un 42.629-43.868 42.536-43.789 42.W-43.245 
C21n 46.284-47.861 46.264-47.906 45.731-47.511 
C22n 48.947-49.603 49.037-49.714 48.77849.540 
C23n.ln 50.646-50.812 511.778-50.946 30.734-50.921 
C23n:Zn 50.913-51.6051 51.017-51.743 50.034-51.802 
C24n.ln 52.238-52.544 52.364-52.663 52.478-52.800 
C24n.2~ 52.641-52.685 52.757-52.801 52.M7-52.947 
C24n.3~ 52.791-53.250 52.903-53.347 53.057-53527 
C25n 55.981-56.515 55.901-56.391 56.113-56.584 
C26n 57.800-58.197 57.554-57.911 57.691-58.027 
C27n 61.555-61.951 60.920-61.276 M1.850-61.188 

C28n 63.303-64.542 62.499-63.634 62.359-63.47'1 
C2Yn 64.911-65.732 63.976-64.745 63.821 -61613 
C30n 66.601-68.625 65.578-67.610 
C31n 68.745-69.683 67.735-68.737 
C32n.ln 71.722-71.943 71.071-71.338 

C32n.2n 72.147-73288 71.587-73.004 
C32r.l" 73.517-73.584 73.291-73.374 
C33n 73.781-78.781 73.619-79.075 
C34n 83.00W 83.000- 



Odin er al. (1991). (5) An age of 46.R ? 0.5 Ma by Bryan and Duncan 
(1983) correlated to C21n by Bergyren er 01. (1983a). (6) An age of 
55 Ma for the NP9lNP10 nannofossil boundary (Swisher and Knox. 
1991) correlated to the PaleocenciEocenc boundary (Berggren et a/ ,  
1985h). (7)  Cretaceous-Paleocene boundary at 66 Ma (Harland er NL, 
19YO). (8) Campanian-Maastrichtian bOund.dq at 74.5 Ma (Ohradovich and 
Cobban. 1975; Obradovich er al., 1986) bascd on the correlation of this stage 
boundary to the late part of C33n (Alvarez el a/., 1977). (9) Campanian- 
Santonianboundary al84Ma (Obradovich er al., 1986: Alvarez er dl., 1977). 

In the revised version of their time scalc, Candc and Kcnt (1995) 
adopted the astrochronological eslimates (Shackleton rt al.. 1990; Hilgcn, 
1991a.b) for a11 Plio-PlcisLocene reversals, and the 65 Ma estimale (as 
opposed to 6h Ma) for the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary (Swisher ef al., 
1992). Otherwise the absolute age tie points are as for Candc and Kcnt 
(1992a) (Table 7.1, Fig. 7.6). 

Wei 1995) has laken issue with cwlibrationpoints (2), (3). (4). ( 5 ) .  and 
(6) used by Cande and Kent (L992a, 1995). In place of calibration point 
(2) for C5Bn3 Wei (1995) proposcd a calihration point at 9.67 Ma for C5n 
(Baksi et ul., 1993a) and 16.32 Ma lor C5Br (Baksi, 1993). In place of 
calihration point (3) for the middle part of C6Cn at the Oligocene-Miocene 
boundary, Wei (1995) proposed a calibration pnint at 28.1 Ma lor C9r 
(Odin et nL, 1991). In place of calibration point (4) for the Eoccne- 
Oligocene boundary, Wei (1995) proposed a calibration point of 35.2 Ma 
for C15r. h i s  is based on a linear regression of nine age determinations 
in  the C13r to C16n interval. In placc of calihration points (5) and (6) .  Wci 
(1995) proposcd a calibration point of 52.8 Ma Cur C24n.lr. This is bascd 
on an "'Ari3'Ar age within a polarity chrun interpreted as C24n:lr in  
terrestrial sediments in Wyoming (Wing el al., 1991; Tame 01.. 1994; 
Clyde er a/., 1994). The resulting time scale differs significantly horn the 
cande and Kent (1992a. 1995) time scalcs. particularly for the Miocene 
(Table 7.1). 

Obradovich (1993) has revicwed "ArI3%r agc control on Late Creta- 
ccous ammonite zones in the U.S. Western Interior. These zones can be 
correlated to the European ammonite zones to provide the best available 
numerical age estimates of AlbianiCenomanian and younger Late Creta- 
ceous stage boundaries (Tahlc 7.2). Building on earlier work (De Boer. 
1982 Schwarzacher and ~ischrr ,  1982: Wcissert et nl.. 1985; Herbert aud 

Figure 7 6  Gcoma$nctic polarity time scalc for Late Cretacetru and Cenozoic (uRcr Candr 
and Kent. 1'195). Polarity chrons with duration lrsa lhan 3U ky arc omitied. 
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Fischer, 1986), Herbert et a1 (1995) have determined the durations of the 
Aptian, Alhian. and Cenomanian stages on the basis of cyclostratigraphy 
in the pelagic scdimentsin central Italy. A consistent bundlingof limcstone- 
marl couplets in a nearly 5:  1 ratio, observed in Barremian-Cenomanian 
ltalian sections, first led De Boer (1982) and Schwarzachcr and Fischer 
(1982) to propose that the carbonate rhythms represent precessional forcing 
grouped into 100 ky increments by the eccentricity envelope. Herbert rt 
a/. (1995) combined cyclostratigraphic estimates for the duration of the 
Aptian, Albian, and Cenomanian with Obradovich's (1993) cstimale for 
the Cenomanian-Turonian boundary (93.5 2 0.2 Ma) to calculate ages for 
the Barrcmian-Aptian, Aptian-Alhian, and Albian-Cenomanian bound- 
aries (Table 7.2). 

One clear discrepancy concerns the Campanian/Maastrictian boundary 
(see Table 7.2). This stage boundary is generally considered to coincide 
with the top of the Glohotruncanita calcarata foraminifera1 zone in Italian 
pelagic limestone sectionsl and this zonal boundary lies in the upper part 
of C33n. Therefore, the Cande 'and Kcnt (1995) time scale implies an age 
>73.62 Ma (age of top ofC33n)for the CampanianlMaastrichtian boundary, 
whereas the definition of the stage boundary in the Weslern Interior (at 
the base of the Baculilcs elimi zone) yields an age of 71.3 Ma (Kennedy 
et al., 1992; Obradovich, 1993). The younger age for this stage boundary 
appears to bc consistent with Campanian foraminifera-bearing limestones 
from Mexico (Rennb et aL, 1991). In the deep-sea fan deposits of the Point 
Lorna Formation (San Diego. Calilornia), the CampanianIMaaslriclian 
boundary lies in C33n and can be defined on the basis of ammonites and 
molluscs (Bannon et al., 1989). Due to the endemic nature of the macro- 
fauna, direct correlation from thc Point Loma iaum lu the Weslern Interior 
fauna is not possible. 



Paleogene and Miocene Marine 
Magnetic Stratigraphy 

8.1 Miocene Magnetic Stratigraphy 

Research on the magnetic stratigraphy of the Miocene began with the study 
of conventionalpiston cores with relatively low rates of sedimentation (Hays 
and Opdykc, 1967). In central Pacific cores. Foster and Opdykc (1970) ob- 
tained magneticstratigraphiesfor sediments asoldas Chron C5N (previously 
known as Chron 11) (Fig. 8.1). These studics pushed the limits of depth, and 
hence age of sediment, that could be reached by con\,entional piston cores. 
In the absenceof suitable sections exposed on the continents, other methods 
of extendingthe polarity sequence and correlatingit to ihemicropaleontolog- 
ical record had to be found. Consequently, studies were initiated on piston 
cores from the central Pacific in which hiatuses were present. These studies 
resulted in the correlation oisiliceous fossilzones to scdiments as old as Mio- 
cene (Opdyke etal., 1974; Theyer and Hammond, 1974). 

The magneticstratigraphy of the M3ocene languished until the develop- 
ment of the hydraulic piston wrer  (HPC) and advancedpiston corer (APC) 
by the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) and the Ocean Drilling Program 
(ODP). The magnetostratigraphic coverage of the Late Miocene is relatively 
complete and high quality data are availablc from land sections (Langercis 
et al., 1984; Krijgsman et a[., 1994a; Hilgen et aL, 1995) and HPCIAPC cores 
from North and South Atlantic (Fig. 8.2, columns I-23-4-5), Indian Ocean 
(column 7), and Pacific Ocean (columns 8-9). As aresult, corrclationsfor this 
time period are available for both high-and low-latitude sites. The magncto- 
biochronulogyfor the lateMiocene wasestablished by Berggrene!al. (1985b) 
and revised by Backman et al. (1990) and Berggrcn etal. (1995). 

figure 8.1 M.dgnslic declination in KC1245 after aitcrnating field demagnrtiralion at peak 
fields 015 mT. The black (normal) and white (reverse) bar diagram on the left indicates the 
proposed extension of thc gcomagnrtiu time srale baaed on lhis early study (after Foster and 
Opdykc, 1970). Old polarity chron nomenclature given in brackets. 
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Unquestionably, the best results from calcareous sediments of middle 
and early Miocene age were obtained by Clement and Robinson (1986) 
from the North Atlantic at DSDP Site 609. The magnetic stratigraphy from 
thissite is themost complete available for the Miocene. Asa result,ancillary 
studies such as 6180 and s7Sr/x%r stratigraphy (Miller el al, 1991b) have 
been carried out. Unfortunately for Miocene magnetobiochronology. the 
microfauna and Rora at this sitc are not representative of the tropical 
Miocene from which the standard foraminiferal and phytoplankton zon- 
ations are derived. Miller etul. (1991b) have, however, detectedrare tropical 
foraminifers in this core by processing large volumes of sediment, enabling 
them to correlate the fauna to the low-latitude zonation. 

The Miocene rnagnetobiochronology of Berggren et ul. (lS185b) relied 
heavily on South Atlantic cores from DSDP Leg72 (Berggren etal., 1983b). 
Unfortunately, magnetostratigraphic data were never published; only the 
interpretation was published as black and white bars. It is therefore impossi- 
ble to assess the quality of the magnetostratigraphic data, which makes the 
magnetobiochronology suspect. 

The Indian Ocean magnetostratigraphic record recovered at ODP Site 
710 is of good quality, although hiatuses are present in the record (Schneider 
and Kent, 1990b). Correlation of low-latitude foraminifera1 and nanno- 
plankton zonations to the GPTS at this site has led to a revision of the 
Berggren et ul. (1985a) magnetobiochronology (Baekman <I a!., 1990). 
These correlations have been confirmed by a recent study of Miocene 

I sedimentfrom the equatorialPacific at ODP Holes 845A and 845B (Schnei- 
der, 1995). The Pacific magnetic stratigraphies were obtained using the 

I ship-board pass-through cryogenicmagnetometer at a 10-cm sampling inter- 
val after alternating field demagnetization at a peak field of 10 mT (Fig. 
8.3). The correlation of the Miocene biozones to the GPTS is illustrated 
in Figure 8.8. 

The Oligocene-Miocene boundary and its position with respect to the 
GPTS are matters Of conjecture. This is due to the uncertainty in correlation 
of the type sections for the Aquitanian and Chattian stages, where an 
unconformity appears to wincidc with the boundary. The problem was 
discussed extensively by Berggren el 01. (1985b). The boundary was placed 
by them within C6Cn. The hioevcnt often used to denote the boundary is 
the first appearance of G. kugleri. Lowrie (1989) pointed out that the 
first appearance of this species appears to be diachronous between the 
Mediterranean and the South Atlantic. Backman el al. (1990) have Ng- 
gested that the Oligocene-Miocene boundary be placed in Chron C6Cr; i however, this placement is by extrapolation and not by direct correlation 
to the GPTS. Cande and Kent (1992a) have placed this boundary at the 
bdse of C6Cn.2 and this determination is followed here. 

8 1 Miocene M a p e t ~ c  Stratlpphy 131 
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8.2 Paleogene Magnetic Stratigraphy 

Unlike the record [rum the Miocene. which has depended heavily on marine 
cores, the correlation of the magnetic stratigraphy to thc biostratigraphy of 
the marine Paleogene was h t  accomplished in a series of sections in north 
central Italy by Alvarez et nl. (1977), Lowrie et al. (1982). and Napoleone er 
ul. (1983). in a series of papers that have become classics. The pelagic lime- 
stones in thesc sections at Gubbio and Contessa have magnetization carriod 
by magnetite and. in somccases. hematite. Both these magnetization compo- 
nents appear to have been acquired early in the history of the sediments. 
The antiquity of the magnetization has been verified by positive cold tests. 
Biostratigraphy in these sections required the use of new analytical tech- 
niques. Unlikemost studies on deep-sea cores, the foraminifera in thc. indu- 
rated sediments at Gubbio had to be identified mainly in thin section 
(Premoli-Silva, 1977). Initially the nannofossils were considered too poorly 
preserved to he adequately identified (Premoli-Silva, 1977). It was not until 
theworkof Monechi and Thierstein (1985) that anannofossil biostratigraphy 
was availahle in these sections. although the poor nannofossil preservation 
in this area remains a hindrance to the precise correlation of nannofossil 
events lo the GPTS. In the Contessa section, volcanic air fall ashes have been 
datkd by the 4 0 ~ r I ' q ~ r m e t h o d  (Montanarietal., 1988). The magneticstratig- 
raphy from the Contessa quarry section is shown in Figure 8.4. The sections 
of the refion are wellexposed in road cuts and could serve as type sections 
for integraled magnetobiochronulogy of Paleogene through Miocene time. 

The highest frequency of reversals of the geomagnetic ficld in thc last 
100 My occurs in the Miocene. inhibiting correlation of Miocene magnetic 
stratigraphies lo the GPTS. The reversal rate decreases going back in time 
from the Late Oligocene to the Paleocene, facilitating the,correlation of 
magnetic stratigraphies to the GPTS. The better quality magnctic strati- 
graphies for the PaleogenC are plotted in Figure 8.5. The polarity zones 
from the Gubbio section have been given letter designations such as N+,  
which correlates to Chron 26n. In the time interval covered by the Italian 
sections, 33 normal polarity intervals occur in the GPTS, whereas 28 normal 
polarity zones are obsemed in thc Italian sections. The discrepancy of six 
normal intervals occurs in the Chron 15 to I 8  interval. Further sampling 
in the Upper Eocene may reveal the fine structure of this part of the 
magnetostratigraphic sequence. 

Thc magnetic stratigraphies from South Atlantic DSDP Sites 522,523. 
and 524 (Tauxe er al., 1983c) covcr most of the Paleogene except for a 
missing interval in the Eoccne from Chron 21 to 23, representing appraxi- 
mately 6 My. The quality of the magnetic stratigraphy in thesc cores is 
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Figurn 8d Magnetic stratigraphy and hiostrr 
section (aRer Lowrie rr 01.. 19821. 
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jtngraphy of the Eoccnc part of the Contessa 

exceptional, and their correlation to the GubbloIConteasa sections and to 
thc GPTS is unambiguous (Fig 8.5). Farther to the south in Antarctic 
waters on the Maud R ~ s e  (ODP Leg 113), cxccllcnt core recovery at Holes 
hR9 and 690 has facilitated the acou~sition of high-quality magncttc Ftratl- -..- ... - 
graphics (Speiss, 1990). Hiatuses hinder correlation of the magnetic stratig- 
raphy to the GPTS in some intervals; however, excellent results were ob- 
tained for Late Olieocene to Middle Eocene time (Chron 8 to Chron 21 - 
in Hole 689B). An excellent record was also obtained in Hole 690B from 
Late Paleocene (Chron 26) to Early Eocene time (Chron 24). A short 
magnetostratigfaphic section has been reported from Hole 702B by Clem- 
en1 and Hailwood (1991) in sediments of Middle Eocene age (Chron 18-21). 
Other data are available but are often discontinuous (Fig. 8.5). It is interest- 
ing Lo note that almost all of these data come from the Atlantic Ocean and 
Mediterranean area. Data are lacking from the Pacific and Indian oceans. 
Data are available from the middle Eocene of the Atlantic margin (Miller 
et uL, 1990), southern England (Townsend and Hailwood, 19851, and from 
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the late Eocenc and Oligocene of coastal Oregon (Prothero and Amen-  
trout. 1985). 

The magnetobiochronology of the Palcocenc has been discussed hy 
Bergpen er ul. (IYXSd), Aubry er nl (1988), and Bcrggren et al. (19953. 
The EoceneiOligocenc boundary has bcen placed by the International 
Stratigraphic Commission in the Massignano section (Italy) at the level of 
the last appearance of thc foraminifera Hankenina (Montanari el al., 1988). 
This position would place the s t a g  boundary at C13r(0,14), close to the 
disappearance level of Honker~ina a t  DSDP Sitc 322 (Poore et at., 19841, 
but above this bioevcnt in the Contessa Quarry scction. From the original 
paleornagnetic investigation a t  Massignaoo, Bice and Montanari (1988) 
postulated the presence of a short normal polarity subchron immediately 
prior to thc EocenciOIigocene boundary. This subchron was not identified 
by Lriwrie and Lanci (1994) and the present consensus is that the oosition 
of the boundary should be placed at C13r(0.14). a? advocated b; Cande 
and Kent (IYY2aj 

The corrclation of the Paleocene-Eocene boundary to C24r(O.6) 
(Cande and Kent, 1992a) is thc same as that adopted by Berggren el a / .  
(1985a) and close to that observed in thc Umhritatl sections by Lowrie et 
a[ (1982). Berggren el nl. (1995) givc an uncertainly of about 1 My in the 
correlation o l  this stage boundary. The earlyimiddle Eoccne boundary is 
correlated to the GPrS in the Contessa sections and correlates to the top 
of C22n. The evidence for the placement of the middleilate Eoccne bound- 
ary in the polarity s:quence is not so clear, and this boundary is placed in 
late C18n in the Contessa Highway section. Bcrggren ct 01. (1995) choose 
to place this boundary in C17n on the basis of fossils from DSDP Sitc 523 
in thc South Atlantic (Poore el al.: 1984). This placcment is followed here: 
however, the correlalion oI this boundary to the GPTS dcpends on the 
palcontological criteria chosen to define it. 

8.3 Integration of Chemostratigraphy and 
Magnetic Stratigraphy 

In Plio-Pleistocene sediments. 6'" stratigraphy provides a high-resolution 
slratigraphic cotrelationtool and a mcansof tuning the time scale and assign- 
ing absolute ages Lo polarity chrons (Ch. 6). The Cenozoic 5'80 record dc- 
rived from Atlantic benthic hraminifera (Fig. 8.6) (Miller et a!., 1987) may 
be interpreted as changes in the tempcraturc of ocean bottom waler or ice 
volume changes, orboth. Shackletonand Opdyke (1973) have shown thatice 
volume changes dominated the Pleistocene henthic 6% record. Separating 
temperature change from icc volume for the early Cenozoic rccord is more 

70 ' 
iceshcst: I "'"' ice free 

0 2 4  
k = -0.28 % 

I I 

Figure 8.6 Composite benthic foraminiferal oxygeli isolopc rccord for Atlantic DSDP sitcs 
corrected to  Cibicidoides and reported to Pee Dcc Bclcmnitc (PDR) svandard. Chrtmortrati- 
graphic subdivisions arc drawn after Borggrcn ?I 01. (1985a). The smoothed curbe is ahtained 
by linearly interpulating brhvren data at 0.1-My intervals and smoothifig with a 27-paint 
Gaussjan convolution filler, removing frrqurnciei higher Ban 1.35ikfy. The vertical line is 
drawn through 1.8960; values greater than this provide evidence for existence of signihcant 
ice sheets.The temperature scale is computed using the palcotempcrsturc equation, assuming 
Cihicidoidzs are dcplcted rclativc to cquilihrium by 0.64% Thr lower temperature scale 
assumes no significant icc sheets, and therefme aw = 1.2%"; the upper scale assumes ice 
volume equivalent t o  rnr,dern valuer. and thrrrrore dw = 028%o (after Miller el a / .  1988). 

difficult. In the Paleocene, the S1'O values vary about a value of O%O, then in 
the late Paleocene 6180 va1ur.s begin to become more negative, peaking a1 
-1% in the early Eocene (Fig. 8.6). The St" values becomesteadily more 
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served in Paleocene and Eocene sediments as largely due to changes in 
bottom water temperature. They argued that ice sheets became an impor. 
tant factor only after the EoceneIOligocene boundary, and only since this 
time (-34 Ma) do oscillations observed in the 8"O denote ice volume 
change. This is supportcd in some cases by the covariance ol  8180 values 
from benthic and plauktic foraminifera. Times of sea level fall arc presumed 
to be coincident with positive shifts on the post-Eocene S"O curve, with 
changes to more negative values rcprcsenting deglaciation. It should be 
noted thal because of the smoothing employed in thc S1'O record shown 
in Figure 8.6, it is not possible to see the high-frequency Milankovitch 
cycles characteristic of the Plio-Pleistocene record. 

Miller ef 01. (1991a) havc prcsentcd a new and updated 8"O record 
for the Oligocene and Miocene (Fig. 8.7). They argue that contincnval 
glaciation began in Antarctica in the latest Eocene, at about 35 Ma. They 
have formally defined nine oxygen isotope zones in the Oligocene and 
Miocene which they have designated Oil and Oi2 and Mil to Mi7, ranging 
in age from Early Oligocene through early Late Miocene (Figs. 8.7 
and 8.8). Miller et al. (1991a) interpret these isotope evcnts in terms of 
glacial episodes. It is clear that this 8180 stratigraphy does not have the 
resolution of the Plio-Pleistocene record and isotopic events havc agc 
uncertainties of 0.5 My using the sampling strategies employed by Miller er 
ul. ('1 991a). The question arises as to whether early Neogene and Paleogene 
records can, in the future. be used Lo yield a high-resolution 8'0 stratigra- 
phy. Woodruff and Savin (1991) have studied in detail the mid-Miocene 
8 ' 9  shift at DSDP Site 574, and it is possible to correlate isotope stage 
Mi3 to the section at Site 574in thc 150 to 156 mbsf interval (Fig. 8.7). It 
would appear that the potential exists for an extension of high-resolution 
~ 5 ~ ~ 0  stratigraphy to sediments of Miocene age% and perhaps to thc cntirc 
Cenozoic. Sile 574 has no magnctic stratigraphy; however, the correlation 
to the Atlantic composite record is supported by the biostratigraphy. 

Shifts in the SI3C record have been utilized in scdiment correlation 
(Bergcr, 1982; Haq el al., 1980; Miller et a/.,  1988, 1989). Changes in 8°C 
are thought to be due to burial of organic carbon, erosion of carbonate 
sediments (reservoir exchanges), variations in biomass (climate change), 
or changes in productivity (Berger et al., 1981). For the Pleistocene, in- 
phase changes of @*O and 8I3C, with 8'" becoming heavier and 813C 
becoming lighter during glacial episodes, are well known (Shackleton, 1977). 
Such in-phase changes arc common throughout the Neogene beginning by 
Middle Miocene time (Woodruff and Savin, 19Y1). It is interesting to note 
that for two earlier SrnO events thought to represent glacial events (Oil 
and Mi), the 6I3C shift is synchronous with the 8"O shift, but toward 
heavier values, not lighter ones. 
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The besl documented GL3C carbon shift is the prominant uppcr Miocene 
SI3C shift of -0.7% (Keigwin, 1979) which coincides with Chron 3Bn at 
about 7 Ma (Haq et al.. 1980) (Fig. 8.8). This carbon shift seems to occur 
not only in the marine record but also in ancient soils in the land record 
(Quade et al., 1989). Thc land and marine occurrences are hoth correlated 
to the GPTS. Recent studies of ODP corm Off Greenland indicate 'that this 
event may correlate with the onset of glaciation on Greenland (Leg 152 
shipboard party, 1994). This event is, therefore, an important link betwecn 
the marine and nonmarine records. A second important 6'" shift of about 
+1.5%0 close to the boundary bctwccn the lower and middle Mioccne has 
been documented by Vincent et al. (1985). The middle Mioccnc is marked 
by the most positive 6I3C values of the entire Miocene and this inrerval 
has becn called the Monterey event (Vincent and Berger, 1985). This S13C 
shift is hypothesized to be the result of organic carbon being locked up in 
sediments around the Pacific Rim. Woodruff and Savin (1991) havc studied 
the G1'C fluctuations in the middle Miocene in dctail and have designaled 
SI3C isotopc stagcs 1 to IX. The relativc positions of the boundaries of 
carbon isotope stagcs I through V1 are shown in Figure 8.8. The cores 
which record these stages do not have magnetic stratigraphies and the 
biostratigraphic zonation is nonstandard, which makes correlation difficult. 
Nevertheless, future studies will undoubtedly result in the S I T  record being 
a useful correlation technique for Miocene time. Miller cr 01. (1988) have 
provided a 8'" an8 Si3C record for the Oligoccnc from DSDP Site 522. 
which has good magnctnstratigraphic control. They suggcst that this record 
serve as a type record lor isotopic stages in the Paleogene. Two prominent 
8°C excursions are seen in this core which are correlative with the G1'O 
events O i l  and Mil  (Fig. 8.7). 

One of the most promising isotopic correlation techniques to emerge 
in the last decade is the use of the changing ratio of *'Sri"Sr with time in 
ocean water (DePaolo and Ingram, 1985). It is particularly useful from the 
beginning of the Oligocene to the present, when "Sr/80Sr in seawater 
changed from .7077 to .7090 (Figs. 8.8 and 8.9). High-resolution data are 
available for Miocene and younger sediments (Hodell et a/., 1991). Miller 
et al. (1988.1991b) have studied deep-sea cores with magnetic stratigraphy 
to create a record of Sr isotope changes for the Miocene that can be 
correlated to the GPTS. The study by Hodell et al. (1991) used a combina- 
tion of magnetostratigraphically dated cores and data correlated to the 
GPTS indirectly through biochronology. For some time periods where there 
is rapid change in 87Sr/86Sr, such as the Lower Miocene, it is possible 
to correlate magnetostratigraphic sections to the GPTS using the R7Sr/ 
"Sr record. 
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The reason for the strontium isotopic ratio changing with time is a 
matter of debate. Strontium enters the ocean through the erosion ofmoun- 
tain belts, ancient shield areas, and oceanic ridge systems. Fortunately, it 
is not necessary to know the cause of the variation in ordcr to use it 
for stratigraphic correlation. The integration of chemostratigraphy with 
biostratigaphy and magnetic stratigraphy can enhance the precision of 
stratigraphic correlation in theCenozoic (Figs. 8.8 and 8.9). Berggren coined 
the term magnetobiochronology, which might now have to be amended to 
magnetobiochemochronology, which is a little awkward; but MBC chronol- 
ogy might be acceptable. 



Cenozoic Terrestrial 
Magnetic Stratigraphy 

9.1 Introduction 

Onc of the long-standing problems of stratigraphy has been the correlation 
of nonmarine sediments containing vertebrate lossils to marine sediments 
containing invertebrate Cossils. I)uc to correlation difficulties, thc stratigra- 
phy o l  marinc and nonmarine sediments has developed more or less inde- 
pendently. As geomagnetic polarity reversals are eloballv svnchronous. 

- 
Magnetostratigraphic studies of terrestrial sequences began in the early 

1970s in a Plio-Pleistocene mammal-hearing scqucncc of tbc San Pedro 
Valley, Arizona (N. M. Johnson et al., 1975). This study, subsequently 
updated by Lindsay @t al. (1990). demonstrated the potential of magnetic 
stratigraphy in terrestrial sequences. The authors were able to correlate 
widely separated fossil localities and place them in stratigraphic sequence, 
Correlation of polarity 'oncs to thc GPTS providcd the time frame, The 
sediments of the basin were mapped using polarity zones and the rates of 
basin subsidence determined. In the 20 ycars since the publication of this 
paper, magnetostratigraphic studies of nonmarine Cenozoic sediments have 
become commonplace and have been used to solve problems in vertebrate 
paleontology, faunal migration, sedimentology, basin subsidence. and tcc- 
tonic history. 

Correlation of Plio-Pleistocene land mammal scqncnccs to thc GPTS 
has been accomplished in Norrh America, Western Europe, southern Rus- 
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sia, China, the Indian subcontinent, South America, and Africa (Fig. 9.1, 
Table 9.1). First and last appearances of mammal taxa have bccn correlated 
to the GPTS in many individual sections, some of which have radiometric 
age control. Magnetic stratigraphy of Plio-Pleistocene lake and loess se- 
quences has bcen motivated by the desire to understand continental climatic 
response to Plio-Pleistocene glaciation. Good quality Plio-Pleistocene lakc 
sediment magncticslratigraphies exist for North Amcrica, Japan, Australia. 
and Europe (Table 9.2). The climatic record from lakes is often provided 
by downcore changes inpollen type and abundance. For locss, good quality 
magnetic stratigraphies have bcen ohtained from Europe. Central Asia, 
North America. South America, and, most importantly, China (Table 9.3). 

# 9.2 North American Neqene and Quaternary 

For North America, magnetic stratigraphy of mammal-bearing sequences 
covers almost the entire Cenozoic and extends into ihc Cretaceous. The 
terrestrial mammal-hearing stratigraphy in North America is divided into 
19 land mammal ages (LMAs) based on stage of cvolutiun and the appear- 
ance of immigrant mammal taxa from other continents. usually Eurasia, 
or at the end of the Cenozoic. from South America. Magnetic stratigraphy 
offers an independent means of ordering events in mammalian biochronol- 
ogy and thereby enhancing studies of tempo and mode in evolution. 

The Plio-Plcisrocene nonmarinc magnctostratigraphic record is weU 
known for most continents and the correlation of the mammalian mnes to 
the GPTS is reasonably well established (Fig. 9.1). In North America Lhc 
record is more or less complete, except for the Late Pleistocene and the 
earlicst Pliocene. The boundary between Blancan and Irvingtonian fauna 
occurs at the top of the Olduvai subchron, with the first appearance of 
Mammuth~rs in North America. The base of the Blancan LMA is tentatively 
placed in the Sidufjall subchron at -4.8 Ma. Figure 9.2 shows the correlation 
of first and last appearances of mammal taxa tu the GPTS in North America 
from Late Miocene time. The first appearances may be evolutionary first 
appearances. such as that of Equus at Nagermann in Idaho. or migrationary 
first appcarances such as that of Mamrnt~thus (elephant) just above the 
Olduvai subchron at Anza-Borrego in southern California. 

Considerable progress has bcen made in correlating the Miocene LMAs 
to the GPTS in North Amcrica (Fig. 9.3, Table 9.4). Initial studies on 
Miocene sediments by MacFaddcn (1977) and Barghorn (1981) have been 
followed by recent studies by Whistler and Burbank (1 992) andMacFadden 
er al. (1990b) that extended this correlation to sediments containing Claren- 
donian and Barstovian fossils of middle and early Miocene age. Whistler 
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and Burbank (1992) placed the boundary between the Clarendonian and 
Hemphillian m early C4Ar and thc preceeding boundary between the 
Barstovian and Clarendoman at the base of CSBr. MacFadden etal. (1990b) 
placed the Hcmingfordian-Barstov~an boundary w~thin chron C5Br The 
boundary between the Arikareen and Hemingfordian has been placed 
within CSEr by B J. MacFadden (personal communication, 1995). 

9.3 Eurasian Neogene 

Eurasia has relatively long Neogene terrestrial sequences with abundant 
fossil content. The most successful studies have been concentrated along 
the southern deformed margin of Eurasia where Cenozoic sediments have 
been exposed by Alpinc-Himalayan orogeny. These areas extend from 
Pakistan and India, where much work has been done on the Siwalik sedi- 
ments particularly in Pakistan, through the Caucasus and Turkey to the 
Mediterranean and Spain. Unfortunately, many of the arcas of Western 
Europe where classical faunas were initially described are poorly suited to 
magnetostratigraphic study bceausc of limited cxposurc and, in some cases. 
lack of knowledge of the precise location of fossil finds. 

The European early Pliocene land mammal age, the Ruscinian (Fig. 
Y.1), is younger than the flooding of the Mediterranean at the Miocene- 
Pliocene boundary, which is now well-dated magnetostratigraphically and 
astronomically ( ~ 6 .  6). Magnctostratigraphic studies in Spain (Opdyke 
et of., 1989, 1996) place the Turolian-Ruscinian boundary (=Mn 13114 
boundary) in the early Gilbert, a t  about the level of the lower boundary 
of the Sidufjall subchron. 

The Vallesian-Turolian boundary (Fig. 9.3) is placed at 9 Ma by Berg- 
gren et ul. (1985b). This is close to thc placement of the Clarendonian- 
Hemphillian at 8.8 Ma (Chron 4A) (Tedford et a/., 1987; Whistler and 
Burbank, 1992). The position of the Astaracian-Vallesian boundary has 
been a subject of controversy because the base of the Vallesian is defined 
by the first appearance of Hipparion, several species of which migrated to 
Europe from North America. The appearance of Hipparion in the Siwaliks 
of Pakistan is well dated magnctostratigraphically at 10.8 Ma (Johnson et 
al., 1982). On the other hand, Berggren et al. (198Sh) prcfcrred an earlier 
age of 12.5 Ma based on radiometric ages from Germany that correlate with 

Figure9.1 Selcctcd Ylioccneand Plristocrne Lerrrslriill rrconlaRorn iiorth America, Europe, 
Pakistan, China, Africa. and Swth  America. Numbers refer to individual studies (scS 'lahlc 
9.1).  Time scale from G m d e  and Kent (1995). 
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Ijnsrtotherium (MI. Pmslnemaw (MI, 
I Dlnahblus (MI 

Pleslwlo INMI. Pliotarldea (NMI. 

Figure9.2 Lowcst rlratip.phic &;llurn (LSD) andhishest straligaphic datum (HSD) ofNonh 
American Plia-Plrislocene mammals detcrminrd from magnelostratigraphic studies caner 
Lindsay ct a/., 19841. Lettcrs in hrackels rcfrr to  location nl fossil finds: A = Ari7cma. T = 

Texas, M = Mexico. NM = New Mexico! C = California. I = Idaho. 

early H~pparion fauna. Sen (1989) has suggested that H~pparron appears 
in the Medilerranean a1 approximately 11.5 Ma wthin Chron C5r. This 
age, which should correlate to ihe base ol the Vallccian, IS thc came as the 
age given by Tedford er al. (1 987) for thc base oI the Cldrendoruan. Whistler 
and Burbank (1992) have placed the base of the Clarcndonian in C5Ar.3 
at 12.8 Ma, however imm~yan t  raxa were nor used to defmc the boundary. 
If  this placement of the boundary is accepted, then the base of thc Vallesinn 
IS about 1 My yuunger than the base oC the Clarcndonian (Fig. 9.3). 

The base of the Astararian, the interval preceding Valleslan in the Eu- 
rope land mammal ronabon (Fig. 9.3). is placed by Krrjgsman ern!. (1994b) 
in CSACnaL about 13 Ma, much younger than previous estimates, and very 
different from the b a ~ e  of the Barstov~an, whiehhas been correlalcd to C5Br 
by MacFadden el at. (19YOb). In North America, the boundary between the 
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The magnetic stratigraphy of the OligoceneiMiocene boundary in Eu- 
rope based on fossil mammals has bcon reported by Burbank ct 01. (1992a). 
The section studied covers 280 m in the lower freshwater molasse in the 
Hautc-Savoie (France) and includes the last two micro-mammal zones of 
the Paleogcne (MP29 and MP30) and the first mammal zone (MNI) of the 
Neogene in stratigraphic superposition. Unfortunately, a 50-m gap sepa- 
rates probable MP30 faunas from faunas assigned to MNl. The polarity 
zones are designated R1  to N8 and the gap Calls between N4 and N2. 
The authors, however, choose to place the OligoccneiMiocene boundary at 
the base of NZ, which they correlate to C6Cn.3n. The magnetostratigraphic 
pattern. however, is ambiguous (Fig. 9.3, column 12). Another possible 
correlation to the GPTS would he N3 and N4 to C6Bn; and N5, Nfi, 
and N7 to C6AA. This would place the MP30lMNl boundary at the 
basc of C6Cn.In (Burbank et al., 1992a) and would place the base of 
the Agenian at this position. Barbcra et 01. (1994) have placed the 
OligocenelMioccne boundary at the basc of C6Cn.2n in a section in the 
Ebro basin of northern Spain. 

Unquestionably the best studied area of continental Neogene vcrte- 
brate-bearing sediments is the Siwaliks of Pakistan and India. These studies 
were begun in the mid-1970s and have continued t o  the present. The region 
is wonderfully suited for magnetic stratigraphy because of well-exposed 
long sections of very fossiliferous sediments that became magnetized early 
in their history. In thjs region itis possible tobegin inBrunhesage sediments 
and systematically work back in timc to the onset of sedimentation in the 
basin (Keller el nl., 1977; Opdyke et 01.. 1979, 1982; Johnson er al., 1982. 
1'185; Tauxe and Opdyke, 1982). In many rcspects the area has served as 
a laboratory for the application of magnetic stratigraphy to (1) vertebrate 
evolution and migration (Flynn el ul., 1984). (2) sedimentary processes 
(Raynolds and Johnson, 1985; Behrensmcyer and Tauxe, 1982; McRae, 
1990b). (3) Leclonics (Burbank and Raynolds. 1988). and (4) basin dcvelop-- 
ment (Cerveny et al., 1988). Almost all of these applications of magnetic 
stratigraphy to terrestrial sediments were anticipated by N. M. Johnson et 

al. (1975). In the Siwaliks, the magnctic stratigraphy is now so well known 
from multiple sections that vertebrate paleontologists usually correlate new 
fossil finds directly to a nearby magnetic stratigraphy and hence to thc 
GPTS. 

Thc correlation in China of the mammal-bearing sequences to the 
GPTS is known in considerable detail from the Late Miocene to the Pleisto- 
cene (Tedford el al., 1991; Shi, 1994: An el irl., 1987, Heller and Liu. 1982, 
1984). The importance of the Chincse record since the carly Mutuyama is 
enhanced by the fact that the Chinese loe3s preserves a climatic record 
that can be correlated to Plio-Pleistocene climatic cyclcs (Kukla et ul., 
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1988; Kukla and An, 1989). A mandible and a cramum of H o m o  erectus 
have been correlated to loess magnctic stratigraphy (An and Ho, 1989). 
Other data exist from Asiat~c Russ~a but unfortunately they arc not easlly 
accessible to Western workers (see Pevzner et u l ,  1983). 

9.4 African and South American Neogene 

Terrestrial magnetic stratigraphy in Africa stems from the great interest in 
dating the evolution of man. Long well-exposed fossiliferous sequences are 
available in central Africa, and magnetostratigraphic data exist for the 
Gauss to Recent interval in the Omo arca (Hillhouse ct aL, 1986), in the 
Shungura sequence (Brown er at., 19781, and in Afar (Renni et al., 1993). 
Other studies of importance arc by Tauxe r t  al. (1985) and Deino el 01. 
(1990) in sediments from the Baringo basin correlative to the CSAA to 
C5N interval. The magnetic stratigraphy of Latc Oligocene fossilifernus 
sediments from thc Fayum has been reported by Kappelman et al. (1992). 
This important study is thc first from the tmestrial Paleogene of Africa. 

Magnctostratigraphic studies on South American mammal-bearing sed- 
iments have been concentrated mostly in the Neogene or Upper Paleogene 
in a series of studies by Marshall el al. (1979. 1982, 1986), Butler et al. 
(1984), and MacFadden et al. (1983. 1985. 1990a, 1993). South America 
separated from Africa in the mid-Cretaceous, allowing the South American 
mammalian faunas to evolve in isolation. During the Neogene, however, 
North America and South America approached one another and eventually 
became joincd through the isthmus of Panama, allowing thc mammals to 
move Irom one continent to Lhe other. The timing of the exchanges has 
been revealed by the magnctostratigraphic dating of sediments that conlain 
the oldest record of the exotic mammal groups. In South America, the 
oldest of the immigrants from North America, the Procyonidae (raccoons), 
appear at 7 to 7.5 Ma in lower Chron 7 (Butler rt ab, 1984). In this study, 
the boundary between Huayquerian and Montehermosan land mammal 
ages was placed at 6.4 Ma. The second wave of North American immigrants 
occurs in sediments of the Uquian land mammal age dated by Marshall et 
al. (1982) from late Gauss to above the Olduvai. In a study of the type 
Chapadmalal, Orguira (1990) correlated this important migration to the 
late Gilbert; however, the reverse, normal, reverse (R-N-R) magnetostrati- 
graphic sequence is more likely to correlate to the Kaena and Mammoth 
subchrons, which would place this migration event in the middle Gauss. In 
North America, the first appearance of South American forms occurs at 
the beginning of the Hemphillian; however, the most important migration 
event took place at thc Gauss/Matuyama boundary (Galusha et al., 1984). 
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It would sccm that there is an assymmctry bctween migrations across the 
isthmus of Panama, with the most important immigrants such as Equus 
arriving in South America during the middle Gauss, while the South Ameri- 
can migrants arrive in North America near the GaussiMatuyama boundary. 
These studies illustrate the power of the magnctostraligraphic method in 
resolving problems of intercontinental faunal exchange. 

An carlicr intrusion of fauna into South America has also been recog- 
nized and recorded in sedimcnts of the Deseadan land mammal age. This 
exotic fauna is of considerable interest since it contains caviomorph rodents 
and the first South American monkeys. This is a most curious interchange 
sincc it is hclicvcd lhal monkeys originated in Africa, and it is not clear 
how they managed to make thcjourney to South America. Early Oligocene 
dates on the Deseadan from South America compounded the problem, 
bccausc the descendant species in South America appeared to be older 
than proposed ancestors in Africa. In a study of the Salla beds of Bolivia, 
MacFadden er al. (1985) were able to redate the Deseadan land mammal 
agc and dcmonstrate that it was originally dated 10 My too old. They were 
abIe to place the first appearance of monkcysat 27 Ma and to demonstrate 
that rodents appear in South America prior to 28.5 Ma. This study addresses 
the ancestor problem but does not address the problem of how the animals 
managed to travel from Africa to South America. 

9.5 North American and Eurasian Paleogene 

Figure 9.4 shows the magnetostratigraphic studies of the Palcogcnc and 
Late Cretaceous of North America and Europe ranked in time and identi- 
fied with author and ycar of publication (Table 9.5). The boundaries of the 
land mammal ages in the Paleocene have been updated by studies of Butler 
and Lindsay (1985) and Butler et al. (1Y87), and their placement of Pa- 
leocene mammalian boundaries is used here. In cases whcrc individual * 

sequences have been restudied and reanalyzed, the most up-to-date refer- 
ence is given (Table 9.5). 

Mammalian chronology for the Late Eocene and Oligocene has been 
reviewed and revised by Swishcr and Prothcro (1990) and Prothcro and 
Swisher (1992). Our correlation of Duchesnian to Arikareen North Ameri- 
can land mammal agcs follows Prothcro and Swishcr (1992) except [or some 
minor revisions. The boundary between the Duchesnian and Chadronian 
is placed within C17n (Fig. 9.4). 7his placement satisfies the magnetic 
stratigraphy and new radiometric results from the Vieja section of west 
Texas (Tcstamarte and Gose, 1Y79). Unfortunately, the magnetic stratigra- 
phy for this section is poorly defined. Prothero and Swisher (1992) placed 
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F i m 9 . 4  Terrestrial Paleogcne magnetic stratigaphies. Xumhers refer to individual studies 
(see Tablc 9.5). 
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the boundary within C16n on the basts of the radiometric dates and an 
early verslon of the Cande and Kent (1992a) time scale The Whitneyanl 
Ar~kareen bounda~y is placed at the C11IC10 boundary based on magnetic 
stratigraphy from the Toadstool Park-Roundtop section in Nebraska (Pro- 
thero and Swisher, 1992). 

The correlatton of the magnetic stratigrdphies to the GPTS (Fig. 9.4, 
Table 95) IS supporied in most cases by radiometric ages. An important 
magnetic stratigraphy from the Devil's Graveyard Fm of west Texas was 
correlated to MO (Walton, 1992). Amore reasonable correlation, supported 
by the Bridgenan to Duchesntan fauna, would be to correlate the section 
to the C21n to C17 interval. 

One of the problems that can be addressed by magnenc stratigraphy 
is the heterochroneity (time transgresston) of faunal datums. The land 
mammal age5 In North Amertca are based on stage of evoluhon and 
appearance of imm~grant taxa. Magnetic strattgraphy can test this hypothe- 
sis because the evolution and dispersal of mammals and reversals of the 
geomagnetic field are independent. Two studtes in parttcular have raised 
the possibrhty that faunal datum.; in North America of Paleocene age 
may be time transgressive. The first of these studtes is an extensive 
investigation of Cretaceous and Paleocenc sehments in the San Juan 
Bastn of New Mcxico (Butler et u l ,  1977). Thls regton has a record of 
the turnover from the dinosaur fauna of the Cretaceous lo mammal 
faunas of Paleogcne age. The onginal interpretation correlated the 
Torrejontan faunas of the San Juan Basin to C26. The same authors 
(Butler et a l ,  1981a) correlated the Tiffaulan of the Clarks Fork basm, 
Wyoming, lo C26. Thts led to the anomalous sttuation in which two 
distinctly diCferent mammal faunas, ihought to be sequentla1 in time, 
appeared to be coeval in the western Unlted States. Further study by 
Butler and Lindsay (1985) resolved the problem by showing that one 
of the normal polarity zones orignally proposed in the San Juan Bastn 
was caused by a viscous magnctic overprint. When this spurious polartty 
zone was eliminated, agreement was achteved between the two studies. 
The corrected stratigraphy leads to the placement of the Cretaceous- 
Tertiary (KIT) boundary in reversely magnetved sediments of C29r. All 
other K f I  boundar~es occur in reverse polarity sedments cons~dered to 
correlate to C29r (Archibald et al., 1982; Lerbekmo et al. (1979), except 
for a core in New Mexico's Raton Basin wh~ch was studled by Payne 
et al. (1983) and was sad  to be normally magnetized. Tauxe and Butler 
(1981) cite a contrary optnion (as a personal communication by E. M 
Shoemaker) that the core is entirely reverse polartty. One hopes these 
data are pubhshed so that the results can be properly evaluated. Withln 
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the resolving power of the palcomagnetic method the K/T boundary 
appears to be synchronous. between marine and nonmarine sediments. 

A second study which initially seemed to indicate faunal diachroneity 
was a study of fauna and flora in Arctic sediments by Hickey et al. (1983). 
These authors originally claimed that planls and animals appeared in Arctic 
sediments several million years prior to their appearance in temperate 
North America. Thc Eureka Sound Formation, which yielded these results. 
has been restudied paleomagnctically by Tauxe and Clark (1987). who 
showed conclusively that the original study was flawed because of the 
incomplete removal of magnetic overprints and came to the conclusion 
that no diachroneity is apparent. The results of these studics confirm that 
land mammal ages are, indeed. useful chronostratigraphic units (Flynn et 
ul., 1984: Clyde el aL, 1994; Tauxe a al., 1994). 

9.6 Mammal Dispersal in the Northern Hemisphere 

The fact thal mammals disperse from continent to continent is well known. 
and modern continental faunas are greatly influenced by these processes. 
The interchange of faunas betwcen the continents has been of great utiGty 
in the construction o l  mammalian biochronologics within the different 
continents, particularly in North America and Europe. The ability of ani- 
mals to move fromone continent to another is affected by the availability 
of corridors that allow animals to pass. Plate tectonics has had a first-order 
effect on thc inlerplay of faunas, since the different plates are in constant 
motion, changing geographic relationships between continents (McKcnna, 
1975). The Age of Mammals began at the inception of the Cenozoic, at 65 
Ma. Plate tectonic history since that time has been largely one of continental 
dispersal, which had led to the partial isolation of large continental areas 
such as Australia and South America. The other continents have a history . 
of intermittent contact and subsequent isolation. Tectonic activity resulting 
from collision will tend to create links between continental blocks. For 
example, collision of Indiawith Eurasia during the Cenozoic and the contin- 
uing collision of the African plate with Europe provided opportunities for 
faunal interchange (McKcnna, 1975). 

Faunal dispersal is affected not only by changing paleageography but 
also by paleuclimatology, which can erect or destroy ecological boundaries, 
either expediting or impeding the migration of animals conlined to specific 
habitats. Insome cases raunas that appear in midcontinental North America 
and Europe may have been displaced climatically from the northern part 
of the continents, as they sometimes have no close relatives in either North 
America or Eurasia. Palenclimatology can also create or destroy dispersal 
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routes by glacioeustatic changes in sea level. These changes can occur 
rapidly, as has been demonstrated from the marine SIRO record o l  Pleisto- 
cene ice volume change, which implies rapid sea level falls of up to 120 m 
(Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973). This climatic record can be correlaled to 
the terrestrial faunal record by magnetic stratigraphy. 

Barry et 01. (1985) claimed that evolutionary events and dispersal first 
appearances in the Siwdliks could be directly related to the 8% record of 
the middle Miocene. It is interesting to speculate whether this correlation 
can be established outsidc the Indian subconlincnt. The change in S1'O for 
benthicCoraminSera from the AtlanticOcean (Fig. 9.5) (Millererul., 1991a) 
shows the overall climatic trend for late Eocene through Miocene time. 
Mammal migrations have occurred bctween North America and Eurasia 
throughout the Cenozoic (Fig 9.5), and indeed the geochronologic units 
(land mammal ages) were established using immigrant taxa as part of their 
definitions (Wood et at., 1941: Woodburne, 1987). It might be expected 
that the beginning of each new land mammal age would correlate with sea 
level drops bccause lowering of sea level would facilitate dispersal. It is 
unlikely, however. that all dispersals correlate with sea level change, since. 
in some cases, the corridors might stand so high a b o v ~ s e a  level as to be 
unaffected by that change. This is probably the case in the early Eocene 
when North America and Europe wcre connected (in thc region of thc 
present Norwegian-Greenland Sea), allowing unhampered migration be- 
tween the two continents. 

Opdyke (1990) argucd that intercontinental mammal migration has 
resulted from sea level drops following the development of continental ice 
sheets. Since Neogenc land mammal ages are often defined on the basis 
of immigrant taxa, it was suggested that Ncogene land mammal ages in 
Europe and North America should be closely correlated if both were de- 
fined on the basis of i r n m i ~ a n t  taxa. Miller er al. (1991a) have presented 
a new and updated 61X0 record for the Oligocene and Miocene and argue 
that continental glaciation began in Antarctica in the latest Eocene (-35 
Ma). These authors have formally defined nine oxygen isotope zoncs in 
the Oligocene and Miocene which they have designated Oil and Oi2 and 
Mil through Mi7, ranging in age from thc early Oligocene lhrough the 
early upper Miocene (Fig. 9.5). Miller er al. (1991a) argued thal the pre- 
Pleistocene glacial stages may have been associated with glacioeustatic falls 
in sea level of 55 to 1811 m; however, they argue that the actual maximum 
drop in sea level in unlikely to have been as large as Pleistocenc values 
of 120111. 

The fall in sea levcl postulated above, will, of course, cause the develop- 
ment of unconformities on passive continental margins (Haq er al., 1987; 
Christie-Blick er ul., 1990). Pitman (1978) has argued that the rate of sea 
level change also controls the position of passive margin unconformities. 
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Figure 9.5 Carrelation uf mammal migrations to the GPTS (Cande and Kent, 199s) and 
oxygen isotope events (Miner et aL, 1YVla). Positions in lime of major mammal migmtiuns 
are indicated by arrows with the nurnher of immigranr taxa. 

Christie-Blick et al. (1990) have suggcsted that the timcs of most rapid drop 
in sea level should coincide with the formation of unconformitics. These 
passive margin unconformities may he detected using seismic reflection 
data (Vailetal., 1977; Haq etal., 1987). Evidence for sealevelfalls,combined 
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with physical stratigraphy. has been formally organized into sequence stra- 
tigraphy. If there is a causal relationship between icc volumc changes and 
sequence stratigraphy, then a corrclatiun should cxist between the isotopic 
record and sequence stratigraphy. Miller et al. (1991a) maintain that such 
a correlation does, in fact. exist in the Oligocene and Miocene. However. 
problems in correlating sequence. straraligraphy to pelagic isotopic records 
will remain until the magnetic stratigraphy 01 continental margin sediments 
is rigorously documented. 

Webb and Opdyke (1995) ha%sc reexamined tho question of migratory 
events in North America and divide the migratory first appearances into 
first-order (>8 taua) and second-order (>5 taxa) migratory events. Ceno- 
zoic faunal migration to and from North America and Eurasia is essentially 
divided into two segments. the first taking place in the Paleocene and 
Eocene and the second being Miocene and younger. McKcnna (1975) and 
Opdyke (1990) have pointed out that tectonics and paleogeography are 
the primary controls on mammal migrations whereas climate-driven glacial 
eustasy is a secondary cffect made possible by changes in paleogeography. 
The large &st-ordcr migratory patterns are undouhtedly caused by changes 
in paleogeography. It is probable that throughout the ~al.?ogenc, mammals 
could pass between North America and Europe over the Thulean land 
bridge across the Norwegian-Greenland Sea. The route probably remained 
open until the rifting apart of Svalbard and Greenland, probably at the 
end of  the Eoccne (Rowlcy and Luttcs, 1988). The major drop in the 
temperature of bottom water which occurs in the world ocean at the begin- 
ning of the Oliguccne (Oil. Fig. 9.5) is not accompanied by any important 
mammal migration. The reason is undoubtedly that migration across the 
Thulcan land bridge was no  longer possible. 

The other possible route from Eurasia l o  North America, the Bcrirtg 
land bridge, presented no  apparent barrier to mammal migration during 
the Paleogene. Howrvcr, at the cnd of the Mesozoic the Bering region was 
at paleolatitudes above 80°N, almost on the North Pole. The Bering land 
bridge region has been slowly moving into lower latitudes during the Ceno- 
zoic. It seems possible that even though the region was moving toward 
lower latitudes (70"N), the climate was continuing to deteriorate at the end 
of Eocene and early Oligocene lime as indicated by icc-rafted debris around 
the Antarctic contincnt. It secms reasonable that the barrier that impeded 
mammal migration across the Bering land bridge was climatic. By Miocenc 
time, the Bering region probably reached sufficiently low latitudes to allow 
mammals to cross at times of sea levcl drop caused by glacial eustacy. 

Thc late Eocene "Duchesnian" interchange at about 40 Ma correlates 
with an unconformity on the continental margin (Miller el al., 1987) and 
with a major offlap event in the Vail curve (TA 4.1). In addition, this event 



has also been correlated with an increase in isotopic values in both planktic 
and benthic foraminifera (Miller rt al., 1987) and with an cstimatcd sea 
level drop of about 80 m (Prentice and Malthews, 1991). The next major 
migration event occurs in the middle Oligocene in C9r (R. H. Tcdford, 
personal communication. 1994) where seven new immigrant species first 
appear coincident with, and following. isotopic evcnt Oi2 (Fig. 9.5). The 
third major migratory event takes place in thc lale Arikareen and early 
Hemingfordian from 21 to 18 Ma. This is the most important period of 
immigration in the Cenozoic. These migratory events correlate to isotopc 
events Mila and Milh (Miller et al., 1991a). At least four positive oxygen 
isotope changes in the 18-21 Ma interval suggest that thc lows in sea levcl 
at this time were comparable lo thosc in thc lalc Pleistoccnc (Prcntice and 
Matthews, 1991). Two sequence boundaries occur in this interval (Haq 
al., 1987), a type 1 sequence boundary at 21 Ma and type 2 scqucnce 
boundary at 17.5 Ma, and it is probable that this migratory event is cuinui- 
dcnt with eustatic sea level fall. 

The faunal migrations within the late Mioceue occur within the Hrm- 
phillian [.MA. The Hemphillian is characterized by three second-order 
migratory evcnts at -9.7 to -6 Ma, involving 6 or  7 taxa (Tedford et a/., 
1987). The first oI these occurs near thc beginning of the IIemphillian in 
C4Ar.2 at about 9.5 Ma, wrrclating with 8IxO isotope event Mi7 (Wright 
and Miller, 1992);dnd with a typc 2 scqucncc boundary in C4A (Haq et 
a/ , ,  1987). The second of the migratory cvcnts occurs at 7 Ma, roughly 
coeval with the Late Miocene carbon shiit and a wcll-dcfincd 8''O event 
(Hodell et a/., 1994). 

The final migratory event within the Hemphillian is believed to have 
occurred at about 6 Ma, which is close in time to the position d Gilbert 
oxygen isotope stages. TG20 and TG22, astronomically dated at 5.7 and 
5.8 Ma (Fig. 6.7) (Shackleton er aL, 1995b). Lindsay er al. (1984) ha\% placed 
thc HemphillianIBlancan boundary, which coincides with a first-order mi-' 
gratory event. between the Sidufjall and Nunivak subchrons, Tedford et al. 
(1987) placed the event at about 4.9 Ma, coincident with isotope stages Si, 
and Sib within the Sidufjall subchron (Fig. 6.7). 

The final episode of faunal migration is well known to be at, or close 
to, the GaussIMatuyama boundary at 2.5 Ma, and is clearly associated with 
the onset of the northern hemisphere glaciation (Fig. 6.7) (Shackleton et 
ai., 1984). A t  this time the horse, Eqnus, migrated to Eurasia and spread 
rapidly. Lindsay et al. (1980) proposed this correlation from the Siwaliks 
of Pakistan (Opdyke et ui., 1979), and further research in Eurasia has 
tended to support the appearance of Equus at or near the Gauss-Matuyama 
boundary. Elephas appeanin sediments of middle Gauss age in the Siwaliks, 



as well as in Eurasia and China (Opdyke er al., 1979; Tedl'ord etal., 1991). 
Faunal cxchange at this time is very important between South and North 
America, and the culmination of movemcnl of fauna from South America 
to North America is correlated Iu the Gauss-Matuyama boundary in North 
America (Galusha er al., 1984). 

Magnctic straligraphy has proved to be of great utility in dating and 
correlating the scdirnenlary record of tectonic events (Table 9.6). Onc of 
the best examples is the study of Burhank and Raynolds (1984, 1988) in 
which they were able to date the tcclonic developmcnl of the Himalayan 
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front using the magnctic stratigraphy of theredimenls of the Potwar basin 
(Fig. 9.6). This type of study has expanded to other parts of the world such 
as the Pyrenees (Burbank et al., 1992b.c) and Argentina (Jordan et ul., 
1990). Magnetic stratigraphy has also bcen very important in studies of 
basin formation and subsidence (Burbank, 1983; Burbank and Johnson, 
1983) and for dating of uplift episodes in mountain ranges (Cerveny el 
a[,, 1988). Magnetic stratigraphy has also enabled scientists to study the 
sedimentation process itself and to address problems of straligraphic com- 
pleteness (Johnsoh etal., 1988; McRae, 1990a,b; Badglcy and Tauxe, 1990; 
Friend et al., 1989). 



Jurassic-Early Cretaceous GPTS 

10.1 Oceanic Magnetic Anomaly Record 

When thc Hcirtzler et al. (1968) geomagnetic polarity time scale (GPTS) 
was constructed, i t  was noted that magnetic anomalics older than anomaly 
32 have lower amplitude and are poorly lineatcd, in both the Atl.dntic and 
Pacific Occans. The lack of lineiiled magnetic anomalies in this so-called 
Cretaceous quiet zone implied either that there were no  reversals of the 
Earth's magnclic field for a considerable length nf time or that the magnctic 
properties of the sea Aoor were such that field reversals werc not recorded. 
The weight of evidence which became available from magnetostratigraphic 
studies of Crelaccous rocks on land (Ch. 11) dcmonstrated that the quict 
zone in the oceans corresponds lo a time of few or no reversals of the 
geomagnetic field. In the Atlantic, a Mesozoic sequence (M-sequence) of 
correlatable anomalies prior to this "quiet zone" was identified and n a m d  
the Kcathly sequence by Vogt rt ul. (1971) (Fig. 10.1). Larsnn and Chase 
(1972) succeeded in correlating the Japanese, Hawaiian, and Pheonix M- 
sequence lineations, and Larson and Pitman (1972) were ahlc to correlate 
these with the Keathlcy scquence in the Atlantic. Thc key to this correlation 
was the recognition of the fact that the Pacific anomalies had been formed 
in the southern hemisphere and transported into the northern hemisphere 
hy plate motion. These correlations led to the extension of the GPTS into 
the Middle Jurassic. 

The anomalies in the mid-Mesozoic M-sequence were initially num- 
hered from M1 to M25. Unlike the Late Cretaceous-Cenwoic part of the 
GPTS, anomaly nurnbcrs were mainly assigned to reverse polarity anoma- 
lies (Fix. 10.2); however, the labels M2 and M4 were assigned to normally 
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Figure 10.1 The Atlantic Kcathley lineations correlsfed to thr Pacific (Ha*aiian) block model 
(alter Vogl el al,, 1971: Larron and Pirman. 1972). 

magnetized anomalies, resulting in a rather contusing situation. The mag- 
netic anomaly hetwcen M10 and M l l  is labeled M1ON. This anomaly was 
originally omitted from M-sequence anomalies (Larson and Pilman, 1972) 
and was included by Larson and Hilde (1975) (Fig. 10.2) and designated 
MlON after Fred Naugler, co-chief scientist of the NOAA Western Pacific 
Geotraverse Projcct. Jurassic anomalies older than M25 were suhsequenlly 
identified and the anomaly sequence was extended to M2Y (Cande era/., 
197%). Recent accumulation of oceanic magnctic anomaly data in the 
MO-M29 interval from the Pacific has led to lhc. development of new block 
models for the Japanese, Hawaiian, and Phoenix lineations (Fig. 10.3) 
(Nakanishi et nl., 1989. 1992; Channel1 i.r nl., 1995a). 

Difficulty in correlation and low amplitude of oceanic magnctic moma- 
lies older than M29 led to the concept ol a "Jurassic quiet zone"; however. 
aeromagneticprofiles from the western Pacific have succccdedinidentifying 
lineatcd anomalies older than anomaly M29 and, as a result, the GPTS has 
bcen extended toanomaly M38 (Handschumaker etal,, 1988). The magnetic 
anomaly profiles from the western Pacific imply that the so-called Jurassic 
quict zone is an interval of high reversal rrequency. These magnetic anotna- 
lies are. however, of much lower amplitude than younger magnetic anoma- 
lies, and the reason for this remains unclear: 

The M-sequence marine magnetic anomalies recorded by Larson and 
Hilde (1975) (Fig. 10:2) in the Hawaiianlineations have provided the means 
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Figure 10.2 Magnet~c anomalvprofiles used toconstruct t h e l m o n  dnd H~ldc  (1975) Hawanan 
block model (atter Larson and Hllde. 1975) 

o l  inlerpoIation between age estimates for most Oxfordian to Aptian tiple 
scales. The time scales of Kent and Gradstein (1985) (KGX5) and Harland el 
a/. (19W) (GTSX9) imply constant spreadingrate in thc MO-M25 Hawaiian 
oceanic anomaly hlock model of Larson and Hilde (1975) (LH75). The 
KG85 time scale uses the constant spreading ratc assumption to interpolate 
betwecn 119 Ma for the BarremianIAptian boundary (base CMO) and 156 
Ma for the Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian boundary (CM25n). The GTS89 time 
scale is hased on chronogram ages for the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous 
stage houndarics. Thcsc agcs were used to make a linear recalibration 
of the KG85 time scale. thereby inheriting the constant spreading rate 
assumption. The chronograms of GTS89 for this interval are poorly con- 
strained and therefore do not validate the constant spreading ratc as- 
sumption. 

10.2 Numerical Age Control 

- 

Figure 10.3 P~nfiles used lo consrrua ihe Pacific (Japanerr. Hawaiian, Phoenix) block models 
in Channcll el ol. (19Yja). Thc calculaled pgmtiic is the stimulation from ihe Larson and I lilde 
(1975) hlock model extendcd tu M29. 

10.2 Numerical Age Control 

Sincc the KG85 and GTS89 time scales werc published several numerical 
estimates for the age of M-sequence chrons have bccome availahlc. Maho- 
ney et al. (1993) obtained a 4 0 ~ r i " A r  age or  122.3 f 1 Ma for the basaltic 
basement of ODP Site XU7 on the Onlong Java Platcau. Tardunu ct 01. 
(1991) havc argued that Ontong Java volcanism is constrained to a short 
interval in the Early Aptian; therefore this age cstimate shouldhe applicable 
to the Early Aptian. This interpretation was based on ihc observation that 
seliments overlying basaltic bascment, and volcanoclastic sediments at 
distal sites, belonged to the Glohigrrinelloides hlowi planktonic foramini- 
feral zone, which was considered to be  confined to the Early Aptian (Sliter, 
1992). Lower Cretaceous planktunic foraminifera1 hiostratigraphy in s e c  
tions dated with ammonites and magnetic stratigraphy (Coccioni et a/., 
1992) has, however, indicated that the C;. hlowi zonc extends into the 
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Barremian. Thc (>. blowi biozone does not. therefore, rcstrict Ontong Java 
volcanism to the Early Aptian. 

A t  Site 878 on MIT Guyot, the oldest dated sediments (at 25 mm above 
basement) are from the lowcr part 01 the C, lirterarius nannofossil zone, 
based on the first occurrence (FO) of R. irregulurl\ and their location below 
the "nannoconid crisis." Pringle er a[. (1993) obtained a *)Ad3'Ar a_ee of 
123.5 t 0.5 Ma (cnnvcrtcd lor standard Mmhb-l at 520.4 Ma) from these 
basalts. The remanent magnetization in the basaltic basement indicates a 
reverse polarity zone overlying a normal polarity zone. The reverse polarity 
zone is probably torrelalive to CM1. 
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Figum 10.4 i h c  selected radiomctric age determinations for MD (121 Ma), Mlb-Mli 
(137 Ma). and hT25 (154 Ma) plotted againat Ihc (a) Lamon and Hilde (1975) block model. 
(b) Hawaiian block model; (c) Krathlry hluck modcl, ~ n d  (d) Japanese block model. MD is 
not prcscnt in the Japmese lineatiote and fix fd) the yuung cnd of MI is assigned an age of 
123.2 Ma (after Channel c.1 a / ,  1945a). 

Coleman and Bralower (1993) obtained a U-Pb zircon age of 122 ? 
0.3 Ma from a bentonite in the Great Valley Group (northern California). 
This level has been correlated to the C. litterurius zone based on the FO 
of C. litterarius, however X. irregularis (a more useful marker for the Bar- 
remian-Aptian boundary, see Fig, 11,6) has not been found in the section 
(T. J. Bralower, personal communication, 1993). C. litterarius has been 
reported from several Barremian sections and the 122 ? 0.3 Ma bentonite 
layer from the Great Valley Group may be Barremian. 

The 4"Ar/39Ar age of 124 t 1 Ma obtained from reversely magnetized 
granitic plutons lrom Quebec (Foland er al., 1986) may be correlative to 
CM3, or tothe shorter duration CMO or CM1. Ten major igneous complexes 
with 4"Ar/39Ar ages tightly bunched around 124 Ma record only reverse 
polarity (Foster and Symons. 1979), and it seems likcly that the reverse 
polarity chron is CM3, which has more than three times the duration of 

OBRADQ3 (Ma) 

Figure 10.5 OBRAUY3 time scale (Obradovich, 1993) wmpared ro occanicm.xgnetic anomaly 
b l ~ k  models 
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any reverse polarity chron in the younger part of the M-sequence, The 
duration of the interval between CMO and CM3 is abnut3.5 My (Herbert. 
1992). leading to an age for the base of CMO of about 120.5 Ma. 

A U-Pb zircon age estimate of 137.1 (+1.6!-0.6) Ma lrom the Great 
Valley Sequence of norlhem California has been correlated to polarity chron 
CM16or CM16n (Bralower era!., 1990). This is an indirect correlation to the 
polarity time scale using nannofossil stratigraphy. The interval containing 
the two dated tuff layers was attributed to the Upper Berriasian Assipetra 
infi-ncretaceu subzone based on three nannofossil events: (1) the first occur- 
rence of Cretnrhnbdus angustiforatus, which was used to define the base of 
the A. infracretacea subzone, (2) the occurrence of Rhagodiscus nehulosus, 
and (3) the absence of Percivaliufenestrara. Close inspection of the ranges of 
the three marker species (Fig. 11.6) suggests that the correlation of the two 
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volcaniclayers to CMl6 or CM16nis too restrictive and that the CM 16-CM15 
interval may be more appropriate (see Channell et ul., 1995a). 

The age of 154Ma for the young end of CM25 is basedon thccorrelation 
of this polarity chron boundary to the Kimmeridgian-Oxfordian buund- 
ary (Ogg et al., 1984) and to age estimates for this stage boundary of 
about 154 Ma from California (Schweickert er al., 1984) and Oregon (Pes- 
sagno and Blome, 19%). In the California Sierra Nevada, the ammonite- 
bearing Maripusa Formation is a synorugenic Rysch supposed to contain the 
Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian boundary (Irnlay, 1961) and is affected by Nwa- 
den orogeny. K-Ar hornblende ages and U-Pb zircon ages on dykes and 
plutons appear to constrain the age of the Mariposa Formation and the 
Nevadan orogeny to the 152-159 Mainterval (scc Schweickert etal., 1984); 
however, many of the age determinations arc not of high quality by modern 
standards. More recent "OAri3%r and concordant U!Pb zircon ages from 
the Klamath Mountains apparently constrain the OdordianiKimmeridgian 
boundary to the 150-157 Ma interval (see PessGno and Blorne, 199U). 
The definition of the OxfordianiKimmcridgian boundary in the Klamath 
Mountains is based largely on the overlapping occurrence of the radiolaria 
M i r w u s  and Xiphostylus. This is a highly conlrovcrsial definition as Mirifrr- 
sus and Xiphostylus are both present from Aelenian time in Mediterranean 
sections (see Baumgarlner. 1987). 

10.3 Oxfordion-Aptian Time Scales 

The age eslimates mentioned above for the base of CMO (121 Ma). CM16- 
CM15 (137 Ma), and the top CM25 (154-156 Ma) are not consislent with 
constant spreading rale in LH75 (Fig. 10.4a). Obraduvich (1993) used the 
LH75 block modcl t o  interpolate between the same three age estimates: 
CM0 (121 Ma), CMl6116n (137 Ma), CM25n (156 Ma). The resulting time 
scalc (OBRADY3) implies an abrupt spreading rate change at CMl6 in 
LH75 and uthcr Pacific block models (Fig. 10.5). Gradstein er al. (1994) 
have presented an integraled time scale (GRAD94) fur Triassic to Creta- 
ceous time. For the Late Jurassic-Early Crctaccous interval, constant 
spreading rate was assumed for most of the LH75 block model with an 
increase and then decrease in spreading rate in Velanginian and Berriasian 
time in order lo satisfy the three principal age constraints. S.qnchronous 
apparent spreading rate changes in different blockmodels may bc an artifact 
of GRAD94 (Fig. 10.6). 

A new Hawaiian block model (Nakanishi ef  al., 19x9, 1992: Channell 
et ul., 1995a) may represent an improved estimalc of a constant spreading 
rate record for the MO-M29 interval. Thc three popular ages tor CMO, 



CM16-15, and CM25 are consistent with constant spreading in the new 
Hawaiian block model (Fig. 10.4b) and the resulling time scale (CENT94) 
does not imply abrupt or synchronous changes in spreading mte in the 
Pacific block models (Fig. 10.7). Figure 10.8 illustrates the relationship 
between CENTW andother populartime scales. For numerical agesorlate  
JurassidEarly Cretaceous polarity chrons and geologic stage boundaries. 
according to thc various time scales, see Tables 10.1 and 10.2. 

10.4 Hettangian-Oxfordian Time Scales 

The Kent and Gradstein (1985) timc scale for the Hettan~an-Oxfordlan 
intervals was constructed by interpolation betwcen 208 Ma tor the bare 
of the Hettang~an (Armstrong, 1982) and 156 Ma for thc top ol the 
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Figure 10.7 CENT94timescals lChanncllr!ral., 1YYSa)comp~~edtooczanicmagnzticant~maly 
block modclr. 
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Figure 10.8 PLn1 or vanou? hme tcalec, agamst CEYT94 LH7i (Larion and Hdde. 193, 
KG85 (Kmt and Gradsiern. 1985) GTS89 (Harland er 0 1 ,  IYYU), tiKADY3 (Gradstcm cr a l ,  
1995) and GRAD94 (Gradstem cr a l ,  1994). CENlY4 (ChanncU ?r n l ,  199%) 

Oxfordian, assuming equal duration of the intervening 50 ammonite 
zones from Hallam (1975) (Table 10.2). In this interval, the GTS89 time 
scale (Harland cr ul., 1990) utilizes the same age tie points (156 Ma for 
the top of the Oxfordian and 208 Ma for the base of the Hettangian) 
and thc samc slralcgy of equal duration of ammonile zones; however, 
the use of a different ammonite zonation (Cope et ul., 198na,b) leads 
to slightly different stage boundary age estimates. In GTS89, the Batho- 
nian and younger Jurassic stage boundaries were also determined by 
interpolation from the magnetic anomaly record. The stage boundary 
age estimates derived assuming equal duration of ammonite zones, from 
magnelic anomalies, and from chronograms are listed in Table 10.2. For 
the Hcttangian-Oxfordian interval in the time scale of Gradstein et ul. 
(1994), maximum likelihood stage boundary age estimates were derived 
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Toble 1 0.1 
Compnrbon of M Sequer~e Time Scales 

Reversed chron LH75 KGRT CllSXU GRAD93 GRAD94 m ~ m 4  
(Ma1 (Ma) (Ma) (Ma) (Ma) (Ma) 

M0 (rcrp) 108.19 118.00 124.32 119.15 120.38 120.60 
(base) l09Ul 118.70 124.88 120.10 120.98 121 .U0 

MI 112.62 121.81 l27.35 122.56 123.67 123.19 
l l l l 4  122.25 127.70 722.88 124.04 121.55 

M3 '1 14.05 13.03 128.32 123.45 124.72 '124.05 
11675 12536 130.17 125.15 126.73 125.67 

MS 118.03 126.46 131.05 125.96 127.68 126.57 
118.72 127.05 131.51 126.39 128.19 126.91 

M6 118.41 127.21 13164 128.33 127.11 
119.06 127.34 131.74 126.60 128.44 127.23 

M7 119.27 127.52 131.89 126.80 128.59 127.49 
119.79 127.97 132.15 127.25 128.98 127.74 

MR IZ0.21 128.33 132.53 127.68 120.29 128.07 
120.52 128.60 132.75 127.98 129.53 128.34 

M9 120.88 128.91 132.99 128.33 129.79 128.62 
121.49 129.43 133.41 128.88 130.24 128.93 

MI0 121.94 129.82 113.72 129.31 13U,58 129.25 
122.37 13u.19 134.n1 129.71 13u.90 129.63 

MIONn-1 13-82 130.57 13431 130.13 131.23 129.YL 
122.8X 13U.63 134.36 130.20 131.28 129.95 

MlONn-2 121.31 131.00 134.65 130.60 131.60 130.22 
123.34 13102 134.67 130.62 131.62 130.24 

MIUN 723.73 131.36 134.94 130.99 131.91 130.49 
124.07 131.65 135.17 131.26 132.10 130.84 

MI1 125.10 132.53 135.92 131.81 132.70 131.5U 
125.68 133.03 136.27 L'32.12 133.05 131.71 

MI 1 125.74 133.08 136.31 132.15 133.08 131.73 
126.22 133.50 136.64 132.42 133.37 131.91 

MIIAn-1 132.66 133.M 

MllA 

135.94 141.85 143 28 llR2h 14114(1 1?K i l l  
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~abls 10.1 continued 

Reversed chmn LH75 KG85 GTS89 GRAD93 GRAD94 CENT94 
(Ma) (Ma) (Ma) (Ma) (Ma) (Ma) 

M17 136.42 142.27 143.61 138.51 140.86 138.89 
138.16 143.76 144.80 t3q.86 142.51 140.51 

hi18 138.82 144.33 145.25 140.33 143.14 141.22 

13931 144.75 145.58 14068 143.63 141.63 
MlYn-1 139.46 144.88 145.69 140.80 143.72 141.78 

139.55 144.96 145.75 140.88 143.79 141.88 
M19 140.74 145.98 146.56 141.82 144.68 143.07 

14128 146.44 146.93 142.25 145.08 143.36 

Mzon-l 141.64 146.75 147.17 142.54 145.35 143.77 
141.71 146.R1 147.22 142.60 145.41 143.M 

M20 142.47 147.47 147.75 143.21 145.99 144.70 
143.47 148.33 148.43 144.01 146.74 145.52 

M21 144.74 149.42 14930 14592 147.69 146.56 
145.29 149.89 149.67 145.46 148.11 147.06 

M22n-1 147.11 151.46 150.92 146.92 149.48 148.57 
147.17 151.51 isn.96 146.95 149.52 148.62 

M22n-2 147.23 151.56 151.W 147.01 149.57 148.67 
147.29 151.61 151.M 147.06 149.61 14R.72 

M22 147.38 151.69 151.10 147.13 149.68 148.79 
14836 152.53 151.77 147.91 150.42 149.49 

M22A 14851 152.66 151.87 148.03 150.53 149.72 
148.72 152.84 15201 148.20 150.69 150.04 

M23 149.15 153.21 152.31 14k.W 151.09 150.69 
149.48 153.49 152.53 149.24 151.39 150.91 

M23 149.51 153.52 15a.56 149.30 151 42 150.93 
150.24 154.15 153.06 150.31 152.10 151.40 

M24 150.63 154.58 153.32 150.85 152.46 151.72 
151.06 154.85 153.61 151.44 152.86 151.98 

M24 151.09 154.88 153.64 151.49 152.89 152.00 
151.33 155.08 153.80 151.82 153.11 152.15 

' M24A 151.48 155.21 153.90 152.02 153.25 152.24 
151.79 155.48 154.11 152.46 153.54 152.43 

M24B 152.21 155.81 154.40 153.04 153.93 15313 

152.39 156.00 154.53 153.30 154.10 153.43 

M25 152.73 156.29 15476 153.52 154.31 154.00 
153.03 156.55 154.96 153.72 154.49 154.31 

M26 155.51 155.32 
155.69 155.55 

M27 155.83 155.80 
156.00 156.05 

M28 156.14 156.19 
156.29 15651 

M29 156.77 157.27 
156.85 157.53 

Key LH75, Larson and Hildc (1975): KG85, Kent and Gradstain (1985); GTS89, Harland el 
ol  (1990): GRADY3, Gradstein el nl. (1995); GRAD94, Gradslein er al. (1994); and CENT94. 
Channel1 N a1 (1995a). 





Jurassic and Cretaceous 
Magnetic Stratigraphy 

1 1.1 Cretaceous Magnetic Stratigraphy 

The majority of Cretaceous magnetostratigraphic studies havc been carried 
out on pelagic limestones i n  the Mediterranean region, following rhe pio- 
necring work of Lowric and Alvarez (1977a,b) on the Guhbio (Bottacione) 
section in Italy. ThE principal feature of Cretaceous geomagnetic polarity 
is the so-called Cretdceouslongnormalsuperchron, aninterval of prolonged 
normal polarity lasting about 38 My, beginning just above the Barremiant 
Aptian boundary and ending close to thc Campanian/Santonian boundary 
(Fig. 11.1. Table 11.1). 

a. KiT Boundary Magnetic Stratigraphy 

The position of the Cretaceous-Tertiary (KIT) boundary in the GPTS has 
always been of great interest becausc of the associated mass extinctions. 
The position of this boundary in magnetostratigraphic section was first 
determined a t  Gubbio (Bottacionc) (Alvarez eta/. ,  1977). Since then, thc 
position of this boundary has been accurately determined in morc than 14 
magnetostratigraphic sections both in outcrop and dccp-sea cores. Thc 
avcrage position of the K/T boundary in these studies implies a correlation 
to C29r (0.75) (75% up from base of the i'evcrsc chron). However. the 
location of the boundary within the polarity zone correlative to C2Yr is not 
a good estimate of thc position of boundary in rime due to a substantially 
reduced sedimentation rate in the Paleocenepart of C2Yr. Cyclostratigraphy 
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based on carbonate contcnt, color dcnsity, and magnetic susceptibility From 
South Atlantic corcs and Spanish land ,sections was used to demonstrate 
that the boundary occurred in time almost exactly in the middle of C29r 
(Herbert and D'Hondt, 1990; Herbert er al., 1995). 

Nonmarine terrestrial sediienls from the western United Statcs (But- 
ler er t ~ [ . ,  1977, 1981b) as well as from Europe (Galbrun et at., 1993) have 
contributed t o  the debate concerning the faunal crisis at the cnd of the 
Crctaceous by demonstrating that extinctions of marine and nonmarinc 
fauna wcre essentially synchronous (see Section 9.5). 

b. Santonian-Masstrichtian Magnetic Stratigraphy 

The Latc Cretaceous polarity zoncs at the young end of the Cretaceous 
long normal interval were recorded and correlated to foraminiferal biostrat- 
igraphy in the original Alvarez eral. (1977) study of the Gubbio (Bottacione) 
section (Fig. 11.2) Subsequent nannofossil biostratigraphy at Gubbio (Mo- 
nechi and Thierstein, 1985) has provided a correlation of thesc polarity 
chrons to nannofossil zones (Fig. 11.3). The correlations of polarity chrons 
to nannofossil and foraminifera1 binzonations at Gubbio have been ratified 
and refined in the Southern Alps (Channel1 and Mcdizza, 1981). Spain 
(Mary et al., 19Y1), and in cores from the NW Pacific (Moncchi er al., 1985) 
and South Atlantic (Hamilton et al., 1983: Chaw, 1984; Tauxe et ah, 1983c; 
Poore et aL, 1984: &eating and Hrrrero-Bervera, 1984). Due to the scarcity 
of ammonites in the pclagiclimestone sections, polarity chrons are generally 
correlated to the ammonite-bearing stage stratotypc sections through the 
micropaleontology. Direct correlation of the GPTS to European Upper 
Cretaceous ammonite ?ones which define stagc boundaries has not becn 
achieved. although the C33rlC33n polarity chron boundary has hwn  corre- 
lated to ammonite biostratigraphy in Wyoming (Hicks rt al., 1995). 

C. Cretaceous Long Normal 

From paleomagnetic data available at the time, Helsley and Steiner 
(1969) postulated the existence of an interval of constant normal polarity 
lrom Late Aptian to middle Sautonian which could be cnrrclated to 
long smooth intervals in coeval oceanic magnetic anomaly records (Raff, 
1966; Heirtzler et at., 1968). The presence of this long interval of normal 
polarity was confirmed by Kcating ef ul (1975) from deep-sea cores 
obtained from the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP). Subsequent studies 
in Italian pelagic limestones rcsulted i n  correlation o l  the top of the 
quiet zonc (base of C34r) to the early Campanian, just above the base 
nf the Glohurr~~ncann elemtn foraminireral zone (Alvarez er ul., 1977; 
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Figure 11.3 Correlallon of Lete Cretaceous-Eocene calcareous nannofossll and pldnkimlc 
foram~mfrral eventslzones lo p l a n t )  chrons at Gubbxo. Itdj (after Monech~ and Th~rr- 
stem 1985) 
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Lowrie and Alvarez, 1977a,b; Channell et al., 1979; Channell and Medizza. 
1981) (Fig. 11.2). The entire Cretaceous long normal interval has been 
recorded in the Cismon section (northern Italy) and here the revcrse 
polarity chron at its base (CMO) is close to the BarremianIAptian 
boundary (Channell er al., 1979) (Fig. 112). The base of CMO has 
since hccn found to immediately postdate the first occurrence (FO) of 
nannofossil R. irregularis in two Italian land sections (Capriole and Pie' 
del Dosso) (Channell and Erba, 1992) and at ODP Site 641 on the 
Galicia margin (Ogg, 1988). In the absence of the ammonite Drshayesites, 
which formally defines the BarremianlAptian boundary. Ihc FO of R. 
irregularis is considercd the most reliable microfossil marker for this 
stage boundary. The base of CMO is usually close t o  but slightly younger 
than this rannofossil event. 

There are a number of magnetostratigraphic records of post-CMO 
Aptian-Albian reverse poliirity chrons. The first such ohsenration in out- 
crop was by Lowrie et al. (1980a), who observed a reversely magnetized 
bed in the Late Aptian Globigerinelloids nlgerianus zonc at Valdorbia 
(Umbria, central Italy). This so-called ISEA reverse polar@ zonc (Fig. 
11.4). also known as polarity chron CM-1 (minus I), was not ohsewed at 
two olhcr sections in IJmbriawhere the same foraminifera1 zone was prescnt 
in comparable or  greater stratigraphic thickness: however, Tarduno et al. 
(1989) observed two samples with reverse magnetizations just above thc 
F O  of G. a~gerzanus at DSDP Site 463. The documentation of this short 
reversc polarity chronis strengthened by two samples with reversc magneti- 
zation spanning 43 cm in a core from ODP Silc 765 (Ogg er al., 1991b). 
where the reverse polarity zone postdates CMO and is late Aprian in age. 

Sevcn reverse polarity zones have bcen observed by Tarduno er a/ .  
(1992) in the middle Albian interval (Fig. 11.4) ( A .  albianus nannofossil 
zone and top Ticinella primula to  base Biticinrlla breggicnsis foraminifera1 
zones) at the Contessa section near Gubbio (Umbria, central ItaIy). In 
thcse reverse polarity zones, the magnetization i s  carried hy hematite and 
the reddening of the sediment may be Pale diagenetic in origin. Thc reverse 
magnetization components in this interval are not antipodal to the normal 
magnetization components. and the rev-ersc directions are offsel toward 
directions consistent with the Late Cretaceous or Paleogene. The duration 
or Lhe proposed middle Alhian polarity zones is well known from lithologic 
cyclostraligraphy (see Herbert er aL, 1995, and references therein). Of 
the scven polarily mnes recognized by Tarduno et al. (1992), the thickest 
(3.25 m) represents about 8Kl ky. This duration is greater than that esfi- 
mated for reverse chron CMO and about twice that estimated for CM1 (see 
Herbert, 1992), both of which are usually recognized by shipboardmagnetic 
anomaly surveys. It is, therefore, doubtful that thcse middle Albian reverse 
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Figure 1 1.4 Correlation of rmd-Crvlaceou~ calcsreoua nannlrlossil and planktnnic inraminif. 
era1 events to polarity chrons (ailzr Ldnun ptnl.. 1493). 

polanty zone? represent the geomagnetlc field at the time ot deposition of 
the sediments. Until the m~ddle Alb~an reverse polar~ty chronr are recog- 
nlzcd elsewhere, we cons~der that they should not be incorporated Into the 
geomagnetlc polarity tlme scale (GPTS) 
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d. Berriasian-Aptian Magnetic Stratigraphy 

"M-sequence'' polarity chrons are numbered according to the correlativc 
oceanic magnetic anomaly. These anomaly numbers, by tradition, corrclate 
to reverse polarity chrons except for M2 and M4, which corrclate to a 
normal polarity chrons. We use a prefix "C" to distinguish polarity chrons 
from magnetic anomalies and follow Harland et al. (1982) in labeling normal 
polarity chrons (othcr than CM2 and CM4) using the number of the next 
older polarity chron with the appendage "n." Using this nomenclature, 

.-CM9 denotes the reverse polarity chron correlative to magnetic anomaly 
M9 and CM9n denotes the normal polarity chron between CM9 and CM8. 
It should bc noted the magnetic anomaly bctween M10 and MI1 is labeled 

.' MlON. This anomaly was originally omitted from M-sequence anomalies 
(Larson and Pilman, 1972) and was included by Larson and Hildc (1975) 
and designated MlON alter Fred Naugler, co-chief scientist o[ the NOAA 
Western Pacific Geolraverse Project. 

Land section magnetic stratigraphy in the Mediterranean region has 
been the basis for the correlation of thc M-sequencc polarity chrons to 
binonations and hence to gcologic slage boundaries. The oceanic magnetic 
anomaly record from the Hawaiian lineations (Larson and Hilde, 1975) 
remains thc template for the M-sequence polarity pattern. Some pelagic 
limestone sections in Italy have recorded substantial portions of the M- 
sequence pattern. Notable among these sections ai'e Gorgo a Cerbara 
(CMO-CM9) (Lowrie and Alvarez, 19841, Polaveno (CM3-CM16) (Fig. 
11.5) (Channell and Erbal 1992; Channell et nl., 1995b), Capriolo (CM8- 
CM16) (Channell et ul., 19871, and Bosso (CM14-CM19) (Lowrie and 
Channell, 1984) (see Fig. 11,1, Table 11.1). Tt is remarkable that the polarity 
pattern dcrived by Larson and Hilde (1975) from Hawaiian oceanic mag- 
netic anomalies has been confirmed lime and time again by these land 
section studies, particularly in the CMO-CM19 interval. The only polarity 
chron observed in land section which is not included in the Larson and 
Hildc (1975) polarity pattern is a second reverse subchron betwcen CMll 
and CMI2. These two suhchrons werc recognized at Capriolo (Italy) (Chan- 
nell et al., 1987) and have also now been obscrved in the oceanic magnetic 
anomaly record (Tamaki and Larson, 1988). 

The vast majority of the magnetostratigraphic studies in the CMO- 
CM19 inrema1 have heen carried out in the Maiolica Lics tone Formation 
of Italy. This is a Tithonian lo Aptian whitelgray thin bedded magnetite- 
bearing pelagic limestone with fairly constant sedimentation ratcs (typically 
-15 mIMy), thereby aiding the recognition of polarity zone patterns. The 
biostratigraphic control in the Maiolica is mainly from calpionellids for the 
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Figure 11.5 Virtual geomagnetic polar (VGP) latitudes from the Polaveno section ( I P ~ I ~ ) .  
corrclarionto Hle GPTS-and cnrrelalion ro nannofmsil and calpioucllid evcllts (after C h n e l l  
and F.rha. IYUZ; Channell ct u l ,  1995b). In Lhe litholrrgic log, F indicates small faults (with 
minimal (~frsct); ~pccklcs indicatc chcrty intervals.diaponals i n a i a t r  marlr interval, and hlxk 
bars indicate black shalcs. Horizontal thin hars indirate pelagic l&estonr. the dominant li- 
thology. 
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Tithonian and Berriasian and from calcareous nannofossils for Tithonian 
tq Aptian. I t  has been demonstrated in numerous Maiolica scctions that 
polarity chrons correlate consistently to nannofossil events (Fig. 11.6) and 
calpionellid events (Fig. 11.7). For correlations to calpionellids. see Chan- 
nell and Grandesso (1987) and Ogg et ul. (1991~); for correlations to nanno- 
fossils see Bralower (1987). Channell er ul. (1987, 1993). Bralower er al. 
(1989). Ogg e ta l .  (1991b). and Channell and Erba (1992). Thc result of 
these studies is that the combination of nannofossil or calpionellid biostrati- 
graphy and magnetic stratigraphy gives a very precise and useful integrated 

--stratigraphic tool for pelagic limestones of this age. Even for short scctions 
where polarity zone patterns are not distinctive, the nannofossilicalpionellid 
events indicate the approximate stratigraphic position relative to the GPTS, 
and the magnetic stratigraphy then gives precise stratigraphic control. Al- 
though the cmclation of polarity chrons to nannofossils and calpionellids 
is firmly established, the correlation to stage boundaries requires correlation 
to ammonite zones. Although ammonites arc very rare in the Maiolica 
limestoncs, recent finds place the HauterivianiBarremian boundary in the 
upper (younger) part of CM4 (Cecca et U L ,  1994) and the Valanginiant 
Hauterivian boundary at the young end of CMll (Chamell crt al., 199%) 
(Fig. 11.6). Previous estimates of the correlation of these stage boundaries 
to polarity chrons relied on the correlation of nannofossil events to ammo- 
nite zones from Thierstein (1973, 1976). For the Berriasian-Valanginian 
boundary, the relevant ammonite zonal boundary has been correlated di- 
rectly to CMISn at Cehegin (Spain) (Ogg et uL, 1988). For the Jurassic1 
Cretaceous (TithonianiBerriasian) boundary, there are two alternative 
definitions with respect to ammonite zones, with no clear consensus. In the 
Tethyan realm, the boundary lies either at the B. grandis/E. jacuhi zonal 
boundary or at the underlying B, jacohi/Durangires zonal boundary. At 
Carcabuey (Spain), the B, juct~bi/Durungires zoi~al boundary lies in a normal 
polarity chron at the top of the section, which is interpreted as CM19n 
(Ogg ct al.,  1984). Elsewherc, nannofossil and calpionellid events in 
the vicinity of the Jurassic/Cretaccous boundary have been consistently 
correlated to polarity chrons in land sections and deep-sea corcs (Lowrie 
and Channell. 1984; Cirilli et al., 1984: Channell and Grandesso, 1987; 
Bralower ef ul., 1989; Ogg er a/ . ,  1991~). Thesc studies imply that the 
Jurassic/Cretaeeous boundary lies in the upper part of CM19n or at the 
CM19nlCM18 polarity chron boundary, and it has been advocated that 
this polarity chron boundary bc used to define the stage boundary (Ogg 
and Lowrie, 1986). At Berrias (France), thc Berriasian stratotypc section 
yiclded a magnetic stratigraphy that is correlated to calpionellids, nanno- 
fossils, and ammonite zones (Galbrun, 1985: Bralower rt a/., 1989): 
however, the base of the section is within the B. grandis zone and 
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rigvra 11.7 ~ ~ , ~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~ ~  of calpir,nz~~id ~ ~ ~ n t r  to polanty chronv (aRer Lhannrll and Grin- 
dcrro. 1987: Ogg e6 aL, 1991~). 

therefore the sedion does not include either of the two definitions o l  
the JurassicJCretaccous boundary. Ogg et 01. (1991~) have identitied 
~ ~ 1 7  in the Purbeck Limestone of southcrn Britain, providing a iirst 

Figure 11.6 Summary of correlation of Oxfordian to Aptian polari~y chrons to nannafossil ~ . ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~  magnetostratigraphic correlation out of the Tethyan into 
~ " c n t ~ / ~ o n e s  and ammonitc zones. Open ban  indicate the range of the nannofosail events 
with respect to polarity chrons (from Channcll ef 1w5a). 

the Boreal Realm. 
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1 1.2 Jurassic Magnetic Stratigraphy 

a. Kimmeridgian-Tithonian Magnetic Stratigraphy 

As for the Early Cretaceous (CMO-CMl8), the Larson and Hide (1975) 
oceanic magnetic anomaly block model is the template for gcomagneric 
polarity in the Tithonian and Kimmeridgian stages of the Jurassic (CM18- 
CM25). Subsequent extension of the oceanic anomaly block model to M29 
(Cande etaL, 1978), and toM38 (Handschumacher eral., 1988) has extended 
the record into the middle Jurassic interval. Land section magnetic slratig- 
raphies have been correlated to CM18-CM2.5; however, correlations to 
older M-sequence chrons and between-section pre-Kimmeridgian correla- 
tions have not been adequately achieved (Fig. 11.8, Table 11.2). The prob- 
lem for pre-Kimmeridgian magnetic stratigraphy is twofold. Firsl, pre- 
Kimmcridgian calcareous nannofossil biostratigraphy does not yet allow 
precise correlation among Tcthyan sections; and second. pre-Kimmeridgian 
Jurassic facies in the Tethyan realm are often highly condensed andlor 
highly siliceous. 

The oldest polarity chron recorded by the MaiolicaLimestones of Italy 
is CM19. The Maiolica limestones are usually underlain either by siliceous 
limestones (Caleari Diasprigni) or by condensed nodular limestones (Am- 
monitico Rosso). The Sicrra Gorda and Carcabuey sections of southern 
Spain arc the key secttons for the correlation of CM19-CM25 to ammonite 
zones (Ogg er al., 1984). In these sections, the "Ammonitico Rosso"-type 
sediments have mean sedimentation rates of 2-3 mNy.  The polarity pat- 
terns are distorted by variable sedimentation rates and it is not easy to 
correlate polarity zones to polarity chrons. Nonetheless, the correlations 
of Ogg et a/. (1984) placc the ?f. heckeri/HH hybonatum ammonite zonal 
boundary which defines the KimmeridgianlTilhonian boundary in CM23n. 
and the I. plunula/S, plarynota zonal boundary which defines the Oxfordiani 
Kimmeridgian boundary in CM25 (Fig. 11.6). Ammonites are lacking in 
this interval in the BeUuno Basin and Trcnto Plateau (Southern Alps, 
Ilaly), where the OxfordianiKimmeridgjan and Kimmeridgian~Tithonian 
boundaries lie in the unsubdivided "Saccocomu Zone." The lack of calpio- 
nellid or other microfossil events in the Italian sections precludes the accu- 
rate definition of these boundaries; however, the polarity zone pattern in 
these sections is more readable than in the Spanish sections. Estimates of 

Figure 11.8 Summary of somc of the more mportant Jurd\\lc magnetostrat~praphtc studlea 
For kcy, scc Table 11 2 
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the location of the KimmeridgiantTithonian boundary in the Italian sections 
place it in CM22 (Ogg eta!., 19X4: Channell and Grandesso. 1987). 

Early work on Jurassic magnetic stratigraphy was carried out on the 
Kimmeridgian-Oxfordian Morrison Formation in Colorado (Steiner and 
Helsley, 1975a) and the Callovian Summerville and Curtis formations i n  
Utah (Steincr. 1978). Correlation Lo European sections is hindered bv 
poor biostratigrapby in thcsc terrestrial and near-shore sediments, complex 
magnetic behavior which compromises the iidclity of the magnetostrati- 
graphic records, and variable scdimentation rates which distort the polarity 
zone pattern. Stcincr rtal .  (1994) have made the case that magnetic stratig- 
raphy can be used as a means of correlation in the Morrison Formation in 
Colorado and New Mexico. 

b. Oxfordian-Callovian Magnetic Stratigraphy 

The correlations of European land section magnetic stratigraphies to MO- 
M25 oceanic magnetic anomalies are fairly robust; however, magnctostrati- 
graphic correlation to M26-M38 has not been well established. CM26 to 
CM30 have bccn correlated to Oxfordian ammonite zones in northern 
Spain (Steiner et aL, 198511986; Ju6rcz el at,  1994, 1995); however, the 
correlation betwccn land sections and oceanic anomaly records rcmains 
somewhat tenuous. The difficulty in corrclation is partly a result of discon- 
tinuous and low mcap ~edimentation rates (-1-3 m/My) in the condcnsed 
limestone facies. Similarly condensed Callovim-Oxfordian sediments in 
Monti Lessini (northern Italy) yield polarity reversals and sporadic ammo- 
nite control (Channel1 et al., 1990a) but the polarity pattern cannot be 
correlated lo the oceanic magnetic anomaly record. The existence of polar- 
ity reversals in the CaUovian-Oxfordian is confirmed by studies of short 
sections from the Krakow Uplands (Poland) (Ogg er al., 1YYla); however, 
herc again the lack of long, continuously deposited sedimentary sections 
does not allow a convincing correlation to the oceanic anomaly rccord. 
Although the magnetostratigraphic corrclation to the M26-M38 oceanic 
magnetic anomaly record has not been achieved,it is clear that thc Jurassic 
"quiet zone" in the central Atlantic magnetic anomaly record is not due 
to a prolonged interval of normal polarity, as bad been implied by magneto- 
stratigraphic study of the Valdorbia section (central Italy) (Channell era/. ,  
1984). It is now clear that the Callovian-Oxfordian interval. which cnrre- ~~~- ~~~, ...... . ... - 
latesto the Jurassic quiet zone, was an interval of frcquent polarity reversal 
(Fig. 11 8 ,  Table 11.2). 

c. Pre-Callovian Jurassic Magnetic Stratigraphy 

For the Bajoc~an and Bathoman, %cvcral sections from southern Spain 
lndlcate a very Ingh frequency of polarity rcvcr5al (Stcmer eta!., 1987). an 

F 
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averagc reversal rate of at least 5.5 rcversals1My for thc Bajocian. The 
mean sedimentation rate in these sections is in the 1-4 m1My range. The 
highfrcquency of reversal and the lack of any discernahle "fingerprint" in 
the polarity zone patterns have precluded clcar correlation among land 

The elucidation of the magnetic stratigraphy in this interval will 
be aided by studies of more expanded sections. Such sections occur in 
central Italy but they lack ammonites and thcreforc await refinement of 

.- nannofossil and radiolatian biostratigraphies in this interval. 
Onc of thc most important magnetostratigraphic studies in the Jurassic 

is that  of Horner and Heller (1983) from the Breggia section (southcrnSwit- 
zerland) (Fig. 11.9). The sedimentation rates in the nodular limestones at 

; Breggiaare about 14 mlMy for thePlienvbachian and4-7 miMy oftheToar- 
cian and Aalenian. These sedimentation rates are several times greater than 
for more typical Ammonitico Rosso-type limestones, and this results in a 
considerable improvement in the clarity of the magnetostratigraphic record. 
In addition, the ammonite biostratigraphy for the Plienshachian-early Bajo- 
cian interval at Breggia has heen determined in detail by Wiedenmayer 
(1980). Marlon er ul. (1980) acquired a magnetic stratigraphy Iiom the 

Figure 11.9 Carixian (Pliensbachian) lo Bajocian magnetic stratigraphy and ammonitc zones 
at Bregia  (Switzrrladd) (after Horner and Heller. 1983). 
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9-m-thick Bakonycsernye section (Hungary). Here sedimentation rates in 
the Pliensbachian are about 1.5 mlMy and 10 reversals are recognized in this 
stage. Pliensbachian sectionsin Italywithsimilar sedimentation rates yielded 
comparable numbers of reversals (Channell et a!., 1984). Howcvcr, at Breg- 
gia, the sedimentation rate for the Pliensbachian is an order of magnitude 
greater (- 14mIMy) and 39 reversals are recognized in the stage. Correlation 
between Breggia andBakonycsernye shows that seven normal polarity zones 
at Breggia have been concatenated into m e  at Bakonycsernye. There is 
clearly a problem in resolving complete magnetic stratigraphies in the Am- 
monitico Rosso-type facies when sedimentation rates are a lew meters/~My~ 
probablybecause of frequent lacunae even in sections where ammonite finds 
imply continuity of sedimentation. TheToarcianstratotypesections at Thou- 
ars and Airvault (France) are gray marls and limestones, and their magnetic 
stratigraphies have been resolved by Galbrun et ul. (1988a). As the sections 
are about5 m thick and the entire stage is represented, the meansedimenta- 
tion rates are less than 1 m1My. Nonetheless, a reasonable magnetostrati- 
graphic correlation can be made hum the stratotype sections to the Breggia 
section. The magnetic stratigraphy provides a means of correlation of the 
West European ammonite zonationin the stratotype sections to the Tethyan 
ammonite zonation at Breggia. 

For the Hetrangian and Sinemurian, three red nodular limestone scc- 
tions in Austria (at Kendelbach Graben and Adnct) have been studied by 
Steiner and Ogg (1988). Correlations among sections are hampered by the 
condensed nature of the sedimentation and the very poor biostratigraphic 
control in these sediments. The same problems affect graylwhite pelagic 
limestones of this age in central Italy (Channell et al., 1984). The best 
quality HettangianiSinemnrian magnetic stratigraphy is from a core drilled 
in the Paris Basin (Yang ef a/., 1996) indicating high reversal frequency in 
thc vicinity of the Hcttangian-Sincmurian stage boundary. 

11.3 Correlation of Late Jurassic-Cretaceous Stage 
Boundaries to the GmS 

Late Jurassic and Cretaceous chronostratlgraphy 1s based on stage stratu- 
types defined by ammonite zones. However, duc to absence or uneven 
distribution of ammonite faunas m land sectlons and oceanlc cores, Creta- 
ceous chronostrahgraphy IS often based on calcareous microplankton bio- 
stratigraphy and the supposed correlation of these events t o  ammonites. 
A review of calcareous nannofossil events in scctions wlth ammonites, mi- 
croplankton, or magnehcstratigraphy hasrevealedtheuncertaint~eslncorre- 
lation of nannotossil and calpionclhd datum planes to stage boundaries (Figs. 
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11.6 and 11.7). AU the nannofloral datums have been directly correlated to 
polarity chrons. Ammonite biozoncs have bccn directly correlated tomag- 
netic stratigraphy in parts of the Oxfordian-lowermost Valanginian (see Ogg 
era!., 1991~). Valanginian-Hauterivian (Cbannell ef al., 1995b). and uppcr- 
most Hauterivian-Barremian intervals (Cecca rt a!., 1994). 

The OxfordianIKimmeridgian boundary is correlative to the base of 
the Srctneriaplarynota ammonite zone, which has been correlated t o  CM25 
insouthern Spain (Ogg et al., 1984). The KimmeridgianKithonian boundary 
is correlative to the base of the Hybonoticeras hybonomm ammonite zone. 

-also in southcrn Spain (Ogg et nl., 1984). 
The TithonianiBerriasian (JurassiciCretaceous) boundary does not 

have a universally accepted definition. Many of the candidate biomarkers 
have been correlated to the polarity chrons (Ogg and Lowrie, 1986; Chan- 
nell and Grandesso, 1987; Bralower et a!., 1989; Ogg et al., 1991~). The ba.e 
of CM18 has become thc generally accepted correlation to the Tilhoniani 
Berriasian boundary. 

The BerriasianlValanginian boundary is defined by thc base of the T. 
otopeda ammonite zone and falls within CM15n (Ogg et a/., 1988) and 
between the first occurrence (FO) of Cretarhahdus angusrLfi)ratrrs and the 
F O  of Calcicalathina oblongata (Fig. 11.6). The ValanginianiHauterivian 
boundary coincides with the base of the A. radiatris ammonile zone and is 
close lo the F O  of Nannoconlrs bfrcheri and at the base of CMlln  (Channel1 
et al., 1995b). The base of the S. hugii ammonite zonc defines the Hauteri- 
vian/Barrcmian boundary, which falls between the last occurrence (LO) of 
Lihtraphidites bollii and the LO of Calcicalathina oblongata and in the 
upper part of CM4 (Cccca et a/., 1994; ChanneU et al., 1995b). 

The BarremianlAptian boundary was fomally defined at the first occur- 
rence of Deshayesites. None of the nannofossil events proposed by 
Thierstein (1973) to define this boundary have proved to hc reliable. The 
F O  of Rucinolithus irregularis is correlated to the uppcr part of the C. 
sarasini ammonite zone and is therefore slightly older than the Barremian1 
Aptian boundary (Channel1 and Erba. 1992). The base of CMO coincides 
closely to this boundary, but direct correlation of this polarity chron with 
the ammonite biozone has not been documented. 

The Santonian-Campanian is fomally defined by the appearance of 
the ammonite Placenriceras hidorsaturn, the index specics of the oldest 
Campanian ammonite zone. Unlortunately, this species is exlremely rare 
even in the type area (northwest Europe) and the Santonian-Campanian 
boundary is often informally defined on the basis of the FO of the nannofos- 
sil Rroin~onia narca andlor the FOs of foraminifera Clobotruncana arca - .  

and Boliv~nozdes strigrllatus. The microfossil markers of the Santonian- 
Campanian boundary result in a correlation of this boundary to the basal 
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part of C33r, close to the top of the Cretaceous normal snperchron (e.g., 
Alvarez et at,  1977; Channell et al., 1979; Moncchl and Thlersteln, 1985). 

The type area of the Campanian-hlaastnct~an boundary (northwest 
Europe) IS characleri~ed by a malor hiatus, and hence there 1s more than 
average debate over the definition of thls stage boundary. In the pelagic 
realm, the LO of the loraminifera G~oborruncanztu cul~uruta is often used 
as an informal definition, and thls event usually appears in the top part of 
C33r (e.g.. Alvarez et ab, 1977). 

Triassic and Paleozoic 
Magnetic Stratigraphy 

12.1 Introduction 

The absence of preserved marine magnetic anomalies for times preceding 
the breakup of Pangea forces a change of strategy in the study of pre-Late 
Jurassic magnetic polarity stratigraphy. Irving and Pullaiah (1976) suggested 
the use of type sections to build the pre-Jurassic GPTS in thc absencc of 
the oceanic magnetic anomaly template. Up t o  now, type sections for 
magnetic stratigraphy have not been established; however, wc believe that 
the typc section approach would be helpful for prc-Late Jurassic time. 
Type sections ior magnetic polarity sequences will have the same problems 
presently associated with type scctions in classical stratigraphy. such as 
unconformities, poor agc control, lack of diagnostic fossils. and inadequate 
descriptions. The ideal magnetostratigraphic typc section would have not 
only a well-defined magnetic stratigraphy but also high-resolution biostrati- 
graphy facilitating correlation to geologic stages. Many limestones with 
good biostratigraphic control have very weak magnetization intensities or 
are remagnctized. Rcd siltstones and sandstones, on the other hand, often 
carry a well-defined primary magnetization but are often dilficult to corre- 
late to the standard geologic stages due to lack of diagnostic fossils. 

In the Soviet Union, a hierarchical system of hyperzoncs (megachrons). 
superzones (supcrchrons), and zones (chrons) was established for Cambrian 
to Permian time (Khramov and Rodionov, 1981). Unfortunately, the origi- 
nal data on which this scheme was based are noL availabTc to Western 
researchers. and descriptionsof type localities were not given. The proposed 
GPTS (Fig. 12.1) is, therefore, diflicult to evaluate. In inlcrvals for which 



more recent data are available, such as the middle Carboniferous, many 
more polarity chrons are known to exist. 

Triassic magnetic stratigraphy was pioneered by Picard (19fi4) and Burek 
(1964, 1970) and expanded in clastic sediments from thc western United 
States by C. Helsley and his students in the early 1970s (e.g., Helsley, 1969; 

known from the lacustrine sediments of the Newark Basin. The initial 
magnetostratigraphic results from the Newark Basin were from industry 
boreholcs and outcrops (Mclntosh el a/., 1985). The upper pan of the 
sequence above the Watchung Lava flows, as well as the flows themselves. 
are considered Early Jurassic (Hettangian) in age on the basis of pollen 
stratigraphy. These units are normally magnetized and were labeled the 
Upper Normal Interval (McIutosh el al., 1985). This normal polarity zone 
extends down into the Upper Triassic (Rhaelian). h w e r  in the section 
the sediments were found to be characterized by mixed polarity over a 
stratigraphic thickness exceeding 2500m. Later studies by Witte and Kent 
(1989) and Wine er a/. (1991). based on more complete demagnetization 
procedures and dcnser sampling, along with field tests for the age of the 
magnetization, led to a more complete documentation of the polarity se- 
quence for sediments from the Newark Basin. From the Late Triassic 

The excellent results obtained from the Newark Basin outcrops led to 
a study of drill cores. A series of seven drill sites were located to obtain a 
complcte record of the sedimentary history of the basin. Core recovery 
was almost 100% and overlapping cores, each about a kilometer in length, 
resulted in a complete magnetostratigraphic record of lacustrine beds cover- 
ing the time interval from the early Carnian to the TriassicIJurassic bound- 
ary. The magnetostratigraphic study of these sediments is enhaced by the 
presence of a well-defined cyclostratigraphy tuned to Milankovitch frequen- 
cies. The stratigraphy was divided into lithologic units, called McLaughlin 
cycles, which are believed to represent the 413-ky eccentricity cycle of the 
Earth's orbit. An age of 201 Ma based on 4"Ar13gAr and UIPb techniques 
has been obtained for the lowest flow unit of Watchung basalts at the top 

FQW 12.1 Geomagnetic p0 t~~ i t ) -  time SC~IC de. of the sedimentary sequence (Sutter. 1988; Dunning and Hodych, 1990). 
rived from IhePaleo~oic~~Cthr USSR. ivor. It is, therefore, possible to date events within the drill cores by counting 
ma1 polarit? (black). reverse polarity (white) (after down from the Watchung basalts using the cyclostratigfaphy. 
Khramur and Rodionov. 1981). 
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The magnetic stratigraphy of these cores has been studied by Kcnt et 
al. (1995). Samples were taken from the drill cores at 2-m intervals. All 
samples were analyzed by progressive thermal demagnetization and ori- 
ented using the direction of the magnetic overprint. The magnclic stratigra- 
phy from the Weeton core (Fig. 12.3) illustrates the high quality of the 
data. The sedimentary rocks in the Newark Basin dip to the north and the 
drill sites were locared so that the stratigaphies from each core overlap. 
This has resulted in ovcrlapping patlerns of polarity zones (Fig. 12.4). Thc 
borehole studies confirmed the previously determined outcrop studies, but 
the increased resolution led to an increase in the number of polarity zones 
from 12 1042, anincrease of almost afactor of 4. The Milankovitch cyclostra- 
tigraphy places the sediment sequence in a precise time frame and yields 
a reversal frequency of 2 My-' over late Carnian and Norian time (Fig. 
12.2. column 19). Witte et al. (1991) have suggested that thc Newark Basin 
qualifies as the type locality for magnetic polarity stratigraphy of the late 
Carnian and Norian interval. The lack of a marine biostratigraphy is offset 
by the essentially wmplete magnetic stratigraphy and the prccise cyclostra- 
tigraphic timeframe. 

Middle and Late Triassic magnetic stratigraphics have been obtained 
from condensed marine "Hallstatt-type" reddish nodular limestones at two 
localities in southwest Turkey and from Austria (Gallet et al., 1992, 1993, 
1994) (Fig. 12.2, columns 6, 9# 10, 17). The sedimentary sections are not 
thick (-30 m), and u?con~ormities are present. The qualityof the magncto- 
stratigraphic data is excellent and field and laboratory tests for stability 
have been carried out. There are, however, discrepancies in correlation 
between the two Turkish sections which the authors attribute t o  the sections 
originating in different hemispheres. The southernmost section has been 
comclated to a third section in Austria, the polarity of which is thought to 
be unambiguous as it must have originated in the northern hemisphere. Thc 
polarity sequence isnot easily correlated to that of the Newark Supergroup. 

Kcnt et a/.  (1995) have offered a partial correlation of the Turkish 
sections to the NewarkBasin record. Thcy correlale theKavur Tepe magne- 
tozones a+, e+,  and g2+ (Fig. 12.2, column 9) to magnetozones d+, h i .  
and j+ (Fig. 12.2 columns 16, 19). They have also suggested a correlation 
of the Chinle section (Reeve and Helsley, 1972) to the Newark sequence. 
The Chinle section has four normal magnetozones (Fig. 12.2, column 1): 
the youngest of which (N4) is correlated to I +  of the Newark sequence 
(Fig. 12, column 16). N2 and N3 of the Chinle section could be correlated 
to j+ of the Newark sequence. 

The CarnianiNorian boundary based on pollen in the Newark sequence 
occurs between the upper part of polarily zone b+ and the base of polarity 
zone d+.  This boundary, based on conodonts, is present in the sequcnce a1 

1 

, 
Figure 12.2 Magnetic stratigraphy of Triasic sections. Numbers raper to individual studies 
in Tablc 12.1. Right-hand column is composite s ~ a i o n .  

Bolucektasi Tepe just pnor to a boundary from reverse t o  normal polarity, 
informally designated N11 (Fig. 12 2, column 6); prior to N8 in this column 
the quallty of the magnetic strat~graphy deteriorates and lhc VGPs fall to 
low latitudes. Kent et al. (1995) tentahvely correlated the base of polanty 
lone N11 lo the base of b+ In the Newark magnetic stratigraphy: however. 
a secure pattern match 1s not poss~ble. Unfortunatcly, the base of the 
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Straf~graphy 

Chrono- Lltho- VGP Latltude Polarlty 

-90" 0" 90" 

Figure 12.3 Magnet~c scratlgraphy of the Wesron core Newark Basln (after Kent rr a l .  1995) 
Polant) chron~ arc labclcd as normal and rcvenc pars, wlth thc rcvcnc ovcrl>rng normal. 

Carnian is not identified in the Newark basm. In the Mayerhng sectlon 
(Austria) (Fig. 12.2, column lo), the LadinianICamian boundary occurs in 
thc normal polarity zone A+. At other sections, t h ~ s  boundary occurs at 
unconformitic~ (Gallct et uL. 1994). 

Middle Tnassic magnetlc strat~graphy iq  less well established than that 
of thc Late Tnass~c. In the M~ddle Triassic Moenkopi Fm. of Arizona and 
New Mexico, the biostratigraphy must rely largely on rare vertebrate finds. 
The magnetic stratigraphy of the Moenkop~ Formation is well known 
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through the studies of Helsley (1969). Helsley and Steiner (1974). Purucker 
et al. (1980), and Molina-Garza et ul. (1991). Steiner er al. (1993) place the 
upper part of this formation in Arizona and Colorado in the early Anisian. 
Molina-Garza et al. (1991), on thc other hand, place a section of the Moen- 
kopi from New Mexico in the late AnisianiLadinian, based on fossil verte- 
brates (Fig. 12.2, column 4). Steiner and Lucas (1992) have obtained a 
magnetic stratigraphy from the Anton Chicu member of the Moenkopi 
Fm. which they place in the Anisian on the basis of vertebrate fossils (Fig. 
12.2, column 11). The polarity zone patternsfrom the Anton Chico member 
given by the two studies lrom New Mexico are very similar and are said 
to correlate to the Holbrook member of the Moenkopi Fm. in Ari~ona. 

The only studies of marine sections from the Middle Triassic are by 
Muttoni et al. (1994) and Muttoni and Kent (1994). The first of these studies 
delineates the magnctic stratigraphy across the AnisianILadinian boundary 
from a section on Hydra Island (Greece). The quality of the data is good 
and the stage boundary occurs within a normal polarity zone informally 
designated C +  (Fig. 12.2. column 20). The other study is on limestones 
from the Southern Alps and the section is in scdiments of the latest Anisian 
age. The section studicd is entirely normally magnetized and probably 
correlates with magnetozone C+ of the Hydra section. Magnctostrati- 
graphic results have been reported from the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk 
Fm. of Spain by Turner et al. (1989). The quality of the magnetostratigraphic 
data from this study l;s poor. A large proportion (85%) of the samples did 
not yield interpretable demagnetization data, and this magnetic stratigraphy 
is not included in Figure 12.2. 

Lower Triassic results have been obtained by Steiner et al. (1989) from 
the Feixianguan and Jialingiang lormations of Sichuan (China) from a l-km- 
thick section which ranges in age from the Pcrmo-Triassic boundary to the 
Spathian (upper part of Lower Triassic) (Fig. 12.2, column 21). In a recent 
compilation (Steiner et uL.. 1993), stratigraphic gaps are shown'in the Spath- 
ian, but how these are recognized is not clear. Ogg and Steiner (1991) have 
studied the stratotype seclions of the Early TriassicfromEllesmere and Axel 
Heiherg islands in the Canadian Arctic. Thedata quality of the three sections 
is not as high as that from the Sichuan; however, the magnetic stratigraphy 
is rcadily interpretable (Fig. 12.2, column 13). It these two sections cover the 
entire Early Triassic then the correlation of polarity zones would seem to be 
straightforward, since nine normal polarity zones are present in each section 
(Fig. 12.2). More detailed biostratigraphy is needed to solve the problemof 
possible stratigraphic gaps in the late Early Triassic of Sichuan. Unfortu- 
nately the borealfauna of the Arcticcannotbeeasily correlated to the tropical 
fauna of the Chinese sections, inhibiting unequivocal magnetostratigraphic 
correlation. The magnetic stratigraphy of the boundary of the EarlyiMiddle 

Triassic (SpathianiAn~sian) has been studied by Muttoni etal. (19%) infossil- 
iferous limestones from Chios Island (Greece). The stage boundary, based 
on ammonites, falls w~thin normal magnetozone C+ (Flg. 12 2, column 14). 
The author? correlate normalmagnctozone C+ at Chioswithnormal polarity 
"nne SnN2 in the Arctic sections and withN8 ~n the Sichuan section. although - r ~  

a correlation to N9 appears more likely. 
Mx~n~tnstratipranhic studies across the Permo-Triassic boundary indi- - " L 

cate that a polarity zone boundary from revcrse to normal is present at, 
or  shortly above, thc Permo-Triassic boundary. Studies in the former Soviet 

,Union and China (Steiner et al., 1989: Heller ef al.. 1988) indicate that the 
basal Triassic normal polarity zone corresponds to most of early Grieshach- 
ian time. 

McElhinny (1973'). in an analysis of polarity bias, concluded on the 
basis of data available at that time that the geomagnetic field during Triassic 
time was 75% normal polarity. In Figure 12.2. the right-hand column repre- 
sents a composite magnetic stratigraphy, and it can be seen that the magnetic 
ficld is not biased toward normal polarity. The reversal sequence given 
here for the Triassic is most reliable for the Early Triassic. upper Carnian, 
and Norian times and least secure in the Middle Triassic. 

12.3 Permian 

Irving and Parry (1963) werc the k s l  to recoFize thc long period of reverse 
polarity spanning Late Carboniferous and Permian time. They named i t  the 
Kiaman Magnetic Interval, aftcr the name of the town in New South Wales 
(Australia) where rocks showing reverse polarity were first reported by Mer- 
canton (1 926). The name Kiaman has been retained by Russian workers but 
was abandoned by Irving and Pullaiah (1976) and replaced by the Permo- 
Carboniferous Rrverse Superchron [PCRS). The PCRS is known to end 
within the Late Permian. Irving and Parry (1963) originally placed the termi- 
nation of the Kiaman at the. heginning of thc Naritbeen Chocolate Shales ul 
the Sidney Basin (Australia), which are Late Permian and Early Triassic in 
age. They called this polarity change the IUawara reversal. A restudy of this 
formation was carried out by Embleton and McDonnell (1981), who wn-  
firmed a reverse t o  normal polarity change in red claystones near the base of 
thc Triassic. The older sediments in this sequence are unstably magnetized 
so a complete magnetic stratigraphy could no1 he established. 

The Upper Permian and Lower Triassic sequcnces in North America. 
Europe, and in many o l  the Gondwanaland continents often contain impor- 
tant unconformities. IJpper Permian marinescdiments are present, however, 
alongthe northern margin of Gondwanaland (Pakistan and India) as well as 
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in China. Thebest quality magneticstrat~graphyfor laterpermian time comes 
from the Wargal and Chidru Formations of the Salt Range in northern Pala- 
stan (Haag and Heller, 1991) (Fig. 12.5, column 13). These scctions comprise 
mainly carbonate sediments and yield an excellent fauna allowing correlation 
to other sections. The magnetostratigraphic record spans latc Kazanian and 
Tartarian time, with six normal and five reverse polarityzones. The top of 
the PCRS was not determined as the lowerpart of the Wargal Formation is 
normally magnetized. Unfortunately,it has become apparent that there is an 
unwlnformity at the top of the Permian in this section: sediments equivalent 
to Changxingian time in the Chincse sequence are apparently missing (Wig- 
nalland Hallam, 1993). The biostratigraphicandmagnetostratigraphiccorre- 
lation of the Salt Range sequences to China (Fig. 12.5, columns 11 and 12) 
(Steiner et al., 1989; HeHer et al., 1988) is therefore tenuous, although the 
correlation of the thick normal polarity zone near the top of the sequences 
in both China and Pakistan is reasonable (Fis12.5). 

PERMIAN 

Figure 12.5 Magnetic shaligraphy of Permian sections. Numbers refer to individual studies 
in Tahlr 12.2, Right-hand column is cumpositc section. 



The correlation of the Upper Permian marine sequence in Pakistan to 
nonmarine rcd beds which dominate the rock record in Russia, Western 
Europe, and North America and South America is not clear. A recent 
study of the  Ochoan (Tartarian) Dewey Lake Formation in northern Texas 
(Molina-Gana eta!,, 1989) shows at least two normal polarity zones in the 
Late Permian (Fig. 12.5 column 4). Khramov (1974) shows at least five 
normal polarity zones in sediments from the Upper Permian type section 
of the Ural Mountains (Fig. 12.5, column 3). The data quality appears to 
be high, and the results arc internally consistent. Unfortunately, these 
sections have an unconformity in uppermost Permian and lowermost Trias- 
sic, similar to the situation in the western Unitcd States. 

A considerable amount of magnetostratigraphic work has been carried 
out on the Permian Rotliegcnde and Zechstein Formations oI Germany, 
both in outcrop and bore holes tMenning et a/., 1988) (Fig. '12.5, column 
9). There are normal polarity zones in the upper Rotliegcnde and through- 
out the Zechstein Formation. Menning et al. (1988) showed at least seven 
normal polarity zones in the Late Permian. This number of normal polarity 
zones is more or less consistent with thc results from the former USSR 
and Pakistan, where five and six normal polarity zones have hcen recorded 
in this interval. respectively. In the composite polarity column for the 
Permian stage (Fig. 12.5, right column). eight normal magnetozones are 
given for Lale Permian Lime, derived principally from the records liom 
China, Pakistan, and contra1 Europe. 

The position of the top of the PCRS is older than the Tartarian or 
Russia, the Zcchstein and upper RotliegcndeFormations of central Europe, 
and the base of the Wargal Formation in the Salt Range of Pakistan. The 
Wargal Formation is Murgabian in age, correlative to the Guadalupian or 
Wordian of the North America and to the base of the Kazanian stage in 
Russia (Haag and Heller. 1991; Catalano et a/., 1991). The upper houndary 
of the PCRS in North America lies beneath Ochoan units of west Texas, 
which have an associated '"Ar13'Ar agc of 251 2 4 Ma on volcanic ash 
(Molina-Garzaet ul., 1989). The boundary between the Permian and Triassic 
in China has been dated at 251 Ma by Claouk-Long et a/. (1991) using the 
SHRIMP ion probe at the Australia National University. Taken at face 
value, the date from Texas would place the Ochoan magnetic stratigraphy 
very close to the Permian-Triassic boundary. Harland et ul. (1990) have 
subdivided the Permian stage into the Rotliegende and Zechstein epochs 
in a bipartite division. The base of the Zechstein Epoch is given a numerical 
age of 256 Ma by Harland el al. (1990). Valencio et ul. (1977) in Argentina 
have reported a normal polarity zone lying ahove an intrusion dated at 
259 2 7 Ma which they called the Q. Del Pimiento event. In the same 
region, Creer er 01. (1971) also noted normally magnetized lavas at 258 t 5 

12.3 Permian 

Ma. It is possible that these normal polarity zones may mark the end of 
the PCRS and arc not subchrons within the PCRS. Further sampling in 
the Argentine sections may offer an opportunity to date the end of the 
PCRS. Due to the lack of reliable radiometric ages directly associated with 
sedimen~s of Late Permian age, stage boundarics of the Late Permian ate 
poorly constrained in time. The precise date of the end of the PCRS is 
therefore unknown. Haag and HeUer (1991) believed it to be older than 
261 Ma, whereas M. Menning (personal communication, 1992) gives an age 
of 265 Ma. In Figure 12.5, an age of 262 Ma is given for this boundary; 
however, i i  should be understood that nowhere is it directly dated. 

Over the years, reports of short normal subchrons within the PCRS 
have been puhlishcd in both Russian and Western literature. Helslcy (1965) 
found normally magnetized sediments in the Dunkard Formation of West 
Virginia, which is believed to be Early Pctmsdn in age. The initial study 

I 

was done with alternating field demagnetization, which is notoriously inef- 
I 
.! 

fective For removal of secondaly overprints from hemalite-bearing samples. 
Samples from the normal polarity horizon were subsequently subjected to 
thermal demagnetization by Crose and Hclsley (1972) and were round to 
retain their normal polarity. Normal polarity magnetizations have been 
obtained from Lower Permian Pictou sediments of Prince Edward Island 
by Symonds (1990). The normal polarity zone in the Pictou heds may he 
correlative to that in the Dunkard Fm. of West Virginia. Menning era/ .  
(1988). in their study ol the Rotliegende Formation of eastern Germany, 
found normally magnetized sediments in the Early Permian part of this 
sequence which thcy placed a t  LhePermianiPennsylvanian boundary, imply- 
ing a correlation with the Dunkard series of West Virginia. It docs seem 
certain that one or more normal subchrons occur within lower Permian 
strata, although it is unclear whether the normal polarity zones recognized 
at different locations arc correlative. 

Several sections have been sampled across the Permo-Carboniferous 
boundary in the western United Stales (Diehl and Shive, 1979,1981; Miller 
and Opdyke. 1985) and nonormally magnetized rocks were detected. Sinito 
et ul. (1979) gave evidence for a short subchron within the PCRS, positioned 
100 m below a lava dated at 288 -t 5 Ma. This may be equivalent to the 
normal polarity subchron seen in the Dunkard Fm., although it was origi- 
nally thought to be the base of the PCRS. Normally magnetized sites of 
Early Pcrmian age have been reported in several tectonic studies (Halvor- 
yon et ul., 1989: Wynne el al.. 1983: Irving and Monger, 1987) and may be 
correlative with the Dunkard subchron. Although normal subchfons may 
occur within the PCRS, magnetostratigraphic studies by Diehl and Shive 
(1979, 1951), Miller and Opdyke (1985), and Magnus and Opdyke (1991) 
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have shown that the PCRS is dominantly reberse polanty, as claimed by 
Irving and Pullaiah (1976) (Fig. 12.5, columns 6-9). 

12.4 Carboniferous 

The age of the base of the PCRS has not been resolved. In North America, 
McMahon and Strangway (1968) reported normal polarity zones in sedi- 
ments of the Upper Demoinesian Minturn Formation of Colorado. The 
section was restudied by Miller and Opdyke (1985), who did not find any 
normal polarity zones in the section. The study was extended throughout 
the Minturn Formation by Magnus and Opdyke (1991), who determined 
that the reverse polarity zone (PCRS) extended to the base of the Minturn 
Fm., which is earliest Demoinesian or late Atokan in age. 

Roy and Morris (1983) had shown that sediments with dual polarity 
are present in rocks as young as Westphalian A in the Maritime provinces 
of Canada. Inthe same region, DiVenere and Opdyke (1990,1991b) docu- 
mented an internally coherent set of polarity zones in the Maringouin. 
Shepody, and Claremont Formations of Namurian and Westphalian A age. 
At least seven normal polarity zones arc present, giving a reversal rate of 
about 1 My-' (Fig. 12.6). The age of magnetization is constrained to the 
Late Carboniferous by a positive fold test. An attempt was made to extend 
the magnetic stratigraphy to younger formations exposed along the shores 
of the Bay of Fundy. All samples were reversely magnetized; however, a 
data gap of 700 m occurs in the sequence (Fig. 12.6). These data yield the 
besl and most complete rcversal sequence now available for the early Late 
Carbonifcrous. The dual polarity for rocks of early Pennsylvanian age is 
supported by a study on red Morrowan palenols from Arizona (Nick el 
al., 1991). 

The age of the beginning of thc PCRS was originally determined to 
be 310 Ma based on the WAr age of the Paterson Volcanics in Australia. 
These volcanics were shown by Irving (1966) to be normally magnetized 
and were used to define as the base of the PCRS (Kiaman). Sites taken 
from the Seaham Formation, directly overlying the Paterson Volcanics, 
wcre reversely magnetized and were thought to be Late Carboniferous 
in age. Upper Carboniferous sitcs lrom the Currabubula and Lark Hill 
Formations were also reversely magnetized and passed the fold test. Thc 
base of the Kiaman was, therefore, thought to be firmly determined. How- 
ever, a recent study of the Paterson Volcanics using single-crystal zircon 
dating by Claoui-Long et al. (1995) has yielded a date of 328 Ma, which 
places them within the Visean. much older than the normally magnetized 
sequences from the Canadian Maritimes (Fig. 12.6).Thereforc, the Paterson 
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Volcanics cannot be used to fix the onset of the PCRS. Reccnt studies in 
Australia (Opdyke et al., 1960) have located the base of thc Kiaman and 
dated it at approximately 320 Ma (Claoug-Long, pcrsonal communication). 

The other significant data set that bears on this problem is the magnetic 
stratigraphy of the Middle Carboniferous strata of the Donctz Basin in the 
Ukraine. Kbramov (1974) has presented a magnetic stratigraphy for the 
Upper Carboniferous which shows normal polarity zones as young as Upper 
Moscovian. Opdyke rr a/. (1993) restudied these sediments, and although 
it was possible to recover a prefolding magnetization which is probably 
Carboniferous in age, it was not possible to codinn Khramov's original 
magnetic stratigraphy. A t  this time, thc only unimpeachable data that bear 
on the age of the base of the PCRS are those from Maritime Canada. The 
highest normal polarity zone in this sequence occurs within sediments of 
Namurian age and yields a duration for the PCRS of approximately 58 My 
(from 262 to 320 Ma). 

InNorth America, the reversalpattern dctel'mined in the LowerPennsyl- 
vanianhas been extendedinto the UpperMississippian (Visean)insediments 
of the Mauch Chunk Formation of Pennsylvania (DiVenere and Opdyke. 
1991a) (Fig. 12.6). Opdyke and DiVenere (1994) have reported a minimum 
of nine normal polarity zones within the Mauch ChunkFormation (Fig. 12.7, 
column 7) with a reversal frequency of 1.5 My-'. similar to that of the early 
Pennsylvanian. The geomagnetic field appears to have been about 50% nor- 
mal and 50% reverse in Viddle Carboniferous time (Fig. 12.7). 

Little is known of the polarity pattern for the rest of Early Carbonifer- 
ous time; however, both polarities are present in sediments of Visean and 
Tournaisian age (Irving and Strong, 1985). The beginnings of a magnetic 
stratigraphy has been obtained from Lower Carboniferous lavas of thc 
Midland Valley of Scotland of Torsvik er al. (1989) (Fig. 12.7, column 
8). Turner et a/. (1979) and Palmer et a/. (1985) have reported magnetic 
stratigraphy from Carboniferous limestones horn Great Britain; however, 
these limestones have been remagnetized (McCabe and Channell, 1994) 
and the magnctic stratigraphy is therefore unreliable. 

12.5 Pre-Carboniferous 

Middle and Early Palcoroic rnagnetlc stratigraphies are largely restricted 
to the h m e r  Sov~et Union Lower Paleo~oic dala are mainly from the 
Siberian platform. In North Amenca and Western Europe, severe remagnc- 
tizat~on problems have resulted in very few reliable paleomagnet~c pole 
position? and a pauclty or magnctortratigraphic data. 

A very condensed sequence across the FamcnnianiFrasn~an boundary 
of thebate Devonian appears to record several reversals of the geomagnetic 

12.5 Re-Carboniferous 

Figure 12.7 M.d~netic rtratigraphy of Cnrhoniferous sections. Right-himd column isa compos- 
itc. Numhcm- refer to individual studirs in Table 12.3. 

field (Hurley and Van der Voo, 1990) A reversal sequence of thls age does 
not appear in the Russian GPTS. Douglas (1988) has studied an -1 k m  
thick section of the R~ngerike Fm. of Norway wh~ch 1s cons~dered to be 
Ludlow (Late S~lurian) In age. Two formations were studied, the Sundvollen 
Fm. and Stubdal Fm.3rost of the Sundvollen Fm. appears to be normally 
magnetized while the uppermost Sundvollen Fm, and overlying Stubdal 



Em. are reversely magnetized.The normal polarity zone is well documented 
and the high unblocking temperature magnetization is most probably Silu- 
rian in age. Trhh er al. (1993) have compiled Silurian paleomag~tic_data ., 

from all continents. Theyidentified 19 <tudieswhich,they con_sidrred yield .-~ ~- ~~ ~~ 

reliable polarit)r<nformation.The compilation of this data set yields mixed -- .~.. 
polarity for early andlater Silurian time; however, rocksofWcnloek (middle 
Silurian) age yield only normal polarities. This study provides an indication 
of reversal pattern but this type of analysis cannot take the place of magne- 
tostratigraphic study of individual sections. It should also he noted that 
 is compilation is in serious conflict with the Russian GPTS (Fig. 12.1). 

For the Lower Paleozoic, the magnetic stratigraphy of tlie Ordovician 
is best known. Early work on Ordovician magnetic strat i~aphy was re- 
ported by Rodionov (1966) and Khramov (1974) (Fig. 12.1). These early 
studies employed temperatures of 100°C and alternating peak tields of less 
than 10 mT. This low-level treatment is clearly inadequate by modern 
standards, and the reverse and normal directions are not 180' apart, indicat- 
ing unresolved magnctic ovcrprints. Nevertheless, it appears that the dircc- 
tions record two polaritics and that the observed polarity zones are repro- 
ducihle on a regional scale across the Siberian platform. 

A second important study, but of morc recent vintage, has been carried 
out on Ordovician (Llanvirn-Caradoc) limestones from Vastergotland. 
southern Sweden (Torsvik and Trench, 1991). The cumposite. section is 
about 26.5 m in thickness and therefore very condcnsed. An internally 
consistent sequence of n m a l  and reverse polarity mnes has been obtained 
(Fig. 12.8_ column 4). The top of the sequence, Caradoc in age, is normally 
magnetized. The Llandeilo is mainly reversely magnetized and is separated 
from the overlying and underlying parts of the sequence by gaps in data. 
The basal 9 m of section is Llanvirn in age and, although dominantly 
reversely magnetized, contains two normal polarity zones. 

Trench et nl. ( 1  991) have reviewed the polarity of Ordovician paleomag- 
netic data worldwide. They point out that a study of the Upper Ordovician 
(Ashgill) Juniata Fm, of Pennsylvania by Miller and Kent (1989) indicates 
entirely normal polarity. Fourteen other studies which were designed to 
produce data for pole positions, ralher than for magnetostratigraphic pur- 
poses, were judged by Trench e~ al. (1991) to posscss reliable polarity 
information. These studies help to ratify the magnetic stratigraphy from 
the primary sections (Fig. 12.8, columns 1.4). An important result of these 
correlations is a reassessment of the biostratigraphic correlation between 
the Baltic Shield and the Siberian platform (Chugaeva, 1976; Trench er 
ul., 1991). 

The Ordovician Period covers -60 My and from data now available, 
it is certain that the magnetic polarity record for the Ordovician is much 
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more complex than that proposed by Trench el al. (1991). A new study of 
Ordovician rocks from Arkansas (Farr et al ,  1993) has yielded 16 polarity 
zones spanning late Arenig and Llanvirn time (Fig. 12.8, column 7) and a 
section presented by Khramov for theMiddle Ordovician of the Lena River 
also shows many (-22) polarity zones. Unfortunately, faunal information 
is lacking from the Lena River section. What seems to be certain, however. 
is that the Middle Ordovician is a limc of relatively frequent reversal of 
the geomagnetic field (Fig. 12.8). A study of a Lower Ordovician section 
from the Lena River yields at least 16 polarity zones inTremodoc sediments 
(Metallova ~ ' 1  a!., 1984) (Fig. 12.9; Fig. 12.8, column 6). Thc base of the 
Early Ordovician appears to be rcvcrsely magnetized in this section. It is 
clear, when the original data are compared to the polarity scale presented 
by Khramov and Kodionov (1981) (Fig. 12.1), that their scale was 
greatly simplified. 

The most important magnetic reversal studies in rocks of Cambrian 
age arc from the Sibcrian Platform (Khramov, 1974; Kirschvink and 
Rozanov. 1984). The stratigraphy presented by Khramov spans the time 
interval from the middle Cambrian into thc Ordovician. Data are now 
available from Australia from an expanded section at Black Mountain 
(Qucensland) for Latc Cambrian and Early Ordovician time (Ripperdan 
and Kitschvink, 1992) (Fig. 12.10). The section in Australia is 1 km 
thick, while the Sibcrian sections rarely exceed 100 m in thickness. An 
unambiguous corrcla:ion between these two regions is no1 possible, but 
there are some common features in the magnetustraligraphic records. 
Both studies show reverse polarity at the Cambro-Ordovician boundary 
and both show five normal polarity zones in the Late Cambrian. A 
more definitive correlalion bctwccn the two regions will require lurther 
study of the Russian sequences and a more complete presentalion of 
the biostratigraphy of the Siberian sections. Kirschvink and Rozanov 
(1984) have analyzed sediments Irom thc lowermost Cambrian of the 
Siberian Platform, and a magnetic stratigraphy across the Tommotian- 
Atdahanian boundary was obtsined. The magnetization camponenls pass 
a fold test; however, they yield a pole position which is far away from 
lhe Siberian apparent polar wander path, making polarity designations 
ambiguous. Kirschvink et al. (199'1) have inverted the inilial polarity 
dcsignations based on changing ideas of paleogeography. The correlation 
of this pattern to a similar age record from the Amadeus Basin of Australia 
(Kirschvink, 1978) is not possible, perhaps because of  unconformities in 
the Australian record. A magnetostratigraphic rccord from this time 
interval given by Wu et ul. (1989) is now thought by the authors to be 
the result o l  remagneli/.ation. 

r 
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RLVER LENA SIBERIA 

E A R L Y  ORDOVICIAN 
n" 

Figure 12.9 Magnetic stratigraphic study ofEilrly Ordovician redimeclrs from lhr Lena Rivcr. 
Sihcfiu (after Mctallova erul,, 1984). O and I denote dcclinaLiou and inclinauion. respectivet?. 
Polarity interprrlillion is reproduced in Fig. 12.8, column 6. 

12.6 Polarity Bias in h e  Phanerozoic 

The reversal record of the gcomagnetic field from the Carbonrferous to 
present 1s known well enough to allow uq to examine the overall reversal 
patlern for the last 330 My ol  Earth history. 11 was previously thought that 
long segments of thts record were charactenzed by polar~ty bias. Except 
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Figure 12.10 Black Mountain section (Australia) across Cambro-Ordovician houndary (after 
Ripperdan and Kirschvink, IW2). 

for the Cretaceous quiet zonc and PCRS (Kiaman), lherc is no evidence 
of substantial polar~ty bias in the Phaneromic. At the present state of 
knowledge of the polarity structure of thepaleomagnetic fjcld, the durat~on 
of polarity chronr fromMiddle Carbon~ferous to the end of the Cretaceour 
i? rirmlar to the distnbut~on of durationsseen in the Cenozoic (Fig. 12.11). 
In the logarithmic histogram of polarity duration since 330 Ma (Fig. 12.12), 
polarity chron durations generally Lie in the 0.1-1 My interval. The PCRS 
(Klaman) and Cretaceous qmet zone (KQZ) la11 well away from the bulk 
of the data. Polarity chrons with durations greater than 2 My arc very rare. 
In Figure 12.13, the number of reversals was counted in 4-My bms and 
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Figure 12.1 1 A cornpanson oldurauon olpo1antgehrtm.i for fhc Ccnozo~c and the Carbonifcr 
ous-Cretaccou5 lnterval 

Figure 12.12 Htilogram of duration of polar~ty chrons (lag scalc), lor 330 Ma to present 
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Cenozolc Triassic Permian Carboniferous 

Figure 1213 Reversal rate from 330 Ma to the prcsent. The numher nlreveraals wasmunrcd 
in 4-My hins and smoothed with a running mcan. 

smoolhed with a running mean. The number of reversals per million years 
ranges from zero to about 4 My-' in the late Cenozoic. The average reversal 
rate: excluding the two superchrons, appears to be about 2 My-'. If the 
rccord is considered as a whole it would seem that the geomagnetic field 
has two states, one in which it reverses at a rate of two or more per million 
years and another in which it does not reverse at all. The change between 
these two apparent geomagnctic states has been correlated to activity or 
mantle plumcs which rise rapidly from the D" layer and manifest themselves 
as large igneous provinces such as Ontong Java Plateau and the Deccan 
Traps (Courtillot and Besse. 1987; Larson and Olson, 1991). 

McElhinny (1973) analyzed the polarity rccord from paleomagnetic 
studies available at that lime and concluded that the ratio of normal to 
reverse polarity indicated that for long periods of lime the geomagnetic 
field seemed to favor one polarity. He recognized polarity bias in favor or 
normal polarity in Mesozoic rocks and in favor of reverse polarity in rhe 
Paleozoic. Intervals of polarity bias were postulated by Algeo (1996) for 
the Jurassic and Ordovician based on a global analysis of Phanerozoic 
paleomagnetic data. The analysis given hcrc shows no such bias in the 
magnetostratigraphic record. The apparent bias is probably caused by unre- 
moved secondary magnetizations acquired during the Kiaman (PCRS) or 
during the KQZ and by inadequacies in amount of high quality magneto- 
stratigraphic data, particularly for pre-Late Jura~dic time. 

Secular Variation and Brunhes 
Chron Excursions 

13.1 Introduction 

"Magnetic stratigraphy" or  "magnetostratigraphy" most commonly refers 
to polarity reversal stratigraphy. However, directional changes associated 
with secular variation of the geomagnetic field are an important means of 
correlation in recent sediments. The technique has been largely restricted 
to lake sediments due to theirhigh sedimentation rates and lack of bioturba- 
tion. At typical deep-sea sedimentation rates of about 1 cmlky, secular 
variations are averaged out by bioturbation andlor the remanence acquisi- 
tion process. However, marine sediments from restricted basins (such as 
the Mediterranean and Black Sea) with sedimentation ralcs of sevcral tens 
of cmky yielded some of the earliest secular variation records (e.g., Opdyke 
el al., 1972: Creer. 1974). The first convincing demonstration that secular 
variation of the geomagnetic field can be recorded in lake sediments is 
attributed to Mackereth (1971), who used this technique to provide a time 
frame for sedimentation in Lake Windermere (UK). He correlated rema- 
nence dcclination changes to observatory records, particularly to the early 
19th century westerly declination maximum, and showed that the chronol- 
ogy is consistent with the older "C ages but not with those influenced by 
detrital carbon input from recent burning of fossil fuels. This work paved 
the way for the development of the field of secular variation magnetic 
stratigraphy, which can provide a Lime frame in lake sediments and is also 
our main source of information on the nature of Holocene geomagnetic 
secular variation. 
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Whereas conventional (polarity reversal) magnetic stratigraphy de- 
pends on the rewgnition of duectional changes of remanent magneti~ation 
of about 180", secular variations generally do  not exceed a few tens of 
degrees. Hence sampl~ng and measurement tcchniques in secular vanation 
studies are particularly critical. The development of a pneumatic corlng 
dcvicc surtablc for lakc sampling (Mackereth, 1958) was an important step 
toward obta~ning lake sed~ment corcs that were both long enough and 
sufficiently undeformed for secular vatiatinn studlcs In his pionecnng 
study, Mackereth (1971) used an astatlc magnetometer to mcasure subsam- 
plcs sliccd from thc cores. The advent of pass-through fluxgate magnetome- 
ters (Molyneux er al., 1972) allowcd the declination of remanence of the 
whole core to be rapidly measured without suhsampling, and the more 
recently available 3-ax~s pass-through cryogenic magnetomctcrs (Gorec 
and Fuller, 1976, Wecks rt ul., 1993) allow both declination and inclination 
to he determ~ned rap~dly. 

13.2 Sediment Records of Secular Variation 

Although sccular variation records can provide a means of precise correla- 
tion, only about 20% of all lakes studied have ylcldcd secular variation 
records of bufticient resolution Lo define turnlng poihts in declination and 
inclination whlch can be used for correlation (Thompson and Oldfield, 
1986). Some of the clearest and sharpest record? arc from Western Europe, 
yuch a7 those from Lake Windermere (Mackereth, 1971: Creer et u l ,  1972), 
Lough Neagh (Thompson, 1973). Lake Vuokonjarvi (Stober and Thomp- 
son, 1977), Lac de Joux (Creer et u l ,  1980a), and Loch Lomond (Turner 
and Thompson, 1979). The better dated B r ~ t ~ s h  records have been merged 
to give a well-dated "master curvc" o l  directio~al changes for the last 
l 0 , m  years (Fig. 13.1) (Turner and Thompson. 1981) which can be used 
as a calibration curvc. 

There 1s also a large body of data from North Amcrica whlch come7 
mainly from thc Great Lakes (Creer et aL, 1976; Mothersill, 1979, 1981; 
Creer and Tucholka, 1982), from Minnesota (Banerjee et ul., 1479; Lund 
and Bancjee, 1985; Sprowl and Banerjee, 1989), from Oregon (Verosub 
et a l ,  1986). from California (Lund et al ,  1988; Brandsma et al., 1989). and 
from Bntlsh Columbia (Turner, 1987). The detailed 36-125 ka record from 
Mono Lake (California) (sco Lund et a/., 1988) rewrds the Mono Lake 
excursion at about 28 ka and a dist~nctive waveform in the suhsequent 
declination and inclination record wh~ch appears to recur every 2500-3500 
years (Fig. 13.2). It was suggested that this dlstinct~ve waveform evolvcd 
out of the Mono Lakc excursion and the pers~stence of the subsequent 
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AVERAGE 
TRANSrnRMED 

DECLINATION 

AVERAGE 
TRANSFORMED 

INCLINATION 

Figure 13.1 Rnushmastcr secular varlatloncunr (afler Turner and Thompson, 1981) Trans- 
formed drcllnatlon and ~ncl~natlon avcragrd over ten corcs fur 0-7 ka and three cc~res for 
7-10 k d  

waveform suggests along-term memory in the core-dynamo process (Lund. 
1989). This hypothesisis supporled by the work of Negrini er al. (1994), who 
recorded a repetitive waveform in the secular variation in lake sediments 
from Orcgon which immediately postdate the Pringle Falls excursion. 

Comparison of the British Columbia (Mara Lake) record with the 
composite record from the Great Lakes indicates little correlalion for the 
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Figure 13.2 Secular variation rccord from Mono Lake srdiments. The Mono Lake excursion 
occurs in the 6-7 m intcrvsl and ia followed by several proposed repetitions of  the secular 
variation u~avelc,rm (after Lund el a/.. 1988: Lund. 1489). 

237 

5000 and 2000 yr B.P. 
of 400 years over the 30 

egree longitude difference between the two sites, implying a westward 
drift of the nondipole field ot.0.0785 degrcelyr (Turner, 1987). Such interprc- 

tions are highly dependent on the precision of available (radiocarbon) 
econtrol. The correlationof therecord fromFishLake, Oregon (Verosub 
al., 1986) with that Irom British Columbia is problematic (Fig. 13.3). 

with an apparent 800-yr difference in the age of corresponding features at 
the two sites (Turner, 1987). This may be explained by radiocarbon ages 

tare systematically 800 yr too old at the Oregon site (due lo the introduc- 
tion of radiogenically old detritalcarbon) or by a time lag between deposi- 

and stabilization of the postdcpositional remanence a1 this site (Turner, 

DECL I NATIONS 

I NCLI NATI ONS 

Fish Lake Mara Lake Grea t  L a k e  

Figurr 13.3 Declination and inclination records fn>m Fish Lake. Oregon (Vcrosub et al., 
at Lakes (Creer and Tucholka, 
dcd to indicate proposed corre- 
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1987). This dilemma highlights the critical role of radiocarbon and other 
age determinations in efforts to establish master CUNeS of secular variation 
and the problems which can arise when radiocarbon dates are not backed 
by independent age control. The lake sediment records for the last 10 ky 
from Minnesota (Lund and Banerjee, 1985) and Fish Lake, Oregon ( ~ e r i .  
sub rt ab, 1986) can be convincingly correlated with radiocarbon-dated lava 
flows and archaeomagnetic records (see Brandsma et al., 1989). Elk Lake 
in Minnesota has yielded a high-fidelity secular variation record with a 
varve chronology independent of radiocarbon (Sprowl and Banerjee, 1989). 

Marine records of secular variation are confined to high sedimentation 
rate environments such asparts of the Mediterranean or Black Sea (Opdyke 
rt a/., 1972); Creer. 1974) and to coastal hemipelagic environments (Brand- 
sma e! a/., 1989: Levi and Ka~lin, 1989) and drift deposits (Lund and Keig- 
win. 1994) where sedimentation rates arc of the order of tens of centimeters 
per thousand years. Lake sediment accumulation rates are often of the ordcr 
of 1 d k y ,  whereas pelagicmarine sedimentation rates are characteristically 
about 1 cmlky. The relatively enhanced fidelity of lake sediment records 
of secular variation is partly due to their higher sedimentation rates and 
partly due to the general absence of bioturbation. At DSDP Site 480 in 
the Gulf of California, the estimated sedimentation rate is 1 mlky and the 
50-m core was sampled at 10-cm intervals for secular variation studies (Levi 
and Karlii, 1989). The record cannot be correlated in detail to the lake 
records although high-amplitude fluctuations in inclination in the 20- 
50 ka interval may be related to low paleointensites at the time of the 
Mono Lake and Laschamp excursions (Levi and Karlin, 1989). In the Santa 
Catalina Basin (California Borderlands), estimated sedimentation rates 
range from 13 to 86 cmlky (Brandsma et a/., 1989). A 3-em sampling interval 
in 3-4 m-long piston cores has yielded secular variation records that can 
be correlated among three cores and with North American lake rccords 
(Brandsma rt al., 1989), thereby improving the chronology of the sediments 
lrom the Santa Catalina Basin for the last 10 ky. Lund and Keigwin (1994) 
noted that secula~ variation records from the Bermuda Rise are relatively 
subdued for the Holocene (where sedimentation rates are about 10 cml 
ky) compared to the Late Pleistocene where sedimentation rates are 2-3 
times higher. 

Secular variation records from Australia (Barton and McElhinny, 1979; 
Constable and McElhinny, 1985) are more difficult to correlate because of 
the generally lower amplitude of the directional changes. The records from 
Victoria (Barton and McElhinny, 1979) cannot he matched with those &om 
Queensland on a swing-by-swing basis (Constable and McElhinny, 1985); 
however, some features of the VGP paths can bc correlated. 
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The original records from Lake Windermere and Lough Neagh were 
NRM rccords, and the observed oscillations in declination and inclination 
were considered to be periodic with a periodicity of about 2800 years. 
Partial alternating field demagnetization helped to produce the high-fidelity 
magnetic record from Loch Lomond (Turner and Thompson, 1979), which, 
together with an improved time scale, showed that the geomagnetic field 
changes did not follow a simple oscillationary pattern during the past 7000 
years. Turner and Thompson (1981) noted that the calibrated master curve 
for Britain (Fig.,l3.1) has similarities with other European lake and archaeo- 
magnetic records but differs from North American and Japanese records. 
Creer and Tucholka (1982) considered that the similarities between the 
UK and North American Great Lakes master curves were sufficient to 
indicate westward drift throughout most of postglacial time at about the 
historically observed rate. The general lack of similarity of record from 
Argentina (Creer et al., 1983b): Australia [Barton and McElhinny. 1979), 
UK (Turner and Thompson, 1981), and the North American Great Lakes 
(Creer and Tucholka, 1982) confirms that the secular variation is not due 
to wobble of the main dipole field axis but to nondipole components with 
different sources at different sites. For this reason, patterns of sedular 
variation cannot be expected to be correlative over large distances. This is 
also demonstrated by the lack of similarity of the record from the Sea of 
Galilee with the UK master curve (Thompson rt ul., 1985). The Western 
European record does, however, appear to match over distances of up to 
about 2000 km, for example, from Western Europe to Iceland (Thompson 
and Oldfield, 1986). 

Runcorn (1959) pointed out that westward-drifting nondipole sources 
will tend to cause the norfh-seeking geomagnetic vector to precess in a 
clockwise sense and therefore give a clockwise sense of looping of the VGP 
paths; however, this interpretation is not unique, and the converse can be 
true with some source configurations (Dodson, 1979). Presently available 
European secular variation data indicate a dominantly clockwisc sense or 
looping of the magnetic vectors and of the VGP paths implying that west- 
ward dr2t dominated the past 7000 years or so (with possibly a few hundred 
years of eastward drift beginning bchveen 1000 and I500 yr B.P.) preceded 
by a period of eastward drift (Turner and Thompson, 1981: Thompson and 
Oldfield, 1986). In the record from British Columbia, clockwise looping 
Irom 4.75 ka to 1.5 ka is followed by a period of anticlockwise Iooping 
(Turner, 1987). This is broadly consistent with the European record. In 
the Elk Lakc record, clockwisc looping predominates with anticlockwise 
looping in the 500-1500 yr B.P. and 6100-7000 year B.P. intervals (Sprowl 
and Banerjee, 1989). The Australian record showspredominantly clockwise 
looping, with periods of anticlockwise looping between 5.7 and 4.0 ka and 
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1987). This dilemma highlights thc critical role of radiocarbon and other 
agc determinations in efforts to establish mastcr curvcs of secular variation 
and the problems which can arise when radiocarbon dates arc not backed 
by independent age control. Thc lake sediment records for thc last 10 ky 
from Minnesota (Lund and Bane jee. 1985) and Fish Lake, Oregon (Vero. 
sub et ul., 1986) can be convincingly correlated with radiocarbon-dated lava 
flows and archaeomagnetic records (see Brandsma etal., 1989). Elk Lakc 
in Minnesota has yielded a high-fidelity secular variation record with a 
varve chronology independcnt of radiocarbon (Sprowl and Banerjee. 1989). 

Marine records of secular variation are confined to high sedimentation 
rate environments such as parts ol the Mediterranean or Black Sea (Opdykc 
et al., 1972); Creer, 1974) and to coastal hemipelagic environments (Brand- 
sma ef al., 1989; Levi and Karlin, 1989) and drift deposits (Lund and Keig- 
win, 1994) where sedimentation rates are of the order of tens of centimeters 
per thousand years. Lake sediment accumulation rates are often of the order 
of 1 mlky, whereas pelagic marine sedimentalion rates are characteristically 
about 1 mlky. Thc relatively enhanced fidelity of lake sediment records 
of secular variation is partly due to their higher sscdimentation rates and 
partly due to the general absence of bioturbation. At DSDP Site 480 in  
the Gulf of California. the estimated sedimentation ratc is 1 mlky and the 
50-m core was sampled at 10-cm intervals for secular variation studies (Levi 
and Karlin, 1989). Thc record cannot be correlated in detail to the lake 
records although high-amplitude fluctuations in inclination in the 20- 
50 ka interval may bc related to low paleointensites at the time of the 
Mono Lake and Laschamp excursions (Levi and Karlin, 1989). in the Santa 
Catalina Basin (California Borderlands), estimated sedimentation rates 
range from 13 to 86 cmlky (Brandsma etal., 1989). A 3-cm sampling interval 
in 3-4 m-long piston cores has yielded secular variation records that can 
be correlated among three cores and with North American lakc records 
(Brandsma et ul., 1989), thereby improving the chronology of the sediments . 
from the Santa Catalina Basin for the last 10 ky. Lund and Keigwin (1994) 
noted that sccular variation records from the Bermuda Rise arc rclatively 
subdhcd for the Holocene (where sedimentation rates arc about 10 cml 
ky) compared to the Late Pleistocene where sedimentation rates are 2-3 
times higher. 

Sccular variation records from Australia (Barton and McElhinny, 1979; 
Constable and McElhinny, 1985) are more difficult to correlate because of 
the gcncrally lower amplitude of the directional changes. The records from 
Victoria (Barton and McElhinny, 1979) cannot be matched with those from 
Quecnsland on a swing-by-swing basis (Constable and McElhinny, 1985); 
however, some features of thc VGP paths can be correlated. 

r 
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The original records from Lake Windermere and Lough Neagh were 
I.  NRM records, and the observed oscillations in declination and inclination 

were considered to be periodic with a pcriodicity or about 2800 years. 
j Partial alternating field demagnetization helped to produce the high-fidelity 
i magnetic record from Loch Lomond (Turner and Thompson, 1979), which, 
; together with an improved time scale, showed that the geomagnetic field 
/ changes did not follow a simple oscillationarypattern during the past 7000 
I years. Turner and Thompson (1981) noted that the calibraled master curve 
[ for Britain (Fig. 13.1) has similaritieswith othcr European lake and archaec- 
I plagnetic rccords but differs from North American and Japanesc iecords. 

Creer and Tucholka (1982) considered that thc similarities between the 
UK and North American Great Lakes master curves were sufficient to 
indicate westward drift throughout most of postglacial time at about the 
historically observed rate. The general lack of similarity of record from 
Argentina (Crecr et al., 1983b), Australia (Barton and McElhinny, IY79), 
UK (Turner and Thompson, 1981), and thc North American Great Lakes 
(Creer and Tucholka, 1982) confirms that the secular variation is not duc 
to wobble of the main dipole field axis but to nondipole components with 
different sources at different sites. For this reason, patterns of secular 
variation cannot be expected to be correlative over large distances. This is 
also demonstrated by the lack or similarity of the record from the Sea a£ 
Galilee with the UK master curve (Thompson er ul., 1985). The Western 
European record does, however, appear to match over distances of up to 
about 2000 km, for example, from Western Europr, to Iceland (Thompson 
and Oldficld, 1986). 

Runcorn (1959) pointed out that westward-drifting nondipole sources 
will tend to cause thc north-sceking geomagnetic vector to precess in a 
clockwise sense and therefore give a clockwise sense of looping of the VGP 
paths; however, this interpretation is not unique, and the converse can be 
true with some source configurations (Dodson, 1979). Presently available 
European secular variation data indicate a dominantly clockwise sense of 
looping of the magnctic vectors and or the VGP paths implying that wcst- 
ward drift dominated the past 7000 years or so (with possibly a few hundred 
years of eastward drift beginning between 1OOO and 1500 yr B.P.) precedcd 
by a period of eastward drift (Turner and Thompson, 1981; Thompson and 
Oldfield, 1986). In the record from Brirish Columbia, clockwise looping 
from 4.75 ka to 1.5 ka is followed by a period of anticlockwise looping 
(Turner, 1987). This is broadly consistent with the European record. In 
the Elk Lake record, clockwise looping predominates with anticlockwise 
looping in the 5N-1500 yr B.P. and 6100-7000 year B.P. intewals (Sprowl 
and Banerjce, 1989). The Australian record shows predominantly clockwise 
looping, with of anticlockwise looping betwecn 5.7 and 4.0 ka and 
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between 10.5 and 8.8 ka. Within the age constraints, this sense of looping 
is consistent with thc Argentinean record (Constable and McElhinny, 1985). 
The record from Lac du Bouchet for the 10 ka to 30 ka interval is consistent 
with predominantly westward-drifting geomagnetic sources (Smith and 
Creer, 1986). Although thcrc is some consistency between infcrred drift 
direction in the northom hemisphere and UI the southern hemisphere. 
there is no clcar global consistency, which has led Creer and Tucholka 
(1982) to infcr that the looping may be largely due to "standing" sources 
which fluctuate in intensity rather than westward or eastward drift. Cross- 
correlation of the Bulgarian archaeomagnetic record (Kovachcva, 19R3) 
with the Elk Lake (Minnesota) record yields a peak a t  an offset of 520 
years, implying a westward drift rate of 0.23"lyr: however, there is little 
consistency in the drift rate or  the drift direction when the same exercise is 
performed for Eurasian andNorth American records (Sprowl and Banerjec, 
1989). In a recent review of North Amcrican Holocene secular variation, 
Lnnd (1996) found no evidencc for westward or eastward drift. According 
to ~ u n d  (1YY6), repetitive vector loops may indicate a recurring core genera- 
tion process manifest in the secular variation record. 

A global compilation of local changes in declination and inclination 
for the past 400 years mainly from observatory records (Fig. 13.4) (Thomp- 

j V l m l  Geomagnetic Poles (1600-1975 AD) 

Figure 13.4 Historical vinual seomagoetic poles ovcr rhc Earth'? surfacc for thc 1600-1975 
interval. The sense of motion is clockwisc cxccpt in the rryion of the Indian Ocean (arm 
Thompson and BarraclouEh. 1982). 
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son and Barraclough, 1982) illustrates that the amplitude of the secular 
variation and the timing of distinctive turning points in the records vary 
from place to place, with the most rapid high-amplitude secular changes 
and clearest turning points occurring over Africa and Europe. These are 
therefore the most promising regions for the use of secular variation as a 
historical correlation tool. 

Although high-quality relative paleointensity records have been ob- 
bined from marine sediments (see Ch. 14), paleointensity studies in lake 
sediments have generally been less succcssful. Roberts et ul. (1994b) pre- 

_sentedapaleointensity rccordforthe65-105 ka interval from Lake Chewau- 
can (Oregon) which indicates an NRMIARM paleointensity high close to 
80 ka. consistent with marine paleointensity records (Meynadicr el al., 1992: 
Tric et at., 1992). The paleointensity records from Lakc Baikal (Peck el  al.. 
1996) derived from NRMIARMin three - 9m corcs yield anexcellent match 
to marinepaleointensity records for the last 84 ky. Inlake sedimcnts, anhys- 
teretic remanence (ARM) and saturation isothermal remanence (SIRM) arc 
often inadcquate as a means of normalizing for variable concentration of 
~manence-contributing grains, possibly bccause magnetic grains included 
in a largernonmagneticgrainscontribute to ARMand SIRM but not to rema- 
nence (Turner and Thompson, 1979). Tucker (1980. 1981) has pointed out 
the difference in nature of the naturalDRM andof ARM and hassuggested 
the use of stirredremanenrmagnetization (StRM)asa normalizingparame- 
ter.Thouveny (1987) hasdemonstrated that StRMcan havethesamestability 
against magnetic cleaning as the NRM and that this can bc the most suitable 
normalizing parameter. Howevcr, laboratory redcposition of natural sam- 
ples in known magnetizing fields may no! adequately mimic ihc relationship 
between NRM and magnetizing field because of the role of organic gels, 
which appear to bc important in stabilizing grain orientation in the natural 
wet sediment (Stoher andThompson, 1979). Clearly, itwould be highly dcsir- 
able to have an adequate means of  determiningpalcointensities. not only as 
an additional mcans of corrclation but also to have acompletc appreciation 
of the spatial and temporal nature of geomagnetic secular variation. 

Within an individual lakc, cores can be correlated using tie-points de- 
rived from lithological matching and magneticsusceplibility records. A gen- 
eral procedure is to transpose the depth scales l'or each core to that of a lake 
master core by Linear interpolation betwccn correlation tie-points. In order 
to correct for variations in tilt of the corer between holes and to find the 
optimal match between the directional secular variation records from the 
same lake, several workers (c.g., Constable and McElhinny, 1985; Turner, 
1987) have used the cross-correlation technique suggested by Denham 
(1981). At eachstep in theiteration, the angle ofrotation betwccn two records 
iscalculated to maximize thc sum of thescalar products bctween correspond- 
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ing unit vectors. In order touse this method, data points of equal depth in the 
cores must be (linearly) interpolated for each record. The cross-comelation 
technique appliessimple rotationsto the whole dataset, making no alteration 
to the depth or time scales. Correction for thc tilt of the corcr is a criticalstep 
as Mackereth-type corers have operated efficiently at tilts up to 35" (Turner, 
1987). Matched magnetization vectors from diffcrcnt cores can thenbe aver. 
aged to produce a smoothed master curve for the lake, with estimates of 
confidence limits using Fishenan statistics. 

Smoothing of individual records can be achieved by fitting polynomials 
or splines. Spline functions are generally preferred to polynomials for ap- 
proximating smooth empirical functions. The commonly used cubic spline 
function comprises a piecewise polynomial of degree 3 joined at "knots." 
For a given sct oi knots, the parameters of the best-fitting cubic spline can 
be estimated by least squares. Thc number of knots determines the degree 
of smoothing and, if equally spaced knots are used, thc optimum knot 
spacing (bandwidth) can be determined by the cross-validation technique 
(Clark and Thompson, 1978), which involves the repeated comparison of 
the smoothed record with randomly chosen data points temporally deleted 
from the record. The optimum bandwidth is that which minimizes the 
average sum of sqnarcs of thc differences between cxcluded observations 
and the smoothcd curve. This process also permits an estimate of the 
variance of the error measuring the scatter of observations from the 
smoothed curve. and this is essential for thc estimation of confidence limits 
(Clark and Thompsbn, 1978). The method can be applied to the smoothing 
of scalar quantities such as susceptibility or to directional data. 

Smoothed records can then be wmelated by visual matching of distinc- 
tive features such as turning points in the directional records. Widely avail- 
able computer programs such as Analyseries and Corepack are useful for 
optimizing core carrelation by matching distinctive features in the records. 
A less subjcctive method of correlation of betwccn-lake records involves 
determining the stretching function (transformation of depth scales) which 
results in the optimal fit between records (Clark and Thompson, 1979). 
The stretching function may be nonlinear, and the method can give valid 
confidence limits. 

13.3 Geomagnetic Excursions in the Brunhes Chron 

There is a largc number of papers in the literature advocating geomagnetlc 
"excursions" (Opdyke, 1972) with~n thc Brunhcs Chron, and the evidence 
for theu existence is controversial. Some have suggested that a full reversal 
of the Earth's magnetlc field has occurred many tlmes withln the Brunhes 
and that the excursions should be classified as subchrons (Champion el a l ,  
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1988). These features may be either extreme excursions in secular variation, 
aborted reversals of the geomagnetic field, or short polarity subehrons with 
duration -lo4 years. In general, the excurs~ons have prwed to be too short 
in duration and difficult to detect to be particularly useful for stratigraphic 
correlat~on purposes, but they are potent~ally very important for our under- 
standing the nature of the geomagnetlc field 

It is clear that some of the proposed geomagnetic excursions are based 
on spu~ious data. For example, the Gothenberg excursion orig~nated from 
studies of Swedith varved sediments (Morner et a l ,  1971). Attempts to 
*replicate the results in sediments from nearby lakes werc unsuccessful 
(Thompson and Berglund, 1976). Both the Gothenberg excursion and the 
Erieu excursion (Creer et al., 1976) can bc attributed to the effects of 
bottom currents and abrupt facies changes (Thompson and Berglund, 1976; 
Banerjee et al., 1979). Physlcal disturbance of sediments, Inversion of core 
segments. and self-revcrsal mechanisms in igneous rocks may all yield 
result? that could be erroneously rnterprcted as geomagnetic field behav~or. 

There is a major problem assoc~ated wlth the recognition of geomag- 
netic events which may have very short duration. local man~festat~on, and 
differing character from one place to another. Inability to dupl~catc the 
record of such geomagnetic events may not mcan that the events do not 
exist; however, the lack of duplication casts doubt upon the validity of the 
origmal record. Nonetheless, four Brunhes Chron excursions have been 
documented at a number of locations and are now generally cons~dered to 
represent perturbations of the geomagnetic field (Table 13.1). 

Mono Lake Excursion: The Mono Lake excursion, fir51 documcnted 
by Denham and Cox (1971) and subsequently Investigated by Lidd~coat 
and Coe (1979), is arguably the best documented excursion of the geomag- 
netic field during the Brunhes Chron. The excursion (dated at 27-28 ka) 
is followed by four successive recurrences of the excursion waveform (Fig. 

Excurslan AEC Rrfe~ences 

Mono Lake 27-28.000 )ears B P Denham and Cox (1971); L~ddicoat and 
Cae (1979) 

Laschamp 42.000 years B P Bonhomel and Rehklne (1967). 1 em el Ql 

(19901 
Blake IOR-112.UUO years B.P. smith a id  Poster (196% Tric er 01. (1991h]; 

Zhu et "1. (19Y4) 

Pnnglc Falls 218,000 t lO$W years B.P. Herrero-Bervcra et a1 (1989. 1994) 
Big Lost 565,000 yean K.P. Negrini EI a(. (1987): Champion er al. (IYW) 
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13.2) (Lund et al., 1988). The directional changes have been closely dupli- 
cated at four sites on the shores of Mono Lake, allhough some sites at this 
locality with identical tephrostratigraphy Iailed to record the cxcursion, 
exemplifying the problem associated with the recognition of such events. 
The excursion is recorded as a declination swing to thc west by 60"followed 
by a swing to the east by about 40" and a swing in inclination to -30" 
(Liddicoat and Coe, 1979). The duration oflhe excursion has been estimated 
to be about I# years. Lack of recognition of the Mono Lake excursion at 
Clear Lake (Verosub, 1977b) or Pyramid Lake (Verosub et al., 1980). 
located about 300 and 200 km from Mono Lake, respectively, has been 
uscd as evidence that the Mono Lake record is spurious (Verosub el ul., 
1980). These authors considered contemporancous nondeposition or ero- 
sion at Clear Lake and Mono Lake to be highly unlikely. This argument 
depends critically on the duration of the event; clearly, if the duration 
was short, recording of the excursion may be due to fortuitously rapid 
accumulation rates at Mono Lake at this precise time. Two lake records 
appear to yhow geomagnetic excursions of cornparable age to that recorded 
at Mono Lakc. These records are from Lake Tahoe (Palmer et ul., 1979) 
and from Summer Lake (Negrini et al., 19841, which are 1000 and 600 km 
from Mono Lake, respectively. Although there are no good age constraints 
or demagnetization dala on the Lake Tahoe record, the Summcr Lake 
excursion is precisely dated by tephrostratigraphy and the magnetic record 
is well documented. The character of the excursion at Summer Lake is 
similar to part of that recorded at Mono Lake. The fact that thc entire 
excursion is apparently not recorded at Summer Lake and that the record 
of the excursion has proved so elusive in lakes with a similar sedimentation 
history indicates that the excursion has very short duration, probably less 
than 103 years. This in turn leads us to thc conclusion that this excursion 
will be of little nsc as a means of correlation, although it is wcll dated both 
at Mono Lake and Summer Lakc by tephrostratigraphy as being in the. 
24-29 ka range (Liddicoat, 1992; Negrini el aL, 1984). The fact that this 
age correlates closely with the 27-30 ka age for the Lake Mungo excursion 
(Barbetti and McEUlinny, 1976) is an interesting coincidence, but most 
probably fortuitous. 

Laschamp Excursion: This excursion was originally detected by Bon- 
hommet and Babkine (1967) in recent lavas of the Puy dc Dome region 
of the Massif Central, France (see also Bonhommet and Zahringer. 1969). 
The best estimate for its age seems to he 42 ka (Condomes et aL, 1982). 
Detailed studies on these lavas by Hcller and Petersen (1982) indicate 
that they possess sclf-reversing properties: therefore, the existence of the 
excursion may be in doubt. The observed directions of magnetization make 
large angles with the present geornagnctic field direction but are not fully 
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reverse polarity. Coring in nearby lake sediments which span the samc time 
interval failcd to detect the excursion (Thouveny and Creer, 1992). Recent 
studies of the Lonchadiere volcanic flow from central France yielded deviat- 
ing magnetization directions and the lava is the same age as the basalts at 

: Laschamp and Olby. Icelandic lava flows which yield ages indistinguishable 
from those for the Laschamp excursion give paleomagneticresults which are 
in accord with the Laschamp excursion (Kristjansson and Gundmundsson, 
1980; Levi et al., 1990). Based on thcsc results, the geomagnetic excursion 
appears to be confirmed. 
i.. Blake Excursion: Another geomagnetic excursion within the Brunhcs 

Chron which has been well documented is the so-called Blake Event, This 
excursion was first recorded in the Atlantic (Smith and Foster, 1969) and 
subsequcntly both in the Atlantic and in the Caribbean (Denham. 1976). 
This excursion appears to he a complete, albeit short-lived, reversal of the 
geomagneticfield and therefore may qualify as a subchron. The appearance 
of the Blake Event in the sedimentary record is variable, depending, pre- 
sumably, on the completeness of the record rather than vagaries in the 
remanence acquisition process. It appcars as a single reversal (Tucholka 
et al., 1987) and two reverse intervals (Creer et al., 1980b; Tric et aL, 1991b) 
in Mediterranean cores and as three more complete reversals in Atlantic 
cores (Denham, 1976) and in Chinese loess (Fig. 13.5) (Zhu et al., 1994). 
The Blake Event has now been recorded in China and in the Atlantic and 
Mediterranean and therefore appears to bc a global event. Age estimates 

; for the Blake Event from Atlantic cores (100 ka, Denham, 1976) compare 
closely to age estimates from Chinese loess (111-117 ka, Zhu et al., 1994). 
In Mediterranean piston cores, ncgative inclinations correlate to oxygen 
isotopic sllbstages 5e and 5d (Tucholka er al., 1987; Tric el ul., 1991h). 
Tephrochronology and S L 8 0  stratigraphy in these cores indicate fully re- 
verse magnetization directions over a 40-cm interval which the authors 
estimate to represent -4000 years. The event is centered at about 110 ka, 
close to the age originally suggested by Smith and Foster (1969), and best 
estimates of thc duration of the event lie in the 4-6 ky range. 

Pringle Falls Excursion: The three partially reverse polarity intervals 
recorded in lake sediments from near Pringle Falls, Oregon (Herrero. 
Bewera el al., 1989; Herrero-Bervera and Helsley, 1993) were first thought 
to be a record of the Blake Event. Thc excursion at Pringle Falls has now 
hecn correlated to similar directional records of Geld excursions at Summer 
Lake (Oregon) and Long Valley (California), and 40Ari39Ar dating and 

' tcphrochronology indicate an age of 218 ? 10 ka (Fig. 13.6) (Herrero- 
Bervera er al., 1994). Anomalous magnetization directions from the Ma- 
maku ignimbrile in Ncw Zealand (Shane et al., 1994) yield virtual geomag- 
netic poles which lie close to the VGP path from OregonICalifornia records 
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Figure 13.5 Record 01 Ih r  Blake Even1 from Chmese loesr (after Zhu e( of, 1994) 

of the Prlngle Falls excursion. Isothermal plateau fission track age on glass 
(230 -C 12 ka) (Shane et a!., 1994) and the 40Ar/39Ar age on plagioclase 
(223 ? 3 ka) (McWilhams, personal cornmumcation, 1995) from the Ma- 
maku ignimbrite are consistent w~th the est~mated age of the Pr~ngle Falls 
excursion in OregonICalifornia 

Big Lost Excursion: Champion et al. (1988) have identified reverse 
directions in bore holes and outcrops from Idaho dated at 565 f 14 ka. 
They called this event the Big Lost subchron.The duration of this possible 
excursion (or subchron) 1s not known. A reverse interval recorded in Hum- 
bolt Canyon (Negrini rt al., 1987; Champ~on et al., 1988) and low-latltude 
poles from volcanlc rocks in southwest Germany dated at 510 f 30 ka have 
been correlated to thls excursion (Schnepp and Hrddetzky, 1994). 

Apart from those listed above, Champion et al. (1988) have postulated 
the existence ol' five additional subchrons within the Brunhes based on data 
from the Lake B~wa cores (Kawai, 1984) and from old piston cores (e g., 
Goodell and Watk~ns, 1968; Steanvald er al., 1968, Ryan and Flood, 1972, 
Watkins, 1968), most of which should not be used for this purpose. Early 
piston core data containing anomalous magnetization directions (e.g . Nin- 
kovlch et al ,  1966) were reinterpreted by Wollin et a1 (1977) as recording 
field-related behavior The cores in question had sedimentation rates of 
1 d k y  or lessand it is, therefore, veryunlikely that short-term geomagnebc 
field hchavior would havc been recorded. 
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Figure 13.6 Declination and inclination of the magnetizstion in sediments from California 
and Oregon which record the Pringlc Palls eeotnagnctic excursion, with the correlarion of 
tephra among the sectiunr (after Hcrrrro-Bervera cf oL, 1994). Tephras are letter coded to 
aid conelation lrom the inclination to lhe declination records. 

In recent years, abundant data have become available from Brunhes 
age sediments with rates of sedimentation above 1 cm/ky from both cnnven- 
tional piston cores and HPCIAPC cores of the Ocean Drilling Program. 
High-quality data are also available from loess scctions of China. In Figure 
13.7, thcse are plotted as straight-line scgments assigning the top of the 
cores to zcro age and the BrunhesIMatuyama boundary to 780 ka. In at 
least one study of locss in t l i n a  (Heller and Liu, 1984), dcnse sampling 
was carried out in an attempt to detect the Blake and Laschamp subchrons; 
however. no deviating diucctions were observed. The core with the highest 
rate of sedimentation is from ODP Leg lU7 (Site 650) in the Tyrrhenian 
Sea, which has a sedimentation rate of 56cmiky (Channel1 andTorii, 1990). 
Two zones of negative (upward) magnetic inclination are secn in this core: 
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Stratigraphic depth (m) 

Figure 13.7 Positiota or r e v e r r  polarity intervals in Rrunhcs agc sediment corer and locrd 
sections (1.1 and L3). Brunher rccrinns range in length lrilm 8 to 400 m. Site 650 lrmn thc 
Tyrrheniim Sea is plotted from right to lcft with an independent depth scale increased hy a 
factor o[  4. Thc p o s i f i o ~ ~ s o f  the reverge polarity samples or i n t r w l s  arc indicated by the 
arrows or in the case of G I  (Italy) by a gap in lhc straight line. It cam be are" that a correlation 
of reverse polarily inLerrals is not compellirlg. The pusitions in time of the  Muno 1,akc (Mo), 
].aschamp (L). Blakz (EL), Jamaica iJa) .  Levantine (Lr). Biwa Ill (BilII). Emperor (Em). 
Big 1.nst (BL), and Delta rxcuniims arc shown. 

the first (A) occurs at a depth of 10.39 m to 12.31 m and the second occurs 
at a depth of 100.16 to 100.45 m. When plotted on a time versus dcplh 
plot, event A would seem to correspond to the Mono Lake cxcursion. 
Event B occurs a1 an extrapolated age of about 175-ky, an apparent age 
older than expected for the Blake excursion. Hole h42B (Fig. 13.7) has 
zones of negative inclination which appear to corrclale with the Mono Lake 
and Laschamp excursions. The Blake Event, on the other hand. does not 
appear to correlate wilh negative inclinations in any of the cores and sections 
examined. This is also true of the Big Lost excursion. 

Studies of reversal transitions indicate that the lcngth of time taken 
for a transilion t o  occur is -5-10 ky. The shortcsl subchron duration you 
could expect in which Lhe field goes cornplctely reverse would bc from 10 
lo 20 ky. This is, in fact, the length of timc estimated for the Cobb Mountain 
and Reunion subchrons. If full reversals of the magnetic ficld can take as 
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little as 1 ky, as sccms to be indicated from the results by Tric et al. (1991b). 
then very short polarity subchrons may occur. For correlative purposes, 
however, such short subchrons would seem to be of marginal value except 
in regions of very high sedimentation ratcs. Excursion records and records 
of short polarity evcnts such as the Cobh Mounlain subchron (see Clcment 
and Martiuson, 1992) imply that the geomagnetic field cxhihits a complete 
spectrum of behavior frum high-amplitude secular variation tu full polarity 
revcrsals. Brief polarity reversals which never stabili7.c. where the dipolc 
field immediately reverts back to itsinitialpolarity, have also been recorded. 

j ~ ~ .  Detailed high-fidelity records of the process of polarity reversal, recorded 
: in sediments with high accumulation rates, have occasionally indicated that 

the dipole configurationof the ficld is maintained during the reversal proccss 
for certain polarily transitions (see Clcment. 1992; Clcmcnt er al., 1995) 
and that the paleomapetic pole follows preferred longitudinal paths during 
the reversal proccss (Clement, 1991: Laj et al., 1991) (Ch. 2). 



Rock Magnetic Stratigraphy 
and Paleointensities 

14.1 Introduction 

Rock magnetic stratigraphy involves ihc utilization of magnetic 
of sediments and sedimentary rocks as a means of (1) stratigraphic corrc- 
lation. (2) idcntificetion o l  sediment sources and transport mechanisms. 
(3) characterizationldetection of paleoenvironmcntal changt.. 

The first rock magnetic parameter to be widely used for corrclation 
was initial (low field) magnctic susceptibility (k). Its usefulness has long 
been recognized particularly for correlating volcanoclaslic-rich horizons in 
marine sediments (e.g.. Radhakrishnamurty era/., 1968). and it is now a 
standard corrclation tcchniquc in deep-sea sediments (e.g., Robinson et aL, 
1995), lake sediments (e.g.. Thompson rl a!., 1975; Peck et ul., 1994), and 
in locss (c.g., Kukla et al., 1988). Magnetic susceptibility essentially monitors 
the concentration of ferrimagnetic minerals such as magnclitc and maghe- 
mite. and therefore the correlation method is sensitive in sediments which 
show variations in concentration ofeither of thcsc magnelic minerals. Mag- 
netic susceptibility measurements are part of the standard core scanning 
procedure on RN Joirles Re.solutir,n and other oceanographic research 
vessels. High-resolution paleoceanographic studies require not only multi- 
ple cores at each sitc (cnsuringcomplctc recovery of the sediment sequence) 
but also the ability to make high-resolution correlation among cores. An 
important step forward in shipboard cure correlation was accomplished 
during ODP Leg 138 (Lyle era/., 1992; Hagelberg el a/., 1992). Specialized 
computer sollware linked lo core scanning systems recording saturated 
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bulk (GRAPE) density, magneticsusceptibilily, and digital color rcflcctancc 
spectroscopy produced optimal correlation of physical parameters between 
cores. This was tho basis for "real-time" core correlation within site, the 
construction of a composite section for the site, and correlation to downholc' 
logs. Real time within site correlation can be used to determine the number 
of holes necessary to ensure cumplcte recovery at a sitc and to compensale 
for the poorly understood phenomenon o l  corc expansion (often up to 
10,20%) during recovery. 

The field of rock magnetic stratigraphy has broadened considerably in 
the last 15 years with the use o l  magnetic parameters which are sensitive 
not only to magnetic mineral concentration hut also to the grain size and 
mineralogy. These techniques were largely developed to study environmcn- 
tal changes in lakc catchments by monitoring changes in lakc sediment 
magnetic mineralogy which are sensitive to changes in land use, erosion, 
industrialization, and climatc (see Thompson and Oldfield: 1986). Similar 
methods have been applied to marine sediments (Robinson, 1986; Bloemen- 
dal et al., 1988; Doh et a/., 1988) and loess deposits (Maher and Thompson, 
1991.1992) and have been shown to provide not only a sensitive means of 
corrclation but also information on changing detrital and hiogcnic fluxes. 
The magnetic parameters useful [or correlation andlor environmental mod- 
eling depend on the nature of the variations in magnetic mineralogy within 
the sediment. 

14.2 Magnetic Parameters Sensitive to Concentration, Grain 
Size, and Mineralogy 

The magnetic parameters listed below and in Table 14.1 are the principal 
parameters used ~n ~tudies of marlne and lake sediments (see Thompson 
etal., 1975. King el a l ,  1982; Thompwn and Oldheeld, 198e Robinson, 1986: 
Bloemcndal et al., 1988, Doh el a l ,  1988; Kmg and Channell, 1991; Stoner 
rt a1 , 1996). 

a. Magnetic Susceptibility (k) 

Volume (initial) magnetic susceptibility. defined as volume magnetization 
divided by applied field, is often considered to be a measure 01 fcrrimag- 
netic mineral cunccntration: however. susceptibility (in magnetite) shows 
a grain size dependence (see Maher. 1988) increasing through the SD- 
PSD-MD range. As the susceplihilily of the ferrimagnctic tninerals 
magnetite and maghemile is 3 or  4 orders of magnitude greater than 
that of common anlifcrroma-~etic minerals. such as hematite and goethilc. 
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the susceptibility is usually dominated by the ferrimagnetic grains and 
therefore gives information on the presence or ahsence of this group 
of magnetic minerals. For magnetite- and maghemite-bearing sediments. 
magnetic susceptibility is a reasonable measure of the concentration of 
the magnetic mincral. and is not in itself a sensitive measure of grain size. 

b. Anhysteretic Remanent Magnetization (ARM) or Anhysteretic 
Susceptiiility (k,,) and Saturation Remanent 
Magnetization (SIRM) 

These parameters are also concentration dependent and, as for susceptihil- 
ity, are dominated by the fcrrimagnetic grainspresent in the sample. These 
paramctcrs arc particularly useful because their magnitude tends to increase 
with decreasing grain size of the ierrimagnctic grains (see Maher, 1988). 
Normalizing these paramelcrs by initial susceptibility partially compensates 
for variations in concentration and hence the SIRMIk ratio (Thompson. 
1986) and ARMlk or k,,,lk ratio (King ef al., 1982) vary inversely with 
magnetic particle size and are therefore useful granulometric paramctcrs. 
The former is likely to be more sensitive lo the multidomain grain size 
range and the latter to the pseudo-single-domain range. The granulometric 
method utilizes the fact that ARM and SlRM dccrcase with increasing 
grain size whereas susceptihility is relatively insensitive. showing slight 
increase with increaing grain size. Interpretation is complicated by the non- 
linear response of these parameters lo changes in grain size. An additional 
drawback of all three granulometric ratios is that ultrafine superparamag- 
netic (SP) grains will have negligible remanence (SIRM, ARM, k,,,) but 
relatively high k, resulting in low values of the ratios (STRMIk ARMlk, or 
k,,,lk), comparahle to those seen in coarse mulridomain grains. 

c. S-Ratiu and "Hard" IRM (HIRM) 

The S-ratlo (Stober and Thomp~on, 1979, Bloemendal. 1983) IS found by 
measuring the SIRM and then plac~ng the sanlple in a back held (typically 
0.1 T) and remeasuring the IRM 

s-0~ is a convenient measure of the proportion of (coarse) low-coerciv- 
ity ferrimagnetic grains TO higher coercivily grains. As the proporrion of 
low-coercivity grains saturating in fields less than 0.1 T increases, this S- 
ratio approaches uhity. For discriminating fcrrimagnetic grains (such as 
magnetite) from high-cocrcivity antiferromagnetic grains such as geothite 
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or hematite, Lrn, (determined using a back field of 0.3 T) would be 
more appropriate. 

The HIRM (.'hard3' IKM) is the difference between the IRM o,3 (IRM 
in a 0.3-T field) and SIRM divided by 2 (Robinson. 1986: Blocmendal er 
ab, 1988). 

HIRM-0,; = (SIRM + I R M  ,,_r)l2 

. This parameter is also a measure of thc concentration of antiferrumag- 
netic minerals with high coercivity. The two parameters (S-ratio and 
HIRM) compIement cach other and might be expected to show an inverse 
relationship in cores exhibiting a wide range of magnetic mineralogy and 
grain size, The combination of these two paranieters provides a means 
of monitoring changes in tnagneric rrrineralogy and magnetic mincral 
concentrations. Thc coercivity range in which the S-rado and IIIRM 
arc sensitive will depend not only on Lhc value. uf ihc back field hut 
also the magnetizing field used to acquire the SIRM. Note that, in 
practice, the "SIRM" is often acquired in a magnetizing licld of about 
1 T, is close to thc maximum licld attainable hy most small 
electromagnets and pulse magnetizers. This field may not fully saturate the 
samplc, particularly in the prescnce of high-coercivity antifcrromagnetic 
minerals such as goethilc or hematite. 

d. Frequency-Dependent Susceptibility 

The susceptibility of fine-grained magnetite. with grain sizes close to the 
superparamagnetic/single domain boundary, is frequency dependenl, dc- 
creasing wilh increasing Crcquency o i  ihc applied field (Stephenson. 1971). 
The susceptibility of single-domain and mulridomain g~ains is relatively 
unaffected by changes in frequency. The frequency-dependent susceptihil- 
ity (ktd) is often exprcsscd as a percentage, whcre krd = (kl,i- k~l.)lk~i 
and khr and k,, a r t  Lhe susceptihility in the high-frequency (typically about 
5-10 kHz) and low-hequcncy field (Lypically about 1 kIIz), respectively. 
The frequency-dependent susceptihility is a convenient mcasure of thc 
coi~cmtration of very fine grained ( S P )  mugnerite in lhc sample. 

14.3 Rock Magnetic Stratigraphy in Marine Sediments 

Over 15 years ago, the rccognition ororhital frequencies in NRM sediment 
records Icd to the proposal that geomagnetic field intensity was orbitally 
modulated (e.g.. Wollin r+r a!.. 1977). I t  has since bccn demonstrated that 
these observations arc best explained by orhitally controlled climatic varia- 
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ToMe 14.1 
Generalized Table of Downcore Magnetic Parameters and Their Intwerprmions 

- 
Ralk Mamerrc Meostt,cmoir~ - 

Natural Kcmancnt Magnutiration i)cpcndcnt nn mineralogy. concentruti<~n. and 
(NRXf): I b c  fossil (rcmancnt) erain size of the ~uaenetic material ds wcll a. 

declination. inclination, and inrcnrity. 
Volumetric Marnctiu Lsci~tihi111\' lk): . , .  

4 measurc uf the cnnccntratlnn of 
magnrtizahlr material. Dvfind er thc 
ratio of induced ma$nrli,ati<m 
intensity (M) per virlumr In lhr 
strength of the applizd weak field 
(H): k = M!H. 

Isothermal Remanent Magnetization 
(IKM): .Magncric rcmancncc ~cqui red  
undur thc influcncc of H strong L>C 
ficld Cummrmly cxprcssed as a 
~dturstiun IRhI or SIRM when a iicld 
gvrater than i T i >  used. A hack lirld 
IRM (BIRM) is that i lqui r rd  in ,J 

=versed DC field alter SIRM 
acquisition. 

- ~ ~~ 

modc of acquisition of rzmanencc and 
intensity and dircnion o l  the ~~~~~~pruc 
fiuld. 

k is a first-ordcr mcasurc of thc amount o i  
fcrrimagnctic material (c.8.. magnetite): i. ih 
particularly cnhanccd by supcrparamaenztic 
(SP) magn<tilu (<n.m ~ m )  2nd by iargc 
m a p r l ~ t r  grains (>I0 & m )  Whcn the 
coficentralicm r,f lrrrim~gnetic material is 
low. k responds In an~ii lnumagnrlic [e.#.. 
hematite), paramagnetic (ug.. Fe. Mg 
silicates). and diamaenetic marerial leg.. 
calcium carhol~ntc. silica) a,hich may 
cllmpliciile the infcrprctation. 

SIRM primdrily depends on thc conccntration 
of nlagnetic. principally rrrrimagnelic, 
matciial. It is grain sire dcpmdml,  being 
particularly Jcnsitive to  magnetirc grains 
smsllcr than a fcw tcnr 61 microns. 

hissing I1C ficld within a decreasing hou~evcr. it is also stronzly grain size 
illternling field. Commonly dcpendcnt. k n u  prcfcrcntially responds to 
expressed as anhysteretic smsllcr magnctitc grn~n sizcr (<1U wm) and 
susceptibility (kAxx, )  whcn ir ir\cful in the derrlopmenL rtl grain s i x  
nlrrmillircd hy thc hiasjng field dependent rntios. 
used. 

Conrinrrrcd iMngnrilr ParanzNl.rs 
The "hard" IRM (JIIRhl): This ir HlRM i$ a measurc uf the concentration of 

dcri%d by impirrtins a back lieid. mil~nrtic malerial with higher ccrrrcivitv than 
tvpically (1.1 or 3.0 T. on a samplu the-back field. Thir confnlbnly gives 
prrviuusly givcn a SlRM The information on the concet~tratioc of 
rraulling RIRhI. which has a nqativc anrifcrromagnctic (c .~. .  hcmatito) or vely 
sign. is used to derive Lhc HIRM by Rnr grained fcrrimagnrlic (r.g., magnctitc) 
the fornula: HIRM = (SIRM + grains dvpendinp on the back field used. 
BIRM)/?. 
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. Tmbk 14.1 conrlnued 

Parameter lnrcrprrtalion 

S ralior: These arc dcrivrd by impaning Tbc S ratios can be wed to estimate t hc  
a back field, typically U.1 or 0.3 T, on magneric mineralogy (e.g., magnetite o r  
a sample previously giviven a STRM. hemulite). Downcorr variations may bc 
The resulting BIRM, which has a associatcd with changing mineralogy. Values 
ncgative sign, is normalized by the dosc  tu -1 indicate lower coer~ivitg and a 
SIRM; S = RIRMISIRM. This fcrrimagnetic mineralogy (e.g.. magnctilr): 
provides a measurc of the proportion values closer to zero indicatc a higher 

. of saturation st  the back ficld applied. comcivity. possibly an antiferroma@etic 
(r.g., iiemafitc) mineralogy. S ratio with a 
back tield 111 0.1 T may bc scnsilive to  
minrralugic and gmin-sire changes. where* 
the S ratio with the D.3 T back field is more 
sensitive to n~inrralugicl  chimgrs (c.g.. 
proportion of magnetite to hematite). 

k,,,lk: Indicatcs changes in magnetic II the magnetic mineralogy is dominantly 
grain sire, il Ihe magnetic mineralogy magnetite, kAR~!k varies utverscly with 
is dominantly mngnctitr. magnetic grain ske. particularly in ihe 1- 

10 +m grainsize rangc. Hnwever. thc 
interpretation of this ratio may hr. 
complicatcd by signiticant amounts of 
supcrparamagnetic (SF) o r  paramagnrlic 
material. 

SIRMlli: lndicatcs c h a n ~ e s  in mametic If thc magnetic mineralogy ir; dominantly 
ga in  sim,  il the magnetic minc~alagy magneGte, SLRMlk miles invrrsely with 
is dominantly mgneti te.  magnctic particle sizc. StRMlk is marc 

~ - 

sensitive than kanw!k to  changcs in the 
proportion uf large (>ID ~ m )  grains. SIRMI 
k may also be compromi.md by SP o r  
paramagnetic material. 

SIRMlknRM: Indicates changes in SIRMlkaRM increases with increasing magnetic 
magnetic grain size,if the magnetic grain size but is less sensitive and can be 
mincralogy is dominantly magnetite. more difficull to interpret than the tu,o rados 

abo5.e. A major advantage of SIRMI~ARM is 
that ir only reaponds to remanence carrying 
magnetic matcrinl and is therefore not 
afiectcd by SP or paramagnetic material. 

Frcqurncy Dependent Magnetic k, is used t o  indicate the presencc o f  SP 
Susceptibility (k,): The ratio oilaw- matcrial SP material in high concentratirlns 
frequency k (U.47 kHz) to high can compromise ihr grain-sizc interpretation 
frequency k,,, (4.7 kHz) calculaled by madc using k ~ a d k  and SlRWk. 
kt = 100X(k - khi)ik. 

Hystrrcsts Measrrrcmcnif 
Saturation Magnetization (M,): M, is M,,/MM decreases with increasing magnetitc 

the magnetization within a saturating grain sire in thc submicron to few tenr of 
field: Saturation Remvnence (M,,): microns grain size rangc. 
M,* is the remanencc remaining after 
removal of the saturatine ficld. 
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Table 14.1 continued 

Parameter l n t cmc ta t~on  

Coercive Force (f?,.]: Thc back field For ma.~gnelite, thc ratio H,,/H, incrcase with 
requited irr rulate saturation increasing grain size (in the submicron to 
magnrtirarim lu zero within an  several hundrcd micron grain-sirr range) due 
applied field; Ccirrcivity o f  to  the strong grain-size dependence of both 
Rernanence (fir.): Thc hack ficld pu'amsters, rdrticularly H,. Hi, is a useful 
requlred to rotate saluratiun guide la  magnetic mineralogy. 
magnetization to zero rrmanmcc. 

Note: After Stoner cf 0 1 ,  1996. 
NHysteresis parameters provide a mwnr of monitoring grain-sire variatirms in magnetite. 
Sediments should he homopenrnu~ because ui thc small sample sire (-:OOi g) typically use11 
for hystcrcsis measurements. Mired magnelic mineral asscmblad,es greatly mmplicatc the 
jnterprctstions, i h c  g~neralized interpretations lislrd ithove arc based 00 a ferrinmgnetic 
(r.g.. magnetite) mineral assemblage. 

tions affecting magnetic mineral conccntrations, which in turn affect NRM 
intensities (Amerigian, 1974; Chave and Denham. 1979; Kent, 1982). In 
deep-sea sediments, the principal climatically controlled variable which 
influences NRM intensity is carbonate content. which dilutes the magnetic 
mineral flu (Kent. 1982). Detailed studies of the magnetic mincralogy of 
marine sediment Cores (Robinson, 1986: Bloemendal et al., 1988: Doh et 
al., 1988) have shown that the climatically induced carbonate dilution 01- 
magnelic mineral concentrations is not the only paleoclimatic process influ- 
encing the magnetic properties and that changes in eulian, biogenic, and 
ice-rafted fluxes of magnetic minerals can be deduced from changes in 
magnetic properties. 

Susceptibility rccords a t  ODP sites off west Africa and in the Arabian 
Sca are related to terrigeneous (eolian) flux (Bloemendal and deMenocal, 
1989). Spectral analysis of these Late Plioccnc/PTeistocent: susceptibility re' 
cords reveal 100 ky, 41 ky, 23 ky, and 19 ky periodicities (Fig. 14.1). Thcre 
is an apparent shift in power at about 2.4 Ma, coincident with the onset of 
NorthernHemisphereGlaciation. Priortothistime, the23 ky and 19 ky (prc- 
cession)pcriodicities dominate, and afterthis timc the 41 ky (obliquity) peri- 
odicity dominates. The prescncc of the 41 ky periodicity during thc Maluy- 
ama Chron is also afeature of the North Atlantic SIRO record (Raymo et aL, 
1989). The shift in powcr in thc orf-Africa susceptibility records implies a 
change in monsoon intensity andlor eolian source area climate related to 
the onset of Northcrn Hemisphere Glaciation (Bloemendal and dcMenocal. 
1989). A similar change in power a t  this timc (-2.4 Ma] has been noted in 
foraminifera] abundance data from the Mediterranean (Sprovicri, 1992). 
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Figure 14.1 Susc~~tibil i ty recuds from the central Allalltic (Site 661) and Arilhian $7 (Sire 
721) martr 111 Alrica. Speclral analysis ove~U.4 My intervals indicates poacr in the M~lanko- 
vitch prriodicilier (afler Bloemendal and deMcnocal. 1989). 

In the King's Trough Flank area of  the North Atlantic (41-43"N). 
peaks in ~Usceptihility (k) tend to coincide with glacialintervals (Fig. 14.2) 
as indicated by the oxygen isotope record, cold watcr foraminifera1 assem- 
blages. and lows in calcium carbonate concentrations (Robinson, 198% 
Rohinson rt al., 1995). In core BOFS-5K, locatcd further north at 50.6'N 
(Fig. 14.2), the susceptibility record is dominated by the ice-rafted detrilus 
(IRD) associated with Heinrich events, as observed in other piston cores 
from this region (Groussct el aL, 1993). Robinson ef al. (1995) have used 
Ihc ratio of snsceptibiIity a t  the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (-18- 
19 ka) to susceptibility in thc Holocene as a mcans of mapping the  distrihu- 
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tion of IRD during the LGM (Flg. 14.3). The ice sheet instability which 
leads to high-susceptibility Heinrich (IRD) events m the North Atlantic 
(Broecker et al., 1992) has a d~lerent  manifestation in thc Labrador Sea. 
In  th~s  region, detrital carbonate (DC) and low detrital carbonate (LDC) 
layers, some of which correlalc to Heinrich events and other IRD layers 
in the North Atlantic, have been associated with turb~ditlc actlvlty in the 
North AtlanticMid-Ocean Channel (NAMOC) (Stoner et al., 1996). Some 

Figure 14.3 Ratios of rnapnctic wsceptibilily at the 1.ast Glacial Manimum (LCM. -18- 
19 ka) to rusceptibility in thc Holocene. used to map trrrigeneous ice-raftcd detritus during 
the LGM (aftcr Robinzon el ill, 111951. 
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DC and LDC events arc characterized hy high susceptibility (due to their 
association with IRD) although the detrital events are more easily recog. 
nized hy fernmagnetic grain size-sensitive ratios such as k,,lk and SIRMI 
k (Fig. 14.4). Such records provide a link between (Laurentido) ice sheet 
variability and the marine record which arc critical to the understanding 
of climate change during the last glacial cycle. 

Parameters which are not strictly concentration dependcnl and therc- 
fore indepcndcnt of calcium carbonate content; such as the Sratio and the 

Depth (cm) 
Figure 14.4 Tn Labradm Sea pirlon unrc P-094. the grain slLe-srnritivc parameters (k,,lk 
and SIRbiik) arc morc sensitive than suaieptihility (k) for rrecognition <,I dctriial carbonate 
IDC) and low dc~rital cnrbonatc (LUC) layers taller Sronct. rr 01.. 1995a). 
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ARMIk and ARWSIRM ratios, show variations which rellcct not only 
the principal glacial/interglacial variations but also additional fine-scale 
variations. particularly within interglacials (Fig. 14.5). Robinson (1986) 
interpreted these datain terms of three magnetic mineral fluxes: (1) antifcr- 
romagnctic mineral flux mainly of eolian origin associated with vigorous 
atmospheric circulation and aridity in glacial periods: (2) coarse ferrimag- 
netic mineral flux associated with ice rafting in glacial periods; and (3) a 
constant flux of fine-grained (single-domain) magnetite of eolian or biogenic 
origin, thc effect of which is noticcable when fluxes ( I )  and (2) are low in 
intcrglacial periods. 

Changes in k and k,,,,,/k at Termination I and I1 for a core located 
off the southern tip of Greenland :trc interprcted in terms of progressive 
deglaciation as the continental ice shcct melted hack to ihc shoreline and 
then retreated into thc continental interior (Stoncr rt nl., 1995a). At Termi- 
nation I in this core, k,,,lk perturbations record the Younger Dryas (YD), 
Heinrich Laycr I (HJ. and an additional melt event (ME1) prior to a broad 

Figure 14.5 Magnetic pilrametcr; (%ratio. ARMIk. and ARMISIRM) lor a pistnn core (:SX. 
79~4) from the ~ i ~ ~ . ~   rough region af the Xorth Ailanlic (aRcr Robinson. 1986). 
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low in the k-lk record {Fig. 14.6). ME, is interpreted to signify detrital 
influx a t  the ttme of initial detachment oi grounded sea ice from the shelf. 
The subsequent broad low in k,,,,lk is interpreted as the detrital influx 
dunng continental deglaciation on Greenland (Stoner et al., 1995a). Thts 

0 ~ , , , , . , , . , ,  , , , , "  , ,  
0 100 200 300 4W 500 

Depth (cm) 
Figure 14.4 The grain rile-rensstive pmamctcr (kv,ik) as a ntonitor of continental derived 
rnelrwater detritus during [he Ins1 deglacialion in piston corc P-013 from off SW Greenland 
(aftcr Stoner PI a l ,  1YY5a). The timing of the drcrrase in k,,,,/k (incrcasc in ferrimagnetic 
grain size) coincides with the retreat of antinenlalice lrcrm the mwtline into thc continental 
inlnior ol Greenland. 

, 
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interpretation is supported by radiocarbon age control tying the Iow in 
k,,,lk to geomorphological evidence for the timing of continental ice retreat 
on Greenland (Funder, 1989). 

Bloemendal eF al. (1988) used seven rock magnetic parameters as a 
means of detailed correlation in Quaternary corcs from the eastern 
central Atlantic. Rock magnetic parameters correlate to oxygen isotope 
records, with HIRM and k,,/SIRM showing the strongest correlation 
with .the oxygen isotope curve. Magnetic parameters are computed both 
as magnetic accumulation ratcs (computed by dividing the parameter 
by the estimafed time taken lor each individual sample to accumulatc; 
Bloemcndal, 1983) and as accumulation rates of the noncarhonate content. 
This allows the variations in magnetic properties independent of total 
sedimentntion rate and carbonate sedimentation rate to be nsscsscd. An 
antiferromagnctic and coarse ferrimagnetic dctrital flux is dominant in 
glacial intervals, and a fine-graincd ferrimagnetic flux is largely cunfincd 
to warm interglacial events. The principal indicator for this latter compo- 
nent (k,,,) shows a strong 21-23 My precessional variance in one of 
the corcs. 

Bivariate scatter plots of k , ,  against k and S !,.; against k,,,/k have 
been used as a means of discriminating the magnetic mineralogy of 
late Neogenc and Pleistocene sediments from different sedimentological 
environments (Bloemendal er ul., 1992). The k,, against k plot is largely 
controlled by the grain size spectrum of ferrimagnetic grains (magnetite 
and maghemile), and the S o.3 against k,,/k plot by the ratio o l  antiferro- 
magnetic (hematite) to ferrimagnetic grains. Differing sedimentary envi- 
ronments tend to rcveal characteristic distributions in these bivariate 
plots. For example, colian detritus is rich in antzerromagnetic grains. 
ice-rafted detritus is poorly sorted and rich in coarsc ferrimagnctic 
material, and current-controlled deposition tends to bc relatively well 
sorted. 

Doh et at. (1988) sludicd a 25-m core (LL44-GPCZ) from the central 
NorthPacific whichcovers theentire Cenozoic.The lithology is theunfossil- 
iferous pelagic clay which is characteristic of thc Pacificmidlatitudes (Davics 
and Gonlinc, 1976). The stratigraphic control in this facies is particularly 
poor due not only to the almost total lack of microfossils hut also to ihc 
unstable naturc of the rernanent magnetization. The magnetic parameters 
show coherent fluctuations downcore which arc potentially useful for corre- 
lation. In addition, fluctuations in concentra6on-dependent parameters 
(such as HIRM) plotted as accumulation rates correlate well with the 
sedimentologically determined total eolian accumulation rate (Fig. 14.7), 
indicating that these parameters can he used as a proxy indicator for colian 
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Figure 14.7 HlRM n proxy fur n,lian drlrlldl flux in rcd clays from the equatorla1 Psitlic 
(nfter Doh ur 01, 19881 

flux (Doh era/ . ,  1988). Changes in eolian flux arc related to changes in 
paleogeography and  paleoclimate. as the Pacific plate moved northward. 
and can provide the basis for local stratigraphic correlation; howevcr. the 
precision of the correlation technique depends critically on whether thc 
magnetic properties are due to changes in detritus or to later diagnctic 
growthlalteration of magnetic minerals. In tore LL44-GPC3, polarity inter- 
vals (stable magnetizations) are recorded above 4.33 m (late Pliocenei 
Pleistocene) and below 19 m (Paleoceneiearly Eocene) (Prince era/. ,  1980). 
The intervening interval is characterized by unstable. highly viscous rcma- 
ncncc. 'fhc intervals of stable remanent magnclization coincide with low 
values oIARMik, indicating that increases in grain size oCmagneticminerals 
may be the cause of remanencc instability (Doh er al., 1988). In thesc 
intervals. magnetic grain s i x  (from ARMlk) and eolian grain size (from 
grain observation) are high and vary consistently, suggesting that most of 
the magnetic mincrals in these intervals are of eolian origin. This is not 
the case for the interval of unstable remanence, where eolian grain sue 
fluctuations are not recorded in the ARMIk profile? suggesting diagenetic 
altcralion of magnetic minerals in this interval. Indeed. the instability of 
the remanent magnetization in this particular facies has bccn attributed to 
oxidation of primary magnetite to maghcmite downcure (Kent and Lowrie, 
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1974; H. P. Johnson et al., 1975) or alternatively the growth of authigenic 
ferrornanganese phases during diagcnesis (Henshaw and Merrill, 1980). 
The critical observationis whether thc boundary bctween the stable and the 
unstable remanence record, which is controlled by the magnetic mineralogy, 
occurs at a consistent time horizon or stratigraphic level. Available data 
indicate that it tcnds to occur very close to the GaussiMatuyama boundary 
(Opdyke and Fostcr, 1970; Prince er al., 19RO; Yamadaki and Katsura, 
1994 although synchroneity has not been well established. The change in 
magnetic mineralogy in thc late Pliocenc may be either directly or indirectly 
due to change in colian flux, which in turn may be related to the onset 
of Northern Hemisphere Glaciation. If so, Ulcsc mineralogical changes 
represent time lines suitable for regional stratigraphic correlation. 

14.4 Rock Magnetic Stratigraphy in Loess Deposits 

Hellcr and Liu (1982) pointed out that the susceptibility variations in the 
Chinese loess match the paleosoliluess lithologic variability. and Hcller and 
Liu (1984) matched the record to the Brunhes oxygen isotope record from 
the Pacific of Shackleton and Opdyke (1976). Kukla era/. (1988) showed 
that thc susceplibilityrecord closely parallels the orbitally tuned SPECMAP 
oxygen isotopc record derived from deep-sea sediments (Fig. 14.8), indicat- 
ing a close linkage between eolian flux, global ice volume, and climate. 
Rock magnetic data have played an important role in understanding the 
origin of the climatic record in Chinese loess. The present consensus is that 
the higher susccptibility of the paleosols in the Chinese locss is the rcsult 
of "magnetic enhancement" associated with authigenic production of SP 
and SD magnetite duringpedogenesis (Zhou et aL, 1990; Heller et a/., 1991; 
Maher and Thompson., 1991,1992; Banerjee er at.. 1993: Evans and Heller, 
1994). Beer etal. (1993) showed that the pedogenic and detrital susceptibil- 
ity components in the loesscan be quantitatively distinguished by comparing 
the susceptibility variations with "Be concentrations. According to these 
calculations, the susccptibility in Lhc paleosols due to magnetitc formed in 
situ is often -50% greater than the detrital susceptibility. Taking prcsent- 
day precipitali~mlsusceptibility data (Liu el  al., 1992) as the means of calibra- 
tion. Heller el al. (1993) used estimates of lhc pedogenic susceptibilily 
contribution To estimate paleoprecipitation. Maher et 01. (1994) constructed 
apalcoprecipilationrecord based on bulk susceptibility differences between 
paleosols and intervening unweathered loess and a logarithmic relationship 
between rainfall and susceplihility in nine modern paleosols across the 
Chinese loess plateau. 
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ODP 677 Xiteng 

Figure 14.8 Correlation ofsusccptibility records from Chinese loess wlrh the benthic omen 
isrllupr r e e d  irim ODPSile 677 (aitcr Heller and Evans. 1995). Shading in lithology indiwtzs 
paleosols separated hy k,ras. 

The pedogedicmodcl which explains the magneticvariability in Chinese 
locss cnnnot be applied to all locss deposits. The susceptibility record in 
Alaskan locss has orbital variability, but the intervals of high susceptibility 
correlate to cold climate intervals, opposite to the relationship in the Chi- 
nese loess (Beget and Hawkis,  1989). A close relationship between mean' 
loess grain size and susccptibility values implied that the high-susceptibility 
inlervals can be attributed togreater windvelocities during glacial intervals. 
which transported Iargcr rnagnclitc grains which dominate the suscepfibility 
record (Beget et al., 1990). 

14.5 Rock Magnetic Stratigraphy in Lake Sediments 

Magnetlc parametcrs prov~de a baas for correlat~on and for determ~ning 
changes of magnetic mineral fluxes in both marlne and lake sediments. 
However, because lake sedimentatton rates arc typically 2 or 3 orders of 
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magnitude greater than those of deep-sea sediments, the time scale of Lhc 
observations is very different. Whereas magnetic mineral flux changes in 
the marine setting can give us information on long-term climate change. 
the samc information fromlake sediments is generally giving US information 
on Holuccnc and recent anthropogenic environmental change. There are. 
however, lake sediment corcs which extend back through thc last glacial 
cycle such as those from Lac du Bouchet (Thouveny et al., 1994) and Lake 
Baikal.(Peck et al., 1994). In thesc studies the susccptihility record is 
an important means oC monitoring lithologic changes associated with the 

.,glacial-interglacial cycling. 
Volume susceptibility measurements are a very important. rapid, and 

nondestructive means of core correlation in lake sediments (Thompson et 
al., 1975; Blocmendal et al., 1979: Peck et al., 1994). Distinctive features 
in the records, which are controlled by variations in concentrafions of 
ferrimagnetic minerals. can be matched to monitor variations in sediment 
accumulation. The method can be useful cvcn in lakes which show wide 
variations in sedimentation rate (Thompson and Morton, 1979). Other 
magnetic paramcters, such as SIRM, can also be uscd for core correlation 
and may b e  useIul when susceptibility values are uniformly low, but thcy 
may require subsampling of the whole-core and therelore measurements 
may bc considerably slowcr than whole-core susceptibility mcasuremetlts. 

The usc of magnetic susceptibility profiles for correlation in lake sedi- 
ments led to the observation. at Loch Neagh, that progressively increasing 
susceptibility values parallel pollen variations signifying progressive dcfor- 
estation (Fig. 14.9) (O'Sullivan era/., 1972). Thompson et ul. (1975) interprc- 
ted these data to indicate increased erosion and a resulling flux of ferrimag- 
netic grains from the basaltic bedrock. It has since been demonstrated that 
the susccptibility of topsoil can be greater Lhan that of the deeper soil 
horizons and of the bedrock. This "magnetic enhanccment" has been attrib- 
uted to the lormation of magnetite and maghemite in the surface soil 
(iizdemir and Bancrjee, 1982: Mullins. 1977; Maher and Taylor, 1988: 
Evans and Heller. 1994; Eyre and Shaw, 3994). Increases in susceptibility 
associated with pollen evidencc for deforestation would now be interpreted 
to reflect increased erosion of topsoil as a result oT changes in land usc 
(e.g.. Ilearing et nl.. 19861 Thompson and Oldfield, 1986). It has been 
demonstrated that susceptibility of lake sediicnts can be a very sensitive 
indicator not only of changes in erosion style in the catchment but also 
of changes in climate (Thompson and Oldfield, 1986). changes in stream 
discharge (Dcaring and Flower. 1982), natural burning or burning for land 
clearance (Rummcsy et dl.,  1979 Rummery, 1983), and industrial burning 
oIfossil fuels (Oldfield era/., 1983). Burningcontributes to the lake sediment 
susceptibility record because magnetite is an important product of both 
soil burning (Longworth er ul., 1979) and industrial burning (Chaddha and 
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Figun 14.9 6NO-year record from Lough Neagh 1Northern Ireland) Forest clearance and 
iamrngare~n&cated bylncreasesin plantams,%rarses, and cerealpollcn lncrcascs msusccptl- 
bllltv are attnbnted to Increased soti eroslon m thc lakc carchrncnt (aftcr Thompson nnd 
Oldfield, 1986) 

Scchra. 1983). As many of these anthropogenic processes produce changes 
inferrimagneticinffux, concentration-dependent parameters such as suscep- 
tibility and SIRM are most applicable (rather than mineralogy-dependent 
magnetic parameters). However, for detailed studies of erosion history and 
land use changes, a more complete characterization of sediment source 
material .and of the sediment itself is necessary. Magnetic parameters can 
be used as tracers to determine changes in sediment sourcc and thcrcby 
provide markers of environmental and land use change. In this type of 
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application, t h ~ r e  is a need to establish a more formal, quunlitative approach 
to the study of magnetic mixtures, in ordcr to delineate the proportion of 
individual magneLic constituents. Thompson (1986) has used the Simplex 
search method to deterrninc optimal mixingmodels on the basis ofparticu- 
lar magnetic characteristics (such as IRM acquisition curves) oI individual 
sediment samples and of possible source materials. Alternatively. the mag- 
netic characteristics of the scdiment uafl be matched to combinations or  
standard curves based on synthetic samples. 

/ 

14.6 Future Prospects for Rock Magnetic Stratigraphy 

Until recently. rock magnetic stratigraphywas confined lo the use of susccp- 
tibility as a convenienl method of core correlation in volcanogenic marine 
sediments. During thc past ten years, rock magnetic studies of lakc scdi- 
ments havc demonstrated that rock magnetic parameters are not only useful 
for core correlation but can provide delailcd information on changes in 
magneticmineral flux that can bc related to change in land use (Thompson 
and Oldficld. 1986). The techniquesused in this developingfield of  environ- 
mental magnetism are now being applicd to the marine and terrestrial 
sedimentary record. Susceptibility data from Chincse loess deposits (Kukla 
et al., 1988) and from thc coliatl-dominated equatorial sites off Africa 
(Bloemendal and deMenocal, 1989) have variance in which the dominant 
"heartbeat" is very similar to that sccn in marine oxygen isotope records, 
providing a fascinating link between marine and terrestrial climate records. 

Rock magnetic methods are gcnerally conducted on subsamplcs from 
sediment corcs often collected as 8-cm' plastic cubes. Thc widely used 2G- 
755R cryogenic magnetometer (with 3.2-cm-diameter access) is designed 
[or discrete sample measurement with homogeneous response of  SQUID 
scnsing coils over a volume large compared to the discrete samplc volume. 
Weeks ef (11. (1993) desnibc a modified 2G-755R magnetomctcr in which 
the SQUID sensing coils are arranged for optimal spatial resolution of 
magnetization rrom continuous "u-channels" tracked through the sensing 
region. Deconvolution of the signal in the time domain (Constable and 
Parker, 1991; Oda and Shibuya, 1996) gives resolution comparable to that 
achieved by back-to-hack discrete sampling. The u-channels (sec Tauxe er 
ul., 1983h Nagy and Valet. 1993) are typically 1.5 m in length with a 2 X 

2 cm cross-section. Stepwise demagnctization of NRM, acquisition and 
stepwisc demagnetization of IRM and ARM can be carricd out on a single 
automated measurement track (Weeks et al., 1993). Rock magnetic mea- 
suremcnt tracks with thjs capsbilitg will greatly i~lcreas,c thespeed a t  which 
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Figure 14.1 1 Comparison ol srdirnmlary relalive ppaleoinrcnsity rccords from Mediterranean 
Sea (continuous shaded record) wilh palnlinlenrily dnta from volcanic rocks and archzomag~ 
nctic artefacts (points with error b a n )  (aRer Tric ui nL, 19921. 

Deep-sea sediment cores hold considerable promise for giving long 
continuous records of relative geomagnetic paleointensities. The method 
relics nn thc proposition that the intensity of DRM is a linear function of 
ambient field ovcr the range of geomagnetic field intensity (Kcn~,  1q73; 
Barton er a/., 1980: Tucker, 1980) and that variations in concentrations 
of magnetic minerals in the sediment can hc cumpensated by a suitable 
normalization factor (see review by Tauxe. 1993). Thc ideal sediment for 
paleointensity determinations is one in which the remancncc is a D M  
carried by PSD magnetite in the 1-15 pm grain size range and in which 
the concentration of magnetite does not vary by more than a factor of 20 
or 30 (Kinget a/.. 1983). In most studies. the paleointcnsity record is derived 
from the NRM intensity (after partial AF  demagnetization Lo eliminate 
VRM) normalized lor varialiuns in magnetite concentration by dividing by 
ARM, k, SIRM, low-field IRM, or  SLKM (stirred remanencefrom redeposi- 
tion experiments) (Kent and Opdyke. 1977: Tauxc, 1993). Mure than one 
normalization factor can be used, strengthening thc record in the case ol 
concordancc. ARM is often the normalization factor of choice as it is 
particularly sensitive lo SDIPSD magnetite grain sizes, whereas SIRM and 
k are more sensitive to MD magnclile grains. Meynadier er a/. (1992) 
demonstrated a similarity in coercivity of thc NRM and ARM in three 
piston cores from the Somali Basin, thereby showing that thc grain size 
fraction of magnclite carrying the ARM is similar to that carrying the 
NRM. For these 5 cmlky scdimentation rate cores, the NRM,,,,/ARM 

ratio was used as the measure of relative paleointensity in the 20-140 ka 
interval. The Somali Basin records arc consistent among the three cores 
and compare well with the 80 ky record of Tric et ul. (1992) from lhc 
Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 14.11) based on stacked NRMm,,rlk data from 
four cores with sedimentation rates of about 10 cmlky. These records can 
be comparcd with variation seen in Thellier archaeomagnetic and volcanic 
records for the last 40 ky (c.g., McElhinny and Senanayake, 1982), with 
relative paleointensities for the last 20 ky from box cores (Constable and 
Tauxe. 1987), and with longer records from Ontong-Java (Tauxe and Wu, 

-- 1990; Tauxe and Shackleton, 1994) Sulu Sca (Schneider, 1993). western 
equatorial Pacific (Yamazaki and loka, 1994), central North Atlanlic 
(Weeks et ul.. 1995; Lehman et at., 1996), and Labrador Sea (Stoner el a/., 
1995b). The correlatihn of the marine paleointensity record? to a 84 ky 
record from Lakc Baikal (Peck er al., 1996) is quite straight fonrrard, but 
correlation to Lau dn Bouchet (Thouvcny et al., 1990) is less clear. Compari- 
son of the Labrador Sea record with a composite record compiled from 
the Mediterranean and Somali Basin records (Fig. 14.12) leads lo two 
conclusions. (1) Relativc paleointensity records lor the last 100 ky' can be 
correlated over large distances, implying that marine sediments can record 
paleointensities of the gcomagnetic dipole field. (2) The AMS 14C age 
control for the Labrador Sea record is inconsistent with the oxygen isotope 
age control from the McditerraneanlSomali basins. 

Paleointensity studies in marine sediments, which hitherto had been 
restricted to the last -200 ky, have been greatly expanded by an impor- 
tant study of ODP Leg 138 cores from the equatorial Pacific (Valet and 
Meynadier, 1993). The record covers the last 3.9 My in corcs with mean 

: sedimentation rates not exceeding 2.5 cmlky (Fig. 14.13). Relative palcoin- 
: tcnsities were converted into virtual axial dipole moments (VADMs) by 

calibration to Thellier determinations of paleointensitics for the last 
0.5 My. Several important featurcs are apparent in the records: (I) paleoin- 
tcnsity lows in the Brunhes Chron appear to correlate in agc to geomagnetic 
duectional excursions; (2) a sawtooth pattern of paleointensity fluctuations 
appears to be related to rcversal boundaries: reversals tend to coincidc 
with lows in the VADMs with abrupt increases immediately post rcversal. 
The longer the duration of thc polarity chron, the greater the abrupt in- 
crease in VADM at its onset; and each polarity chron appears t o  be charac- 
terized by decay of VADM leading t o  the next reversal. This has led to 
the suggestion that the reversal frequency, and the occurrence of polarity 
excursions, is ultimately controlled by the intensity of the dipole field, which 
also controls Lhc stability of a particular polarity state. 

The correlation of widely spaced sedimentary paleoinlcnsity records 
for the last 140 ky suppers the contention that they are reliable records 
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Figure 14.14 Comparison of the rela~ive pdlrrtintensity stack (Sinf-2W. Guyodo and Valet, 
1996) with the P-01.7 palr<rinlenrilg wcord from the Labrador Sea (S tone r8  nl.. IYY.%). ThC 
rorrrlatitm alluwa the oxygen isotope chrontllogy from Sinc?OO to bk importcd illto the  
Lahradrlr Sea, where obtainiug ~ u c h  chronolo@es direclly is prr~hlrmatic. 

of theVADM. The presence in the paleointcnsity rccord of orbiral periodic- 
ities (see Meynadier er al., 1992) suggests. however, that climatc-controllml 
litholngicvariahility may he influencing the records. Tauxe and Wu (1990) 
advocate use of a coherence function to test whethcr paleuintensity records 
are coherent (a1 lh; 95% confidence level) with the normalizing lactor used, 
and with other magnetic paramctcrs (such as ARM or k) which may hc 
affected by climate-controlled lithologic cydcs. Recent paleointensity stud- 
ics Irom the Allanlic and Indian Oceans for the Jaramillo Lo early Brunhes 
interval (Valet el nL, 1994) appear to confirm the general structure of thc 
Leg 138 record (Valet and Meynadicr. 1993). indicating that paleointensity 
records will not only provide us with significant insights into the nature of 
the geomagnetic ficld and the mechanism for polarity reversals and polarity 
excursions but also provide us with a new means of high-resolution strati- 
graphic correlation. A n  example of such a correlation is depictcd in Figurc 
14.14. The relative palcointensity stack compiled by Guyodo and Valet 
(1996). based on paleointensity records that can he directly correlaled lo 
the oxygen isotopc chronology. is correlated to the paleointensity record 
from the Labrador Sea (Stoner r l  nl., 1995h) whcrc oxygcn isolope data 
are compromised by lackof benlhos and meltwater influence on the planktic 
record. The correlation in Fig. 14.14 allows the oxygen isotopc chronology 
to be imporled into the Labrador Sea, heralding a new era of high resolutiotl 
magnetic stratigraphy based on gcomagnetic paleointensity. 
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